Eudaemon

-- Zerrex R. Narrius

The city is his city; and the closer you draw to his home, to his territory, the more
apparent it becomes. The buildings become less stylish, less new, and less rich, despite the
fact that the poverty rate here is surprisingly low – no, it’s not lack of money that keeps
these places looking forlorn and old, in need of restoration. It is the very air of the place,
the sense of… loss, and destruction, and the fact that sorrow seems to permeate the air,
dancing hand-in-hand with cruelty.
Baskin’s Grove is a small place, housing only thirty-thousand people in its abodes and
stumpy apartment buildings, and maybe a handful of the homeless that wander the streets
and live in the park or the recessed nooks of alleys and industrial buildings. It is divided
into three major sections; the industrial district to the north, sprawling but stocky, a
seemingly-impenetrable catacomb of steel containers, warehouses and storage sheds, the
perfect place for a gang hangout or even a mob, had the place been big enough for the
latter… but even the former didn’t exist within the normal scope of things. After all, he
didn’t like gangs or any other kind of criminal organization. Besides which, it was also too
close to his territory for comfort, with one side of the triangular sprawl resting against
what everyone called Comfort Town.
‘Comfort Town’ wasn’t the real name of the district; that was Beaux Fields, another
cutesy name taken from some old farming story, from what the place had once been. But
the people of the city all preferred their own name for the place, because in Comfort Town,
you could get a stiff drink, sex, drugs and whatever else you wanted. A regular parade of
sins, even for a small city… but there was no violence, and once you looked close, you
realized that the whores were all a bit too clean to just be walking around by themselves
without some pimp – and then too devoid of bruises or other signs of being abused to
have one – and the drugs were all moderately light, more pot than LSD or PCP. Someone
was regulating this area of town… and if you walked deep enough, to one of the more
rustic bars near the woods that sat on this side of the city of Baskin’s Grove, you could find
out why everything was so clean despite being so dirty.
After all, he was a more-than-sometimes customer of Elliot’s, showing up whenever he
liked and staying however long he liked; as with most of the businesses in Comfort Town –
and even a few in the high-class area across the way, where the politicians and the richer
people lived to get away from him and to pretend that he didn’t own the town – he had one
of the keys to the shop, as well as a clone of the master key of the business that would let
him into any door once inside the place. The boss came and went as he chose; and no one
dared to defy him or fail to meet his expectations.
It all sounds ridiculous; after all, the main police precinct for the town sat in the highclass district across from Comfort Town – and with a large wall separating it from the

industrial zones, the rich would absolutely not stand for their eyes to be defiled by such
disgusting sights as smokestacks – but then you had never met the Master of the city, as he
liked to be called. The police were both afraid and awed with his presence, as, unlike a
crime lord, he detested crime of all sorts. And the one time they had attempted to bring
him in for questioning, he had taught them that he was not fond of crime, but he certainly
had no aversion to using violence to solve his problems.
The boss was, in a word, dangerous. Another good word to describe him would be
psychotic; another, perhaps, entrepreneurial. After all, he had spent five years here… and it
had only taken him two to take over Comfort Town… install his own rules… and then the
other three he’d spent lounging about the third of the city that was indisputably his while
the politicians cried and made statements against him and yelled and slung mud… what
little mud there was to sling that wouldn’t end up having them eliminated in one of a
variety of ways.
Not to say that the boss didn’t do any work himself, though… he was what you would
call someone who you went to when you had a problem that you needed to be fixed by
other than legal means. A repairman; a mechanic. Or, in plain words, a mercenary. He chose
the jobs he did… and his price was expensive… but the job was always completed to a
more than satisfactory level. From scaring to killing, he did everything, and he did it well.
In short, he owned the town… and he loved his work.
~~~
The reptile sat at one of the tables, his arms on the cheap laminated wood surface as he
rested back in his corner seat, his head bowed as he allowed his mind to take in the usual
and soothing clutter around him that came in from his other senses; touch, the feeling of
resting back against the padded, high-backed bench that was big enough to give even him
some privacy… smell, cigarette smoke, booze… taste, the whisky he’d just had… sound,
the soft talk of people in the bar and the click-click-click of heels from the one waitress
that wandered the area.
Now he opened his eyes and added sight; with his head bowed, the first thing he saw was
the half-empty bottle of whisky and the clean ashtray in front of him, then he stretched his
arms out a bit to settle himself and knocked against the empty glass he’d been drinking
from, chattering the ice cubes within. Then he sat back and crossed his arms, gaze roving
over the area to take in the moodily lit bar, lighted from above by dying bulbs in metal
hoods that reminded him of those things you put around the necks of unevolved dogs.
There were other benches against this wall, but they were mostly empty… then, at the
front of the bar, across the front window, was a series of small, round wooden tables with
chairs around them… these inhabited by a few patrons, including a group of students. The
window itself had the glowing neon word “Elliot’s” across it, but some of the light had
died from the tubing, making it look more like “El ot’s.”
The reptile mused a bit as he sat back, then he glanced over the mostly-empty space in
the center of the bar – not saying much, since the barroom was relatively tiny – and the

jukebox that sat by the door leading in, to the actual bar at the back of the tavern, with the
long, L-shaped counter that wove into the wall, surrounded by plain red-padded stools
upon which a few patrons sat, sipping beer as they rested against the surface of the wood
tabletop. But currently the reptile couldn’t see Cindy or Elliot working bar… just the
shelves upon shelves of booze that sat before the mirror that rested in a long, rectangular
recess, and the single cash register to one side. The lizard sat back a bit, frowning faintly. It
meant that both of them were in the kitchen, and he’d told them time and time again he
disliked it when they both went to work in the small, stuffy kitchen at the same time… he
wasn’t their personal security service, after all.
But likewise, Elliot and Cindy were one of the few patrons of his fair city that could get
away with ignoring him… or even, on some rare occasions, saying no. Normally, when
someone said no to him and didn’t have a damned good reason for it, he made sure that
they never would be able to do whatever he’d ordered… generally by breaking limbs,
wrecking the shop or simply beating the crap out of the person who’d defied him. But with
Elliot, he just snarled and threatened, then sulked, little as he liked to admit it… and
Cindy, on the other hand…
But now here she came, pushing out of the two-way door with a circular plastic tray
balanced artfully in either hand, wearing her sexy, short little miniskirt, an open, shortsleeved blouse with her name on it and a tight-fitting, white dress shirt below that... but
despite her choice of clothing, her smile and eyes held a strange innocence as her shoes
click-clicked against the floor, walking carefully over to the party of students with her load
of foodstuffs.
He allowed his eyes to gaze over her, his frown disappearing back into his usual plain, if
unpleasant, poker-face… but it was hard to resist a smile as he watched her. A lizard, a
Drakkaren, to be precise, like himself… with scales of evergreen that turned to a slightlyyellow – but it was a golden-fall yellow, and not a faded or ugly color – on her chest, which
he knew more from seeing her in other ways than serving. Her eyes were a sparkling,
intelligent blue, and her smile was radiant, which was more enticing to the boss of the city
than her shapely form or good-sized but not huge bust. He knew she worked out, and he
knew that she had muscle too, in that slim figure… and that was another attraction for
him. He liked people who could take care of themselves, even though Cindy Delacroix was
probably too nice to ever hit anyone for any reason whatsoever.
And now she was serving the students, smiling all around despite their slight rowdiness,
and the male reptile leaned forwards a bit, narrowing his eyes as he watched them. Then
Cindy was turning away, and he was just entering the stage of relief when one of them
reached out a hand and gave her a hard slap just below the tail, making Cindy cringe and
jump forwards, eyes startled and teeth grit as she rose her hands in the air and the college
students howled with laughter.
Her features flushed deeply, and she began to turn towards them when she caught sight
of the other reptile, now glaring beyond her at the students. Her features went from flushed
to pale almost instantly, and she quickly walked over to him, doing her best not to run;

halfway across the room, the boss of the city caught the eye of one of the teenage students,
the one who’d gotten anxious with his hands, and the reptile pointed towards the door in an
obvious pantomime of get out.
In return, however, the kid just sneered, then the cat held up his hands and flipped him
off, head tilted upwards and eyes glaring. The other four or five around the table turned to
look… and only one of them went sufficiently white enough to let the reptile know that he
was a townie – the others must be out-of-towners who’d traveled here from the high side of
town for some adventure.
The reptile was about to stand, but then Cindy was beside his table, her slight five-five
barely having to lean down to look into his eyes as she said urgently, sapphire eyes full of
misplaced anxiety: “Zerrex… please… don’t be like this, don’t go off on them, you really
don’t have to, it was just a little nudge…”
“It was a slap I could hear from here.” Zerrex said mildly, then he closed his eyes before
motioning with one hand for her to sit. He heard her do so immediately, then he tilted his
heard towards her and looked into her eyes with that same calmness. In her blue eyes, he
could see himself reflected… and it made him pause as he gazed at her, who was staring at
him with such intensity that it seemed looking into her eyes was merely looking at himself.
He was big… well, okay. That was an understatement. When you stood at eight feet and
two inches, were about twice the width of most people and had muscles that were roughly
comparable to tires, you were more into the category of ‘huge.’ His scales were a taunt hide
that seemed to stretch to the point of breaking when he flexed, a lustrous emerald that was
only a shade darker that his eyes… except for the scales on his chest, there being a deep
navy blue that covered his masculine breast and powerful, chiseled abdominal muscles. He
was an oddity in his size, and in another thing as well.
The reptile reached up to brush back his hair – one of his few untamed gestures that
always made him feel strange, especially in the presence of other reptiles. After all, he had
hair, and not just any hair but shoulder length, ivory-white hair when most Drakkaren had
nothing up there… and then his was natural, making him nearly unique. It came from his
mother’s side… a biological virus that went from when she’d had her own hair implanted
into her head while that was popular. But that was a long story, and Zerrex hated both
thinking of his past and his family.
So instead he merely sat, looking at the female with slight irritation now but… also a
strange sort of tenderness. The Master of the city was not one who was often thought to
be anything but callous and cold… but with a few like Cindy, he could be gentle. Or he
could try, at least, until something like this happened.
He sat back, merely looking into her eyes as his hands now smoothed out his plain blue
dress shirt, left with the top few unbuttoned, and he stretched his legs out under the table
as much as he could without pushing against Cindy, his polished special forces grade
combat boots tapping against the ground, more lustrous than the same-color jeans he wore.
After a few more moments of staring, Cindy dropped her eyes, then merely asked quietly:
“Can I get anything for you then, Zerrex?”

The reptile shook his head slowly, then he reached out and grabbed the bottle of whisky,
pouring a bit of the stuff into the glass before pushing it towards Cindy. She merely looked
at the glass, then glanced up at Zerrex, biting the inside of her cheek before she sighed and
nodded, reaching down to quietly take the glass and tip it back, drinking the half-shot as
the male nodded, looking at her with seeming impartialness before he tilted the bottle of
whisky back to his muzzle and took a long, deep drink of the amber liquid, feeling it
spilling down his muzzle a bit as his throat worked, eyes watering a bit at the burning
sensation it caused as he guzzled the fluids inside before holding out the empty bottle to
the waitress.
“That’ll kill you one day, sir.” Cindy said quietly, then she took the now-empty bottle,
marveling a bit as she always did as Zerrex sat back; she glanced at him, as she always did, to
make sure and to wonder again how he did that without becoming the slightest bit tipsy…
then she headed behind the counter and into the kitchens, probably to fetch her so-called
father as Zerrex turned his attention back to the students.
Two of them had left… and now there were three, including the leopard that had first
broken his laws and then challenged him. He didn’t know that this was his court, his
territory… but the Drakkaren was more than happy to remedy that as he got up and
walked over to the table, taking the direct route instead of doing what he usually did, which
was to wander out and wait for the offender to be alone. Right now, however, the others
were equally guilty for having laughed… and for not having run, even after their friend had
warned them.
One thing Zerrex had learned was that people always thought he was smaller when at a
distance, not believing their eyes… so the complete shock and the sudden wilting of all
three, including Spots, wasn’t exactly a surprise for him. What did surprise him was when
the leopard’s teeth began to chatter and he fainted. This made things easier for Zerrex at
least… with a look at the other two, he decided to withhold their eventual judgment as the
girl and guy clutched each other like children, staring with wide eyes at the giant as he
reached down, plucked up the unconscious leopard, and then threw him easily over his
shoulder before walking out. The other regular patrons of the bar didn’t so much as throw
more than a glance at this; they, unlike the out-of-towners, had seen this all before.
Outside, it was fairly dark…not nighttime dark, but more deep twilight dark, the
cracked sidewalks and old buildings lit by shades of deep navy as the reptile walked slowly
down the street, ignoring passerby… as most of them did their best to acknowledge him
but also stay out of his way, not speaking but more often nodding or half-bowing as they
scattered. When Zerrex was with a so-called ‘prisoner’ – or ‘prey,’ as both the reptile himself
and many of the other people of Comfort Town referred to the unfortunate victim as – you
did your best to be as polite as possible… but you didn’t stop Zerrex or do anything that
would require more than a gaze or nod in return. Silent tribute was the rule with the
Drakkaren.
After a few short minutes, he came to one of his favorite alleys – long, deep, but a dead
end, as it came out at a boarded-up exit out of the old library – still functional, but not as

posh as the fancy library in the high-class area of town, being only one floor and a bunch
of rows of books with a single irritable librarian – and the local fire hall; there was no exit
because both the library and fire hall used to be a single building, and there was still a
connecting corridor between them from when it had been city hall, before things had begun
to deteriorate in Comfort Town.
Zerrex pondered this as he walked down the mostly-empty alley, but for the few old
stains of graffiti and errant trash that had blown into here, heading for the brick wall at the
back. It wasn’t like Comfort Town had gone into its state of depression and disrepair just
because he’d shown up… if anything, he’d stalled the flow with his appearance. From what
he gathered, the political corruption had started with the birth of the high-class Apple
Villa district, the third part of Baskin’s Grove and now the largest, with construction
constantly being done by stolen government money – there was quite a bit of nastiness in
this small town, which was always trying to expand through embezzlement and all sorts of
fraud. From Zerrex’s experience, small-town politics were almost always among the nastiest
in terms of corruption, and this only added to those beliefs.
Apple Villa was separated from Comfort Town by a man-made creek, crossable only at
one of three bridges – one of those roads, two of them footbridges. It made for nasty
traffic jams on workdays… but even worse was the fact that the industrial area could not be
accessed through Apple Villa, because of Garden Wall – a ten-foot tall wall of white brick
that went from the outskirts of the town to the man-made creek, with the creek going
behind it and acting as a dumping place for sewage in the industrial area, hence all the
pretty colors that sometimes could be seen in the water that eventually flowed through a
filtration system. The fact that there was a ten foot brick wall was bad enough… but it was
made worse when you discovered that it was also ten feet thick, and with gigantic, carefullycultivated pines lining the top. It was all very pretty to look at… and it blocked out the
sounds and sights of the industrial zone… but it was another ridiculous project that merely
fortified the borders of Apple Villa and separated it from Comfort Town and the industrial
zone, which, like most districts, had no real border except for the imaginary lines put down
by the planning committee.
It was why Baskin’s Grove had been dying. The mayor and his cronies all lived in Apple
Villa… and all the ‘unimportant’ people had been delegated to Comfort Town; with the
town split into desirables – the beautiful, the rich, the micro-celebrities who lived in the
high-class district – and the undesirables – the working class, the less-well off, and of
course, everyone’s favorite kicking boy, the impoverished – the town had been falling into
pieces, with crime springing up everywhere. The corrupt bureaucrats didn’t seem to notice
that the more you press upon an area, the more you give to one place and take from
another, the more crime you get first in the sickened place… and then those people realize
just who bent them over and quickly turn around to attack the high-standing community.
No matter how high a wall you build, there will always be a taller ladder… and no matter
how wide a creek you make, there will always be a board long enough to topple over and
bridge the gap.

The town had been in total chaos when Zerrex had arrived, with the ways only looking
worse as the legal office was downsized but enriched with bribes, and the police force
swelled to allow for a cop on every street, and many of them all too willing to do what their
government bosses bid instead of serving the people. The reptile had been fairly quick to
set up his own place in the slummier area of town and then begun cleanup… but that too
was a long story of the past, and perhaps for another day as he felt the cat on his shoulder
shift, beginning to awaken before he was brought back to total consciousness as Zerrex
easily tossed him off his shoulder and into the wall, sending him crashing off the bricks to
fall to the ground and hit the rocky cement with a groan, his muzzle bloodied from the
double impact before he sat up, trembling, sports jacket askew and clothes beneath rumpled
and dirty, reaching up with one hand as if for mercy, that hand dripping blood from having
landed on a shattered bottle… and the reptile couldn’t help but reflect what one fall would
do before he lashed a foot out and kicked the punk hard enough in the ribs to break several
of them and mash him back against the wall as he let out a scream of pain and crumpled
onto his front, gasping and holding his chest as he began to let out loud sobs of agony.
“Oh… oh please… don’t… not anymore, don’t…”
Then he was letting out another squall as Zerrex brought a foot up and stepped down
on his head, remorselessly grinding his heel and sending down a trickle of blood from one
of the feline’s ears as he bucked and tried to push upwards, crying harder now before Zerrex
stepped back and swung his foot in again, this time catching him in the cheek and snapping
the bone there as well, causing the feline to scream again before he simply lay on his side
and curled up in the fetal position, shivering and sobbing hard as Zerrex stared down at him
without emotion; the weak show off in front of him was barely worth his time, after all.
He’d expected more… but like so many these days, he was all talk and hot air. A bad
combination when placed with an opponent like Zerrex… who was all action.
The reptile kicked the cat again, this time lightly and almost playfully, snorting as the
feline twitched and curled up tighter, still bawling and giving wordless moans up to him
that the Drakkaren thought were either apologies or prayer. He didn’t care; for one, it didn’t
matter that the cat was sorry until he was taught his lesson. For another, he was remarkably
faithless.
Now he crouched down, then grabbed the feline by the back of the neck and one of his
biceps, hefting him up to his knees; the cat struck out at him, but Zerrex didn’t even twitch
as he felt his strong body battered by the weak, flailing blows from one arm as the feline
kept the other against his face, crying harder, his eyes shut tight as his fingers clawed at the
reptile’s shirt and then tore it, making the lizard narrow his eyes before he twisted him
around, jerking his arm painfully into his upper back and making the feline arch his spine
and let out a shriek of pain, the new agony easily cutting through the aches from the kicks
of the reptile as he felt like his arm was about to be torn off, bucking and twitching, unable
to twist as Zerrex stood and forced the cat to his feet before shoving him face-first into the
nearest brick wall.
There was a dull thwack of flesh against stone, then the leopard let out a low groan,
knocked senseless as blood pattered from his face and muzzle, head hanging loosely

forwards and body going limp in the reptile’s grasp. The legs of the feline shook violently,
then his bladder released and Zerrex made a disgusted face as he smelt the stench of the
urine and heard it running down his leg to drip to the ground below. The reptile stepped
back a bit, releasing the groggy feline’s arm as he shifted his grip up to his shoulders,
almost literally holding the cat up as his body trembled and he stared stupidly forwards,
blood soaking the fur on his face and neck, as well as staining his shirt below.
Then he felt the feline’s legs unhinged and he allowed him to drop, letting his own arms
fall to his side as he muttered at the weakness of his current victim, who was now laying on
the ground and twitching a bit. Granted, being slammed into a brick wall by a lizard who
looked like he could lift a car if he wanted to – and the reptile actually could – was
something that would do more than take the fight out of most… he just hadn’t expected
the feline to piss himself before falling unconscious.
But he still had one thing to do before he finished his job. Now that the prey had been
beaten into submission, there was still the matter of how he had humiliated Cindy to
contend with… and the idea he had was simple, but eloquent and effective in its own right.
The reptile bent down, then turned the leopard over, making a face at the large wet spot on
his pants and the reek of urine that rose up from it as he grasped the thin shirt of the
feline, then simply pulled in two directions, tearing it down the middle. Then, with the
frown of disgust still more than apparent on his features, the reptile carefully undid the
pants of the leopard. He’d much prefer to wait… but he also wanted to get out of here and
had no intent of being interrupted by an overzealous cop or good Samaritan. That meant
he would have to kill, and killing always complicated things.
Once he managed to undo his jeans without getting his hands in the wetness of the
leopard, he rolled the feline over with a hard kick to the side, making the leopard grunt…
but he didn’t wake up. Whatever else, the reptile guessed he’d done a bit more than given the
punk a concussion… but that was good for him, bad for the asshole. Then he stepped over
the waist of the cat, squatting over him and carefully removing his jacket and torn shirt to
reveal a relatively scrawny frame without much apparent muscle. All bluster after all, and
not just a coward…
He finished by removing his pants, carefully grasping the cuffs and pulling them off like
that, avoiding any wetness again… and doing the same with his boxers, so that Spots was
left entirely naked. Then, grabbing him by the arms, he’d hefted him into a sitting position
against the back wall before balling his clothing up and tossing it up onto the roof of the
connecting passage between library and fire hall. Finally, Zerrex stepped back and examined
his handiwork.
He felt it was done fairly well… it hadn’t taken him too long and he’d left the leopard in
a fairly compromising position… but there was something that didn’t feel entirely right. For
a few moments, the Drakkaren mused as he looked at the vulnerable Spots, then he finally
smiled and nodded before leaning forwards, smile turning into a slight sneer as he kicked
one foot outwards and forwards, digging it into the gut of the feline with enough force to

cause him to snap awake as the breath was knocked from his lungs and his supper disgorged
from his stomach.
Zerrex looked at him with a feeling of mild entertainment now, crossing his arms with a
disgusted snort as the feline sat, shivering, a pile of his vomit between his naked legs as he
looked up at the reptile with fear, body quaking as blood and other substances leaked from
his muzzle, before he finally asked: “Why all this?”
“Because this is my town,” The voice of the reptile was cold but calm; frightening
because of how civilized – if distant – it was. “And because you needed to be taught a
lesson. We don’t do things like that to girls like Cindy… she’s eighteen, but she’s an
innocent eighteen. A year ago, if you’d done it, I would have killed you.
“I don’t like rudeness… I don’t like arrogance… and I don’t like people like you.” Zerrex
paused as the leopard’s trembles increased in strength, tears streaming down his face now as
he opened and closed his muzzle slowly, fear emanating from his body in waves as he
looked at the looming form of the giant before him, the reptile who spoke with all the
casualness and cordiality of a chance meeting on the street with an acquaintance. “When
you find your way home, you should ask your friend about me. He seemed to know at least
a few of the stories… and if you ever enter that bar again, I’ll kill you. I’ve given you fair
warning now, so please don’t be stupid and don’t bother with the police. They’ll put it on
their list of ‘improbable crimes’ and ignore it. I don’t control them, no… but they don’t
bother me for a variety of reasons.” He stopped for a moment again, then nodded and
turned away, not bothering to look at the cat as he finished: “My best advice is to leave
town. Now.”
Then he was walking away, leaving the cat to fester and fear in the alley as his combatboot clad feet carried him away from the scene and left him only with that mild amusement
he’d felt at the end. He’d done his own variety of justice, which was swift and cruel
retribution… but Cindy probably wouldn’t want to know or appreciate what he’d done so
thoroughly. She’d ask, of course, next time they met in the bar… but she wouldn’t want to
know the details. Just the basics. And it was always best if she found out a few days later,
rather than right away and then attempted, for whatever naïve reason, to find the person
and apologize, of all things. Zerrex didn’t understand her… but still…
He cleared his throat as he walked through the deepening twilight, glancing back and
forth as he walked the few blocks towards his home. It was a bit further out than most of
the other houses, on the edge of the forest, with a wide lawn and the adjacent, seeminglyempty lot all owned by him. He’d bought that, among other things, with the money he’d
received after he’d been ‘let go’ by his past job… Captain of a secret military elite team. The
money he’d received had been both his last pay – extremely substantial by itself – and an
incentive to stay silent on what exactly had been going on.
Zerrex smiled a bit as he looked up at the moonless, cloudy sky, unable to see any stars
but instead going back to what were strangely enough, fond memories of his. When he’d
been sixteen, he’d enlisted in the military reserves… done training… and then at eighteen,
taken on full-time service as a basic soldier. After five years of service, he’d been noticed

because of his exceptional strength and endurance… and then had been sent on a special,
year-long training exercise with a hundred other soldiers. Of those, only ten had made it
through, and Zerrex at the top of the class… and then these ten graduates had all spent a
month apart, on separate solo missions, and again Zerrex had finished first merely because
of his brutality and remorselessness.
At the time, he’d been a Captain and the secondary commander of Platoon 3192 of the
Kane Regiment. Once he’d completed his new training, however, and then his month of
excruciating, less-than-legal solo missions in and around what had at that time been an
enemy country, the reptile had been directly transferred to a new, elite unit – the Goth
Legion.
Although he thought the name was stupid and it brought to mind a bunch of facepainting effeminate morons in black clothes and trenchcoats, the reptile had gladly accepted
the transfer into the Legion, and had found himself all the more intrigued after training
had begun – not only did every paycheck provide him with comfortable wealth, they were
an entirely secret, separate military group under the control of one commander who kept
himself equally silent and secret, communicating only through scrambled radio
transmissions and coded letters after initial contact, and who hired only a few trustworthy
but less-than-honorable ex-military for the necessary training. The reason? The Goth
Legion had been formed for one purpose – killing the enemy, by any means necessary.
It was composed of ten people who all showed some exceptional talent, including things
that seemed either extra-sensory or impossible, like telekinesis or precognition. Or those
who could be stabbed and continue to move totally unfazed, even if run through by a knife
or bayonet. And all of these ten people were also of a specific mindset; bloodthirsty, lustful,
with violent tendencies and a sadistic streak.
This had been carefully nurtured by their teachers, taking away whatever aversions there
might have been to any activity deemed illegal or heinous, until they could all rape, torture,
slaughter the innocent, steal from the poor, kick puppies and kill babies without any
hesitation – even with pleasure. Then they had selected a leader for their team, which had
been somewhat difficult as everyone there had at least the rank of Corporal and several
Captain or Secondary Commander. So they had tabulated the marks… put them through
several more physical and mental tests… and then, the final test had placed each of them in
their own hometown for a period of twenty-four hours and they’d been told to do whatever
suited them most; even if they were caught, the military would make sure there was no legal
action taken against them and they would be reaccepted into the Goth Legion, although it
would mean an instant failure for their attempt at Commander. In short, they wanted to see
who would be the most bloodthirsty but would set off the fewest alarms.
Zerrex had passed every test with flying colors, except the last; and that was only because
it was too hard to describe the chaos Zerrex had caused in the small town he had lived in
for the first eighteen years of his life before transferring to full time military and moving to
live at a military base in the neighboring city. ‘Flying colors’ simply didn’t do justice to what
he’d done; what he’d done was more like caused a big bang effect all by himself.

Zerrex had raped thirteen people, killed twenty-four, blown up most of his former high
school, taken hostage a classroom when the police had responded, then strapped homemade
explosives to the back of everyone there and marched them in all directions with a message
to the police that not only did he have a detonator, every bomb was on a ten minute timer.
The cops had gone crazy attempting to round up the children Zerrex had sent running in
every direction with there being two bomb squad people and only forty police officers in
the whole of the small town able to respond to the school crisis with all the other cops
dealing with the other chaos the reptile had caused, and left him alone long enough for him
to escape through the basement.
He had gone home laughing, broken into his old house, and taken his kill count up to
twenty-six with the couple there, stopping in to shower and wash himself before stepping
out and stretching. He’d been told he had to last from midnight to midnight… which
explained how he’d caused so much trouble by the time it was now, four in the afternoon.
All the rapes had occurred from midnight to six, of various ages, with various amounts of
people… and he’d done it by breaking into house after house and simply killing all the
occupants afterwards, leaving almost an entire block deserted and ghostly. At ten in the
morning, he’d gone out to a construction site and stolen some blasting explosive, then used
that to level roughly half his high school… and he’d definitely been lying about the timer
on the bombs and having a detonator. He’d set the explosive off by dropping harmless
looking boxes around the school in a row so that a domino effect would occur, then he’d
lobbed a Molotov cocktail through a window and the resulting explosion had been enough
to set all the other bombs off.
He’d lazed around until five, then someone had come knocking with a petition about
increasing the crappy police force… and Zerrex had grabbed her, silenced her, raped her
twice, then snapped her neck and burned her body and the house; in the chaos that ensued,
he’d hopped the fence, gone out and entered the neighbor’s house through the back door
while everyone was gaping, then he’d waited for them inside. Bored of the idea of rape but
still with his sadistic, power-hungry streak in him, he’d waited for the couple to come back
inside before grabbing them both and knocking them out with a few well-placed blows,
then he’d tied and gagged them while he disabled their phones, made sure that no one could
see inside, and barred one of the doors so that only one place was open for travel in and
out of the house before he’d leaned down as they’d both awoken, then explained slowly to
them that he was going to untie the boyfriend. If he didn’t do exactly what he wanted, then
he was going to hurt him, tie him up again, and rape his girlfriend until she died… and
when the reptile had grinned, they’d both seen that the lizard really could do it if he wanted
to.
So then he’d spent his time there until ten, laying naked on the couch just because he
could and it made him feel a bit more important, more excited, as he attached leash to the
girlfriend and then untied her as well, making her sit with him and cuddle with him and
touch him, but not bothering with any sexual favors; he’d had enough of that for now. He
preferred laying back and having her feed him as her boyfriend fixed food and was forced to
massage his feet or shoulders.

Then, at ten, Zerrex had tied the boyfriend back up and taken the girlfriend into the
bedroom, tying her down on the bed and then leaning over her body, not bothering to gag
her so her boyfriend could hear her screaming as he gently traced kisses down his neck and
let his hands massage over her body… but that was all he’d done. For whatever reason, he
hadn’t felt much up to sex… and instead, finally, he’d reached down and slapped her,
silencing her before asking in a strangely-gentle voice if she knew how lucky she was.
She hadn’t responded… and Zerrex had made a face before saying she didn’t, then he’d
leaned down and whispered all the events of his day into her ear. She had spasmed, looked
both horrified and disgusted, but the reptile had shrugged and winked before telling her in
a calm voice that he was going to leave now, and then he’d walked out to where he’d left the
boyfriend with his legs tied and hands duct-taped behind his back, given him a hefty boot
to his stomach to knock him over, and then the Drakkaren had pulled his clothing on and
simply left before ambling towards the checkpoint until a police car had appeared, rolling
slowly down the street and scanning the night with a spotlight.
The reptile had frowned at this, knowing he was an easy target… so he’d done the first
thing that came to mind: walked out in front of the police car and held his hands out. The
car had stopped, then the reptile had immediately sprinted towards it as he saw the pair of
cops in the car look shocked before they both began to fumble in the vehicle; one going for
the radio and the other the gun.
Before they could manage either, Zerrex leapt up and kicked outwards, sliding forwards
across the hood and smashing in the front window, making both officers yelp and cover
their faces as the reptile’s legs shattered through the glass, then he lashed one boot forwards
and into the temple of one officer, sending up a horrible crunching sound as he collapsed
bonelessly against the door, then the other cop started to scream before Zerrex’s heel swept
back and down into his neck, shattering his collarbone and cracking his spine, and he fell
forwards against the wheel of the vehicle, spasming a bit.
The Drakkaren had made a face before pulling himself free, wiping bits of glass from
his pants and shaking his boots to make sure that there was nothing in them before glancing
down the street and going into a quick jog, figuring that the patrols would be radioing in
every so often… or that there would be a second patrol car to back up the first. Both of
these were quite possibly strategies too complex for the tiny town he’d grown up in, but it
didn’t matter; being prepared came first, even if it was ridiculously so… and it was simply
standard procedure.
By eleven, the reptile had reached his checkpoint: an empty farmer’s field on the outside
of town. The farmhouse nearby, however, had been too much of a draw for the lizard…
and within ten minutes he’d shown up at the door, peering into the darkened windows of
the house before finding a window that he could push up and let himself in through, then
wandering the house before heading upstairs and finding a farmer and his wife sound asleep
in bed.
Zerrex had stared at them for a short time, then he’d glanced to the side to see a digital
clock with the number 11:29 glowing in the darkness and muttered under his breath; he’d

need at least ten minutes to get back in time, so he’d have to be quick. Thus, the Drakkaren
had snuck silently up beside the male and snapped his neck without any fuss, then he’d
done the same to his wife before turning their lights on and going through their things,
pocketing the loose money he found and taking one thing that had definitely interested him
– a silver medallion, what he’d later learned to be an old heirloom.
Then he’d glanced at the clock, muttered at the loss of seven minutes, and walked
quickly through the house, checking the other doors: there was a small boy, but he hadn’t
bothered. He didn’t like killing children… it was too messy. But then he’d stumbled across
the daughter’s room, and then he’d felt the stirrings of lust as he looked at her, laying asleep
in bed with only her nightgown on… but she too had a glowing clock by her bedside that
served to remind him he had little time left.
So what had he done? He’d walked over to her... then grinned a bit before hefting her up
in his arms. She put an arm around his neck even, and she’d mumbled in her sleep… and
the reptile had grinned wider before running out, heading down the stairs and this time
letting himself through the front door, leaving it open and unlocked before heading back
into the field to the middle of the tall grasses… and there, he’d lain her down, undone his
fly, torn off her gown as she’d begun to wake up, and then raped her.
He’d heard the helicopter coming before he was done, one of his hands clenching the
muzzle of the canine shut to muffle her screams as she bucked and shoved at him, trying to
stop him, and he’d ended up snarling and then bad-naturedly slamming one powerful hand
down into her ribcage: the force of the blow had shattered her ribs, and then a follow up
punch had collapsed her lungs and sent pieces of bone into her heart and other vital organs,
causing her to go limp and release a final, burbling breath as he released her muzzle… and
then he’d pulled out, disgusted, and turned his back on the helicopter and waited, arms
crossed and pants still half down as he waited for his erection to fade away, then he’d tucked
himself in once flaccid enough – being big had a few disadvantages, it seemed – and spent
the last few seconds before the helicopter came down fidgeting and twitching, his fingers
clenching and unclenching before he grabbed the rope ladder that they threw down and
hauling himself up.
It was true… he had done all of that, under orders to cause as much chaos as possible.
To hurt as many as possible… and he had done all of it. But despite the total lack of
honor and remorselessness… it was still a good memory for the reptile, who’d changed his
ways somewhat but still did what he wanted… raped when he wanted… killed who he
wanted. He laughed a bit as he came out of the memory long enough to readjust his course
towards his home, turning the corner to walk the last block that led to the plain, unmarked
road that would take him to his house on the outskirts and would eventually lead through
the woods and out of town if he followed long enough.
He’d been crueler than then he was now… he’d hated everyone and everything… he’d
been in a lot of pain and unable to deal with it. Then the military had told him he could do
whatever he wanted, so long as he did it for them… taught him how to ignore those few
scant feelings of guilt… taught him how to really hurt someone, how to kill people in

whatever way you wanted, how to please everything from his sexual urges to his power needs
in one quick rape… how to be one with his own inner darkness and spread that through
the world.
And so they’d made him Captain of the military team… of the Goth Legion. That was
the only real ranking in the whole team, anyway… you were either the Captain and the
boss, or a grunt. Then, they’d all been given new names – not just codenames, or titles, but
names that they were expected to keep as their own. Zerrex had become Captain
Ravenlight… and for five years, that was all he had been. The killing machine Ravenlight,
who killed everyone in his path, dominated everyone around him, and had a taste for
extreme rape and sadistic sex… and these tastes were always encouraged in mission by the
others and their commander, as they killed people inside and outside of their own country,
tortured for information, and served their country and its masters well by sacrificing all for
their nation. Including that nation’s people and the innocence of even children, stooping to
all lows to complete the mission… but always enjoying what they did and the hells they
caused.
Then, as suddenly as they’d begun, they found themselves in a classroom with a suit-clad
agent before them, telling them about the mistake that had been made – them. The Goth
Legion, however, could not be tried before private military court because they had been
created by a private military source, showing a distinct issue with conflict of interest… and
the politicians and military council alike was frightened of what could happen if they went
public. So the only choice was to honorably discharge them from the military for their years
of valiant service – and at this point, Zerrex was the third-oldest of his team at thirty-three.
The two oldest soldiers were tied at thirty-four. Easily, the reptile could have continued
serving until he was eighty without any issue – the lifespan and longevity of a Drakkaren,
after all, is vastly different from many other evolved beings – canines living mostly to ninety
or a hundred, many lizards to one-twenty, and Drakkaren up to a hundred and fifty years,
only hitting middle agedness around seventy. They weren’t like humans, the race that had all
but died out now from their constant race wars with the other species and peoples of the
world – those savages only lived for about seventy or eighty years before they died, and
most dying sooner because of their attacks on other peoples or their inherent violent
qualities. Zerrex had often felt he wouldn’t be surprised if the secret commander had been a
human.
In any case, they’d been given money in vast amounts for their services… and Zerrex had
been given the most. He was, after all, not only the feared and quasi-legendary Captain
Ravenlight… he was also the most violent, the most unpredictable, and who was said to be
able to take down his own military team single-handedly. But that wouldn’t be so hard now,
as there were only seven of them… three had died in mission, and one had indeed been
killed by Zerrex, for attempting to defect to another nation for want of money. A newbie
recruit who had bolstered them from ten to eleven for a short few days. Greed, at least, had
never been one of Zerrex’s sins… just sexual lust, sadism and power. And he always swore it
was only because the bastard had tried to defect, and not because he had been a homophobe
who had constantly made fun of Zerrex’s blatant bisexuality… although the reptile had

admitted that the fear in Ghost’s eyes at the end, when he’d said he was going to rape him
before he killed him, had made him extremely happy… despite the fact he’d had to kill him
before he’d been able to. Ghost, after all, could do something called astral projection…
send his spirit out of his body to look around, at the cost of leaving his body vulnerable…
but unlike the fakirs or psychics who could do this at will, Ghost could also touch and
move things while out-of-body, so long as it was something he could move while in physical
form as well… but, unlike when in his physical body, he didn’t tire when moving things
around as a spirit, meaning that Ghost could lug a body around through the air and even
float several feet off the ground with it… making him useful for sneak ops.
But no, he had been killed by Zerrex, through Zerrex’s specialty: melee combat,
specifically swords. Although the reptile himself had no ‘special powers,’ like many of the
others, he was far stronger than most thought possible… he could endure almost anything,
and had on more than one occasion had things like sharp metal poles pierced through his
body… only to be torn out and used to kill the offending enemy… and not only did he
heal extremely rapidly, his body was also able to ignore most poisons and other things that
would either sicken or hamper him. Plus, with his lifelong training in martial arts and his
talent with melee combat techniques, it wasn’t surprising that Zerrex had been deemed
leader – in war, strength is what matters. And the Drakkaren had strength in both offense
and defense in the rawest, most brutal sense.
So he’d been given so much money that they had given him an all-but-empty briefcase
for show with ten specially-signed and verified checks inside, which he had immediately
deposited into his account… then he’d transferred that account’s money into a different,
private one, so that the military had no record of exactly where the money had gone. After
that, he’d wandered for a year before finding this chaotic little town… and for whatever
reason, he’d felt compelled to settle down here. Maybe it was because in this place, he could
do his mercenary work without worrying about repercussions – after all, he still had to tend
to certain urges that he had – or maybe it was that the inherent chaos, the way that the city
had been set up, was like one secret guerilla war… and despite all that had happened, he
was still attracted to battle and warfare. Despite the fact that directly after that influx of
wealth, the military had forced them all through a ten day counseling session on ‘why it was
wrong to hurt people,’ in their words… he still wanted to.
Now, Zerrex was walking down his driveway – his empty driveway. He couldn’t drive a
car… but then he glanced at the garage with a faint smile. He did, however, have a militaryclass assault motorcycle tucked away in there… modified and customized, of course. He
didn’t have to worry about a lack of wealth anymore… but he was still relatively
conservative, except with well, stuff he really liked or wanted. He laughed a bit at himself
and his own weird reasoning, reaching up to brush his hair back before he reached the door
and let himself in – he never bothered to lock up… no one, after all, would be stupid
enough to break into his home.
But once inside, standing on the little square of tile where he neatly kept his hiking
boots and combat boots side by side, with the closet to the right for his several leather
jackets… he merely stopped and leaned back against the door after he closed it, letting his

eyes slip closed as well. This house had been built with that money… and every little
attachment, nook and cranny… and taking that money hadn’t bothered him. Had never
bothered him. And nothing else that he’d ever done bothered him… in fact, the idea that he
had so much power, that he could kill and rape again and again, even get paid for it, it made
him happy. And perhaps that was exactly what was bothering him.
He laughed a bit as he glanced down, leaning against the door still and musing quietly to
himself. Yes, once out of the military force, he’d stopped. He had raped seven people in his
first month off… which was actually extremely good for him. The second month, he’d
realized that the police were looking for him actively, and he’d moved from the military base
area where he’d been transferred to all the way back to near his home… and there had been
three rapes there in that second month, but it was enough to put the cops on high alert
when they paired it with sightings of a big green reptile. So Zerrex had moved again, never
buying a house but only staying at a cheap apartment rented for a month or so, raping
whenever he felt he could safely to get his power fix, trying not to do too much else but, as
always, he did end up violently beating people who even spoke to him rudely and he killed
thirteen people in that first year of moving around, before he’d found Baskin’s Grove.
He stayed a month in an apartment, as he did everywhere else… but within the first
week, he’d raped a girl and found… there was too much chaos for people to show surprise
or even really care enough to show sympathy or empathy for the female in question. That
had made him lean towards settling here… but what had really done it was when he’d been
sitting in Elliot’s… and he’d seen a young female sitting on the counter, her feet swaying
back and forth, and she’d smiled at him… fourteen year old Cindy, had smiled at him, and
Zerrex had blinked before smiling back faintly… and then he’d been approached by Elliot
for the first time.
He was a fairly chunky feline, a cheetah who was a realist but still kind-hearted and
generous, despite the cruelty of the world. His fur was unkempt and lacked luster, perhaps
a bit too short or just too pushed to cover his entire body to even try to look… pretty, for
lack of a better word. He wasn’t fat… but his belly did bulge, hence his status as chunky
and not obese. His eyes were plain, kind brown… and he generally wore a white dress shirt
and brown plain pants, with a red antique vest overtop, looking like a classic barkeep,
although the fact he always wore sandals never helped the image very much, and on this day,
Zerrex had met him while he was in quite different wear than usual – jeans and a plain,
sweat-stained tank-top, from constant work in the kitchens instead of serving booze. The
grille had been broken that day too, the reptile remembered… and Elliot had come out,
seen Zerrex and Cindy looking at each other, then he’d told Cindy to go back and mind the
burner in the kitchen before coming over to Zerrex and placing his hands on the table – the
table that would soon enough become Zerrex’s reserved seat.
“You looking at her kinda funny, stranger.” Elliot said gently; the words implied
something nasty, but the reptile found his tone said something else entirely… so instead
Zerrex settled before looking at him coldly as he crossed his arms before he blinked, thrown
off guard by the next comment. “You her father?”

“Somehow I doubt that…” Zerrex said slowly, frowning a bit as he looked at Elliot, who
sighed and nodded, stepping back and putting his hands behind his back, looking tired and
out of shape. The reptile watched him, sizing him up, then he motioned around the mostly
empty bar, in which people were mostly eating instead of drinking. “Why? And what’s up
with this town? Everywhere I go I see something broken or some other form of crime.”
That was certainly true back then. Everything had been defiled by the street mobs, by
petty crime, and the constant tax hikes had been killing the general and even the private
public… at least, in Comfort Town. Elliot had looked at him with those strange eyes, and
then the Drakkaren had clicked in on what it was; that was pure, untainted misery, and the
cat had sighed as he leaned back before the cheetah gave the story of the town, told of the
corruption, and of how he had found Cindy.
It had lasted half an hour, but Zerrex had summarized it in a few quick sentences. The
crime was because of the corruption. The crime couldn’t be controlled by the police
because the police were only concerned with Apple Villa crime. Comfort Town was dying.
Cindy and her mother had lived here for a decade, and Elliot had been on good terms with
her – good enough to be named godfather, and to discover that poor little Cindy had been
born of rape, although he’d never gotten the description of the father. At this point, Zerrex
realized he was supposed to feel offended… but then also realized that would be
hypocritical of him, from the fact that he had indeed raped plenty of people… but he
would’ve been about twenty at this time, and there had only been maybe a dozen rapes in
that period before he was enlisted into the Goth Legion… and only two or three of them
had been fellow Drakkaren, keeping most of his rapes other species to avoid the chance of
pregnancy, which was another unnecessary complication, like killing. And in this case, it
contained both of those complications, because Cindy’s mother had been found, raped –
again – and brutally murdered, while Cindy was out at school.
In any case, Elliot’s real interests lay beyond what he was saying, which was something
that Zerrex picked up on pretty quickly from his nervous twitching and the careful choice
of words he was using, to avoid mentioning why exactly he thought that Zerrex was a
rapist. The reptile merely lounged back after a while and let the cat’s words flow over him,
nodding every so often before finally asking in a calm, somewhat bored voice: “What do
you want me to do?”
The cheetah blinked, looking both taken aback and embarrassed to be seen through so
easily, then he fumbled with his words for a little bit longer before finally coughing and
glancing down, leaning forwards to speak quietly: “Listen, sir… I know that… everyone
who comes into town, I keep track of. You’ve been here for a short while but… let’s just say
that for a devoted person, following your backtrail isn’t too hard. And you seem to have…
like… you have had… encounters in the past, haven’t you?”
His words were fumbling, but easy enough to figure out, and Zerrex smiled slowly. This
was a new idea to him… and from what the feline was saying, it sounded like he was going
to be an interesting job. “You know what I’m picking up? I’ll say it plain for you, since you

seem too nice… but I think what you’re trying to ask is: ‘mister big scary lizard, there’s this
person, and I want you to go and rape them for me.’ Isn’t that right?”
“Holy fuck, I…” the cheetah’s eyes widened in alarm as his head reared back, then he
glanced quickly back and forth before sliding into the bench across from Zerrex, coughing
and then flushing silently as he looked at the table with what seemed like shame. “Cindy…
some fuck from Apple Villa came over here and tried to rape my poor Cindy… he said he
wanted revenge on… on all the sluts over here… and it just… the injustice, it’s sickening
and just… I… I’m tired of it and…”
“You want retribution, in short.” Zerrex laughed quietly as his emerald eyes glinted, halfshadowed by the fall of his hair as he examined and sampled the shame and other warring
emotions on the face of the feline. These were exotic emotions to him, after all… he’d never
felt shame or regret for what he did. Yet for whatever reason… this cat did for just hiring
out a mercenary… and that was when the idea struck and Zerrex’s look of amusement
turned to a full-out, predatory smile. “Well then. Perhaps I’m interested in this… so I’ll do
it for a discounted fee from my usual. I have to say though, I am expensive for a
mercenary…”
“A mercenary?” Elliot blinked and looked up at him, not contemplating what the reptile
was saying as he lounged back and crossed his arms, then snorted quietly.
He shifted a bit, then shrugged. “Well… I don’t plan on leaving here anytime soon…
and this place seems like it’ll be good for business.” the reptile paused, then added slowly:
“I’m ex-military, and war is what I do best… this place is at war. Now listen to me, cat. I
can be your best weapon, or I can be the enemy’s. To me, money is money. I don’t need it,
but it’s fun to collect, and I’m sure I’ll find some good use for it.” He stopped, then glanced
up and felt something in him soften as he saw Cindy walk out of the two-way door from
the kitchens and head towards her godfather… now her guardian. “I’m a very bad person…
but let’s just say that if it comes down to it, I’d prefer to work for you. But you’d best offer
me something good, if you can’t give me money.”
Elliot looked up, then he glanced at Cindy before turning back to Zerrex and then
forcing a smile as she came up to him and stood politely by… an innocent, polite and quiet
girl, she was. Then the reptile blinked as the cheetah looked at him squarely and said softly:
“Mister… why don’t you come by for dinner then, huh? I’m sure you’ll love what Cindy
here can cook. She’s wonderful in the kitchen.”
“Elliot!” Cindy smiled warmly, but blushed a bit as she tossed an embarrassed glance at
Zerrex… a glance that was half-searching, half-shy. Zerrex looked back, then he coughed
before reaching up to smooth his hair back and nodding, standing up and then extending a
hand to the cheetah, who looked surprised.
“Zerrex Narrius.” the Drakkaren introduced himself cordially, squeezing the cat’s hand
as he took his, perhaps a bit too firmly so the cheetah knew he was accepting the terms on
more than just politeness. Again, the cat looked surprised… then he smiled with more
warmth as he squeezed back and shook.

“Elliot Meral. And this is my… daughter, Cindy Delacroix.” Now Elliot nudged Cindy
forwards, and she held out her hand, looking up at him quietly with wide eyes as Zerrex
released Elliot’s hand to gently take hers, then he smiled before half-kneeling and raising her
small hand up to his muzzle, gently kissing the back of it and surprising all three of them –
Zerrex that he pulled it off, and the other two because he looked more the role of violent
giant than honed Victorian.
“Memories.” Zerrex murmured in the present, then he laughed dryly and shook his head
as he kicked off his combat boots, and walked into his home. “Some good, some bad. All
are equally useless.”
With that, the reptile moved into his home, glancing back and forth as his clawed feet
tapped quietly against the hardwood floor that covered most of the house. The walls were
plain white, with an open archway leading into the living room on one side of the reptile
and the other a wall that was inset with two plain oak doors; one led into the bathroom,
and the other the Drakkaren’s bedroom.
Now, however, the reptile turned and walked through the arch instead of continuing
down the L-shaped hall that would bring him to a storage room, and then past that the
entrance to the basement. Right now, he wanted to sit down… which was what he did,
muttering under his breath as he collapsed into the plain, old couch in the living room.
The place had the air more of a waiting room than a living room, with the mildlycomfortable couch beside the entrance to the kitchen, the long table in front of it scattered
with papers and old drink cans, a television with a video game system sitting beside it on
top of his video disc player, and the scattering of games that sat beside it. The reptile let
his eyes rove over these objects, then the shelves that sat in the corner of the room and on
either side of the archway, filled with both books and various other objects before he
turned his attention to the window, which had thick storm curtains drawn before it to
block out all light inside and out. The reptile didn’t think it would matter very much,
anyway… he could be standing out in his yard raping someone and everyone would walk by
without so much as a twitch in his direction. Alright, maybe they wouldn’t walk, they’d
quite possibly run, but that wasn’t the point, now was it?
Zerrex smiled a bit to himself now as he examined the last few furnishings in this room;
the plain, tall lamp with the circular cover that sat beside an old, comfy chair he’d found,
and then the half-sphere of glass that sat in the ceiling with the too-strong light inside…
hence the reason he had the lamp there. When night came like this, the reptile preferred to
sit in the semi-darkness or a moodily lit room rather than one lit with all the intensity of a
floodlight.
Which was probably why he sat here now, in near-total darkness with the curtains
closed… but hey, that was how he liked it. Besides which… he sighed as he glanced at his
bare wrist, muttered at the lack of knowledge, and then got up and walked out of the living
room area to the doorway that led into his room, now reaching out to flick on the weak,
covered light in the ceiling. He had to get up anyway, nice as it was to just sit down for a
minute or two.

The reptile glanced around at the plain room – this was barely furnished. It had a bed…
a dresser… and a beaten-up table on broken wheels with an old wood chair sitting in front
of it. The table itself had his laptop sitting on it – the laptop was a piece of crap, despite
the money Zerrex had dumped into it – piles of papers and a plain booklet that he
doodled in, and a small laser printer. In the single drawer of the table could be found a
combat knife, an old military-issue handgun, and a variety of pencils; the reptile thought he
was most dangerous with the last in his hand.
His bed was another marvel. The reptile, out of sheer irritation at the fact his sheet
always popped off the bed, had duct-taped it to the mattress. Then there was a fluffy minkfleece blanket with parading animal designs all over it and a handmade quilt sitting in a pile
with his pillows, giving it much the look of a nest. He made a face at this, then turned his
attention to his dresser, upon the top of which sat his digital clock and a very-illegal
oversized switchblade.
It was almost eight now… which the Drakkaren figured was a good thing. He glanced
around his room again, then up at the wall, making sure one of his more prized positions
was in place.
Hanging on the wall in two special, dragon-head shaped holders was a greatsword; a
ridiculously huge weapon with a blade that was six feet long and a handle that added
another full foot to the monstrously-large sword. The hilt was made entirely from black
steel alloy, ending with a ruby for the pommel and another ruby carefully inset into the Tshaped hilt. This was the extent of ornament on the weapon; the blade was plain, if half a
foot thick and made from some carefully-polished alloy that never seemed to dull.
Blackheart was one of the few more expensive treasures Zerrex had allowed himself to buy,
although he could afford at least a thousand of the same weapons without even halving his
fortune… and this sword had cost him far more than even the building of this house…
and of the extra little addition he was on his way to now.
Zerrex wandered out of his room, not bothering to turn the light off as he moved down
the hall, hitting another light switch to turn on the plain hanging lights in the ceiling and
fill the hallway with semi-brightness. He turned down the arm of the L, going past the first
doorway, then he pulled open the next in line, a plain white door that opened upon a flight
of wooden stairs leading down deep into the earth.
The reptile hit the switch to turn on the fluorescent lights in the basement, then he
descended the stairs to step off into what looked like a plain, massive basement; giant-size
freezer sitting against one wall with a dryer and washing machine to one side of it, a long
counter built into the wall opposite that, going from one side of the basement to the other
and covered in various tools and equipment, a huge wooden worktable dominating the
center of the room with several stools around it… and a set of tall bookshelves across from
the reptile, full of various texts and other objects.
It was this that Zerrex approached, walking around the table and heading for the
middlemost shelf; when he reached it, he grasped the side gently, then pulled and swung the
entire, carefully-designed construction open on a set of hinges to reveal a massive steel

door, wide and tall enough to easily accommodate the reptile, and recessed into the wall so
that the steel bindings and plain handle didn’t push against the back of the fake bookshelf
and make the secret passage noticeable.
The reptile loved it himself… he always got kick out of the fact he had a real secret
passage in his house; especially one that, once the door was opened – as Zerrex did now,
reaching forwards and pushing the heavy steel door back – you came out into an earthen,
rounded passageway, no longer a place with cement floors and walls but just hard dirt,
carefully sheared up with strong wooden timbers placed at intervals.
Zerrex walked down this long, dark hallway, which was lit now only by the faint light
that came in from the door he’d left open… but he didn’t mind the smell of the earth, or
the darkness. They drowned out other, less desirable things, the reptile found… and there
were certainly smells and sights he didn’t want to deal with in his private place up ahead.
Another heavy steel door winked in the darkness, inset into a plain cement wall… and
once Zerrex drew close enough, a motion detector caught his movement and automatically
flicked on a light in front of the building. The Drakkaren smiled a bit at the simple and
economic design, then he reached forwards to grasp the handle of the door and pushed it
open, revealing a plain-tiled, short hallway with lights that automatically flashed on the
moment they detected the reptile’s presence. Same design as outside, but now with motion
detectors throughout the area… except for the room at the very back.
The design of this building was simple; there were three rooms, being Zerrex’s private
office, his trophy room, and a cell for anyone he might have to kidnap or bring back to
interrogate. The cell was rarely cleaned… the only thing he did was remove the prisoner.
The splotches of blood on the walls and floors always seemed to provide a much greater
incentive for whoever was currently locked in to talk… and that made the reptile’s job
easier.
For now, Zerrex opened the red-oak door to his office and stepped inside, finding
himself once more surrounded by shelves and a jumble of papers, weaponry and books.
The room was fairly small… and extremely cluttered, with a large oak desk, a plain leather
chair, a small table with a safe on it, and not one but two weapon lockers at the back of the
room, the latter objects against the back wall. The shelves, meanwhile, were pressed against
the side walls and stuffed to the point of overflowing with all variety of paperwork.
The reptile looked back and forth thoughtfully, then he shrugged and sighed before
walking around the desk and sitting down. He hated number crunching but it never hurt to
keep a record of how much he was making… and besides which, he had to realign his
schedule for the new jobs he had ahead…
~~~
The red sports car pulled up into Comfort Town with all the tact of a natural disaster;
the paint seemed to leer, the music blared, and the driver was tapping out the rhythm of the
song that was playing on his steering wheel with a wide grin of his face as he leaned back in

his leather upholstered monster of a car, gray eyes glancing back and forth along the night
streets as he drove slowly along the old roads, his grin widening. Score.
The white-furred – except for the diamond-shaped black ruff of fur on his neck and the
tips of his ears – lupine rolled his shoulders in his comfortable suit, his belly restrained and
made to look more like the sleek wolf he really was by the triple layering he wore – halfcorset… make that manly-stomach-guard… a dress shirt so tight he could tear it if he
wanted to… by removing the half-corset… and a not-so-tight but not-too-loose dress
jacket overtop. He didn’t bother with a tie… ties were for losers, and it didn’t matter if he
knew how to properly put one on or not. Besides, he had a leather belt with a pure-gold
clasp with his initials – LW – engraved upon it that had cost him a good two-fifty, and his
pressed pants – tight at the crotch but loose down the legs – were definitely not of the
brand that you bought at the local shop-and-save.
The wolf continued to drive along the darkened streets, singing in a baritone voice to
his music as one bare paw tapped on the rug of his car, examining the neighborhood – or
slums, rather, the word ‘neighborhood’ brought to mind grass and kids playing ball and
bright sunshine, not… ugly, like this was – with all the avid interest of the shark salesman
he was. Hell, he was always on the road, wasn’t he? That’s right, he worked where he wanted,
how he wanted. He was a big male, a household name, and the chief marketer for a
pharmaceutical company… although on the side he’d been doing some moonlighting as a
scout for interested real-estate buyers who were looking for cheap but usable land… and
this place all but screamed ‘cheap’ at the top of its dying lungs.
He snickered to himself as he reached a hand into a pocket, then he pulled out a pack of
cigarettes and rose it to his muzzle, biting the end of one gently and pulling the smoke free
before he put the pack back in his pocket, then he fished out his lighter – silver plated, once
more engraved with his initials – and then used that to light up before letting out a long
exhale of wispy smoke, closing his eyes for a few moments before letting them open again
to once more pretend to observe the rules of the road, continuing to drive down the street
as his music blared from his open windows… then he smiled to himself, face taking on a
pleased expression as he caught sight of a bar, snickering quietly at the fact that several of
the neon lights had died.
The wolf pulled up to the curb messily, then he rolled up his windows and turned off
the car before climbing out with a puff, feeling his stomach give a revolting jiggle against
the half-corset he wore and attempt to push the tightly-laced binding off. But then he took
a deep breath and relaxed, and the ache faded before he dug in his pocket, brought out a
remote and clicked the lock button on the car, then he tucked that away, smoothed out his
expression and sauntered around his vehicle to enter the tavern.
He immediately strutted up to the bar and sat, smiling his ‘pleased-to-meet-you’ smile as
he glanced back and forth before his eyes widened a bit and he let out a low whistle as he
caught sight of the young waitress who was serving a pair at a table. Well, damn. But ain’t
she a hot, gorgeous piece? Nice ass…

The wolf ’s smile became more shark-like, and his eyes went from calculating to leering
as he stared at her, sizing her up. She was tiny, especially compared to his formidable sixfour – six-seven in these shoes – and he thought a poor girl like her, working at a place like
this and wearing clothes that made his pants feel tight already would be more than happy to
spend a night with a rich, debonair male like himself… especially once she realized just how
sexy he could be. And if she didn’t well… he was sure he could come around here again.
After all… he moved from town to town, had international contacts and a whopping
amount of money – which made the world go ‘round and dreams come true, baby – and he
did like it when the chicks played hard to get… but didn’t he always get, by fair means or by
foul.
Sure, there had been the occasional girl who’d told him no, or even more vulgar things
like that, after flirting with him or he’d done so many nice things for them, honored them
with his very presence… and so he’d been forced to use more persuasive means. He guessed
that meant he’d raped them… but hey, he was sure they’d loved it themselves, after all, being
his mighty and big lupine self… even if he had drugged them, or held a gun to their heads,
but hey, some chicks loved that stuff! He knew there were all kinds of freaky girls who
loved that bondage crap… just like his sister.
Yeah, his sister… that had been his first time, and it had been really good. Sure, he’d
been scared at first… she’d struggled and stuff… but his Dad had been there, good old
Dad who always treated him great, had held down his sis for him… and encouraged him,
even, told him what to do and damn had it ever gone well and been good for him… his
first conquest.
“Yeah, baby, you are the man, Lone Wulfe.” The lupine breathed through his grin, still
eying the female Drakkaren before he heard the sound of a door swinging open and shut,
and he quickly turned his attention back to behind the counter with a wide, pleasant smile,
but his eyes remained calculating… if also somewhat dumb.
Thus, the first thing that Elliot saw when he emerged from the kitchens in his usual
wear, carrying a tray of cleaned beer steins, was a politician and a doom-bringer from Apple
Villa, all smirks and pleasant looks and dark blue suits that probably cost more than his
bar. He didn’t bother to hide his distaste as he walked up to the opposite side of the
counter, the wolf looking dumbly unaware of the growing malignant presence in the room
that was focused on him as people shot random glares at his back. “What can I do for you,
jack?”
“The name’s Lone Wulfe, not Jack.” Lone replied, smiling broadly as he extended a hand
out towards the cheetah… then dropped it and felt vaguely perturbed, falling off beat for a
moment as he leaned back in the stool when the feline just glared at him with obvious
disgust. What? Don’t they know what a fuckin’ honor this is for them? “Aren’t so friendly
around here, are we?”
“We don’t appreciate rich people from the Apple Villa side of things showing up around
here.” Elliot answered flatly, his eyes narrowing and making Lone blink and tilt his head,
leaning back a bit as he rose his hands… but this only made the earring and three silver

rings he wore glint in the moody light of the bar, as if showing off his wealth… which, of
course, incited all the more irritation from the people around the bar. “So let me suggest
that you leave here, mister. Or we’ll go tell the Boss.”
Lone blinked rapidly again, then he put his hands against the counter and leaned
forwards, immediately attempting a different strategy. “Hey, I don’t know anything about
these... apple jacks.” The wolf said, trying for a joke and giving a winning smile…before
quailing under the angry gaze of the cheetah, his head rearing back a bit at the fury he saw
there before raising his hands and trying aggressiveness. “Hey, look, pal. I’m not looking
for any trouble, and look at me.” He stood up, tilting his head up as he crossed his arms
and attempted to look tough. “I’m six foot and ten inches, and I work for a security
company, ex-cop… you go ahead and get your ‘boss’ dude, and I’ll show him just what a
real male can do.”
Lone sneered… then he blinked as the cheetah and the other occupants of the bar began
to laugh… and laugh loudly. He glared around at them, trying to look imposing,
frightening, awe-inspiring… but all they did was laugh at him, and laugh both long and
hard as he stood there.
After a few minutes of it, the wolf snarled and brandished his arms, yelling childishly:
“What the hell are you all laughing at? Come on, bring this Boss out, lemme see him face
to face, I’ll beat the shit out of him! Come on!” The wolf stomped his feet, waved his arms,
and all to no avail: it only made the patrons of the bar laugh harder as the bartender leaned
heavily on the counter, head down as he subsided to perhaps the greatest merriment.
Finally, Lone could only stare, panting and out of breath from his temper-tantrum as he
stared at the cheetah, who was finally levering himself back up to a standing position, a bit
breathless himself as he grinned widely across at the wolf and tilted his head. “So, you
wanna meet the Boss? You think that you, who’d probably be like gum on his shoe…
irritating but otherwise a total waste of time, could stand up to the boss? I’ll give you five
minutes before you piss your pants in fear, mister Lone Wulfe.”
The lupine bristled… but the remarkable calmness in the eyes of the cheetah, below his
other emotions, told him that he might not be bluffing; this ‘boss’ could be as bad as he
sounded. Yet still… he knew that there were plenty of ways to get around anyone, no
matter their size or strength or fortitude… and so instead of backing down as every
instinct told him to, the wolf merely raised his muzzle proudly and said in a loud, clear
voice: “Bring it on, then. But I tell you now, I won’t be the one quivering in fear five minutes
in.”
“Of course… then why don’t you come back here around six tomorrow, asshole?”
inquired the cheetah, feigning a polite bow despite the venom of his tone. Lone blinked as
he looked back and forth, realizing now that the malevolence was rising from all around the
bar and not just the cat as he stepped backwards a bit, hearing chairs being pushed aside for
people to stand and the sound of feet stomping down on the floor… and then the wolf
revealed his cowardice as he glanced around, then quickly spun around and ran for the door
as Elliot yelled behind him: “Don’t forget, or we’ll tell the boss to go looking for you!”

~~~
Zerrex muttered under his breath as he sat at his desk in his private office, sorting
through papers and ‘job requests’ that he had yet to decline or fulfill. Declining them wasn’t
hard… he just ripped it up, kept the cash and that was that. So far, however, he only had
one that he was going to decline… the other three he felt wouldn’t be too difficult and they
were… they provided a worthy challenge and prey.
Two of them were jobs in Apple Villa… one to take out a rival shop that was leeching
business from Comfort Town, and the other was simpler and more fun; take care of a
certain political family, although the letter indicated that the buyer was queasy at the idea of
killing them… but Zerrex could settle for beating them and a possible rape. The last job,
however, was actually in Comfort Town, and it was a plain assassination order. No
questions… just go to a one Hans Broderick’s apartment on the second floor of Coffee
Acres Apartments, break in, and kill him. Preferably between the hours of nine and
eleven… it was carefully constructed orders like this that always made Zerrex happy.
The reptile had a strict guideline for being hired, one that could be discovered by asking
the right people and former customers; firstly, came the submission. A letter written out
and carefully – as well as politely – addressed to Zerrex and allowing him to know all the
concerns and reasons for whatever job they requested. Once the letter was completed, they
were to give what they thought was a fair payment… by Zerrex’s standards. Everyone knew
he was expensive… but they also knew that he would accept forms of payment other than
cash as well. And that he’d take everything from sex to weaponry to books and old video
games; all they needed to do was add a signed note with their idea of payment, and where
Zerrex could receive it.
The reptile felt this was fair enough; he was paid up front, and if he declined the job, he
usually kept half of the payment for them having wasted his time… or went and fetched a
chunk of payment or ‘service’ and at the same time instructed them that he was not going
to accept the deal for whatever reason… although with an increase in the current payment
and the appropriate changes, he would go ahead and do the job.
He thought it was a good enough way to run things, and when he did a job, he always
made sure the client got their money’s worth out of it. When he started a job, he went to
whatever lengths it took to fulfill it… and the reptile had no issues with taking any sort of
job, so long as the pay was good and the justification done properly. After all, a difficult job
only presented a new challenge for him to rise to and then above.
Hence, the only job he’d declined was a childishly-written, too short and too misspelled
letter on exactly why Zerrex should kill a certain female’s boyfriend; the client in question,
the girlfriend in the relationship, added that she would pay him through multiple sexual
favors over the course of a week. The reptile planned to at least check it out – it was in the
usual fleabag hotel where most went to when they were paying him through ‘services,’ but
they had a special room there for him, which was why the client-in-question was supposed
to wait for him in the lobby – but he had the distinct feeling that this could be one of the
weird people who belonged in his quasi fan club.

The reptile had realized, and long ago come to accept the fact that, despite his
temperament, disposition and job as a ruthless mercenary killer with a past that was
frightening enough to make the hardiest marine squeal in terror like a little girl with her
doll in a blender – or perhaps partially because of his ‘badass’ image – he had some
underground popularity. There were in fact people who would approach him and attempt
conversation, or others who would make job requests just to give him some crappy item
when he came around to collect payment for wasting his time, and there had even been
people like this who wanted to just get in his pants – and he had to admit, on a shallow
level, that was understandable at least. Although his body was scarred and his features
unhandsome, he was quite large, very muscular and physically built like a military assault
tank. Calling him ‘big’ was like calling the sun ‘hot;’ it didn’t exactly bring justice to his size.
Of course, the so-called fans were a good way of getting out his frustrations or lessviolent urges; they wanted all of him, so they got all of him. More often than not he’d left
them in a heap, crying, shocked, severely aching or all of the above… but some of them
were particularly persistent and attempted to come back for more. The reptile, however,
made a point with most of them that if they continued to abuse his mercenary services for
sex, he’d find some way to humiliate them or the next time they came to him in that same
manner, he’d make sure to injure them in a variety of ways and turn that consensual event
into a rape that no one would bother to do anything about. The latter usually got them to
stop going through the application way, at least… but to be fair, the Drakkaren also
sometimes added – to the less annoying of his fans – to mail him a letter or come to his
house, and if he was in the mood he’d invite them in for… dinner and dessert, as it was.
In any case, Zerrex figured that this one letter was too purposefully screwed up to be
anything but serious… and if she really wanted to screw up the relationship between her
and her boyfriend, fine. He could watch him take her if she so desired, but whatever else, he
did plan to take her up on her offer. It had been a long time since he’d given in to his
gentler sexual desires, after all; he could use a little consensual interaction on top of the
rapes that he felt would be occurring rather soon.
The reptile mused quietly as he shifted back and forth, then he stood up and stretched
in the little space he had, hands closing into tight fists as he pushed his arms out in front of
him before opening, spacing his fingers out widely. He tilted his head back and yawned,
then dropped it forwards before reaching up to rub his hand through his hair, muttering
quietly under his breath, then walking around the desk to head for the doorway.
He paused, then grumbled and turned around, heading back to his oak desk to pick up
the three plain envelopes that held the requests he’d decided to accept… then he paused
and picked up the fourth, which he’d marked with a small x in pencil on the top corner,
before turning and now letting himself back into the main hall, closing the door behind
him before he stretched again and let out another mumble. “Must be later than I thought…
oh well. I got work to do tomorrow… deal with the breakage in the morning, the beating
in the afternoon, head back to the bar and then walk over to what’s-his-name’s apartment to
take care of him. At least I’ll be busy… and then I can get a good lay that night.”

The reptile snorted with vague amusement at the prospects that lay ahead, then he let
himself out into the earthen passageway that led back to his home and began to walk,
feeling comfortable – perhaps an odd emotion for one so dark and callous – and ready for
bed; a few minutes later, he arrived in his room, tossing his letters on top of the dresser as
he reached up and stripped off his shirt, revealing his chiseled, muscular chest and all the
scars that accompanied it.
He stretched, making his muscles flex and roll against his taunt hide of scales, then he
reached down and pushed off his pants so that he only stood in boxers that seemed a bit
too small for the reptile, but not because of his height. He glanced down, smiled a bit –
that was one of his favorite parts of himself, he thought, all thirty-plus inches of himself –
then he turned off the light and headed to his bed, throwing the pile of blankets down
towards the foot of the bed before pulling the two up over his body and settling himself,
closing his eyes and then breathing slowly as he rested there.
As always, sleep wasn’t exactly what the Drakkaren was looking for – more a period of
relaxation and rest than anything else. Although sleep had its restorative qualities, Zerrex
found that he could regenerate more than enough energy to take him through the day
without it, so long as he had a few scant hours where he could just lay in bed quietly and
stop his body from moving around too much. The reptile knew from experience that sleep
didn’t come well to the damned anyway… and he had always figured that he was far beyond
salvation, but it had never bothered him.
His life made him happy; he thought that was what really mattered. He was doing quasigood, with his justified mercenary work… and he no longer merely killed and raped at will.
Well, okay, for the most part, anyway. The reptile had found a sort of peace here in this
battered political war-zone of a city, which had now fallen so far into feud and strife that
Comfort Town had become his kingdom, his domain, and Apple Villa was merely the
enemy nation; Comfort Town needed him, and maybe that was what made Zerrex feel most
at home and so… right.
The reptile closed his eyes, and although he was still awake, he let his mind float, wander
and sink into dreams; and what dreams did he have, this seemingly-remorseless predator?
He killed for pleasure… he raped for power and sexual highs… he dominated for personal
amusement… and he tortured for sheer entertainment. Inside of him was his own world,
and in this world he was more than just the boss of the town, he was his own ruthless god
and he controlled every aspect of his own cruel world with sadistic pleasure and even
malicious glee.
The dark world inside the reptile was frightening beyond comparison; the sadism and
the sheer variety of torments available was both astonishing and terrifying… but there was
another world, too, and this was the secret place deepest in the heart of the Drakkaren,
where he went to now, when he felt at home. It was a dream that brought out a sensation of
longing and carefully-defined sorrow, so quietly pronounced that it took a few moments to
identify it for what it was, instead of just a misplaced feeling of rejection.

In this dream, this vision, Zerrex stands with his hands in his pockets and a smile on his
face, making his features look younger and more youthful. He’s in a park, and it’s a bright
day, with the sun shining and few clouds roaming the blue sky above. The shadows on the
ground are short but deep black against the green grass, grass that rocks and stirs gently in
the scant breeze… a breeze that whispers through the trees and makes the green leaves
shake as if they speak in a different voice of times long since past.
Cindy is there. She’s sitting on a checkered blanket, smiling up at Zerrex, her eyes warm;
she’s here of her own consent, and the large male hasn’t forced her in any way, which makes
things seem nicer, somehow. She’s wearing a plain blouse, tight-fitting jeans and a bikini top
faintly visible beneath the tied-at-the-front, long-sleeved chemise, and her eyes sparkle
marvelously as Zerrex walks over and sits on the blanket. When he holds an arm up, she
gladly moves to cuddle with him, slipping beneath it and pressing tight against him with a
soft giggle as she closes her eyes and relaxes.
There is more and less; sometimes they just sit and cuddle, sometimes Zerrex kisses her
and they share gentle, quiet affections, and sometimes they even do more; but when the
more part occurs, the reptile always feels quietly in that buried part of him that what he
wishes to experience with her isn’t anything so brutal as rape or fucking or even plain sex…
it’s lovemaking, and that’s something he’s done maybe once or twice in his entire life. It’s
gentle, and he does everything he can to please her and not himself, and when they climax it
occurs in synchronicity and they look into one another’s eyes… but in the end it remains
just a dream, although one that usually is enough to make the reptile’s boxers more than
uncomfortable – a feeling he’s used to, but it also causes a strange sensation in his stomach
and chest that he’s not.
Zerrex doesn’t understand the idea of love; he doesn’t understand the idea of kinship or
friendship, even. He knows what it’s like to have an ally, and he has been in love before, but
it doesn’t mean he grasps the concept. Despite his cruelties and his violence, his raw, brutal
power and incredible, impossible endurance, he is entirely unconfident when it comes to
relationships of any sort, and he knows it. He has no problem with relationships based
upon power, animal urges, sex or money… but with Cindy and Elliot, people he has foreign
feelings for, he is lost: one he fears he may ‘love’ and the other treats him differently than
everyone else in Comfort Town, tries to talk to him and even console him on a bad day,
shows both sympathy and compassion to him: things the reptile used to think of as signs of
weakness to be exploited at will.
He still didn’t understand it, but he’d stopped thinking of it as weakness at the request
of Elliot, after one of their bull sessions in the bar after hours; he’d reserve judgment until
he saw what compassion and generosity could do. Altruism was certainly not one of the
reptile’s strong points, however… but Elliot had merely smiled when he’d said there and
given him an ironic: ‘I figured.’
But now drowsiness was beginning to take over the reptile, and he rested a bit deeper
into his blankets, curling up on his side and yawning into his pillows as his hands slipped
beneath his pillows, mumbling quiet nonsense to himself as he rolled his shoulders and

shifted a bit to get more comfortable as he put ahead vague plans for the day, which slipped
into the back of his mind as mental notes to himself as he began to dream again, this time
letting his darker side run wild as he combined past and present with his own glorious
imaginings.
A good word for the larger world that encompassed most of the Drakkaren’s imaginings
was ‘Hell,’ in the darkest sense of the word. He loved dreaming of the things he could make
possible if he tried… of enslavement and total domination… of breaking down this entire
city to be rebuilt as his own personal playground; and hell, if he did, he had enough money
to bankroll all private operations and to do as he wished with the local economy. But
money didn’t belong in these visions; money was a cheap form of power, compared to what
Zerrex lusted for, which was total domination through brute, raw force and his own
physical abilities. Domination through fear and power through strength; he thought that
was the greatest vision he could have.
His visions would make the devils quake in their hooves; his world was built upon
domination, sadism and lust, all of his original predatory qualities that had been magnified
a thousand-fold by the military training he’d gone through and that he’d learned to be more
than okay with, to even revel in. In his world, he had his own private harem, all of them
naked, chained, leashed and enslaved, broken to do his every bidding. Instead of this home,
he had a grand mansion, floors upon floors high and full of every wonder he wished to
possess, most notably artwork; one of his few material weaknesses. But the floors above
were nowhere near as interesting as the basements below; levels of dungeon, both for
imprisonment and for torture of all sorts, and then a rock-cut catacombs that made for all
the more fun of hunting and frightening his intended prey as he felt like it, with a hundred
dead ends and the only way in and out barred by a massive gate… and below a great,
unholy shrine dedicated to the filth and violence of the Drakkaren’s darkest lusts, with
beaten and bloody victims chained to the walls, freezers of carefully-preserved flesh for the
cannibalistic hungers that sometimes would rise, and a great circular pool of fresh, warm
blood into which he could wade and rape his virginal victim, her blood running down her
legs to add to the hundreds of victims that had already been taken to fill up the great vat.
Oh, he was sick, yes. He knew it; he was twisted in a thousand ways, he was primal, he
was vicious, and he was full of dark lusts and sadism. His dreams of pain and torture for
his pleasure were limitless; his hungers too, were endless, but these the reptile had worked to
control. In truth, he had partaken of almost all of his desires at some point… but now he
had carefully worked his way back to more basic forms of sadism and killing. No longer
did he cannibalize his victims, as he had sometimes – rarely – in the past… and his rapes,
although often brutal, generally left his victims intact in all but the most obvious areas,
unless he had an urge to kill or the job demanded that as well.
So it naturally came back to a question of why; as in, exactly why had he lightened up on
the sadistic side of his nature when he was far more than capable of fulfilling every urge he
had without any repercussions? Why didn’t he just take the town over as he wished to do,
why did he always have the jobs he took as a mercenary justified instead of just going ahead
and doing as he wished?

The answer was the type that only made sense to Zerrex and those who understood
Zerrex. It came down to a question of dignity and, in a strange sense, honor. When he was
with the military, he was merely doing his job; he loved it, but it came down to the idea that
his job was to be as malevolent as possible. He was a soldier, he took orders, and that was
that. After he’d left, he’d gone through the useless counseling and management sessions,
then been set free to do whatever… and there were the compulsions and urges, but the
reptile had always been able to separate right from wrong. He just didn’t care to… but now
that he was thinking for himself and on his own…
It was just different, that was all it came down to. He wasn’t a puppet now, but the
puppeteer… and being thus in a position of responsibility, the Drakkaren couldn’t just bow
to every whim and urge he had, as fun and possibly profitable as it would be. He was going
to Hell, yes… but since he wasn’t there yet, he might as well tone down his list of sins
somewhat. Besides which… he didn’t think that so many people would come to him if he
started to eat the inhabitants of the town. If there was one thing that was taboo in this
society, it was most certainly cannibalism.
This town was at war… and already there was chaos abound. Yet for once, when the
reptile got into the action between Apple Villa and Comfort Town… he felt that he was
doing the right thing, fighting the good fight instead of just fighting for the sake of war,
and it had brought out a new feeling in him. Was it warmth? Happiness? Did it make him
feel like was accomplishing his goal in life, that he was doing what he was meant and built
to do? The reptile didn’t think it was so virtuous and pure as that: it was merely that he was
a soldier, and he was egocentric. It wasn’t probably for anything so high and mighty as the
‘right, just cause,’ but maybe… because sometimes Cindy smiled at him when she said that
she overheard him telling Elliot that he’d made sure that whoever would never assault
another person again, or that he’d fixed the problem with the tolls on the bridges that led
from one side of Baskin’s Grove to the other. When he stopped to think about it… Cindy
looked more happy when he was fixing a problem like a stalled truck or repairing something
around the tavern then when he spoke of the other problems he’d eliminated…
And now the reptile finally felt sleep coming towards him, real sleep instead of just his
usual false rest, and he let out a soft sigh as he rolled quietly over in bed and curled up a bit
tighter under his blankets, feeling strange in the darkness of his room, and more than a
little bit lonely… and all he could wish for at that moment was to hold Cindy gently in his
arms and fall asleep with the younger female, clutched tight to his powerful chest… and as
he finally fell into slumber, the single vision that came to him was that of a virginal young
female Drakkaren, petite, glowing with beauty, innocence and grace, pressed to the chest of
a strange, demonic lizard, with scars covering his body and hands stained crimson with
blood… but his eyes were filled with softness as they gazed down into the eyes of the
smaller lizard, and no matter how much blood he felt dripping from his hands, the cursed
stuff could not so much as leak onto her scales, no matter how tight he clutched her… and
she was smiling, and looking past the ugliness of his features and the darkness in his eyes as
her hands reached up to take his face quietly…
~~~

Lone mumbled to himself as he sat in his expensive hotel room, in what was apparently
the Apple Villa side of town… and from what he saw, this was definitely the classier place.
It made him wonder more curiously about the boss of the slums… but then again, the
slums were always run by the biggest, meanest asshole on the block, right?
“Right.” He muttered again, then he stood up and stretched, belly protruding over the
waistband of the jogging pants he’d changed into, his suit carefully laid out for cleaning
tomorrow by the hotel maid – except for the half-girdle, which he had tucked away into his
briefcase for safekeeping. He sighed as he walked slowly around his expensive suite, glancing
back and forth over the massive, plush room that was almost a miniature condominium –
huge bedroom with a plush waterbed and massive television that was currently playing the
local news, desk with a bible and a business journal, a mini-fridge, and then a bathroom
with an enormous tub complete with bubble jets and a double-sink. It was classy… the
kind of class that Lone Wulfe deserved.
The wolf stood up, then he walked over to the large-size windows that opened onto the
city lights below; his room was easily several stories above most of the other developments
in the area, since the wolf had immediately gone for the largest and best-looking hotel
possible. Money wasn’t a problem, after all, and he did deserve a little comfort like this after
all the hell he’d been put through with those arrogant bastards in the shitty little bar he’d
just come from. He nodded firmly to himself, muttering as he looked resentfully out over
the city, then he stepped back before turning and heading for his bed, plopping down on it
as he grabbed the remote for the television and flicked to the movies, then selected some
adult entertainment flick and put it on, placing his hands behind his head and watching
with mild boredom as it started; in a few minutes, he began to masturbate to the first sex
scene with the same kind of boredom, rolling his hand over the curve of his belly and down
to gently massage his sheath, feeling a bit of pink flesh poking free as his eyes watched the
female on screen fondling and suckling the male’s cock, licking his muzzle as he thought of
his own former indulgences into oral sex – namely receiving. As he thought about these, he
grinned a bit and put himself on the screen, stroking and rolling his testicles in his hand a
bit more firmly as he felt himself hardening faster, his slick shaft sliding free of its sheath,
the pink flesh hard and erect as he felt it growing firmly outwards until all nine inches of
penis were freed, knot bulging out from his sheath as he murred.
He continued to slowly roll his testicles in his hand for a few more moments, but, not
having much in the way of patience and with the continued stimulation of watching the
oral sex on the television, it wasn’t long until Lone’s hand slipped up to grasp his shaft and
he began to leisurely stroke his nine inches of wolven cock, murring again as he thrusted
lightly into his hand and grinned, some of the boredom in his eyes quickly being replaced
by desire as he felt low pleasure welling its way up from his crotch, his shaft throbbing in
his hand as he moved his hand up and down his fleshy cock.
Then he began to stroke himself with more passion, murring quietly in his throat as his
eyes stayed locked on the television, beginning to lightly thrust his hips at the same time as
his hand moved up and down his shaft, manipulating himself with increasing speed as he
felt a bit of pre already splattering free to slicken his shaft, firming his grip a bit further as

he moved his hand up and down, from head to swelling knot, feeling himself throbbing in
his hand as he felt the pleasure already rising towards climax – it had been a long time since
he’d had time to himself, after all… and he’d been busy enough to not even manage a good
lay lately…
The wolf groaned as he let his head roll back, slipping back against the head of the bed
so he could slip his other hand under his leg and grasp his furry testicles, feeling his penis
give a jolt in his hand at the added manipulation, toes of his paws curling as he squeezed
one, continuing to move his hand powerfully up and down his shaft as he brought his head
back down to watch the continuing oral sex scene on the television: after a few more
pleasurable moments of playing with himself, he felt his orgasm already nearing, and the
wolf was careful to get up to his knees as he panted quietly, turning towards the edge of the
bed as he brought his hand from behind his leg to the front, squeezing his own knot and
making his body jolt as he continued to stroke his throbbing shaft.
His hand worked up and down his slick meat faster and faster as the wolf moaned,
tilting his head back as he replayed all his glorious encounters of his past, other hand taking
both of his furry balls into his hand and rolling them, kneading them, making himself
release another sound of pleasure as he felt his shaft hardening and climax nearing as he
moved his hand up and down the nine-inch wolf-cock he was so proud of, thrusting his
hips lightly in time to his stroking before he finally felt himself stiffen fully and release, a
low whine of pleasure rolling up through his throat as his head fell back and he reached
down to grasp his shaft by the thick knot and sheath, thrusting rapidly into the air as his
other hand clenched a testicle tightly, almost to the point of pain as his thick fluids burst
out from his shaft in a straight line, dribbling down to the floor below in a short line over
the carpeting before the wolf slowly halted his thrusts, panting quietly.
He felt himself slowly retracting as he carefully wiped the little bit of his own seed that
had dirtied his hands onto the sheet, then he gave a somewhat nostalgic, pleased smile as he
lay back on the bed and put his hands behind his head, closing his eyes as he thought with
amusement: Maid’s gotta earn her pay somehow, right? Hell right. And I bet she’ll just lick
that wolf-cum right up, be all happy she’s got such a fine mess to clean up after.
He snorted, feeling a bit appeased, then he glanced back and forth before leaning back in
his bed and planning his day for tomorrow; it would at least prove entertaining, if busy.
After all, he had to make sure that he dealt with the boss, or whoever he was… show him
who was really in charge here.
Lone, however, knew a good business opportunity when he saw one; from the looks of
Baskin’s Grove, it was pretty obvious that the town had two sides – the good side, where he
was now, and the ugly-ass side, which was apparently ruled by some cheesy slum-lord who
was probably all muscle and no brain. Tomorrow, his plans included talking to the mayor of
the town – who of course lived in a beautiful estate house he’d passed, right near here –
about a business proposal that would renovate the slummy area of town and get rid of
some of the undesirables… and to see if he knew anything about this boss character. After
all, if he, Lone Wulfe, were mayor, he’d definitely make sure to know everything about the

town… but then again, if he were mayor, he’d also have the boss working for him… but he
had the distinct impression that the mayor and the boss were at opposite ends of the
spectrum in terms of… well, everything.
The wolf sneered a bit, then he brightened as he looked up from his porno, his hands
resting on his naked belly as his sneer turned to a grin, a marvelous idea suddenly making
its way into his brain. “Well, damn, am I ever good…” he said softly to himself, then he
began to work out the fine points of his new plan in his head, settling with greater comfort
into his many-pillowed waterbed as he looked at the television with that stupid, selfinflating expression of his features as he went over his new idea in his mind like a precious
gemstone, turning it around and around to see it sparkle in all the different angles of the
light.
So the mayor and the boss probably hate each other, right? So what if I say I’ll get rid of
this boss somehow, huh? I bet that’ll make me popular in this side of town, and hey, even
those other dumb fucks’ll eventually recognize the favor I did them and bow to me too!
Damn, maybe I could even settle down here, really get made mayor in a couple of years… I
think I’d like that, Mayor Lone Wulfe… that sounds like my kinda position. He nodded
firmly to himself at this point, tapping his fingers up and down his belly as he continued to
stare at the television screen blankly. Damn, but I’m good! And I bet that this boss asshole
won’t be too hard to get rid of either… hell, tomorrow, I’ll start networking and making
contacts here in Apple Villa… then go to my talk with the boss, see if I can get on his good
side while I do some other research on him and stuff, since I’m sure no one else thought
ahead that much… and then once I’m armed with enough blackmail material, I’ll just bribe
the stupid fuck to leave town or something.
He crossed his arms over his protruding belly with a wide grin, then he paused before
adding mentally: And if he doesn’t like it… I guess I’ll just have to shoot him.
The last thought excited the wolf a bit… the idea of it, anyway. Sure, he’d threatened
plenty of people at gunpoint before with his customized, silver-barreled forty-five
revolver… and some had even pissed themselves, they’d been so scared, and it had gotten
him some real, real nice cocksucking from various females… but he’d never shot it outside
of the shooting ranges, and he’d certainly never shot a person before. But he knew he could
do it… he was tough enough to, because they didn’t get any tougher than Lone Wulfe,
master business tycoon and total hard-ass. Why, Hell! He’d give the boss bastard a day or so
of playing nice, then he’d offer him all generously the bribe and stuff… but if he was too
dumb to take it, then fine! He’d just have to bust out his gun and shoot the asshole right in
the head, no problem, no questions asked. And was anyone gonna care? He didn’t think the
police would do much about it even if he shot him right on the steps of the precinct. Hell,
they’d probably even give him a badge and make him an honorary officer. An honorary,
upstanding officer.
The wolf laughed to himself as he sat back, then he looked down at his naked crotch as
he felt the excitement in him building again and he reached a hand down to toy with
himself lightly as he looked up at the screen, once again beginning to drool slightly over the

porn movie as he murmured to himself: “Baby… I’m so good, I make myself horny… yeah
baby, but doesn’t everyone just love me and my ideas… tomorrow, I’ll have chicks all over
me, I bet…” he paused as he felt himself beginning to rise, his wolven penis once more
pushing slowly from its sheath, then grinned again as his hungry eyes roved down to his
cock again, feeling pride at the fact he could get hard again in so short a space of time if he
wanted to. “I wonder if the mayor has a daughter… ‘cause I bet she’d just be drooling over
the chance to get introduced to all of this big bad wolf…”
Then the lupine began to masturbate once more as a bit of drool fell from his muzzle,
panting quietly to himself as he combined the on-screen fantasy with all those in his head,
and finding that the most exciting thing he could think up was holding a gun to the head of
a girl as she tried to please him with her mouth… and then pulling the trigger. That gave
him a shiver of power like he’d never believed… and he couldn’t wait to find out what it
might be like to hold his gun on this boss and see exactly what it was like to shoot
someone.
He kept that thought in mind as he began to stroke his slightly-sensitive shaft again,
bringing his knees up slightly and spreading his legs out as his other hand rolled up and
down his body, watching the porno on the television with glazed eyes and more lost in his
own thoughts, only processing the moans and grunts of the female on screen and putting
them into his own fantasies, adding them to the thought of him standing over some chick
with his gun against their head, him all big and powerful, her small and being so easily
dominated: he was thrusting all nine inches of his cock down her muzzle, hilting himself
with every hard shove, grinning, she was crying but he knew she was loving the strong taste
of his big wolf penis, his gun shoved against her head and only adding to the pleasure as
she began to stroke his balls…
The wolf murred deeply, then he began to move his hand faster up and down his cock,
his other hand massaging up and down over his chest and belly as he began to pant quietly
already, finding himself unable to withstand the growing erotic bliss as he stroked his
member rapidly, pink flesh twitching a bit as it started to leak pre almost immediately, his
hand coating his hot shaft with the slick stuff and the lubrication only making it easier for
him to manipulate himself as he began to jerk his hips lightly in time with his thrusts.
He moaned a bit, tilting his head back as images flashed through his mind, eyes closing
as he grinned wider at the combination of pleasure and power that was filling him up. His
hand stroked furiously over his pink cock, pushing a bit harder than necessary into his
fleshy knot every so often to give himself an added jolt as he rocked his hips, thrusting into
his rapidly moving hand – he was stroking too quickly now, however, to keep his thrusts up
to speed, as his breaths came harder and he squeezed his member firmly.
The wolf ’s endurance had somewhat increased, however, and although the urge to release
was strong, it wasn’t so powerful that the lupine could have resisted if he’d want to: but
Lone was a wolf without much patience, and so he desired another quick orgasm over
drawing out the pleasure, instead once more climbing to his knees and assuming the same
position, moaning as he moved his hand rapidly over his member, feeling his body twitching

and sweat rolling through his fur as he thrusted into his hand, trying to earn that next
orgasm, trying to make himself release again as hard as he could, other hand out and
grasping the top of the bed to stop himself from overbalancing as he leaned slowly
forwards.
He groaned hungrily as he felt his shaft twitch a bit, and it only encouraged him to
stroke faster, harder, moving his hand over the slick penis as he worked his hips, imagining
it was the muzzle of some lucky female, imagining that he was holding a gun to her head,
was going to pull the trigger the moment he achieved orgasm… and then he arched his back
with a groan as he pictured himself shooting and shooting, but before he could picture it,
he opened his eyes and stared at the ceiling, mind completely enraptured by the bliss and all
his fantasies falling away as he felt himself squirt another burst of seed free, splattering the
ground below with little more than a dribble… but it was more than enough for the wolf
as he slowed his thrusting into his hand and squeezed his nine inches of shaft gently,
panting hard before he grinned as he looked down at his dripping shaft, murmuring quietly:
“Yeah… yeah… that’s why… that’s why I’m the best.” He slumped back into a sitting
position, legs bent under him as he felt his slightly-sore member retracting into its furry
sheath, and then he made a disgusted face as he held up one hand and noticed the gobs of
white on the fur.
“Fucking sick…” he muttered, then used the edge of the bed to towel his hand off
before dabbing at his sheath and wherever else he might have splattered himself, then he fell
back into bed and let his eyes slip closed to the melody of moans and grunts from the
porno on the television, a wide grin on his features at the prospects of the future as he
sprawled out, naked and feeling accomplished.
~~~
Zerrex awoke early in the morning, his emerald eyes opening as he lay in bed silently for
a few moments before yawning and sitting up, mumbling quietly under his breath as he ran
a hand through his tousled hair. He glanced over at his clock, glowing in the otherwise
complete darkness of his room, and made a face at the time. “Six forty three?” he muttered
aloud, then he sighed and shrugged before flopping back down onto the bed, closing his
eyes and contently resting for a few more minutes, spread eagled on the oversized mattress.
After a short time, however, he started to grow uncomfortable with the idea of just…
laying and doing nothing, and he gave a sigh before kicking up and muttering quietly under
his breath as he walked over to the wall to flick on the light switch and dig out today’s
clothes – which, for a change, included a black t-shirt instead of his usual short-sleeved
dress shirt, and a pair of plain blue jeans, which he usually hated to wear but today would
be forced to, since he’d put off doing the laundry again and was out of his usual clothing.
The reptile slide them on, then uncomfortably bent first one leg then the other, disliking
the starchy, stiff feeling of the pants before he muttered and headed towards the bathroom,
running his hands through his wild, sleep-crazed hair. “Today is not going to be a good
day, I think…”

He rolled his shoulders as he stepped into the bathroom, flicking on the light to reveal
the massive tub and oversized but otherwise ordinary toilet and sink, the latter with a large,
elongated mirror above it. The reptile looked at himself blearily – he was not a morning
person, and it showed as he stared at himself… but he was careful to avoid looking into his
own emerald irises. Whenever he did that… well, his reflection seemed to grin and he
always twitched back.
Zerrex reached up, rubbing sleep from his eyes before he fumbled for the comb that sat
on the counter, then he carefully began to brush his uneven hair out as best he could, trying
more to get rid of the random whorls and swirls then to make it look nice. Once finished,
he reached up and flicked the front of his hair, and the bangs automatically fell forwards
over his eyes as the reptile gave an amused snort. “I’m like a freaking anime character.”
With that done, he turned to use the toilet, then flushed and left the bathroom to head
for the kitchen; on his way through the living room, however, something caught his eye
outside the curtain… and so the reptile immediately ignored it and turned towards the
kitchen, keeping his tired expression and trying to hide the new alertness in his eyes and
movement as he stretched and faked a yawn, not bothering with the living room lights now
but instead turning on those in the kitchen as he wandered over to the fridge and pretended
to shuffle through for food before closing it and finally settling upon a cheese bun from the
plain plastic bag that sat upon the counter that ran the entire length of the room, but for
the archway and the few appliances he had.
The reptile inspected his kitchen as he ate, careful not to look in the direction of the
window for now as his eyes roved over the blue-granite countertops, leaning against the
island as he examined microwave, refrigerator, industrial-size stove, plain sink and even the
light fixtures above, four plain hanging globes that illuminated the room intensely –
something he generally disliked but made an exception for when dealing with what he called
the culinary room. His toeclaws tapped against the plain tile below as he wandered around
the island, free hand tracing over the knobs on the drawers and shelves below the
countertop before he finally stopped and reached down to pull open one drawer, looking
into it disinterestedly as his other hand continued to guide his food up to his face.
From the drawer, Zerrex produced a plain cookbook, and then he proceeded to act as if
reading it… but in reality, he instead leaned forwards a bit to gaze at the device implanted
in the bottom of the drawer – a security monitor that automatically turned on once the
drawer was opened, and that gave him a full view of the front of his house from the angle
of a tree that was across the street. Upon seeing the intruder that was still battening at his
windows, however, Zerrex sighed and pushed the drawer closed, now interesting himself in
the cookbook as he looked up and said in a loud, clear voice: “I know you’re out there,
Sarah. Come inside and tell me whatever it is you’ve got.”
The figure outside the window jumped as if jabbed by an cattle prod, then there was a
loud, quick shuffling of feet as the figure bustled to the door, then let herself in and
quickly – but quietly! – closed the door behind herself; there was then the sound of
fumbling with shoes before a loud thwack of something striking the wall, and a

disheartened ‘Owies…’ rose up as Zerrex released another sigh and closed the book, putting
it down on the counter. It’s really too early for this… why can’t she wait until later…
Then the female was quickly trotting through the living room… only to catch the leg of
the table as she veered towards the kitchen to quickly and take another fall, once more
rapping her head off of a solid object – this time the floor, not the wall. Zerrex merely
stared at her as he crossed his arms, gaze mild and feeling vaguely nonplussed at the
klutziness of the canine; most other people he’d beat to a pulp or perhaps kill just because
of how utterly irritating and useless they were, but Sarah Ginsbury was – unfortunately – a
special girl and – even less fortunately – certainly not useless.
Instead of getting up, she put her elbows on the ground and rested her muzzle on her
hands as she raised her head, looking up at him with shining eyes. The collie was young, in
her early twenties, and fairly short – standing at only around five-three, she was someone
who could cling to Zerrex’s leg and spend the whole day being carried around like that. Her
fur was tawny, a wonderful combination of browns, whites and light gold, and her eyes were
chestnut, big and doe-like. She wasn’t much in terms of shape… a bit too thick in the
middle – not fat, just… thick – with small breasts and fluffy seemingly everywhere, with
her large ruff that spilled down her chest and her sweeping tail, but she was cute in the
extreme… when she wasn’t breaking things or falling over, that was.
Today, she wore a plain halter top and pink pants. Zerrex did not want to know exactly
where those pink pants had come from, as he didn’t want to know most of the things that
Sarah told him. She was from the Apple Villa side of town, and a rich family… meaning
she had a lot of tastes that he could afford, unlike the people of Comfort Town, but, like
the rest of those in his so-called territory, he also found such richness rather disagreeable
and pointless.
Sarah, however, being from the brighter side of town, where the houses were perfect and
the people happy and generous – if you were rich and liked to kiss ass – was a rather
valuable contact for the Drakkaren… especially with her seemingly-infinite sources of
gossip and random knowledge. Not to mention the fact she had both a streak of
Amazonian in her that demanded justice for the poor people of Comfort Town… and her
and her family, despite its vast richness from the ownership of the local grocery chains, had
had many a bitter quarrel with the political zealots of Apple Villa.
In fact, one day it had gotten so bad that the family limo had been bombed… of course,
seeing as how things aren’t as easily constructed or properly set as on television, all the mad
bomber had managed to do was cause an explosion that blew up part of the trunk and sent
the ass of the limo bouncing into the air. After this near-escape, Harry Ginsbury had
decided to take things into his own hands, with the police sitting on theirs – or rather,
Harry suspected that their wrists had been bound and tied behind their backs by the local
government through bribes, blackmail and intimidation. It was well known that the mayor
had several contacts in the police force… and that his brother was the ever-estimable chief
of police.

So father Ginsbury had traveled down to Elliot’s bar on a slow night, and sat around
waiting for the rumored boss of Comfort Town. Elliot, the bartender, had felt sympathy for
Harry… they had gone to school together, been in the same classes for many a year despite
their differences in social class, and all Harry had done was been born lucky… but he had
acted like any other person, treated everyone as an equal and after the inheritance of the
family companies, he’d given a lot to the poor whenever he could… and so the cheetah felt
compelled to invite the plain but well-dressed stranger up to the bar, telling him under his
breath to take off his expensive cloth overcoat and giving him a few other instructions
before talking over old times a bit, until seven finally rolled around and Zerrex had come
inside.
The Drakkaren had glanced at the stranger, then headed for his usual seat and taken it,
raising a hand and twirling a finger; the gesture that meant ‘give me the regular.’ Elliot,
who’d been working alone for most of the night and let Cindy cook, had rapped on the
two-way door, and then Cindy had come out with a bottle of whisky, smiling faintly
despite looking a bit under the weather; but Zerrex liked to be served by her. What had
taken him longer to figure out, however, was that Cindy enjoyed serving Zerrex… but that
was another story.
He had looked at her, then fumbled in his strange way of showing concern: “You don’t
look so good.”
Cindy had shrugged, laughing quietly, then reached down and patted Zerrex on the
cheek – the first time she’d done that, but it wouldn’t be the last. It had made the reptile
blink and draw his head back as she smiled at him, then she’d quietly said she must’ve
caught a cold, but she was feeling better already… and then she’d turned and left as Zerrex
stared after her; Harry had observed this, and his shrewd business mind worked fast,
processing all the possibilities of the payment he knew that would be required as he sat at
the bar, watching the Drakkaren pour himself a drink, stare at the amber liquid in the cup
with the ice cubes floating mindlessly in it, then he’d shrugged and grabbed the bottle and
drank deep from that instead.
They gave him a few minutes before Elliot nodded to Harry, then leaned in and said
quietly that he was going to go and ‘have a word with the Boss.’ Then he’d headed over and
stood politely as Zerrex at first ignored him, favoring instead his bottle before he sighed
and turned towards the cheetah.
“I know that this is unusual, Boss, but…Harry’s not only from Apple Villa, I know, he’s
messing up your whole… schedule thing-”
“It’s not a schedule. It’s an application system.” Zerrex said slowly, his voice slightly
slurred as he rocked back and forth a bit. He looked up at the cheetah with faint petulance,
then he sighed before crossing his arms and immediately losing his feigned drunkenness,
becoming calm and with that impartial coldness around him once more. “You know how I
work, Elliot. I don’t like making exceptions.”
The cheetah leaned down, putting his hands on the table in a gesture he’d seemed to have
done a hundred times with the reptile and would perhaps do a thousand more, his eyes

meeting the lizard’s… a feat which the reptile figured earned at least a minute or two for
the collie dog sitting at the bar.
So he sighed and nodded, looking mildly resentful as Elliot looked obviously relieved,
then he quickly headed back to tend bar as he jerked a thumb over his shoulder at Zerrex,
looking at Harry with a bit of a smile.
Harry had gotten up – trembling a bit, since he was only taller than his daughter by a
scant few inches, and Zerrex was the biggest damned person he’d ever seen… and from all
accounts, using the word ‘person’ to describe him was pushing the boundaries of what
exactly a person was – and then he’d gone over to the private table of the reptile and sat
across from him, careful to keep his feet back and in, to avoid making any unnecessary
contact with the lizard as he looked at him, then put his hands on the table and laced his
fingers together, staring at those instead as he was suddenly back in grade one, peeing his
pants while the students laughed and the teacher looked at him in disgust…
He began to speak in a quavering, frightened voice… but Zerrex immediately
interrupted him. “Look at me when you talk to me, sheepdog. Or you can just leave right
now and take your expensive checkbook with you, pelt.”
The collie had looked up immediately in shock, swallowing as he remembered he wasn’t
dealing with the average henchman or business partner – Zerrex, whatever else, was on a
level where he could afford to be rude and speciesist… and where he truly was the boss,
even though he was being hired, and, as a client, Harry had to remember to pay great
respect to him… so the canine bit his lip, then he forced his eyes to meet the cold emeralds
of the reptile as he visualized not a business person, not a meeting, but his father in front
of him… and with that image securely in mind, he felt his shakes stopping, as he realized
that coldness was definitely akin to how Johannes Ginsbury had often looked upon his
son… and he remembered the best way to face up to him was to lay down quietly and take
his abuse until opportunity arrived…
“I’m sorry. You’re rather intimidating… I just had to get over my initial reaction, that’s
all.” Harry said in a polite but even voice, and although the reptile’s features remained the
same, the aura of the meeting seemed to change, as Harry continued to speak with the same
flattering but calm tone. “I do come from Apple Villa, but right now, I and my family are
being threatened by the people of the same place… and I need a bodyguard to protect my
wife and family. I’m afraid of what lengths they’ll go to get to me, so I was hoping that… if
I hired the correct protection, if just for a short period of time… they’ll become
intimidated and… lay off.”
The collie ended a bit lamely, but that was only because the reptile had sat back and now
had the faintest amusement dancing in his eyes. For a moment, there was silence as Zerrex
considered, then he said softly: “You’re from Apple Villa, so your money doesn’t interest
me, since it really wouldn’t cost you anything, would it, Harry Ginsbury?” the dog’s eyes
widened a bit at the sound of his own name, but the surprise – although theatrical – was
also the result of not properly thinking things out. Of course he’d be known by the

reptile… everyone in town knew the name of the master of all the local and area-wide
grocery stores.
It left the collie in an unfavorable position as he looked at Zerrex quietly, then he
glanced down as he narrowed his eyes in hard thought before looking up and deciding to
attempt the ploy. “May I… make a phone call to check if your payment is ready, then? I
think I know what would do well.”
Now Zerrex looked surprised… although the only indication was a strange, raisedeyebrow mimic – one eye slightly closed, the other widened, mimicking the look that
usually only belonged to things with… well, eyebrows… perfectly. He paused for a
moment to consider telling him it was now or never, but then trashed that idea; his
curiosity was roused, and now he wanted to find out exactly what the collie had up his
sleeve. “Go ahead, sheepdog.”
Harry nodded, then he stepped outside the bar for a moment to use his cell phone as
Zerrex lounged in his bench, ignoring Elliot’s curious stare; a few minutes later, the canine
reentered the bar, crossed, then sat down and looked straight into Zerrex’s eyes, saying
calmly: “My daughter will spend two weeks with you, of her own free will. She’s young and
innocent, and if you rape her I’ll try to kill you.” He paused, then added in a ruthful ironic
voice: “And I realize I probably won’t succeed. But I’ll die trying anyway.”
The Drakkaren looked across at the collie, then his mouth twitched upwards in a smile
as he gave a quiet laugh. “Good to know that’s clear. You have balls; I like that. You’re
gambling, but you aren’t throwing your family away. I like that too. I’ll give you until I clear
the mess up with you and your political friends, or a week of my time – whatever comes
first – and then we’ll move your daughter out to spend two weeks with me.”
All-in-all, it had taken four and a half days for Zerrex to halt the nastiness in Apple
Villa against the Ginsbury family, and he’d only had to kill a few people and beat a few
others into the ground to do it – not a bad count at all, considering the fact that there had
been over a dozen nasty politicians trying to wangle henchmen into attacking Harry and his
kin. Once it was clear that they had been taken under the protection of the Boss of
Comfort Town, however… well, they had been eager to agree to a truce after a failed night
raid on the Ginsbury mansion.
During the four and some days, Zerrex had lived with the Ginsbury’s, traveled with the
Ginsbury’s, and dined with the Ginsbury’s… although always in his own unique way. He’d
refused the suit they’d offered and the sunglasses, saying that he wasn’t some government
goon. He’d refused to act as the private servant for the missus, who was the snobbiest in the
family but equally quick to learn not to treat him like a chauffeur or butler, after he tore off
the door of the electric cart in a factory when she’d asked him to open it for her. He’d sat at
the table being rude and ignoring everyone around him who tried to engage him in
conversation whenever they ate together, at breakfast drinking coffee after coffee, at lunch
eating whatever gravitated towards him that wasn’t too fancily dressed, and at supper
nursing a bottle of whisky or expensive wine, then later cooking himself a meal on the
grille after everyone had gone to bed while he prowled around the mansion.

On the second night, Sarah had walked quietly downstairs – a miracle in itself, since
usually she more fell or rolled at some point – and then stood in the doorway of the
massive kitchen while Zerrex studiously cooked two hamburgers on the grille. She’d merely
stared with big eyes as Zerrex had cooked, every so often seasoning the meat with a dash of
whisky from his mostly-empty bottle before upending it over his muzzle and leaving it
sitting on the counter as he flipped the burgers a final time, then taken them off the grille
and put them on a plate as he went about getting two buns. He’d then fixed one burger for
himself, then glanced over at Sarah – who nearly fell over – and said in his soft but
commanding voice: “Come here and eat. You didn’t touch dinner much tonight.”
“Oh, I.. I really… I mean…” Sarah had stuttered, staring at him with wide eyes, but at a
slight narrowing of the reptile’s irises she’d quickly bounced over to the table and almost
fallen – again. Then she’d sat down, and the reptile had shoved the burger and plate towards
her as he carried his own around, dropping bits of condiment on the floor and only
showing that he noticed by stepping around the little dribbles as he ate.
The next night, Sarah had come down again, and this time Zerrex had made grilled
cheese – on the grille, of course. Sarah had been all but ecstatic… and this time she had
fallen over on her way to the table and Zerrex had sighed, walked over, and hefted her easily
up with one hand by the back of her frilly nightgown, making her stare with wide eyes at
the ease and casualness with which he’d hefted her to her feet.
Needless to say, the beginning of the two weeks of her staying with him had also proved
interesting; Sarah had needed several reassurances, for instance, that taking his room was
alright… and then she had constantly followed the reptile around the house, to the point
where he had been forced to promise her to secrecy and take her into his private quarters –
the secret passage had made her squeal with delight and knock a hammer flying off the
worktable – where he had been half-tempted to lock her in the cell room after she’d sent all
his papers scattering. And this had only been within the first day; that night, however, was
also remarkably interesting.
Sarah had lugged three suitcases with her for the two weeks: upon her arrival with her
father in the limo, Zerrex had looked at them, then said she was allowed one. The collies
had both protested, Sarah indignant in her own odd way, but then she’d quailed after Zerrex
had given her a dark look and said he could make it none if she wanted. She’d meekly
agreed to take one… and immediately tripped over the suitcase she wanted to bring in.
That night, the Drakkaren had sat with her in her room, then out of sheer vehemence,
he’d told her to open up her suitcase and they were going to go through her stuff. Sarah had
squealed protests, waving her arms and looking infuriated, but again had been cowed by one
of Zerrex’s least-evil looks; whatever else, she was more than intimidated by the reptile. So,
with her blushing furiously all the while, they had gone through her stuff and sorted it all
out into piles of underwear, normal wear, nightwear and ridiculous. Zerrex selected one
oversized t-shirt as nightwear and thrown the two nightgowns she’d brought as ridiculous.
For once, the collie had agreed and then attempted to hide the rest of her suitcase, which

Zerrex immediately took and went through – discovering a swimsuit, a diary and a
smattering of cosmetic items.
The Drakkaren had taken all the useless items – including most of the cosmetics – and
then thrown them out, ignoring Sarah’s protests. He’d then turned to her, told her that
these two weeks were going to be lived like a normal – not-rich person, he corrected himself
– and that if she wanted anything extra, she’d have to earn it.
She’d snorted, looking infuriated, then she’d pulled up her shirt to reveal her plain bra
and asked if that got her anything. Zerrex had merely looked at her mildly, and then she’d
flushed furiously before saying that she needed to change into her night clothing. Zerrex
had said alright, then stood up and crossed his arms. She’d stared at him, asked him what
the hell he was doing, and he’d replied evenly that if she was so eager to show off, then he
might as well not leave while she changed.
It had gone back and forth for a while, but eventually the collie had – blushing furiously
– changed, facing away from the Drakkaren and keeping her tail low as she took her clothes
off, leaving her panties on and then slipping the oversized shirt on to cover her top. She’d
then looked flatly at the lizard and called him a meanie-head. Zerrex had looked evenly
back and called her a dumb bitch, which had made her gape as he turned and walked out,
saying he was going to make popcorn.
At around midnight she’d gone to bed, and Zerrex had sprawled out on the couch to
sleep… but an hour later, he’d heard what could only be her creeping around: the random
grunts of pain came too often to be any intelligent intruder. So he pretended to lay asleep
as she crawled her way to the kitchen – and yes, she was crawling – then he’d gotten to his
feet as he heard her rummaging in the fridge. Moving silently, he’d walked up behind her…
then clapped one hand over her mouth and grabbed her shoulder with the other, causing
her to give a muffled shriek and throw the milk container across the room – thankfully it
was just an empty cardboard box that the reptile hadn’t bothered to take out of the fridge
yet.
Then the reptile had fixed her a drink after calming her down and sitting her at the table
while she glared around and panted from her little fright, then he’d sat down with her as he
drank from a bottle of whisky, earning looks as she sipped her milk… then blinked when
he pushed the bottle towards her. She’d hesitantly taken a sip… and that had been enough
to make her a bit tipsy, so he’d immediately taken the bottle away, then picked her up and
quietly carried her to bed.
The next night had been somewhat the same… Sarah wandered around, then took a
drink of the reptile’s scarily-high powered whisky and she was good for the night. The night
after, she took a drink… Zerrex carried her to bed… but this time she wrapped her arms
around his neck and insisted on sharing a goodnight kiss with him, which he’d reluctantly
done. It made for her being rather giggly and embarrassed the next day… although that
night, she’d held her arms out to him without the drink of whisky… and this time he not
only carried her to bed, he ended up sleeping with her, their bodies clothed, but his hands
resting on her breasts and their muzzles side by side.

During the day, she was chaste; but that night, when she came out of her room, she
walked out naked, and this time didn’t bother with the kitchen but just climbed on top of
him on the couch and pushed her muzzle down on his.
So Zerrex had taken her, and how loud she had screamed… but in the morning, despite
her bleeding and shivering from the night before, she was looking at him with even more
adoration in her eyes as they lay together, naked on the couch… and the reptile let it be
that day, ignored his other duties and simply rested with her there for most of the day,
naked and together… there had been a few more times throughout the day where they had
enjoy each other, but mostly it was just her cuddling to him and talking quietly about her
life.
But he thought that first time, when she’d dared to climb atop him like the princess
daring to mount the dragon – in more ways than one – and she had pressed her small
muzzle against his much-larger one, seeking a deep, not-so-chaste kiss… that had been
good. That had been special, in fact, if not so much for him, then all the more for her. He
had rolled onto his back and felt her naked body straddle his thick one as best she could,
her arms wrapping around his neck as her mouth sought to push deeper against his, the
reptile resisting for a moment, surprised by the kiss… but then hungrily pushing back, their
tongues wrestling, his thicker one always the winner, always seeking deeper down towards
her throat as she intertwined her own around his.
They worked their mouth together as he nude body gently began to bear down on his,
her arms wrapped around her neck: she was inexperienced from the trembling of her body
and the way she was half-slipping against him, but the erotic rubbing that resulted from her
constantly resetting her position against him only made him feel all the more aroused, as
one of his strong hands reached up to push against the middle of her back, moving her on
top as he lay flat and then wrapped around her waist, securing her against him. She spasmed
when he moved his other hand up to grasp her breast, her body stiffening as she bit into the
kiss, but then she only gave a quiet moan as he slowly squeezed the firm swell in his large
fingers, rolling it slowly in his hand… small, but he felt they were alright. They could both
be worse off… and he squeezed again gently, lightly pushing it up by the underswell and
making her twitch against him, almost spasm again, her eyes opening as she began to
withdraw from the long, hungry kiss.
She felt his hands rolling slowly across his chest, then her fingers began to slowly
unbutton his shirt as she sat up, her legs straddling his thick form on the couch as she
leaned forwards and stared into his eyes for a few moments, her own full of anxious desire
as she already began to breathe a bit harder, her legs fidgeting a bit as he felt her warm
crotch bearing down against his firm abdominals, then she pushed back to straddle his waist
and groin as she manage to fumble another few buttons open. He watched with interested,
entertained eyes as she dropped her gaze to his chest after managing the last few buttons of
his shirt and pulling it untucked from his waistband, a small tremble appearing now in her
hands as she pulled his shirt open to stare over his powerfully-muscled form.

Zerrex shrugged it down from his shoulders, then he sat up so she could pull it free
from his body, sifting in his crotch again as her hands moved up to trace over the blunt rises
of muscle against his tight hide of scale, whispering wordlessly to herself as she stared at
his chest before bringing her gaze once more up to his emerald eyes, swallowing thickly
before she managed to murmur softly: “You’re so… so huge… and… I want you to know,
want to be sure you know… I am a virgin…”
“I figured as much.” Zerrex’s hands reached out to massage up and down her sides slowly
before they shifted up to her naked breasts, squeezing the warm swells slowly and making
her twitch, eyes slipping closed for a moment as she let out a soft breath before they opened
again to stare up at him with awe and nervousness, feeling his expert hands gently squeezing
and working her bust as he continued to speak in a calm, almost casual tone: “I’ll be as
gentle as I can. But I am more concerned with myself than you, let’s be clear on that. And it
will hurt you, but I don’t like it when I don’t manage to hilt. So this is your last chance to
back out.”
The collie looked at him, swallowed again… but then she shook her head and whispered
quietly: “I understand… I promise not to scream too much, then…”
At this, Zerrex smiled, his eyes half-lidding before he suddenly rolled, hands slipping
down her sides to grab her hips firmly as he moved to take the top position, throwing his
weight against her to bend her and pin her crotch against his own groin, rolling his hips so
she could feel the thick flesh of his firming penis through the cloth as he said softly,
entrapping her irises with his own: “Scream all you want. It’s all music to my ears, Sarah.”
Sarah nodded meekly, trembling as she felt the reptile pull back a bit and get up to his
knees, rolling his head on his shoulders as he reached down and undid his fly, then pushed
both his pants and his boxers down to reveal the reptile’s girthy, still-mostly-flaccid cock,
and she gave a half-moan, half-sigh at the sight of it, barely able to believe what she was
seeing as her eyes widened before she shook her head, trying to scoot away a bit as Zerrex
reached down and grasped his massive, thick obsidian penis in one hand and reached down
to pin her with the other, his hand firmly pushing down on her stomach. “Oh… oh no,
please… Zerrex, I mean, you’re way too big, I didn’t know… I didn’t think you’d be so
huge… you’ll hurt me, kill me with that thing-”
“You had your chance to back out.” Zerrex responded calmly, but his tone was gentler
than what he might usually use, as he guided the head of his still-flaccid shaft against the
sealed entrance of her virginal vagina, rolling it slowly up and down against and feeling the
warmth there that betrayed the continuing arousal of the canine despite her panicked
outburst. “Now we’re going all the way. Like it or not.”
She struggled a bit, grabbing his wrist and trying to pull his hand away as he slipped a
bit closer on his knees, straightening as her legs flailed a bit on either side of him before
she stopped resisting and instead closed her eyes tightly, nodding as she grit her teeth before
she slumped a bit and then raised her head so she could once more reopen her eyes and
gaze at his hardening cock as he stood on his knees between her legs, only able to whimper
a bit as his one hand stroked her stomach and the other his cock, bringing it finally to his

full thirty-two inch erection. She gaped a bit at the girthy, nearly three feet of black reptile
penis, the head rounded and flared and the shaft perhaps as thick as a wine bottle, with
veins that bulged like cables along the fleshy length, and then she whimpered as she
remembered where it was about to go as he moved his body back a bit, his hand slipping to
grasp one of her hips tight enough to cause a small burst of pain as he used that to bend
her back a bit and elevate her lower half into the air, her legs instinctively trying to grasp his
sides as he moved back a bit. “Oh… God…”
“In a moment, I will be… to you, at least.” Zerrex responded softly, as he guided the
massive head of his shaft down to the lips of her vagina, making her spasm before he
ground himself forwards, the collie whimpering a bit as his hand now moved up from
grasping his enormous obsidian member to grasp her other hip as well now, the reptile
leaning his thick, powerful body over her and breathing softly for a moment before he
grunted and slammed his huge length forwards, pistoning his shaft into her and making her
arch her back and scream, eyes going wide as the massive, oversized penis tore its way into
her vagina and shattered her virginity like a sledgehammer.
She screamed as Zerrex groaned, closing his eyes and grinning at the feeling of it, the
warmth that was both solid and liquid, tight and flowing. Blood from her ripped vagina
poured down around his shaft as her legs kicked on either side of him, spasming, her thighs
shoved wide, her pelvis feeling like it had cracked… but even in the haze of pain that had
ripped into her, she knew it wasn’t nearly as bad yet as it was going to become…
And she was right: right now, there was only the thickness of the cock to contend with,
the reptile’s long shaft only having pierced six or seven inches into her. He paused to roll his
hips slowly, grunting as he clutched her hips and shifted position so his body lay more fully
over hers, one hand going up to grab the arm of the couch as he revolved his hips, grinding
himself against the tight walls of her passage and making her shriek and roll her head from
side to side in pain as blood pooled down into the cushions below their joined sexes, and
then the reptile suddenly shoved forwards again, letting out another animal grunt as he
forced almost half of his huge length into her, and suddenly Sarah found herself not only
incredibly stretched, but incredibly full as well… and she moaned, her hips spasming and
bucking against him, her vagina pushing back against the massive cock, trying to force the
invader out, but it was no use. It only increased the reptile’s pleasure, as she reached up her
hands to grab his broad shoulders, then she screamed as the painful fullness turned to
another horrible ripping sensation.
Zerrex thrusted again, driving in now three quarters of his huge cock before he growled,
teeth gritting and eyes opening before he shoved powerfully, feeling himself tearing her
passage and that which lay beyond apart, massive member forcing into her until only a few
inches remained outside of the collie’s passage, and Zerrex stopped for a moment, panting
somewhat and letting out a slow groan through his teeth at the feeling of his huge cock
buried inside of her as it was, then he slowly began to draw back as Sarah screamed and dug
her fingers into his shoulders.

She couldn’t make words. The pain was simply too intense for that: she was incoherent,
shrieking, horrified of what she’d done, terrified at the blood she felt leaking out of her,
staining the fur of her crotch, groin, thighs and tail as she tried to clutch at him with her
legs, as she felt him dragging his huge member back along her torn and insanely stretched
passage… then she screamed louder, her voice cracking, when he thrusted back in and she
felt his firm waist pound against hers, his testicles swinging forwards to mash into her anus,
the more-than-grapefruit sized balls, making her legs spasm as he lowered his weight down
onto her body a bit more. His hand roved up from her hip now to grab one breast firmly,
then give it a hard squeeze, causing another sensation that was this time both pain and
pleasure before he pinched the nipple, emitting another of those strange erotic sensations in
her chest as he said in a pleased voice: “Yeah… that’s what I like…”
He began to thrust, and Sarah screamed with every shove of his monstrous shaft, feeling
it tearing deep into her, far past where any normal penis should go as she squeezed her
hands into the giant’s shoulder and felt her hips instinctively rocking back with every shove
the penis; he drew more than half of himself out before shoving deep again, giving small
grunts with every hard piston of his cock, his already thick-muscles bulging with power as
he worked himself firmly but slowly back and forth.
The reptile grunted as he continued to thrust, then he pulled back before hilting himself
firmly, electing another cry of agony from Sarah before he slipped his legs forwards and
raised his body up, his knees slipping out in a V beneath her legs as both of his hands
reached down to grab her hips, then he began to thrust with a bit more speed, grunting as
he looked down at her with a grin of pleasure on his features and desire burning in his eyes,
working himself in and out powerfully as the collie’s hands, no longer able to grasp his
hips, reached out to grab and clench the cloth of the couch, almost tearing it as she
shrieked, her head rolling back and forth before her eyes opened and she released a loud
moan instead of a scream, her legs clutching around his waist as hard as they could as she
managed: “God… G-God…”
Then she dropped her head back and released another cry of pain, but slowly, so slowly,
there was a pleasure growing in her crotch that was beginning to not only contend with but
drown out the agony that was ripping her to shreds. A heat was expanding in her groin,
something different from the feeling of her blood leaking out from her reamed vagina,
pulsing in time with the movements of the Drakkaren; but every time, the heat seemed to
be shrinking less and growing more, as she let out a half-moan, half-cry, dropping her head
to the side and feeling a bit of drool falling from her muzzle as Zerrex continued to rock
his hips and pound powerfully in and out.
She felt pain, that was definite… but there was a growing pleasure in her too, despite
how widely stretched she’d become… or maybe because of it, and because the reptile was
moving powerfully, but in the same rhythm, his testicles making a powerful, smacking beat
against her anus, slapping her with surprising force with every thrust… and that was adding
to the growing feelings of eroticism and pleasure in her crotch…

But then, as she opened her eyes and managed to tilt her head up, staring at him with her
jaw agape and the deepest agony and pleasure she’d ever known warring in her eyes, pleasure
and desire managed to gain the top and she moaned loudly, arching her back but keeping
her eyes focused on the muscular giant that was shoving his girth in and out of her ravaged
vagina, her legs spasming and bucking before clamping onto him as she began to try and
rock back against him instead of just bucking her hips, her hands clutching tighter onto the
cloth of the couch as she stared at him hungrily. His massive body, the sight of his scales
shimmering lightly with sweat, the grin of pleasure on his features and those burning
emerald eyes… it was that sight, the glorious vision of the huge reptile taking her that
suddenly filled her mind and made the pleasure rise far over the pain. And suddenly, a
random, rapid and animal thought skittered through her mind as she moaned loudly, drool
falling from her gaping muzzle. Oh God… if only there were mirrors so I could watch his
cock fucking me…
She could almost picture it in her mind as she saw his eyes flicker with interest down at
her, as she tried to bring her head up again, then arched her back and moaned loudly, as he
increased the strength and speed of his thrusts, continuing to try and work back against
him as she began to speak in a ragged voice, throat raw from her screams… and at first, all
she could manage were incoherent moanings, but as Zerrex leaned forwards over her,
bringing his body closer to hers as he continued to thrust powerfully, she finally spoke in a
lustful, trembling voice: “Fuck me hard… fuck me hard, Boss… oh… oh God, fuck me
hard…”
Zerrex’s eyes glinted at this, feeling his own pleasure increase as he stared down into the
needy-gaze of the collie, then he clenched his hands into her hips as his grin spread a bit
wider before he bent forwards, growling a bit before beginning to thrust quickly and
powerfully, working his shaft in and out of her hard enough to jounce her body with every
shove, breasts bouncing as her eyes went wide and she cried out loudly, now working in
words and small phrases like “Yes, hard! Yes!” along with her moaning and harsh panting.
His cock squelched in and out of her tight vagina, blood and now other liquids dribbling
down it, the reptile’s black flesh stained with her liquids as it shoved hard in and out.
At first, the sudden increase in speed and power had taken the collie by surprise and
made her scream, brought the pain back in sharp spikes, but after the initial shock the
pleasure had once more rapidly begun to mount, and she felt herself tightening strangely
around the reptile, her muscles beginning to contract against him as she moaned hotly, head
rolling from side to side, trying desperately to keep her gaze on the reptile as she felt his
thick cock pistoning in and out of her before she suddenly gasped and let out a loud cry of
pleasure-pain as he twisted and rolled, his claws digging into her hips as she suddenly found
herself on top, falling on his chest and feeling that massive length still buried in her, her
breasts pressing down into his muscular chest as she felt him slow his thrusts in and out as
he spread his legs, then their gazes locked and he grinned at her as he rested down on the
couch before ordering in a calm voice that was laced with total domination: “Sit up and
start bouncing. Then I’ll help out.”

The collie nodded quickly, swallowing before sitting up and moaning as she felt him
hilted in her, massive shaft rubbing against her passage as he put his hands behind his head,
the reptile’s tongue rolling out to trace along the outside of his muzzle as his eyes watched
her hungrily, as she managed to push her legs forwards so her feet were on either side of the
giant on the couch, then she began to move up and down, moaning at the feeling, her legs
trembling and threatening to give out at first… but then she began to move faster up and
down the huge shaft, working her body up and down as her hands automatically clutched at
her jiggling breasts, squeezing her mounds as she felt the pleasure beginning to take over
and drive her for more.
She began to work herself faster and faster up and down the great pole of meat, as the
lizard teasingly thrusted his huge shaft up and then drew it slowly back, purposefully
moving as leisurely and slowly as possible to make the collie moan at the added out-ofrhythm pleasure, as she fell forwards a bit and put her hands on his thick waist, using that
to better anchor herself as she began to rock her hips faster up and down the massive cock
before Zerrex reached up and seized her waist, making her look up from his chest to meet
those hungry emerald eyes, her pleasure making her feel wild and the heat, the clutching of
her vagina around that monster cock buried in her, the wetness that was no longer just
blood leaking out his shaft… all of that combined to make her feel dazed and like she was
dreaming as the reptile whispered: “Get ready for the big finale, now. I think you might
even enjoy it.”
With that, he grinned wide before he grunted and began to shove himself violently in
and out, the rapid thrusts hilting him with every hard shove upwards and causing her
breasts to bounce on her chest as she threw her head back and let out a loud cry… but this
time, it was pleasure that dominated, as she felt his massive shaft rocketing in and out of
her and it was all she could do to keep herself slightly elevated, loud moans and shrieks
coming from her muzzle as she felt that heat growing, growing, then suddenly exploding
inside of her, erotic bliss rolling through her being as she tilted her head back, gaping at the
sky as she released a long, loud cry of ecstasy at the feeling of her muscles clutching and
contracting against the immense shaft buried up her vagina and a rush of heat down her
vagina, rolling down the thrusting cock of the reptile.
Zerrex murred deep in pleasure at the feeling of her orgasm – it was an erotic sensation
that he didn’t get very often, except from more experienced consensual partners, for the
most part. But apparently Sarah had managed to adjust… and as he continued to rock his
obsidian cock in and out of her, he couldn’t help his own stiffening in return, the bliss of
her waterfall of fluids and nearly-painfully tight passage around his thick, massive cock
inciting his own orgasm, especially combined with his powerful pistoning in and out of her.
He groaned, dropping his head back and letting his eyes slip closed as he continued to
shove himself in and out without restraint, hearing the sound of her cries and the fleshy
squelch of his cock ripping into her vagina over and over again, hilting with every shove
upwards and then drawing nearly twenty inches of shaft back before pistoning back in. He
was rapidly stiffening up… and then suddenly, he was over the edge, feeling his member
become as hard as steel as he worked his massive length even faster with the fury of

approaching erotic ecstasy, releasing another loud groan of pleasure that was as bestial as a
growling feral tiger.
Sarah let out another cry of bliss, arching her back as she felt the huge cock ripping in
and out with even greater force before there was suddenly a thick explosion of heat inside
of her, rapidly followed up by another series of bursts as the giant reptile’s orgasm hit, and
all she could do was shriek in pleasure at the feeling of being filled up by the thick, viscous
fluid: it burned, it caused agony as it shot into places it probably shouldn’t, as it sank into
the ripped walls of her stretched and torn vagina, but it also caused an immediate bliss as
she felt it leaking out with blood and her own fluids, the reptile continuing to thrust
powerfully. On his end, though, there was nothing but erotic bliss at the feeling of releasing
his hot load deep into the collie, and the screams of mixed agony and bliss were nothing
but music to his ears as he continued to pound in and out of her before he finally began to
slow, and then stop as she collapsed on top of his chest, panting harshly and moaning, her
vagina streaming fluids… before it released them in a copious gush as Zerrex – breathing
hard himself, but in far better condition than Sarah – pulled himself free, his cock still
thick and fully erect, ready for more… but the dog was obviously exhausted, and this one,
at least, Zerrex didn’t want to kill.
Instead, she lay on him, her body trembling with the aftermath, her vagina releasing their
juices and her blood in a slow flow before she rolled over on his muscular body, almost
falling off but saved as he wrapped his arms around her waist, then she managed to get her
head up enough to see the blood-stained and white-streaked cock of the reptile – not hard,
since it was now resting partially on top of her, still hard as it was – then her own torn and
still-gaping crotch, which she felt slowly trying to return to normal… but the amount of
blood was enough to make her pale before she dropped back against the giant’s chest,
feeling faint as she whispered: “You got… really… really deep into me. Am… there’s a lot
of blood… is that… am I in trouble?”
Zerrex smiled slightly at this, leaning up to glance down as he felt himself finally
beginning to go flaccid, more through power of will then because he was no longer horny.
“No, you’re fine. You’d be amazed what a person can survive…” the reptile paused, thinking
back to some of his former exploits before he looked down at her worried eyes again. “If
the blood flow doesn’t stop, then we’ll give you some pills to stop it. But it’s not being…
aggravated any more, so you’ll be alright.”
“Thank you…” the collie said meekly, then she glanced down at herself before closing
her eyes and dropping her head back against the reptile as the pleasure faded… and the
pain returned with vengeance in full. “I just want to lay here for now, if that’s okay,
Boss…”
“Sleep.” Zerrex said softly, and he would hold her like that all night… and for most of
the next day, after patiently answering her worried questions about if her vagina would be
permanently that wide or if she should see a doctor and such. Then, when she awoke, they’d
first lain together in silence… and then after she’d confirmed that her bleeding had stopped

and seen that her vagina looked mauled but with her lips at least closed, she’d started to talk
about her life.
He learned a lot about her that day; all but the faintest details. He found out that her
middle name was Jeanne, where she was born and raised; he heard about her family life and
about how she was so embarrassed over her klutziness… he was told of how she did well in
school, except in gym for obvious reasons, and he discovered that she never thought of
herself well because she was just ‘cute,’ and never ‘sexy’ or ‘gorgeous’ or ‘beautiful.’
Most of the days they spent like this… and then, on the third-last day of her stay, the
reptile woke up in bed with her and decided, for whatever spur-of-the-moment reason, to
give her a treat. So he got up and made her breakfast… surprising her… and then he took
her out later for dinner and then to a movie, which they walked to… holding hands. The
reptile even managed to keep up an alright banter, instead of his usual half-sullen, half-dark
silence… it all combined to make the collie extremely happy, especially when, that night, he
was as gentle with her as he could possibly be, instead of just taking her for his pleasure.
Zerrex didn’t know, now back in the present, whether that was a good idea or not.
Granted, it had made her extremely happy to do whatever he bid for the last two days of
her stay, and kept her in contact afterwards for all these years… but now, looking at her as
she stared at him with that scary, infatuated look on the floor… he had to wonder if she’d
ever let go of that one day, or if she hoped that he’d take her out again like that if she did
enough for him or pleased him enough; those thoughts made his expression soften a bit,
and he walked over and gently hauled her to her feet.
Immediately, she threw her arms around him and hugged him tightly, and the reptile’s
own arms went wide as he winced, her head buried against his muscular body before he
sighed and returned the hug quietly: he had to admit though, it was rather nice, despite the
awkwardness he sometimes felt. But then she was leaning back, looking up at him with
those round, wanting eyes, and he sighed again before leaning down to gently kiss her nose,
making her giggle quietly and look up at him brightly – oh, the prices he paid for
information.
Then she bounced over to the couch – almost falling on her face again – before sitting
down and looking at him, her tail wagging against the furnishing as he looked at her mildly,
crossing his arms. “Look, Sarah. It’s really early in the morning, and you’re an obsessive,
stalker-like bitch. Can you please just tell me why you showed up like… how long ago?”
“I was here at about five this morning.” The collie replied, smiling and utterly missing
his first comment by some strange tunnel-hearing. Or maybe she heard ‘you’re a wonderful,
great, beautiful girl, Sarah…’ “And I just wanted to tell you that um. Elliot phoned my
father last night, and I hurried over here as early as I could this morning because you don’t
have a phone and I really wanted to let you know that there’s some new guy in town, claims
to be ex-cop security agent, he’s got stuff and stuff and he’s in town and he’s looking for
you.”

The reptile ignored the redundant babble, choosing to read beneath the sentences of the
canine. “So there’s someone new in town who probably wants to get rid of me. I’m taking it
he showed up at Elliot’s?”
Sarah nodded, lounging back on the couch and knocking a pillow over. “Yep! He um…
oh, he said he’s going to show up again tonight at six, I think, and challenge you or
something to a fight… but Elliot was saying that he really didn’t look all that tough…”
“Thanks.” Zerrex said absently, then he paused as he looked at her mildly. “You can go
now.”
“I know.” The canine smiled up at him, her eyes warm. “But I figured I’d sit around and
keep you some company or something for today, you know? Moral support before tonight.”
The Drakkaren gave her a flat look, and she shrank back a bit before coughing. “Well
then. If you’re busy…”
“I am. I have a few jobs to do today and I’ll have to fit this meeting between them.” The
reptile responded, then he sighed as Sarah flattened her ears and gave him big eyes, feeling
one of those strange things roll in his chest before he stepped forwards and quietly sat
down beside her, putting an arm around her and pulling her against his chest; she
immediately melted against him, and the feeling it awoke was foreign but strangely
comforting: it made the reptile’s own darkness quiet a bit more, at least for now. “But I
guess I have some free time, at least until later this morning.”
“Yay…” Sarah cuddled against his muscular chest quietly, breathing deep in the scent of
the reptile as he arms wrapped tight around her waist. And for a little while, it was only
Zerrex and Sarah, quietly curled together, one madly in obsessive infatuation, the other
merely feeling some vague emotions towards the first.
But that was okay, because they were both alright with that well-known fact.
~~~
Ten o’clock, Apple Villa, the Ex Libras Information Shop: a place where you could buy
books, technology and all sorts of interesting little things; a hobby shop for the ‘informed
consumer,’ and a toy shop for those with an actual brain.
It was closed until twelve on most days… not because the staff was there, but because
the staff didn’t want to bother with anyone. But to Zerrex, a closed sign was a good thing
to see, and so he merely tore the door open, snapping the simple bar lock with one pull of
his frightening strength before he strolled casually inside as there was a commotion from
the back room, and then a black-furred Labrador appeared; for a moment, he stared at the
eight-foot-plus terror coming his way, then he turned to attempt to flee, but Zerrex swept a
paperweight off a nearby shelf that was in the shape of a four leaf clover and easily
whipped it at his opponent’s skull.
It cracked off the back of his head, and the black lab went down with a grunt, blood
spilling from a deep gouge in his head as he stared dazedly off down the employee’s only
corridor, his legs twitching a bit as his expensive suit – but of course, it had patches on the

elbows, like all writers did – settled against the ground with his body, seeming to almost
float from being too large for the dog.
Zerrex glanced back and forth, then he quickly strode past the dazed mutt and down the
corridor, kicking open each door in turn he came across, snapping the locks easily with each
blow of his foot as he made sure no one else was in the small, single-story but still
beautiful-looking building – like everything else in Apple Villa, it was painted white on the
outside, and made to look pretty… decorative Grecian pillars in front, obviously more
plaster than marble, leading up to sweeping, red-cloth overhang that provided shade for the
customers in front of the store; the shop itself was a flat rectangle of ivory brick, the
pattern carefully designed to be eye-catching and attractive to passersby. Inside, of course, it
was as cluttered as any other crap-store you came across, but to the Apple Villa people,
appearances and cleanliness were everything.
Once the reptile reached the end of the corridor and the employee entrance, he turned
the lock on the door, then snapped it to jam the lock permanently and hold the door shut.
He then walked back out to the entrance, to where the dog was still laying but now seemed
to be recovering his senses from the way he tried to shy back, but his body still refused to
work; the reptile, however, wanted a more permanent means of holding the dog down.
His eyes settled on the cash register that was at the edge of the counter; there were three
of them, but this one was not only closest, it was the largest… and the dog’s legs were
positioned right at the edge of the counter. So, without any ado or drama, the reptile
reached forwards and shoved the clunky machine over the edge, causing it to fall and then
land squarely on one of the canine’s legs with the sick sound of crushing flesh and the snap
of a bone cracking.
The lab was much louder; he screamed in agony, his back arching as his muscle control
suddenly returned, and Zerrex snorted in quiet amusement at this, watching him writhe and
shriek on the ground, trying to remove his leg from where it was pinned under the cash
machine before he lashed a foot out as the dog turned his head to look down, unable to
resist the opportunity it provided; as the canine twisted his head, the reptile’s foot lashed
outwards, and the result was a kick that collided perfectly with the chin of the canine and
not only knocked him out cold, it shattered his lower jaw as well. For a moment, the dog
fought against unconsciousness… but then he collapsed with a long groan of pain and the
reptile went back to work.
The first thing he did was ransack the employee’s lounge, overturning the table,
shattering the chairs and overturning shelves: he even made a game of it, grinning as he
whipped a chair into the wall to see how many pieces he could make it explode into: his
best count was a dozen large pieces and who knew how many splinters and small chunks of
wood. After he got bored of that, he decided to see what he could do to the table if he
kicked it hard enough… and was pleased when it shattered into several large, pie shaped
wedges.
Once he ran out of ways to amuse himself in the employee lounge, he went to the next
room: a storage space filled with crates of stuff. The size of the space, however, suggested

off-store warehousing… but that wasn’t part of the job description, and thus no part of
the reptile’s concern. So instead, he simply picked up the crowbar that the employees
probably used to open the stacks, and then proceeded to lever up the tops of a few boxes to
peer at what was inside before he simply began to go through the piles of crates with hard
blows from the crowbar and kicks from his combat-boot-clad feet, ruining piles of
merchandise with every hard blow.
After that, the reptile took care of the bathrooms and janitorial closet; he kicked in the
urns and poured various toxic chemicals all around the room before leaving and closing the
door… then, still carrying the crowbar, the Drakkaren headed out to the front of the store
and the dog, who was one more awake and moaning in pain, staring up at the reptile in
horror before shrieking as Zerrex swung the crowbar down hard in front of his muzzle,
rearing back and wetting himself as he grit his teeth, feeling bits and pieces of stone
flooring pattering off his face and muzzle before opening his eyes and staring it horror at
the gouge in the floor the reptile had dug with what seemed to be a nearly playful swing,
the big lizard grinning down at him with darkness burning in his emerald eyes. “Hi there,
pelt. I’m the Boss. And I’ve been paid well to come out here and… give you a message.
Don’t intrude on Comfort Town’s few remaining businesses, or next time you die.” He
paused after delivering his little speech, then his grin became sadistic and his eyes filled with
evil pleasure as he slowly stepped on the dog’s body, then walked across him, digging his
heels into his back and tracking wet and dirty prints down his jacket before making him
scream in pain as the lizard took care to step down on his leg, twisting his heel violently
and feeling the broken bones shift beneath it.
The joy it gave him was undeniable, as he stepped over the fallen cash register, then he
began to take random swings with the crowbar, shattering merchandise and cracking shelves
as he felt power rolling through his body, welling in his arms and chest and legs and even
his crotch as the dog behind him moaned and scrabbled against the ground; he took a good
five minutes to break up as much of the front of the store as he could and to knock the
two other cash registers down, then he approached the dog once more and slammed the
crowbar down into his back, aiming beside his spine and making him scream again as his
eyes widened, hands clawing at the ground before he collapsed, sobbing harshly… and the
ring he wore on one hand, gold and inset with a small ruby, caught the eye of the lizard as
he studied his victim with all the avid interest of a cruel god-child with a magnifying glass
sitting before an anthill.
The reptile watched the ring jitter with the convulsing of the dog’s hand… then he
suddenly brought the crowbar swishing up before smashing it hard downwards, blood and
gory flesh-matter flying in all directions, spurting upwards in a stream as the canine’s hand
all but disintegrated from the raw force of the strike, the lab screaming and trying to roll
onto his side, but only succeeding in tearing his leg more – immediately, he flopped back
downwards, releasing another howl of agony as his body shook violently, his hand hanging
uselessly as the other scrabbled weakly at the floor… and then he screamed, his eyes
overspilling with tears, his body bucking as Zerrex stomped down on his wrist and shoved
down with most of his mighty strength, twisting his heel at the same time… and with a

horrible rending sound, the remains of the black lab’s hand split from his wrist, which
immediately began to spout blood as the canine let out a wounded howl before falling silent
and still, fainting away into complete unconsciousness that was close to coma as the
Drakkaren drew his foot back with a snort and a grin.
Then the reptile bent down, picking up the stub of hand and looking at it with what
was almost thoughtfulness, ignoring the blood and ichors that spilled out onto his own
hand as he stepped back from the crumpled body, examining the ring that was still upon
the one finger with interest… and then reaching up with his other hand to carefully remove
it. Once that was done, he tossed the piece of fleshy debris back near the collapsed dog and
walked out of the shop, wiping his hands on the whitewashed walls and only pausing
outside to raise one booted foot and kick in the expensive display window, then he smiled
to himself and raised his newest trophy to watch it sparkle in the light, neither aware nor
caring that he was leaving a trail of bloody footprints behind him or that his hands and
sleeves were also spattered in the same substance, only whispering two words as he swiveled
the ring back and forth in the fairly bright day’s light: “Mission accomplished.”
The moment those words were out of his muzzle, the reptile once more went from his
single-minded job mode to taking into consideration where he was and the fact that his
hands were covered in blood and soon enough there would be more than just a few people
walking the streets. Fortunately, however, his next target was close by… and just a block or
two up ahead, down these shining clean streets, was a fancy fountain where the reptile could
give his hands a good rinse over.
Luck was on his side today… only a few cars passed and one or two pedestrians – on
the other side of the street, however, careful to avoid the rumored boss of Comfort Town.
He smiled to himself amusedly as he approached the ornate marble fountain, then he
placed his hands into the gentle spray and let them wash the blood from his fingers before
giving the ring a good once over as well, then drying that new trophy with his shirt before
pocketing it. When he finished, the lizard turned up the street, musingly glancing at the
familiar but not road signs and reacquainting himself with Apple Villa… he liked to avoid
showing up here whenever possible, after all. This place was too white, too nice, too rich
and too not-him for the reptile to ever be comfortable here.
Then he looked back and forth before heading to the south, down Carroll Street; he
already had memorized the address and the few landmarks that had been written down in
the letter, as was procedure for him: after all, he was definitely no salesman and if carrying
an address around to have to look at was simply not kosher – it made it rather difficult to
say it was a spur-of-the-moment robbery rather than a preplanned mercenary job, should he
be halted by the police or other forces. But the chances of that happening were slim… it
was more the fact that the reptile didn’t like extra baggage of any sort on him, or carrying
anything that could eventually be come to used against him should the police adopt clones
of him or other nonsense like that and somehow restrain him long enough to take him to
court.

Now, however, he was approaching the house; easily recognizable not because of the tall
hedges and wrought-iron gates, but because of the busts of unevolved lions that sat upon
the Greco-Roman pillars on either side of a massive, open steel gate with the letter “L” in
gold metal against the front of each swinging door, to act as oversized vanity handles. The
reptile looked at this with mild amusement, then he reached up and tore it easily off the
two small steel posts it was welded to and walked in through the gate, then he shoved it
closed behind him and first shoved the L through the less-fancy inner door handles, then he
twisted with a grunt, bending the L into more of a V and sealing the gate shut from the
inside.
He then turned and walked casually up the stone pathway towards the house, ascending
a triple stair that led up to a short stone landing with a red carpet and a pair of mahogany
doors, inset with the same designed L, but this time done in gold plating that was recessed
into the wood. The reptile looked at this with mild disgust, his eyes roving up the front of
the three-floor estate house before he simply rose a foot and struck the double-doors
squarely in the middle, just below the handles, and sent both flying open, wood frames
shattered – but no alarm went off, which was good. The reptile took the time to disable the
system after going inside by reaching up and simply tearing the control panel beside the
door off the wall.
There was a definite ruckus, though, but Zerrex had one goal now, back to his mission
mode, as it were. He could hear feet running towards him, and so he tensed his body as he
walked into the first wall, quickly taking in his surroundings; stairway leading upwards to
the second floor in front of him and a hall beside that, an open archway leading into a
room that looked like it was filled with antiques, everything done in expensive wallpaper
and with pricey art hanging on the walls, carpet below. The reptile assessed his options…
then he quickly sidestepped into the antiques room and was pleased to find that the only
way in and out was through the archway.
He rested silently to the side of the arch closest to the stairs as he heard feet pounding
down it, then a shared murmur with someone else as two people approached the wreckage
of the doors – much like any animal, people were curious, and often too much so for their
own good.
Zerrex could be completely silent when he wanted to be, as he was now; furthermore, he
could kill with equal soundlessness, which he did now by simply reaching forwards as the
apparent maid and butler passed, then he grabbed the back of their necks, squeezing and
shoving their heads forwards at the same time.
There was a double pop as vertebrae snapped like twigs, and then Zerrex allowed them
both to slump forwards as he bent down slightly, guiding them gently down against the
ground as they both stared ahead, gazes listless and glazed before the reptile grabbed either
one by the feet, then dragged them into the antiques room and shoved them into a dark
corner, crumpling their bodies together like the useless piles of baggage they had now
become.

Then he turned and left the room, deciding to first scour the ground floor… and
although he discovered a variety of amusing objects – including a cavalier sword that he
decided to take with him, carrying it by the ornamented sheath but pleased to know that
the blade beneath was plain, cut steel – he found only one other servant, who he’d decided
to interrogate before he disposed of her.
Moving quietly, but with his usual predestination in mind, Zerrex walked up behind
her… then, before she could turn from her duties of washing the dishes, then reptile
slipped the metal sheath of the plain sword against her neck, D-shaped hilt in one hand and
the end of the metal case in the other, pulling it back against her throat hard enough to
choke her as she let out a harsh breath that was probably supposed to be a scream, her legs
bucking as her hands convulsed, sending up droplets of lukewarm water as she dropped a
plate back into the sink, then reached soapy hands up to grab the metal sheath, tears
coming to the feline’s eyes as she struggled weakly, then halted as the reptile lowered his
muzzle by the cat’s hear, whispering: “If you keep fighting, you’ll choke. And I’ll rape you,
in all three holes. And then I’ll put this sword through the middle of your stomach, just to
pin you to the floor before I do other nasty things to you.”
It was more than sufficient to scare the cat into cooperating, so the reptile gave her
simple instructions at first, just to see how well she could follow instructions: the first was
to turn around.
She did so, looking up, her tawny fur made to look whiter than it was by the paleness of
her features – except for the one brown spot around one eye and ear, her plain hazel eyes
staring at him with obvious fright… and then she began to shiver harder as Zerrex drew the
sword partway free from its sheath and placed the blade against the back of her neck, saying
softly now: “You scream, or try to fight, or kick me in the balls or pull any other ridiculous
stunts… including lying… and I’ll paralyze you by cutting into the back of your neck and
taking out part of your spinal cord. I can do it without killing you, and then I’ll gag you
and torture you. You won’t like the variety of tortures I have at my disposal.
“Now, we’re going to play a little game, alright? I’m going to ask you a question, and
you’re going to answer.” His voice was almost gentle in its calmness, and his eyes locked
with the cat, the combined forces of the weapon, his size and the force of his glare
completely dominating her before he smiled, and it was frightening because it was a smile
that turned his features into something almost attractive… “But I’ll tell you what else. If
you… say… put your hands up under my shirt and rub my chest… I’ll take the sword away
from the back of your neck and I’ll even sheath it and put it down. I think that’d be a good
start, don’t you?”
The female cat trembled, then she managed to stutter: “Ye… yes…” before she slowly
rose her hands, first pressing them against his chest and feeling the rock hard muscle under
his shirt, then, with an air of fear and total submission, she slowly brought her hands down,
then slipped them and quietly dragged them over the powerful abs and firm chest muscles
of the plus-eight foot reptile… something she would have found both erotic and arousing
at any other time, if the lizard hadn’t been so fearsome and huge and threatening her life…

but she thought he might be a coward anyway, someone who would just toy with her, say
she wasn’t doing good enough and hurt her with the sword he’d taken off the wall
anyway…
But then she felt the blade withdraw, and Zerrex’s smile broadened a bit as he carefully
placed it on the counter beside the sink, putting it at an arm’s length before holding his
hands up; she paused for a moment, but all it took was a single look from him to get her
hands working over his firm body again, tracing quietly over his scales and thick muscles
hidden – but not very well – beneath his plain black t-shirt. Then he closed his eyes and let
out a sigh of relief, and she could feel his body loosening beneath her touch instead of
tensing up, even as he rose his hands to lightly grasp her shoulders… but it was gentle,
despite the fact he was a giant and obviously in control of the situation. After all, she didn’t
think she could even bring a knee up high enough to hit him in the balls, even if she
wanted to… and then he surprised her by saying softly: “That’s very nice… thank you. But
on to business now… keep massaging, no, don’t stop… please.”
The last he added almost as an afterthought… or as if politeness had temporarily
slipped his mind from the situation they were in. Then he dropped his gaze back down to
lock eyes with her, and once more she was caught, unable to formulate any plans of escape
or even think of anything other than what he wanted, do as he pleased, and she definitely
couldn’t lie as he asked: “How many servants are there in the household?”
“Five…” she said quietly, trembling a bit and feeling like she was betraying the family…
but at the same time, those feelings were vague and indistinct, hazy and unimportant, under
the gaze of the Drakkaren: furthermore, she found herself continuing to talk, even though
that only made the reptile’s job easier. “There are only four of us working today, though…
Hazel has a newborn baby, and so she has maternity leave for a few weeks before they
expect her to be back on staff… the Lyon family, that is. And Jerald is out at the family
cottage until late tonight, mowing the lawn and setting it up for the Lyons, who are all
here… I think Miss Suzy and Tim are doing work in their offices on the top floor, and
master Robert is… he’s somewhere on the second floor…” her face twitched at the last
thing, then she tried to look down… but she couldn’t break the gaze of those emerald eyes
as she felt a bit of resentment boiling in her, suddenly directing all her dislike at the favored
child of the Lyon family instead of the massive giant in front of her… and while her mind
was at play, her mouth got running by itself and asked, before her brain could stop it: “Are
you the Comfort Town Boss?”
Zerrex looked down at her with mild amusement, then he said softly: “Keep rubbing my
chest.”
The maid twitched a bit, then she realized her hands had indeed been slowing down
more and more… so instead she quickly began to move again, feeling his muscles flexing
lightly against her as he stepped closer, pushing her back against the counter now as his eyes
stared down into hers… and then the reptile was reaching back and he pulled off his shirt,
revealing his full masculine form as he stood before her… and now he closed his eyes,
allowing hers to drift over his chest, and now she did find herself enticed despite herself at

the size of his body, at the chiseled muscles that bulged against his scales, as her hands now
broadened out to rub at his thick arms and over his shoulders before moving in to trace
over his muscular breast and firm abdominals… and then he looked down at her and asked
gently: “What’s your name?”
“Mary. Mary Robertson.” responded the feline quietly, looking at his chest… but then
she was drawn back up to his eyes, trembling as she looked up at him. For a moment, they
were both silent, then Zerrex handed her his shirt; she took it quietly in her hands,
worrying the cloth as the reptile turned away and then walked off, deciding on impulse to
not kill her and instead walking back towards the front staircase, simply leaving her staring
after him the kitchen.
The shirtless reptile found his way through the quasi-maze of the house, then he headed
up the stairs to the second floor… and from where he stood now, he could easily make out
the sounds of what could only be an angry adolescent bad-temperedly playing some game
with his action figures that would cause many of them to lose their limbs and plastic lives
in quasi-wars.
He easily found his way down the plain – but obviously expensive – hardwood-floored
halls to where the room of the baby of the household, Robert Lyon… who was the only
child of the Lyon family and for definite good reason. When Zerrex stopped in the
doorway, his eight and some feet looming dangerously – even slightly bent as he was so he
didn’t bump against the ceiling – what he got as his initial impression was a psychotic
twelve year old in the initial stages of his development.
Despite the obvious name and the natural fallacy that occurred when thinking “Lyon,”
they were not actually lions; they were horses. And the child here promised to become a tall
stallion, his body lithe now, clad in fake military camo wear and with a gun holster on the
outside of his jacket, teeth set in a wide grin as he made machine noises through them and
drove a miniature military assault tank back and forth over an army action figure, apparently
in the process of grinding it slowly to dust under the metal wheels as he held up a cap gun
that was only distinguishable from the real thing by the lack of a clip and the fact there was
orange plastic hanging out of the fake loading chamber. He reminded Zerrex of some of
the more psychotic grunts he’d done training with… the kill-kill-kill types in the military
who were there just for the ability to shoot someone else – the pay was just a bonus. And
then the reptile grinned as he realized that he was the same type himself.
Then the kid looked up, saw Zerrex… and instead of fear, he merely glared, then
pointed the gun at him and snapped: “Where the fuck is my candy corn? It’s nearly time for
my fucking cartoons!”
The Drakkaren blinked slowly, nonplussed, then, before the child could curse at him
anymore, he stepped forwards and lashed out a foot in a hard punt, catching the kid in the
chest and sending him crashing backwards into a wall of the toy-infested room;
immediately, a shelf collapsed on top of him, an avalanche of random junk that the reptile
felt was some form of revenge from the room itself: more karma than his doing, in other
words.

Then he turned and left the choking, gasping child his hands and hooves twitching
against the floor, unconscious and struggling for rattling breath after rattling breath –
hopefully his ribs wouldn’t set properly, or some internal organs ruptured, and thus negate
him as a future problem once he got older. He doubted anyone would be too sad at the loss
of the foul-mouthed brat, anyway.
Now the reptile headed towards the stairs that would lead up to the third floor: they
were a bit more difficult to find, and he felt mildly irritated that he had to actually go and
hunt the parents down… but he had the feeling that their darling Robert caused more than
one or two crashes in his days here at the Lyon mansion… so the reptile was left doing the
hunting himself. Eventually, he discovered the stairs secreted behind what he thought was a
closet door… which resulted in the usually calm and cold reptile muttering quietly under
his breath: “Who the hell puts the stairs leading to the third floor in a freaking closet…
especially in a goddamned mansion…”
He shook his head as he slowly ascended the staircase, then he found himself in a plain
hallway with three doorways; one at the other end, and then a door to either side, these
parallel doors in ‘Hers’ and ‘His’ colors, with one of the previous titles inscribed: what was
probably thought ‘cute,’ by most, but what Zerrex just found to be more than a bit
sickening. He made a face, then he slowly walked down the hallway, frowning a bit as he
realized that his sharp hearing could pick up on the sounds of movement and the
scratching of a pen… and when he reached up a hand to press against the wall, closing his
eyes, he could tell that they were fairly thin by slowly, carefully exerting pressure with his
hand flat against the surface.
He frowned and inwardly gave a sigh of frustration at this new event in the situation: it
made things more complicated… and it also meant he’d have to silence and restrain the
husband first before he got around to having fun with the wife… so, instead of letting
himself think, he instead did what he did best: simply acted off instinct, walking quickly
but stealthily to the ‘His’ door and going through, emerging into a bright, sunny office that
was almost as cluttered as the Drakkaren’s back home but with enough expanse that it
seemed neat, and Timothy Lyon was either lost in his work or he ignored the intrusion.
It was a fatal mistake: a moment later, Zerrex was behind him, one arm wrapped around
his throat and the other around his head to keep his mouth shut, dragging him backwards
in his fancy leather chair, the loudest noise being the wheels rolling against the floor
through the entire event as the chubby stallion was effectively silenced, his hooves kicking
nothing but air and his body unable to even flop in the chair, hands trying to pry the
lizard’s arms out from under his throat… if he’d shoved back on the chair, then perhaps he
would have become troublesome and put the reptile on the edge of his balancing abilities,
but instead he’d gone for the instinct reaction… and a few moments later, he slumped,
knocked out from lack of oxygen as Zerrex quickly stepped around the horse, then
approached the desk and looked over it before picking up the tape dispenser that sat upon
the black-varnished surface, then he turned back and quickly taped the horse’s wrists to the
chair and his ankles together, before applying another roll around his mouth.

He used up the entire roll restraining the equine – it wouldn’t pay to have him breaking
free, after all, and even though tape was surprisingly difficult to break free from, this stuff
was crappy scotch tape, nowhere near as strong as masking or duct tape. But with enough
applications as the reptile had done, it stuck… and the most he had to worry about was the
horse eventually pulling free, but that would take at least a few minutes… and the only
reason he’d done this was to make sure he didn’t wander off while Zerrex was busy taking
care of his wife.
The reptile slipped out of the room, then he opened the ‘Her’ door and walked in
casually, strolling over to the female, white-haired mare that sat in the chair – she was tall,
and had obviously been given a lot of her beauty through plastic surgery as she spun to face
the reptile… but Zerrex grinned as his eyes roved over her suited body as she opened her
mouth to scream. Plastic or not… it’s still fun to touch.
She screamed then… but it was useless and they both knew it, so then she attempted to
run – of course, the only entrance in and out of the place was behind the reptile, so she
had to get past him… which, of course, she failed to do.
Zerrex would have preferred the husband in the room… but as he slammed her back
into the table, making her shriek in agony as her spine bent to an extreme, he figured this
would do. He pounced atop her, almost playfully shoving her back and bending her down
onto the table, her legs on either side of him… and then he reached down, ripping off her
pants and tearing her shirt and bra beneath in one fell motion as his jaws descended to snap
down on her neck, feeling primal, powerful as one hand fumbled at his pants…
He tore down his fly, digging his teeth into her neck and making her shriek as she
bucked up against him, but the effect was only to increase his arousal as he felt her rub
against his large, half-erect member through his boxers, which he quickly shoved down with
his pants to his knees as he tasted blood in his muzzle and heard her scream again, felt her
hands beating against his muscular chest and shoulders, then grabbing his hair and yanking
on it, trying to pull his head away, to at least remove his jaws from her neck…
But all it did was make the reptile snarl as he felt his hair being viciously yanked, so
instead he brought the hand that had been grasping his quickly-coming-to-erection cock
and slammed it down into her stomach, making her gag and shudder as the fingers of his
other hand dug into her hip, blood flowing down his fingers before he snarled and tore,
drawing his jaws back and ripping a long gash in the junction between shoulder and throat
and sending a thick burst of blood down onto the desk, as she shuddered and gave a
breathless scream again, rocking back against the table as her hands clutched at his
shoulders uselessly and she struggled for breath.
A moment later, he uncurled his fist and reached back down to grab his enormous cock,
drawing his hips back as he snarled, licking her blood from his muzzle as his eyes flashed
violently. I’ll get a better screw later… I have to make this fast.
Then he rammed his hips forwards, the head of his cock mashing into the entrance to
her vagina before the huge, thick rod of flesh forced forwards, immense member ripping
into her vagina in a straight, single thrust and stretching her wide, making her scream out

the breath she’d finally managed to take as her hands clawed his thick shoulders, legs
spasming and hooves kicking beside the reptile as she felt him bury more than half his
immense length into her.
He shoved forwards again, snarling, his muscles bulging and flexing powerfully as he
forced his hips forwards as hard as he could, hilting himself into her with the mighty force
of his thrust and sending out another gout of blood from her vagina to burst down his
member before he jerked his hips back and then rammed into him again, beginning a
violent thrusting in and out of her that made the horse feel like she was being torn apart, as
she bucked against the table and gave another scream that ripped her throat raw.
Zerrex’s fingers dug deeper into her hip, sending down little rivulets of blood as his
other moved from her shoulder to grab a breast, squeezing it hard and pushing his palm
down against her firm mound to work it in his hand as he moved his enormous penis in
and out of her vagina with violent force. He felt himself stretching and tearing her as he
thrusted powerfully, digging deep into the horse before pulling back and slamming home to
hilt himself again, testicles slamming into her anus and causing small bursts of pain that
were lost in the larger agony filling her up, as Zerrex leaned over her and voiced violent,
animal grunts, not holding himself back as his claws dug into her breast.
She shrieked, her hands reaching down to push on his thick, broad chest, uselessly
shoving at his hard-as-steel, muscular form. He merely grinned at this, his eyes burning
with demonic lust as she brought her head up to stare at him with terror shining out of her
own irises. It only acted to feed his lust, his dark passions, as he gazed dominating down
into her eyes, the sound of his cock ripping her apart as it penetrated her vagina again and
again with its full length before he stood straight, his hands seizing her hips as he began to
thrust faster and harder, snarling as he watched her breasts jiggle and bounce, one of them
gashed and bloody as she shook her head from side to side, shrieking in agony and staring
in horror at the giant that was so mercilessly raping her.
His thick cock tore in and out of her passage with rising rapidity, the obsidian cock
stained with blood that was coming in a steady gush out of her damaged vagina before the
reptile let out a harsh, growling snarl as he felt himself finally stiffening up inside of her,
his rapid workings finally bringing him to the wanted point without wasting too much
time, as he dug his fingers into her hips before beginning to slam himself to the hilt with
enough force to make her spasm and scream every time, the unfortunate horse grabbing and
clawing at the desk with her fingers, unable to do anything else as her legs bucked and
kicked on either side of him. Blood squelched out, staining his testicles, cock, her groin,
and everything else as droplets of it splattered in a wide radius with every shove of the
giant obsidian penis, and the added warmth of her life fluids only added to his pleasure,
making him growl and release more snarls and sounds of feral, dark bliss as his enormous
shaft stiffened within her.
He felt his orgasm rising rapidly, his testicles and penis burning with pleasure and
arousal before he began to work himself even faster, leaning over her as his muscles bulged
further against his tight hide of scales before he snarled and reached his hands up from her

hips to slam down on her shoulders, shoving her into the desk with enough force to splinter
the wood before he felt his stiffening penis become steel hard within her and then begin to
release thick bursts of his hot reptilian load.
His seed poured into her as she screamed and grabbed at his arms, spasming and legs
kicking uselessly beside him, arching her back as her breasts bounced furiously with the
thrusting of the Drakkaren, shrieking incomprehensibly as she was filled up with seeming
gallons of thick semen, the liquids pouring from her vagina now both white and red as his
load gushed into her in burst after burst before he finally began to slow and she slumped
against the desk, only able to cry and moan now, exhausted from the fast but hard and
violent rape of the reptile as he grinned violently down at her, flexing his muscles but not
so much as short on breath as he rotated his hips, revolving his massive cock in her just so
he could hear her shriek in agony again as he pushed to the hilt one last time.
He made it fast; he knew he didn’t have too much time to waste, but he made her scream
loudly and bleed, and that was what counted. When he finally pulled out, she was crying
and broken, laying flat on her back with blood spilling from her torn crotch and the
wounds he’d left on her body, from her broken nose and mouth, and then he reached down
and grabbed her – naked now but for the torn arms of what had been a suit jacket – and
flung her violently to the side, sending her crashing into a pile of shelves, then she fell and
lay on the ground amidst a pile of papers, with her legs trembling and twitching, moaning
incoherently as she scrabbled weakly at the ground… and then Zerrex walked over to her
and kicked her hard in the gut, snarling. She shrieked again, curling up, and then his foot
descended on her kidney as he growled under his breath: “Orphans. Children. I was
informed of exactly what kind of slave trade you were running with your husband, in a job
request. I’m going to go take care of him now…” he paused, then reached down to tuck
himself back into his boxers and do up his pants before he looked down at her, then he
bent and reached down, grabbing the silver crucifix she wore around her neck and he pulled,
snapping the ornamented gold chain she wore it on before he tucked it into his pocket
wordlessly, then he delivered one final kick to her stomach before turning away and leaving
her laying in a spreading puddle of blood, moaning in pain and near-death from the savage
rape and follow-up beating of the Drakkaren.
Zerrex now walked across to the other room… and then he laughed quietly, eyes
narrowing as he saw not fury but fear in the eyes of the stallion as he tried to push himself
way from the reptile, one hand free… but he’d gotten the tape in the other all twisted up
and around somehow, so he couldn’t simply pull that one loose… and he continued to
fumble at it, squealing through his taped-shut muzzle as he tried to move his jaws but
failed, trembling violently as he stared at the Drakkaren with total terror and little more.
There was no worry in his eyes for his son or wife, and not even any vengeful anger, despite
the fact he had to have heard his wife screaming for mercy as he raped her… no, like most
of the rich and posh inhabitants of Apple Villa, everything came down to the ‘me complex.’
The reptile smiled slowly as he entered the room, eyes narrowing… then he stepped
forwards, cocking a fist back and then smashing it into the chest of the horse. The equine
sailed backwards from the force of the blow, wheels of his chair squeaking over the floor

before it toppled backwards from the momentum and spilled the horse out, the tape finally
tearing as his body flipped and crashed awkwardly into the shelves, sending down a spill of
loose books and papers onto the master of the household.
He spilled from his half-bent position against the shelves to fall onto his side with a
meaty thump, then, trembling the horse slowly forced himself to sit up against the shelf –
and immediately Zerrex brought a foot up and shoved it down into his shoulder, holding
him there as the equine looked up at him with eyes that rolled in their sockets, like a wild
animal that had been caught in a trap. He tried to speak, and Zerrex reached a hand down
and slapped him hard enough across the face to knock a good chunk of the tape curling up
his muzzle. Timothy Lyon let out a long whimper, then he stared up into Zerrex’s eyes,
quaking in fear at the cold hatred in those emerald eyes as the reptile squatted down and
leaned forwards a bit, causing him to shrink back as much as possible, feeling that one foot
still pressing against his shoulder and binding him back against the wall.
The reptile narrowed his eyes at the equine, then he put one arm over his knee, keeping
his cold smile on his features as he said softly: “I was given a job to take care of you, under
the heading of political malpractice. The client stated that they’re usually a pacifist… but
for you, who’s been installing a child-labor force around the city, they said they’d make an
exception.
“Yes, I’m your worst nightmare come to life… I’m the incarnation of Hell in a
thousand different ways.” Zerrex’s voice was calm, callous, and with vague hints of dark
pleasure and entertainment as he leaned a bit closer to the horse, who was now whimpering
harder as he felt the reptile’s foot shove down a bit harder into his shoulder, causing the
bone to bend painfully as the reptile continued to speak slowly: “And I like to think of
myself as a harbinger of doom in the more literal sense of the word. Think of me as a
living form of your karma, since I don’t believe in God… or I suppose you could also call
me a devil, since I’m living proof that such a thing as Hell exists.”
He paused, then he stood straight, looking down at the horse dominatingly with his
arms crossed, face twisting in a contemptible smile that was almost a smirk, his eyes
dancing with an emotion that could only be called sadistic justice, and then he reached
down and hauled the horse up to his hooves by the neck, the hands of the equine scrabbling
at his wrists… and then Zerrex slammed him back into the shelf, making his eyes widen as
he whimpered, and the reptile leaned forwards, whispering quietly: “I’m not supposed to
kill you. So I’ll tell you this now; you’re going to forget everything that happened here.
You’re going to tell the police that… that the only thing that happened, was that your past
caught up to you, if anything at all.” He paused, then added: “And here’s a bit of incentive.”
The Drakkaren let the horse drop to his hooves, and then he swung one fist underarm
and up into the gut of the equine, knocking him back into the shelves with enough force to
rattle the wood structure… and then the reptile caught him across the face with a powerful
hook, hard enough to crack the cheekbone of the horse and making him shriek before his
other hand struck violently upwards in a rising thrust palm, knocking his head back against
the wood shelf and cracking the flat wooden board directly behind his skull before he

gagged and fell to his knees as the reptile slammed another fist into his gut, his legs giving
out as he hacked and gagged, body shaking as Zerrex stepped to the side and made a
disgusted face as the equine vomited.
Then the reptile brought up a foot, switching quickly to axle against his other foot as he
slammed his toe into the head of the stallion, knocking him flat on his side and shattering
his jawbone, sending him down into shades of gray for a moment… before the reptile then
stomped a foot down onto his head, cracking his skull and bringing him back to full
consciousness as he let out a moan of agony.
But that was all the reptile did, turning away with a snort as he headed out into the
hallway, then down the stairs, retracing his way back to the ground floor… before he
stopped and then turned to find his way back to the kitchens.
He stopped in the doorway leading in, standing silently, his emerald eyes gazing at
Mary… the cat stood there, as if he’d never left, still holding his shirt, still worrying the
cloth as she stared at him… and then he made the slightest of jerks with his head towards
her before turning around and walking away, but striding slowly… and finding himself
completely unsurprised but faintly appeased as he heard the feline stride quickly up behind
him and follow him out as he worked his way back through the ground floor and to move
out of the building.
Zerrex walked out of the mansion, followed closely by the feline in the maid’s uniform;
even when he reached the gate, he didn’t pause to look around, merely reached down and
tore the bent metal L from the handles. Then he glanced down at himself, faint smears of
blood on his hands and just above his waistline, before he finally turned to Mary and held
out his hand silently for his shirt.
She gave it to him gladly, not knowing why she was doing as she was, following him in
total submission like this… but, after he put on his shirt, all he had to do was look down
into her eyes and she knew what he wanted… and so she stepped closer as he rose an arm,
feeling it dropping around her shoulders as he opened the gate and the two walked out
together onto the city block.
The feline trembled a bit, in a combination of shock, fear and even strange anticipation;
she was still a virgin, after all, and some of her closest contact ever with a male had been
with the giant beside her, whose side she was currently leaning heavily against as the walked,
one muscular, thick arm around her. She had no idea where they were going… she knew he
wanted to just use her for sex and then she might very well die – if the size of the reptile
didn’t kill her, she’d heard frightening stories about the Boss of Comfort Town – and as
they walked down the now more-populated streets of Apple Villa, she was coming to realize
that being seen like this was more than controversial: she could never work here again. With
that thought in mind, she began to cry… but at the same time, instead of hugging herself,
her traitor arms moved to embrace the reptile beside her even as they continued to walk.
Zerrex didn’t pause or slow, or so much as look at her; instead, he simply asked: “What
is it?” with the barest trace of emotion in his voice: he sounded almost impartial, totally

uncaring… but he’d still asked, and so Mary immediately found herself blubbering out her
entire mind to him.
“You… you’re so big and I know you just… you’re gonna fuck me, maybe it’ll be rape, I
don’t know if it is or not because I’m here going with you there… you’re so huge but silent
and I don’t know what I’m doing with you and you’re probably going to kill me and if you
don’t it doesn’t matter, because I’m never going to be able to work or live here again,
everyone is staring, glaring at me, they’re all scared of you and hate you…” Mary pushed
her face against the reptile, crying harder now and hugging his muscular waist tightly, and
then he stopped and she felt his hands reach up to grasp her shoulders, and she found
herself looking up into those calm, cold emerald eyes again…
The Drakkaren looked down at her, then he shrugged before reaching down and slipping
one arm beneath her legs and the other down her back a bit, then he lifted her up with all
the ease of a child with a doll and began to walk, holding her in his arms, and she
immediately reached up to grasp him tightly around the neck, her body trembling and eyes
closing as her head bowed forwards, tears still streaming from her features… before they
snapped open and she stared up at Zerrex as he said plainly: “You can live with me for a
while. We’ll go get your things now from wherever you live right now. I can get you another
job. We’re going back to my place, and you can be my slave and then we’ll have sex, and
you’ll clean up the mess and then continue to do whatever I please… but I will pay you for
the work, although not the sex.” His plain, calm voice halted for a moment as he continued
to walk on in silence, past the fountain and now moving in the opposite direction, away
from both of the jobs he had completed as he crossed the street carelessly – but the few
cars that were moving down the street immediately halted and didn’t so much as honk their
horns at the fearsome reptile.
His voice wasn’t cold, but it did lack a degree of caring… and although Mary knew she
should probably be scared or insulted…she merely nodded, whispered a ‘thank you’ and
curled tighter against the lizard’s chest, feeling herself giving in to the much-more
dominating and powerful creature. The force of the reptile’s will was frighteningly strong…
and he definitely seemed to not only know what he wanted, but how exactly he could get
it… and Mary felt she simply couldn’t contend to a will that strong, that they were at
entirely different levels. Zerrex, after all, had defeated her with merely a look… and she, on
the other hand, couldn’t even deal with the other servants back… back at what was now just
a former job site.
She trembled quietly in his arms, then stared at what was known around town as the
Black Horse: the giant, armored motorcycle the reptile drove, shaped and streamlined
somewhat like a police bike but painted a gleaming obsidian, the metal plates covering it
definitely some sort of thick armor, with a large, glass visor in front that was said to be
bulletproof glass… and all of it customized to fit the giant reptile, not someone small like
her. But, as she was about to meekly voice her nervousness about what she thought her
intended seating position would be, Zerrex merely shifted her against his chest, then
straddled the seat and adjusted her against his lap, letting her sit in front and against him as
he leaned back a bit, then the two looked at one another and the reptile nodded: Mary

simply nodded back, then pressed tight against his chest before she felt him nudge her chin
up.
Once more, she found herself looking into his emerald eyes as he tilted his head, silent
but inquisitive, and she caught onto the question at once. She found herself almost willing
to crack a smile at the silent but very workable way the reptile had of getting information,
but then she pressed back against his chest, feeling the muscles below it as her arms
tightened around his neck, holding close to him as she said softly into his masculine breast:
“It’s down this street, away from the Lyon’s estate house… and then three blocks up
Bloomsdale, to your right, I mean… it’s the Winter Ville Apartment Complex…”
She felt Zerrex nod above her, then heard the engine of the motorcycle purr into life
before they were off. Despite the fact the feline knew it was a short ride, she still hated
motorcycles from the few times she’d been on them… but as she was, clinging to the
reptile’s chest, pressed tight against the massive, muscular male… she felt strangely
comfortable, curled against the Boss, who she knew to be a sadistic killer but found… she
didn’t even care right now.
No, wait, it wasn’t that she didn’t care… it was… that it didn’t matter. There was a thin
but crucial line there… but it made all the difference in the world, especially to her. In fact,
it made it scarier and worse somehow – perhaps because with not caring, it was only
because of shock, or the fact he was so powerful and dominating, or the fact that it really
was the Boss and from everything she’d heard… you didn’t say ‘no’ to the Boss, no matter
what the circumstances or what he wanted you to do.
But for her, it didn’t matter. It just didn’t matter that he was the Boss, nor did it matter
that she was being compelled by the sheer dominating force he gave off. She had no fear of
him right now – just of what he could do and what was probably coming for her. Even
then, for whatever reason she found she wasn’t attributing that to the giant reptile but just
herself… it didn’t make sense, no, but that was the truth.
In some deep part of her, she wanted this. The idea of becoming his slave for however
long, it didn’t bring the disgust she thought she should feel, nor the fear or even any sort of
dislike for the reptile. It was employment after all, right? And… and she knew she was
going to be… raped. No matter what, he was going to sexually… rape her.
She realized as well that she was clinging to the word ‘rape,’ that she was trying to avoid
the barest bit of acceptance in her mind about submitting even sexually to the reptile, who
she clung to so eagerly, who had probably killed everyone in the Lyon household, who had
raped and savaged countless others, who was treated with a more infamous air than the
boogeyman in Apple Villa even by the children… she didn’t have some insane urge to… to
sleep with him, did she? She wasn’t infatuated with him because he was a badass, because he
was sexually attractive with his sheer size, because he had muscle and his eyes were… so…
But then they were pulling up to the curb outside of her apartment, and she looked up
immediately as Zerrex spoke in his calm, somewhat dry tone: “Let’s go up to your
apartment, then, and get your stuff. Do you have any friends who can drive it over to my
house? Or rather, who would be willing enough to?”

“There’s… Daniel, I guess…” Mary said, then immediately regretted it as she added
lamely: “But um. He um. Might be at work and… um… stuff.”
“He’ll work.” Zerrex said disinterestedly, then he got off of the motorcycle, holding her
against him lightly still as people passing by stared, then he gently set her on her feet –
Mary felt stung at the way they crossed the street, just to avoid coming in contact with
her… and then she realized that they were only crossing because of him, not her at all. And
suddenly there was sympathy there as she looked up at the cold reptile, who had his arms
crossed and looked unfettered by it all, from the glares he received from the windows and
the way people crossed the street, even tried to pull their cars into the other lane to avoid
him…
That, coupled with the variety of feelings that she was starting to sort through, made
her even more hesitant to call Daniel. A former boyfriend who would always do anything
for her… but then she’d forgotten that was what he said, and whenever he did do
something, he always expected more in return. She’d dumped him… well… because he’d
demanded sex from her and was always trying to grope her, which she’d felt more than
uncomfortable with… she hadn’t wanted to ‘make love’ until she was married, and once she
found the ‘perfect person’ for herself… and now here she was, standing here with the
person who had calmly told her that she was coming to live with him, be his slave, and that
he was going to rape her. Trying to argue against bringing over her old, super-protective
boyfriend… the one who had a shotgun in the truck and probably a handgun on him most
of the time, to get him to bring the few belongings she had over to the home of the giant.
Daniel would be angry, no matter what she said… and furthermore, once he found out
it was none other than the Boss of Comfort Town, he’d be in a complete fit. Maybe he
wouldn’t be enraged, in reality, but the show of anger was always how Danny had dealt with
things, and that had never changed. He liked to yell, stomp his feet, and he felt that he was
entitled to everything… a tragic hero personality if there ever was one. And perhaps that
was part of the reason she was so attracted… rather, she didn’t mind Zerrex’s presence. He
was silent… and from what she could see, he was both strong and dominating in a way
that… made her feel… protected…
She looked up at Zerrex, trembling a bit, on the verge of asking the strangest and only
important question in her mind, when he merely looked down at her and something in his
face softened before he said quietly: “I know.” Then he paused, and tilted his head. “Oh,
and I can’t drive a car. Otherwise I’d take one of these. So let’s go up to your apartment and
gather up the things you need, and have your friend pick them up and we’ll go back to my
home. There will be no unnecessary altercations.”
Mary continued to look up at him, then she glanced down before suddenly lying, mouth
working on its own: “I feel weak…”
“You don’t, but yes, I’ll carry you.” Zerrex responded placidly, and the feline immediately
flushed dark scarlet. She started to resist or apologize, but a single glance from the reptile
told her it was unnecessary and she allowed herself to be lifted and cradled in the crook of
one arm, feeling like a giant baby… but also strangely warm, as Zerrex walked towards the

entrance of the apartment complex… and cranked his head off the hanging sign in front,
wincing and then ducking as Mary looked up at him with immediate concern instead of
any other emotion firsthand.
“Are you okay?” she asked, then reached up to gently touch the Drakkaren’s forehead,
then blinking in surprise when he reared back a bit; not in disgust or pain, but perhaps
from his own surprise, then he turned his head down to look at her and… smiled. And it
made the cat feel strangely… nice inside, and wonder at the way it transformed those
brutally-cold features, warming his eyes and making him look younger, less cruel.
“I’m fine.” Zerrex replied quietly, then added after a moment: “Thank you.” Then he
turned his gaze back to the doorway, carefully stooping down to squeeze through, and
approached the stairwell as Mary reached a hand down to check her pockets for her keys,
making sure they were there, then pulling them out to hold up the stairwell key as Zerrex
approached the security door that barred access to the stairs leading up.
Zerrex paused in front of the door, then bent forwards and held his arm out carefully,
allowing her to balance on it but stooping low enough she could unlock the door without
trouble; it made her smile and even giggle a little bit at the situation, as crazy as it was,
especially after seeing the staring lobby clerk… that just made her giggle harder. Then they
were through, and she was directing him to her room with all the ease and grace as if she
was guiding him to drop her off after a date, not to… take her possessions and bring her
to his home to rape and possibly kill her.
The last thought bore no malice now, though… and as he gently set her down to have
her unlock the door into her apartment, she looked up at him and couldn’t help but wonder
what she thought of her body… imperfect as it was, despite the fact she had alright-sized
breasts. She was thin but not lithe like the girls in the magazines… she didn’t have limbs
that were really sleek and elegant, more muscular than anything else… and she certainly
wasn’t beautiful. But Zerrex wanted her, and he didn’t treat her like a cunt to be fucked or a
sack of flesh… when he deigned to speak to her – and she could somewhat understand his
lack of liking to talk – he never stared at her cleavage, and when he’d carried her, he hadn’t
groped her or tried to get his hand under her skirt or anything like that…
Then they were walking into the apartment, Zerrex quietly closing the door behind
them, and for a moment Mary expected him to lunge at her and rape her right there, her
body tensing up… but then he merely walked past, glancing around as he commented in his
calm tone: “I’ve never seen the inside of these apartments. I like what you’ve done with it.”
At this, the feline blushed a bit, then smiled at the reptile’s back as he walked over to her
small couch… but he didn’t sit, he merely peered around the mostly-empty room, looking
decidedly interested at the various sketches on the wall. “I like to draw a bit and… you
know, stuff like that…” she said lamely, as Zerrex leaned in close, then he looked at her and
she found herself surprised by his following words.
“I love art… this is charcoal, and you’ve been using your bare hands instead of a rag or
pen to smear it, haven’t you?” he tilted his head inquisitively, then smiled a bit as she blinked
and stared at him. “Looks like you’re modeling off of Lowe’s style of art, too… and there’s

emotion in your work.” He paused as he glanced over one picture, what was supposed to
look like a complex series of lines to most, then he turned back to her and said softly:
“Even though most of these are self-portraits.”
Mary started again, staring at the reptile who had so easily seen through her designs…
then she coughed and smiled a bit before pointing at one of the sketches on the wall to the
reptile’s right. “That one’s a flower, though.”
“That it is.” The reptile agreed softly, then he glanced the room once more before
gesturing at her with one hand. “Where’s your room? I’ll pack your things for you while
you phone your friend.”
Normally she’d bristle at such – after all, what she’d want to pack would be her personal
belongings… clothes, money, art books, and maybe a few other things of hers. And the last
thing she wanted was some strange male sorting through her underwear and… other things.
But the very casualness of the reptile’s voice and the impartial look in his eyes – calm, but
obviously disinterested in anything so vulgar as a panty raid – told her that all she’d need to
do was tell him what she wanted in general, and he’d get what she really needed and leave
behind the junk she wouldn’t miss.
So instead she merely nodded meekly, but before she could open her mouth he was gone,
already searching out her bedroom as if he’d been here a thousand times before. That left
her standing quietly in the living room by herself, looking after him, then glancing at the
doorway… knowing she could escape… but then merely turning quietly around and
heading to the couch, plopping down in it with a sigh and reaching over the arm of the
couch to grab the portable phone off the small round table that sat beside it.
She sat back, then reached down to dial Danny’s cell phone, hoping that he’d have it
turned off… but no, he picked up on the second ring with a somewhat chilly: “Hello,
Mare. Been a while since you called me last.”
Oh, does he have to be a child now, of all times… “Hi Danny… I’m sorry about that.”
She said lamely, then closed her eyes as he spat and snorted… but she could tell even over
the phone that he was already more complacent. “I’m just in need of a big favor, Dan…
I… have to move out of Apple Villa for a little while. It’s… it’s really complicated. Could
you come over here, so we could talk about it?” Or so you can get scared into doing
something for me for once? some previously silent, nasty part of her mind added, and she
had to stifle both a gasp and a giggle at her own sudden… meanness.
“What’s up?” Danny asked immediately, and from his tone he was attempting concern
but it was more bridging on a mix of frustration and sympathy. She remained silent… then
he sighed and muttered under his breath before saying in a tired, strained voice – which
would be funny, him, strained, when all he did was work a three-day a week job – that he’d
be right over. “Just… don’t tell me when I get there you’ve gotten into anything stupid,
babe. I love you, you know that.”
No, you love my tits, thought that nasty part of Mary, and she firmly clamped her jaws
shut until she heard Danny hang up the phone; after that, she let herself giggle, hitting the

off button on the portable and dropping it beside her so she could reach up and cover her
muzzle with both hands, rocking back and forth on the couch and just… laughing her
quasi-hysterical laughter at the situation and the nasty side of her it had brought out before
she finally calmed… then she got to her feet, walking slowly over to her bedroom and
wiping the tears that had welled up in her eyes from her little laughing fit.
Zerrex had already packed one of her suitcases; he’d dug two out of the closest for her,
but had left it open – she couldn’t help but noticed his strange neatness in packing, how
he’d refolded some of her clothes and sorted the items he’d placed in the larger of the two
suitcases… then he stepped back from the other one and she noticed the same
arrangement: clothing in an L, other items in one corner. And she blushed as he she saw
he’d managed to get everything of major value to her into them both without even having
told him… except for the battered book she kept high up on one shelf. She walked past the
reptile as he looked at her silently, then she pulled the first edition of the book of poetry
down before tossing that into one of the suitcases.
It landed on the pile of clothing, putting a bit of chaos into the otherwise perfect
order… and for a moment Mary thought she saw Zerrex’s features tighten before she
realized, when he turned to her, that it was with amusement and not displeasure. That made
her smile back, and then she nodded quietly, just feeling that this management was… right,
somehow. Then he glanced around the room and asked her gently: “Is your friend coming?
If so, I’ll let you pack the other suitcase and if his vehicle is large enough, you can add some
furniture as well. You don’t plan on coming back here after all, do you?”
For a moment, Mary only looked at him as the full force of his words hit her… she
would probably never return to Apple Villa, and she’d never see this place again… but after
swallowing her initial pain at the thought… she came to realize that there was otherwise
very little regret at the thought. Even if she was cursed now to live in Comfort Town, the
other half of Baskin’s Grove that sometimes seemed like an inhospitable, alien nation, and
even if she was going from maid to slave… well, that wouldn’t be a change, would it? Maid,
after all, was just a nicer word for the enslaved person you had around the house who was
forced to do whatever chores there were… certainly the Lyons hadn’t treated her like a
person, or even paid her all that well…
She looked up at Zerrex quietly… then nodded slowly and said softly: “I know. I’m…
looking forwards to it.” And with that, she turned to go get the other suitcase as the
Drakkaren watched her with newfound interest.
~~~
Lone muttered as he left the mayor’s house, his stomach already aching from the halfgirdle he was wearing, white dress shirt overtop carefully tucked into his pants – but not
too tightly! – to hide its existence, dress pants swishing around his bare paws as he walked
with one hand in his pocket and the other holding his fancy, dark dress jacket with the gold
buttons overtop, his tie swishing in the wind a bit. Today so far wasn’t going very well…
At ten he’d woken up, showered, carefully weighed himself and decided the scale was ten
pounds off before, to prove to himself he was still a good healthy weight and that he was

invincible, he ordered a huge breakfast of ham, eggs and bacon. He’d eaten heartily, then
changed into his current outfit and, within ten minutes, been regretting the massive
breakfast as his stomach was crunched inwards, whining quietly to himself as he drove his
fancy sports car down towards the Mayor’s home… and staring as he passed a store that
was surrounded by cops, reporters and yellow tape. The wolf ’s curiosity was roused… but
it was already eleven-twenty and he had a lot to take care of today. Busy, busy, busy. Fuck
but do I ever work hard.
He’d found the home of the most important man in the city after a few checks of the
built in GPS in the car and circling the block a few times, looking for the Reinhold place…
and then he’d finally pulled up through the open, wrought iron gates to the massive estate
house, whistling at its immensity and grinning as he wondered how much had been stolen
to build this exclusive-looking residence. Then he’d trotted up the stairs to the doubledoors, knocked, and put on his best ‘hi-how’re-you-today?’ grin.
A butler answered, and Lone politely asked if his honor the mayor was in… and well, a
few handshakes and flashes of his pearly whites later, the wolf was tight with the mayor,
laughing and sitting down, drinking champagne with him and eating shrimp off a little
silver tray as they sat in the den, in front of a stone hearth in two big leather easy chairs.
It hadn’t taken Lone long to work his away around to the business development plans he
had… which then opened the door for him to use his charm and tactfully ask: “And oh,
I’ve heard that there’s been some problems with some guy they call ‘the boss’ down in
that… Comfort Town area, did you say it was called? I was wondering if you knew
anything about him?”
The mayor, an old, balding black bear in an expensive suit and with a pair of gold-plated
pince-nez clamped on his muzzle, leaned back and gave a sneer Lone felt would be worthy
of himself. “Oh, the Boss of Comfort Town, yes, the bastard who thinks he’s… Master of
the whole city or some such nonsense! I tell you, Mr. Wulfe, I tell you this now: one day he
is going to be meeting a very nasty, sticky end.”
Lone nodded seriously in return, then he asked slyly: “Well sir, what would you do if I
said, in return for say… a privatization agreement for some of the interesting real estate in
Comfort Town… I could quite possibly make this sticky end come faster?”
Mayor Anthony Reinhold leaned back in his chair, and the interest that appeared on the
old bear’s features told Lone that he had his agreement already. However… once Lone
started to glibly glean information on “Boss” Zerrex Narrius, he felt a strange sinking
sensation growing in his gut.
Apparently, he was a huge, more than eight-foot tall lizard… ex-military, from all
accounts… and he had raped, tortured and violated all the most prestigious residents of
Comfort Town and even Apple Villa… in fact, Apple Villa had gotten the worst of it. They
had welcomed him with open arms when he’d first come here, of course… but no, no, he
had built up his home and power base in Comfort Town, and now worked as a mercenary
to fulfill the evil ambitions of the Ginsbury family; that bastard Harry Ginsbury would go
to any lengths to try and ruin this town, since he felt entitled to be mayor with all his

money and power… but no, they had elected him instead, and Harry had always resented
him for that, despite the fact they had used to been childhood friends.
Lone had listened sympathetically, but inwardly he’d been cursing his luck and found
himself suddenly afraid of meeting up with this giant tonight. The anxiety grew even as
they went from talking about the Boss to other business, and despite the fact Lone now had
the deed for many of the properties in Comfort Town in his hand… he felt no triumph, no
feeling of glorious victory. No, instead there was just that growing fear in the pit of his
stomach… but then he just lay it down to indigestion as he walked slowly to his car,
gritting his teeth as he climbed into the sports car before simply sitting there… then he
fumbled for his briefcase and opened it to pull out his laptop.
The wolf opened it and powered it up, then he checked the satellite reception before
deciding that the mayor wouldn’t begrudge him the use of his wireless internet; in a few
moments, he was sitting online, complacently typing in all the information he’d managed on
Zerrex Narrius to two services – one, a private investigation firm that would tell him where
exactly Zerrex had been, and provide corresponding information based upon word
categories… in this case, it would tell him where Zerrex was seen last, and if any rapes or
violent crimes had occurred in that town.
The other was a contact he’d made in the government, an ex-military commander who
would give him excellent information for a fairly good price. So Lone emailed him with all
the stats he had, since he didn’t have any dog tags with his ID number or so much as a hint
of what military force he’d belonged to… but he hoped that the big-ass lizard had stood
out in whatever category he’d been in. “Or at least been noticed because he’s a really big
fucker.” Lone muttered under his breath, then he closed his laptop and his eyes, resting back
in his leather seat and sighing, feeling anxiety worming at him again before he straightened
and turned his expensive sports car back on, revving the engine before pulling out of the
mayor’s driveway and heading back to his hotel to finish up the paperwork and anxiously
await the return calls for his research.
~~~
Mary watched anxiously from her small bedroom window as Danny pulled up in his
clunky car, her three suitcases on the floor beside the small round table she’d decided to
bring with her. It was as ugly as she remembered it being, but the blue rust-bucket did have
a fairly spacious trunk…
Then she saw Danny getting out of the car, and she watched him, feeling both resentful
and nervous as the fellow feline rubbed a hand back between his ears, smoothing the golden
– but messy – hair on his head. The orange stripes that went from his neck, down his back,
and to the end of his tail were faintly visible, even from here… and he had on his aviator
sunglasses, the mirrored ones that were so dark he could barely see out of them… along
with his old leather jacket… and that was about all she could tell from here before she
stepped back and looked up at Zerrex anxiously, then glanced down again to see him put a
cigarette in his muzzle before approaching the building. “You know… what if he has a
gun?”

“You really think I’ve never been shot before?” Zerrex tilted his head, looking at her with
faint amusement, then he reached over and squeezed her shoulder gently: it made her look
up at him with surprise before he stepped over to the couch and then sat down, placing his
hands in his lap complacently. “Just tell him to come in… and we’ll all have a little chat
together about this.”
Mary felt somewhat less concerned with the reptile’s tone… but at the same time, she
felt that strange worry in the pit of her stomach. And it was definitely not worry for
Daniel, who she’d spent more than a year dating… but instead, she thought she was actually
feeling worry and compassion more for her captor, than her ex-boyfriend: granted, her ex
was a total asshole, but despite his grabby-hands he’d never tried to rape her, at least…
She walked over to the small PA beside the door, twitching from foot-to-foot until the
so-called secretary in the lobby called up, saying that there was a Daniel Barrett requesting
to see her, and immediately she hit the reply button, telling her to send him up and trying
to hide the strain in her voice. There was a reply in the affirmative… and then the feline
opened the door and stepped back, anxiously shifting back and forth again until she heard
Daniel’s motorcycle boots tromping up the stairs, and then saw him approaching down the
hall with his usual aggravated look in his murky green eyes, the long button-up shirt he
wore untucked over his dirty, discolored jeans. He glared at her as he approached, but
frowned and followed her inside when she turned silently and walked down the hall to the
living room, asking in a half-snarl: “Babe, what’s up, I’m in no mood for fun and…” then
he came to the end of the hall and glanced out into the main room, his eyes widening and
his jaw going slack as he stared at Zerrex, the cigarette he’d had in his maw falling to the
floor. “…games?”
He stared as Zerrex looked back mildly, then he looked at the stuff on the floor as his
eyes widened and he rose his hands, shaking his head vehemently back and forth. “Whoa,
time out, what the hell is this? This guy here… wait…” he stopped, then snarled as he
stomped forwards, asking angrily: “Wait a minute, you can’t seriously have… hooked up
with the fucking Boss, can you?”
Mary stared across at the fellow cat, not believing what she’d just heard as Zerrex stood
up and walked around the table, then brushed past Daniel as well; the cat, acting on his
anger impulses, immediately turned and reached out to grab Zerrex’s arm, snarling: “Where
the fuck do you think you’re-”
Zerrex didn’t even bother to turn; he merely raised his arm, then drove his elbow back
into Daniel’s head, making him stagger; before he could fall, however, the reptile had
already reached his arm back and caught the wrist of the cat, squeezing hard enough that
Mary could hear the bones groaning from where she stood, even above Danny’s sudden
moan of pain as he half-fell to his knees anyway, staring in horror at the back of the reptile,
his wrist gripped in the iron vise of the Drakkaren’s hand before the reptile spoke coldly:
“To close the door.”
Then he released the smaller male’s hand, letting him fall back on his ass to stare at the
lizard with wordless horror as Zerrex walked slowly over to the door, then closed it… but

then Mary saw him reaching into his coat, and her worst fears came to pass even as she
shouted: “Danny! Don’t be stupid!”
But the cat already had his gun out; a massive forty-five handgun that, in the skinny
male’s grip, looked like it was trying to accommodate for something as he snarled angrily,
his body trembling with a mixture of rage and fear as the barrel of the gun wobbled back
and forth, then he yelled shakily: “What do you think of this, motherfucker? What do you
think of this, asshole?”
Zerrex merely looked at him mildly, then he stepped forwards and kicked out before
anyone could react; it sent the cat’s arm flying backwards, the gun still in his grip: but then
the reptile swiveled his leg and kicked in from the side, smashing the steel toe of his combat
boot into the side of the cat’s hand and causing the bones to crunch as he howled in pain,
arching his back, fingers spasming and releasing the gun… which Zerrex then delivered
another sideways snap kick to, sending it flying down the hall and then bouncing off the
wall at the end to skitter into the open bedroom doorway.
Then the lizard stepped back, looking down at Daniel coldly, who was now clutching his
snapped hand and trembling furiously… but now it was all fear; Mary stared in horror at
what the reptile had done so casually, at how he had faced down her ex-boyfriend, shattered
his good hand and disarmed him… but at the same time, she relished the fact that finally,
Danny had been taught his place in the world, that temper tantrums and bitching about
people behind their backs and plotting useless plans of revenge… how it was all useless,
and now he was faced for the first time in his life with real danger, that no lie or story or
burst of rage could free him from. No, now Danny stared with that realization up at
Zerrex… and even though she couldn’t see that in his eyes, she could see it in the way he
moved, submitted to the reptile as the Drakkaren spoke softly: “Mary is coming with me.
You are going to drive with her things to my house, and that will be the extent of your
duties. She’ll ride with me, on my motorcycle, so you don’t get any bright ideas and try to
run me down, and I don’t have to kill you and put Mary here through the pains of body
disposal. Do you understand?”
Danny nodded dumbly up at the big reptile, staring at him with utter terror, and then
Zerrex looked at the suitcases before looking down at the cat. “Take those and bring them
down to the car. We’ll follow behind. Get the two biggest suitcases.”
“But… but my hand…” the cat started, trembling as he held it up; it was already
swelling, and the fingers twitches, looking next to useless as the feline shook his head in
disbelief. “I… I can’t…”
“I don’t care.” Zerrex’s voice was soft, but his eyes were cold and his expression irritated,
if anything at all. He looked for a moment as if he wanted to do something else… and
then he glanced up at Mary. But the female feline shook her head, then she made a show of
closing her eyes and coughing: but it wasn’t enough to drown out the meaty thud of
Zerrex’s boot colliding with Daniel’s stomach, or the low moan of pain from the cat
afterwards.

But then Danny was scrabbling for his feet and then forcing himself to grab the two
suitcases, letting out another sound of agony as he arched his back, shutting his eyes tightly
and proving to Mary in an instant that most of his stories about going so long with a
broken wrist or whatnot were all false; he staggered, moaned and then began to cry as he
made for the closed door… then he looked at Zerrex with tears in his eyes, opening his
muzzle to maybe ask for the reptile to open it for him or simply protest that he just
couldn’t do it… but that dominating emerald gaze gave him the answer to all his questions
as Zerrex crossed his arms, and then, crying harder, the cat put down a suitcase shakily,
turned the doorknob, and then managed to force his way out before heading for the stairs.
Then the Drakkaren glanced over at Mary, and he nodded towards the small suitcase.
“You take that. I’ll grab the table.”
Again, there was no arguing with the reptile, no denials, and not even any resent; there
was just what he ordered, and under that gaze, the female had no choice but to do as he
said… and in any case, again, she found there was no hate in her for him. If anything, right
now she felt resent towards Danny for complicating things in the way he had… and she
couldn’t stop from glancing over her shoulder to smile faintly at the Drakkaren as she left
the apartment, watching as he easily hefted the table and followed.
The reptile watched the female feline curiously as they descended: having to eventually
stop and wait for the much-slower going Daniel, who was still crying but apparently trying
to hide his tears from the world as they exited through the security door and crossed the
lobby; then he shoulder the door open and let it drop closed on Mary, who glared after her
ex… but then held the door open for Zerrex so he could slip through without a problem,
carrying the table. Then Daniel dropped the suitcases before his car, and he produced his
keys, wordlessly opening the trunk and back door before climbing silently into the car and
snuffling there, his arms crossed and head lowered, face contorted in what looked like
frustrated, anguished pain – the classic expression of the angsty child.
The reptile snorted quietly to himself as he switched the table to grip in one hand,
opening the back door with the other, then shoving the table inside and crushing various
empty bags and cans before stepping back and shoving the trunk up, then he managed to fit
two of the suitcases inside before taking the last and putting it in the back seat with the
table. He then nodded to Mary, and the two walked over to his motorcycle, the reptile
climbing on first and the feline then slipping up to sit in his lap, curling back against him
and closing her eyes as she reached her arms back to wrap tightly around his neck, letting
out a soft sigh as Zerrex brought the bike to life and, with a cursory glance back at Daniel,
who had started up his car and was sitting in the driver’s seat, sulking, the Drakkaren took
off from the curb, followed closely by the feline.
The journey through town was uneventful, but to Mary it was also another moment of
truth: when people saw Zerrex coming, they turned off or switched lanes, or simply pulled
over and let him pass; even the single police car they passed was careful to get out of their
way. The reptile followed the rules of the road both artlessly and needlessly: he stopped
when he needed to and drove on when he didn’t need to stop, even though at every

intersection, people stopped their cars to either gawk or to simply get out of the Boss’s way
if he chose to drive. She’d forgotten how small a town it really was, despite the division of
Apple Villa and Comfort Town: Zerrex was no celebrity here, he was as infamous as a
plague. And like all plagues, everyone did their best to avoid any contact with him
whatsoever.
It was saddening, as she sat in his lap, her legs gripping the sides of the massive
motorcycle, her arms wrapped back around the neck of the huge Drakkaren as he leaned
forwards, her own eyes gazing back and forth instead of straight ahead, as his emerald eyes
did. She wondered about his past, his life, and why he was such a cold, ruthless, sadistic
killer… and also how those things in him could seem almost attractive, make him more
exotic when mixed with his strange politeness and even stranger grace… but then they were
at the Camelot Bridge, which separated Apple Villa from Comfort Town, and almost
completely abandoned at this time of day: after all, work wasn’t over for a little while yet,
and both sections of Baskin’s Grove had their own schools, hangouts, etcetera… making for
very little contact between the two places, and making the feline feel like she was entering a
whole new world.
She’d never been to this side of the city before; in fact, she’d always be warned to stay
away from it, ever since she’d moved here. The division between Comfort Town and Apple
Villa was ancient, but in the last decade or so it had become truly pronounced… and now
they were like their own little towns, but she had always seen things from the Apple Villa
side of things… and now, crossing over into this world, she felt a tremble shake her body at
the sight of the decrepit place.
There was an air of sadness, as they drove through the broken city streets, the
motorcycle bouncing gently on the bumps and cracks in the road as Mary stared around,
and began to get a new perspective on things, feeling disgust not at the poverty of this place
but the people of Apple Villa, at the glorious streets she’d lived on and the whitewashed
walls she’d lived in and the perfect people she’d worked for. At their expensive tastes and
talk of politics and lies of effort… no, they were just masks and ornaments. Here was the
truth… and now Mary looked up at Zerrex’s cold features, and she saw the Boss in a
different light; now, she thought she saw what perhaps many of the residents of Comfort
Town saw him as, not a hero, never… but certainly some form of avenger, of dark angel
that came to kill those who had been marked by their greed, gluttony, or other ambitious
sins.
They twisted and turned through the streets, the reptile glancing back every now and
then to make sure that they were still being followed by Daniel at a fair distance – not too
close, but not too far either. He didn’t feel like going on a chase if the cat decided to break
for it with Mary’s stuff, perhaps under the illusion still that they were boy- and girlfriend,
setting up shop together. That was a vaguely amusing thought to the reptile, who’d certainly
had many sexual partners over the last few years, but no one since the military who’d ever
been someone he’d considered to be going ‘steady’ with… and even then, there had been
rapes and other sexual misconduct… but then again, his old ex hadn’t exactly minded
watching the reptile with someone else, especially when he was making them suffer

sexually… and she had even joined in on more than a few occasions. Zerrex smiled a bit at
this, his eyes glinting as he thought with amused irony: Good memories.
But then, however, they were pulling up in front of the reptile’s house, Zerrex pulling
into the driveway and then turning the engine off, allowing Mary to slip off first as he
heard the other feline pulling up to the curb in his rusty blue car, but leaving it running…
and then he looked down at Mary and said softly: “Go into the house and hit the button
just inside the door, alright? I need to put my motorcycle in the garage.”
Mary nodded, then she turned and walked off to do so… when her ears perked up, eyes
widening as she heard the sudden squeal of tires accelerating against the road, spinning
around and yelling wordlessly, incoherently as she saw Danny’s face behind the windshield,
snarling, tear-streaked and frightened as the car shot across the front lawn towards Zerrex,
who was already calmly facing the approaching vehicle, no fear in his eyes, his body straight
as he walked forwards towards it, and then, not knowing why she was doing so, the female
cat found herself screaming for Zerrex to move, feeling something thud in her chest and a
horrible weight in her stomach in those few slow, agonizing seconds that the car was
shooting towards himThe reptile put both hands out, then he grunted as he set his feet and leaned towards the
car, shoving both hands forwards into the grill and feeling them collide with the car, the
force of the collision sending shivers up and down his arms, his feet skidding back through
the dirt, digging small, deepening trenches before they found purchase, and then both
felines were staring as Zerrex’s muscles bulged against his shirt, his head tilted and a violent,
frightening grin on his features as the wheels of the car screamed, the metal crunching
beneath his hands as the car halted… and then the lizard shoved backwards against the
trying-to-accelerate vehicles, and there was a small explosion from somewhere under the
hood and the wheels ceased to spin, the car leaving dents in the lawn as it was not only
stopped, but shoved backwards by the last powerful push of the reptile… and then he
stood straight, his face once more composed, cold and calm, his features stony as he
gripped one shoulder and then rolled his arm in a windmill, before repeating the process
with the other, the cat behind the wheel staring at him with stupid shock that was slowly
turning to absolute terror under the icy gaze of the Drakkaren. A bit more than I expected
for an old car… he probably tuned up the engine. Nothing serious though.
Daniel, meanwhile, had not only wet himself, he was now attempting to stop himself
from vomiting out of sheer fear. His teeth chattered, his eyes bulged, his body quaked and
legs banged together as one hand fumbled at the keys to the car – but no matter how he
twisted or what procedure he forced himself through to attempt to kick-start the engine, it
wouldn’t work. Oh shit… something in the engine must have snapped when he shoved it
backwards… how the fuck did he shove my fucking car backwards? How the fuck did he do
that? It’s… it’s not possible!
Then he squealed as Zerrex took a single step towards the car, the cat’s eyes widening
even further as the Drakkaren walked towards him… and he turned his gaze on Mary,
pleading eyes looking for a bit of remorse if nothing else, but all he saw there was… relief,

of all emotions. She was probably being kidnapped, but she preferred to leave her exboyfriend to the clutches of her captor despite his attempt to save her from the frigging
Boss of Comfort Town, of all the insane, violent people of the world…
The cat shook as he stared at Zerrex, the reptile striding slowly closer… and then his
hands flashed forwards, grabbing the door and doorhandle, pulling back on the latter and
shoving forwards with the former to try and knock the reptile down at least, so he could
bolt for it, throwing his weight into the door as well and all but body-checking it off the
hinges… but then he felt his head collide with the window, thudding off it with enough
force to crack the glass as the reptile merely rose one hand to stop the door, then he shoved
back and the window shattered as Daniel clenched his eyes shut and shrieked in pain, his
head suddenly in agony equal to that in his broken hand as he felt glass hailing down
around him, getting stuck in his fur, his ears, a few pieces even making it into his mouth
before he gagged as a powerful hand grabbed his throat.
Then he found himself half-hanging out the window as he was yanked forwards, half
through the shattered car window as he looked down at him with coldness in his emerald
eyes, his face showing minor irritation at most before he stepped to the side and jerked the
cat forwards, tossing him out through the narrow window and sending him flying almost
ten feet away, to crash in a heap of limbs and pain on the ground, coughing as he felt the
pieces of glass in his mouth cutting up his cheeks and throat before he rolled to all fours,
gagging violently and then spitting them out amidst flecks of blood before looking up at
the Drakkaren with utter terror on his features, face bloody and covered with small cuts, his
one hand bent awkwardly and swollen to perhaps twice its normal size.
Zerrex tilted his head, then he said softly: “I want you to go home and call a tow-truck
to get that heap of trash off my lawn. And if it’s not gone before sunrise tomorrow, I’m
going to come for you, and then I’m going to tear off your ears to start. I’ll spare you the
rest of the details until tomorrow because… I like surprises, so you should too. Doing
what the Boss says is kosher in this part of town, after all… so now, I have one more word
to say to you.” The lizard paused as he crossed his arms, looking at the feline on the ground
with contempt and freezing displeasure, before speaking softly: “Run.”
Danny did so; he immediately stood up, turned, and sprinted faster than he ever had in
his life, tears streaming from his eyes as he bolted, the only thought in his mind being to get
away from this monster as fast as possible… and he never dared to look back, should the
reptile be giving pursuit just for the hell of the chase, after having so thoroughly established
who was the predator here… and who was the prey.
The Drakkaren was more than content to sit back and watch as the cat ran away though,
then he turned to look at Mary, who was staring at him with strange emotions in her eyes
before she started as he tilted his head and asked in a mild voice: “Why haven’t you opened
the garage door yet?”
“Oh, um, I’m sorry!” the female cat babbled, her eyes widening a bit at the reptile before
she quickly opened the front door and slipped into the front hall, feeling embarrassed for
whatever strange reason… but also sorting through new feelings of… interest? Relief ?

Maybe even a bit of joy, seeing Danny so firmly trounced and even his ugly car ruined? She
didn’t know, as she found the button for the garage door and hit it, then she headed back
outside, deciding not to be useless to the Drakkaren and at least grab one or two of the
suitcases for him.
Zerrex wheeled his motorcycle into the garage, but he paused to glanced back at the
feline with faint approval as she smiled at him, picking up her suitcases to bring into the
house as the reptile moved into the mostly-empty garage – except, of course, for the usual
clutter of junk he thought gathered in all places like this. There was no door into the house
– an extra security precaution, and a needless one, he thought, but procedure was procedure
for him – but the reptile didn’t mind the extra minute or two it took to walk into the house
from here. Besides which, should he ever really need to get into here, the walls between his
room and the garage were fairly thin; it wouldn’t prove any big deal for him to just go
straight through.
He brought his bike to the back, sliding it carefully into the narrow space between two
thin steel walls: a quasi-holder for the bike that would also protect it from getting scratched
up or too dusty. The modified military assault motorcycle was definitely one of his more
valuable possessions, and, like he’d mentioned to Mary, he couldn’t drive a car. In the Goth
Legion, however, they’d insisted he learn to at least drive some kind of specialized vehicle…
and so he’d chosen the motorcycle and been given lessons on everything from basic safety
rules to how to perform a wide variety of stunts while on the iron horse.
He made sure it was settled properly, so that it wouldn’t slide down the metal and
possibly incur damage, then he breathed a sigh of relief and turned, walking out of the
garage and hitting the small button just inside the doors as he passed, causing the large,
plain white sheet of steel to start sliding silently back down towards the ground. It didn’t
move too quickly, but the reptile still had to automatically duck on the way out to avoid it
bashing him in the head as he headed back to his house, grabbing the small table on the
way there; Mary had already moved all the suitcases inside.
He carefully maneuvered the table through his doorway, then kicked it closed behind
him before looking over the structure at Mary, who was looking back and forth with wide
eyes, then she looked at him and smiled a bit, saying softly: “Damn. The way this house is
built makes me feel really small now, Boss.”
The way she’d used his name from around town came to her so naturally that she almost
didn’t pick up on herself using it… but then she realized what she said and blushed, not
knowing if he liked the term or not and suddenly feeling as if she was back on her first date
in high school. As Zerrex tilted his head towards her, still easily holding up the oak, small
table with all the simplicity as if it were a large, empty box, she quickly added to cover her
embarrassment: “I mean, sir, you’re just so… big and stuff, you know and…” Oh, damn.
I’m really just babbling on, aren’t I?
The reptile continued to look at her calmly, then he stepped forwards, forcing her to
move back a bit before he turned through the archway, walking into the living room and
carefully setting the table down to arrange it in the empty corner between couch and wall,

nodding and smiling a bit as it fit perfectly. He then turned to her and said plainly, rolling
over her former words: “I think it looks good there. Don’t you?”
“Yeah, it does, um… Mister Narrius?” she looked up at him, blushing again before
asking quietly as she felt a new pang of fear and pain with her new position: “How am I
supposed to address you, sir?”
“Politeness and Zerrex or Boss will be fine… but Master will earn you brownie points.”
Zerrex responded, looking back down at her with a bit of smile, then he turned to where
she had piled her luggage, walking over to it before glancing over his shoulder at her. “By
the way, you’ll be sleeping with me every night. The couch is uncomfortable and the only
other place… well, you wouldn’t want to stay there.” The reptile then gathered up her three
suitcases, easily shifting one under his arm and picking up the other two to carry into his
room, then he put them down beside his dresser as Mary followed, feeling faint alarm
but… more curiosity, along with not resignation but merely acceptance now, at her new
position in life.
Before she could stop herself, her traitor mouth spoke again, this time asking: “Why
wouldn’t I want to stay in that other place, sir, if you don’t mind me asking?” Then she
clamped her muzzle shut, biting the inside of her lip as Zerrex turned to look at her…
then, surprisingly, he merely smiled a bit and walked forwards, turning her around and
settling an arm around her shoulders before guiding her out of the room.
“I guess it won’t hurt to show you… I’d like you to do some cleaning for me down there
anyway.” Zerrex said softly, leading her through the house, down the hallway, then opening
the basement and guiding her down into it. She looked around, frowning a bit but looking
somewhat more aware of what he’d been talking about… but before she could say anything,
he’d already crossed the room… and she stared, unable to hide the slight delight it gave her
as he pulled back a bookcase to reveal an ominous-looking, massive steel door.
They traded a look and a small smile, and then Mary rejoined his side again… and was
glad when his arm settled around her shoulders once more. Now, she looked back and forth
with mild nervousness before a light clicked on, but the claustrophobia she felt at being
under the raw earth like this wasn’t dispelled… but it also wasn’t as bad as it could have
been, she thought, as they approached another scary-looking steel door. The moment they
entered, she stopped worrying that the empty shaft was going to collapse on her, and she
breathed a sigh of relief as she looked around before glancing up at the reptile and saying
softly: “You’ve got lots of surprises, huh?”
“We’re not done yet.” Zerrex responded gently, then he opened the door to his office…
and Mary couldn’t resist giving a bit of a groan, looking over the papers with mild eyes
before turning the same gaze on the reptile – and she admired her own bravery for it as she
actually forced herself through saying:
“You’re quite the messy one, aren’t you, Boss?”

Zerrex looked down at her with mildness… and then he coughed and smiled a bit as he
reached the other hand up to rub through his hair, his expression faint amusement and even
a bit of embarrassment. “Well, it’s… yeah. I am.”
Mary nodded, trying to decide whether or not to comment upon how she’d done
organization and such in the past for the Lyons… but then he was already guiding her out
of the office and moving to the next door, which he opened and then said softly: “This is
my trophy room. Very few people ever get to see it… mostly because I don’t like to show
off.”
The cat looked up at him with a smile, thinking they were awards or medals or even
little golden cups… but then, as she turned her attention to the room and walked inside,
the reptile behind her, she again came to realize and remember that, despite the certain
charm he had and the odd way he behaved… this was a killer who could be as cold and
ruthless as any terrorist with a bomb or psychotic with a knife. He just presented himself
differently… and she couldn’t repress the shiver those thoughts brought on, especially after
his hands gently settled on her shoulders.
The trophy room was almost a perfect cube, and filled with all sorts of wonderfullooking things… if you didn’t stop and think how those things had been acquired. There
was a small, rectangular table overlaid with a velvet cloth… and atop that table a massive,
open jeweler’s display box, with all sorts of shelves and pegs for rings and other such
finery… and all of them were full, gold, diamonds, silver, platinum, and all other sorts of
precious metals and stones glinting from a massive variety of rings, pendants, necklaces and
bracelets… then to either side of the jeweler’s box were three pegs, with even more rings…
and all around the room, on small, expensive-looking hand-crafted mahogany platforms –
all of them embellished with twisting and patterned designs – sat more jewelry cases and
small trinkets… and, as Mary stared around at the huge variety – from knives and straightrazors to gold-plated watches, anklets and small pieces of technology – Zerrex removed a
ring and a silver crucifix she recognized all too well, and the cat swallowed, feeling herself
going weak-kneed as the reptile approached the only mostly-empty case and carefully
slipped first the ruby ring on, then slipped the crucifix onto one of the shelves as he turned
to her and smiled, despite her paleness, as he opened his arms and said quietly: “Every one
of these from a completed job. The rule being that I take one item from each adult victim.”
“That’s… I mean… just…” Mary’s voice slowly broke off, her eyes staring, then she
trembled quietly before asking softly: “Why do you keep them, Boss? Does it… give you
pleasure?”
The reptile lowered his arms, looking at her with a strange softness in his eyes as he
seemed to think for a moment, then he nodded slowly. “I won’t lie. It does give me pleasure,
and some of the memories that certain items bring back are definitely good ones to me,
although they may scare or disgust you. I come here whenever I need a boost to my
confidence, or before a tough job. I am a sadist, yes… I enjoy the suffering of others, and I
take pleasure and feel power from causing it.” He paused, then continued on in a slower
voice as Mary stared at him with wide eyes, her body trembling and hands clasping in front

of her. “But I’ve changed a lot from my past… where I never tried to stop the urges, and
just did as they willed. Now I have… a few rules that I follow, and now every job is
justified and I only act as the situation demands…” he stopped, then looked at her squarely.
“You knew from the start I was a bad person, Mary. So why should I pretend otherwise?”
The feline looked back at him quietly, then she said in as soft and gentle a voice as she
could manage: “You’re not a bad person, Zerrex… you’re… you’re just… not well, and… I
think you’re… rather… you’re sad inside, aren’t you?”
The Drakkaren looked taken aback, surprised by this… but then he nodded slowly,
looking almost grudging as he crossed his arms and spoke calmly: “I’m going to hell, sad or
not. I know the difference between right and wrong, and why I shouldn’t do as I do… but I
find I really don’t care. In fact, I like being ‘evil,’ so to speak, because it makes me feel good.
I like taking pleasure in the pain of others.” He stepped forwards, and his gaze captured
hers as his hands reached up to squeeze her shoulders. “I don’t care that I scare you. I like
that too, in fact. I don’t care if I hurt you. I’ll lap up your suffering. Don’t underestimate me
solely based on the fact I don’t like to raise my voice and I keep myself polite.”
Mary gazed back up at him, then, trembling but unable to stop herself, she blurted:
“Then why aren’t you just raping and torturing me now? Why-”
Before she could get any further, Zerrex shoved her backwards, walking forwards and
forcing her out into the hall, then slamming her with jarring force into the wall opposite.
She let out a short cry of pain before her back arched as his hands squeezed her shoulders
hard enough to grind her bones together, her body shaking as she looked up into those cool
emerald eyes with not fear but surprise, and then the reptile leaned down by her and
whispered quietly into her ear: “Because I’m trying to change. But if you push me, I have no
problem responding in the only way I know how. I don’t want to add to my list of sins
anymore, Mary. But once I start, I find it’s too nice to not keep going. I’m addicted to my
sadism… and it’s an addiction that is remarkably fun to fill.” He stopped for a moment,
then reached a hand down to squeeze her breast roughly as he gazed down at her, the feline
turning her head away and downwards as he clenched her eyes shut. “Now come along.
We’re going upstairs. You’re going to fix me some food, and then I’m going to rape you.”
The feline trembled, then she forced herself to look up at him, steeling herself before
reaching up to grab his wrist as she felt his hand leaving her breast… and she then pulled it
back down against her swell, looking into his eyes squarely as she said softly: “You can’t
rape the willing, Boss… you scare the hell out of me, but… I am attracted to you, for
whatever reason. I think we both know that and I can’t deny it. And it doesn’t matter
anyway, does it, because you made me your slave from the moment you set your eyes on me,
didn’t you? But I will say one thing, Zerrex…” she trembled harder, but forced her eyes to
meet his cold emerald ones before finally saying in a nearly inaudible voice instead of the
strong one she wanted to use: “You don’t want to change. You just want to hurt people in a
way that’ll make it all seem okay.”
For a moment, the reptile’s hand bore down almost painfully on her breast… and then
he relaxed his grip, slowly fondling her swell before pulling his hand back and shaking free

of her grip, his eyes on hers… but now they were both surprised and… interested even,
before he nodded and turned, raising a hand to motion for her to follow. “Maybe you’re
right. Maybe I like what I am, monster or not, and it’s all just a game to me. In any case,
you’re also right about you being my newest acquisition, so hurry up. I’m hungry and
starting to get horny.”
The aloofness of the reptile was disturbing… but when he turned to exit the door,
Mary caught a strange, thoughtful frown of his features that made her daringness
worthwhile, and she breathed a sigh of relief before quickly running to catch up to the big
lizard and following behind him with her hands clasped in front of her, head bowed
respectfully and remaining politely silent as they headed back through the earthen tunnel
towards the home of the Drakkaren… and this time she felt no fear of the walls collapsing
in on her.
Together, they went back to the living room, then Zerrex lay down on the couch,
propping a pillow beneath his head and an arm beneath that as the reptile looked at her
with mildness in his eyes, then he nodded his head towards the open kitchen archway,
saying plainly: “You can find whatever you need to in there. Just don’t play with any of my
security toys… now go make me a cheeseburger.” He paused, then added in a mildlyentertained voice: “Bitch.”
Mary looked at him with dour amusement, realizing the reptile was more testing her to
see if she needed another lesson about his character or not, then actually insulting her –
besides, she had expected this, hadn’t she? It wasn’t like he returned any of the possible
feelings she might have, after all. Instead, she simply nodded, then after a thought added:
“As you wish, sir.”
Then she went into the kitchen and fell in love with the utilitarian but expensive setup at
once – it was both plainer and far more useful than the Lyon’s ridiculously oversized
restaurant style kitchen, and she found herself unfettered by the fact that some of the
appliances were oversized now – she understood that they were a bit larger than normal
merely for the ease of the reptile, who had built this house with the same customizations
for size everywhere. She thought it rather said something about his ego – and her best
thoughts always came to her as she was working, like she did now – in how he apparently
didn’t mind being bigger than everyone else… but thought that everything should still fit
him. Or maybe he just didn’t like things to be unnecessarily difficult … that seemed more
like the reptile’s point of view.
But it did make her smile, in any case, bringing her back to childhood fancies and
fantasies, making her feel like a hobbit who had been enslaved by some tall, dark and
mysterious warlord… and her smile broadened at this as she tossed a glance back at the
reptile, who was lounging on the couch and staring at the ceiling, apparently thinking of
something from the look of concentration in his eyes. Maybe part of his attraction –
frightening as that itself was or not – was because he wasn’t just some crazy, overly-strong,
physically-oriented brute… but he had his own style of somewhat soft, somewhat
stumbling speech, he had some surprising degree of intelligence if prodded by something,

and he could strategize and think appropriately based on the situation. She also got the
feeling he’d feel more at home swinging a sword in the dark ages somewhere, completely
unaware of the truthful irony behind her thoughts.
She found the patties already thawed in the fridge; two of them, large hunks of lean-cut
hamburger. Figuring that he’d want both, she decided to cook them both… and on her
search for a pan to cook them in, she was pleased to come across an electric grill, which she
immediately set on as the best way to do the burgers and thus cooked with.
The feline almost forgot to add the cheese – fortunately, however, her mildly playful
thoughts of fairy tales and fantasy lands perked up enough to remember, and gave her
enough time to run to the fridge, find slices of the stuff, and melt them properly onto the
burgers. She then turned off the grille and moved the cooked burgers onto the buns she’d
already laid out, then carried them over to the island before pausing and walking out to the
archway, asking politely: “What would you like on them, sir?”
Zerrex dropped his head back to look up at her, then responded: “I’ll eat one with
ketchup, mustard, relish… you can have the other if you’re hungry.” Then he bowed his
head forwards across, crossing his arms across his chest patiently as Mary blinked, surprised
by the reptile’s manner before she shrugged and nodded: the burger was a bit big for her…
but she was rather hungry.
She walked back across the kitchen to the fridge, and took out the proper condiments,
then she looked from the cheeseburger to Zerrex, then back again before smiling a bit and
reaching for the ketchup bottle; once she was done preparing both burgers, she carried them
out on a plate and sat down on the couch beside the Drakkaren as he sat up, then she
placed it down on the table as she asked sweetly: “What would you like to drink?”
The reptile’s eyes were drawn up to her, and he narrowed his own emerald irises in some
mild confusion as he answered slowly: “There’s cola in the fridge… you can get yourself
whatever but I want one of the bottles…” he paused, then tilted his head as her expression
remained bright and beaming, before asking: “What is it?”
“Oh, nothing!” she replied cheerfully, then turned and pranced over to the fridge. Zerrex
blinked slowly, then he looked down at his burger and released a snort, rolling his eyes as he
saw the happy face she’d done on the bun, with yellow mustard eyes, a relish nose and red
ketchup lips… before he glanced down and noticed the other happy face on the burger, this
one with relish spread across to form what he guessed must be scales, then carefully left in
circles with dots in it for eyes, then ketchup nostrils and a flat-line mouth. Is that supposed
to be my face? Then that other one is…
Mary walked back in and placed the bottle down beside smiling benignly at him again,
then she moved around the table to sit down beside him, her hands clasped before her as
she looked up into his apprehensive emerald eyes. “Well? What do you think?”
“You’re crazy.” Zerrex responded flatly, then he picked up the top of the bun, began to
lower it towards the other face, then he caught sight of the cheerful expression on Mary’s
features before grabbing the top of her bun and exchanging them, smooshing her bun-face

onto her burger and the already-smeared top of the other bun onto his, making her roll her
eyes as the reptile made a face in return. “And you’re childish. Did we not go over what I’m
capable of in enough detail for you?”
“I know what you’re going to do with me… I know no matter what I do you’re not
going to stop… and I know I’m going to be raped, and I’ve already been enslaved.” The
feline replied in the firmest voice she could manage, then she reached down and picked up
her burger, even though her insides began to tremble in fear at what was going to happen
after dinner… but she forced herself to take a bite of the meat anyhow. “Why shouldn’t I
find my boundaries now and have as much fun as I can?”
Zerrex looked at her mildly, then he shrugged, reaching one hand out to snap the plastic
top off his cola before he picked up his burger and wordlessly began to eat; there was
silence for a few minutes, then, shaking a bit, the feline put down her hamburger as her
stomach gave a lurch and she looked up at Zerrex, swallowing thickly as she realized just
how late it was growing for her – in terms of her virginity at least. “I… I’m full… do
you… want the rest?”
“Sure… they’re good.” Zerrex took hers, gazing at her with mildness, then he ate the rest
of it in a few bites: it had only taken him a minute or so to polish off the first. Then they
sat beside each other silently as the Drakkaren slowly drank his pop and the female feline
looked at her mostly-empty glass of milk, swallowing thickly… then she looked up at him
and tried to shake her head as he put his arm around her and turned her body slowly.
“No… please…”
“Yes.” Zerrex said quietly, and the weight of the situation finally fell on Mary: she
opened her mouth, but then he shoved his muzzle down against hers in a hard kiss, and her
scream turned to a moan and her struggles turned halfhearted as her fists pummeled the
powerful, muscular chest of the Drakkaren, doing nothing as she felt his one arm around
her neck, pulling her harder up towards him and his tongue down her muzzle, searching out
hers and then drawing it into a dance, and she couldn’t stop herself from responding to
him, traitor body spasming when his hand slipped beneath her skirt and his strong form
began to push down on her… her resistance stopped, and instead she found herself
reaching up to pull at his shirt as he the kiss broke, trying to draw him down again as the
fear became need and the desires in her blossomed, and then he was stripping down even as
he continued to look at her calmly, and then his far-more-experienced hands were easily
removing her clothes and touching her in her softest areas at the same time, and then he had
her on her back, willing, wanting, desiring, and she felt him press in.
It was hell for her at first; the reptile was not only far bigger than either her or most
other people, it became very obvious after the first few moments of exactly why sexual
sadism was one of his preferences – with the sheer size of his other, lower proportions, it
certainly made it easy for him, and from the tensing of his muscles and the movements of
his body, it certainly also provided him with a vast amount of pleasure. She screamed, she
bucked, she struggled, she cried, she begged, she clawed and she finally just froze up,
thinking he was going to kill her, knowing she was bleeding for more reasons than that she

was a virgin and he’d popped her proverbial cherry: and to think, she’d thought that pain
had been when a hot pan had fallen – or rather, been knocked over by Robert – onto her
back while she’d been cleaning the floors…
No… now she realized that had just been humiliating… and when he’d first shoved the
massive head of his cock against her vagina, when it had first started to rub against her and
push with more and more firmness, that had been at about the same level, making her moan
and rub at his naked chest, spread her legs as wide as she could as she stared at him with
fear and lust… but then, when his immense cock had shoved in deep enough to break her
hymen and stretch her vagina gapingly wide, she had screamed and understood this was
what real pain was, as blood spilled down the first ten or so inches of his immense shaft, as
she shoved against his broad chest uselessly as he lay overtop her on the couch, and then she
was introduced to deeper levels of suffering as he thrusted again, digging himself deeper as
his hands squeezed her waist and pulled her forwards with every shove of his shaft, moving
the fleshy, immense member into her further and further, until all thirty-two inches of cock
were buried inside her and she now had learned the true meaning of the word agony as he
grunted and arched his back, murring above her in pleasure, a rumbling sound that was
audible even over her shrieks, moans and pleas for him to pull out. Then she’d tried to quell
the screams, thinking that he would only hurt her more, dig his cock somehow deeper…
but then gave voice again when he leaned down to whisper in her ear: “Scream. I like it.
And it’ll make it easier on you.”
This was like nothing before. But… slowly… ever so slowly… the pain began to recede,
and then there was pleasure as she opened her teary eyes, breaths harsh from her screaming,
and she saw the reptile resting above her, arms on either side of her head, his muscles
bulging and flexing from the activity they were partaking in and his eyes looking down into
hers with a certain strange softness as he rested in her, let her adjust… and then he moved
slowly, gently, carefully… and she began to feel instead the pleasure that sex could bring
instead of just harsh, callous rape and domination, even over the pain in her body.
His movements were slow, controlled, but it still felt like he was raping her with a
baseball bat… but then she couldn’t help but give a pained smile as she realized that would
probably hurt less than the massive rod of flesh that was moving with painstaking care in
and out of her vagina, blood spilling alongside the black cock as it pulled back before she
moaned and rolled her head back as he sank it back in, feeling his hands gently holding her
hips as he leaned over her, her own hands grabbing his shoulders as tears leaked down her
cheeks from the pain… but the pain was indeed fading now, and instead there were only the
thoughts that this was the first male she had ever had sex with and that there was a strange,
distinct feeling growing in her crotch, as she shuddered and clutched at his hips with her
legs, swallowing thickly as he moved carefully in and out of her.
The reptile felt a low pleasure growing in his body as he tried to be as gentle as he could
with the small feline, remembering the first time he’d taken Sarah as well, and it brought a
slight, strange smile to his features as he rocked his hips carefully, moving his immense penis
in and out of her as she gave another low moan and closed her eyes… and this one was
tinged more with desire than pain. At this, he began to move a bit faster, and she let out a

sharp hiss through her teeth as her eyes flickered open, leaning her head up a bit to moan
quietly again as her body trembled and she whispered in a raw voice: “God… Zerrex… so
big…”
“I am.” Zerrex responded gently, as he moved his girthy cock in and out of her as he
sped up a bit more before continuing at a still easy, gentle pace, moving with only a bit
more firmness as he felt her legs spasm on either side of him. She moaned deeply, her body
trembling hard, her hips rocking a bit with every shove of his penis before she let out
another sound that was obviously of pleasure, her tears still leaking down her cheeks but a
new light entering her eyes as she stared up at him and whispered silent words.
The reptile merely smiled wider at the sight of this, then he began to thrust faster in and
out of the female as he felt her body responding more to his, a heat growing in her vagina
as her passage began to clench against his long shaft, grasping it as her hands squeezed his
shoulders, the feline no longer attempting to push him away as she dropped her head back
and moaned again at the feeling of his impossibly-deep penetrations, stretching and tearing
her a bit more, but the pleasure was now starting to rise and outdistance the pain.
He worked the massive cock back and forth, his large testicles bouncing gently against
her anus as he shoved deep before pulling back, then pushing deep again, hilting himself
every time as Mary’s head rolled from side to side and she moaned quietly, a strange erotic
ecstasy rising in her crotch as her hips bucked with more force now up against the
Drakkaren’s waist every time his member delved into her depths. Her groans now held only
a hint of pain now as she panted, her jaw falling agape with the ecstasy as she stared over
the lizard with eyes that were simple in the fact they were bright with desire and
wonderment at the feeling that had finally now begun to fill her up, after dealing with
nothing but intense agony for so long… and so she began to move against him more
consciously, as one of her hands went down to rest on the back of Zerrex’s, where it still
grasped her hip, and the other stayed on his shoulder as she let out another quiet sound of
pleasure.
The reptile rocked his hips with a bit more force now, picking up speed in his thrusts as
he grunted quietly in pleasure: the sex was good, she was tight, and although he would have
loved a bloody, violent romp, he felt this gentle, consensual ‘rape’ of Mary was more than
enough to excite him… and as he continued to move his thick black flesh in and out of her,
he felt his testicles beginning to burn with a familiar sensation, as they swung into her anus
with a bit more force now, thwapping gently against her tailhole as his cock squelched in
and out of her vagina. Sweat shined on his scales as he continued to thrust, pistoning his
cock leisurely but picking up power and speed now as he felt the sensation in his testicles
spreading into his penis, feeling it begin to stiffen up as he breathed slowly in and out,
controlling himself through force of will as he felt Mary’s breaths beginning to shorten as
he moans became louder, wanting her to experience orgasm first and clearly before he had
his own… and besides. He loved the feeling of his current screw hitting their peak… and
when they were virgins, it always seemed to shock them and made them all the less prepared
for when he released himself.

The constrictions on his penis grew greater and more rhythmatic as Mary moaned, her
hands clutching his shoulder and wrist as she rocked her hips with greater force against the
lizard, clutching at him with her legs as she felt something rising in her groin, a hot and
powerful feeling that rose far over the few stings of pain in her pleasured body before she
felt it suddenly slip her control, her body taking over as her mind sparked with bliss, eyes
opening wide and staring up at the reptile with her muzzle gaping wide with a long, loud
cry of pleasure, then another and another as she felt herself rhythmatically contracting
against the huge penis that was thrusting inside of her, feeling a thick gush of juices that
was hot but not blood rushing down her vagina, which was ablaze with not pain but deep
ecstasy as she bucked herself over and over against the giant reptile, moaning hotly and
pushing up against him, feeling her breasts bouncing on her chest as his own speed
increased at the blissful feeling of her releasing over his thick penis.
He began to move faster, grinning widely at the feeling of increased tightness on his
penis and the added lubrication of her fluids, mixing with the blood and the pre he had
already released into her as his hips began to rock faster, and then she arched her back as
her hands moved up to push against his chest, releasing another long cry of ecstasy as
another rush of her fluids poured over his shaft and she rapidly worked herself against him.
The reptile groaned in pleasure at the feeling of her clenching down on him with greater
force, as she rocked her body up against his strong form, and then he began to move his
huge penis in and out with even greater power, the wonderful, half-liquid sound of his
penetrations and the blissful moans of the feline causing his own pleasure to skyrocket as
he clenched his fingers into her hips and then he began to rock his massive penis faster in
and out, his testicles bouncing against her forcefully as he panted hard, feeling his own shaft
stiffening up inside of her before he arched his back, thrusting rapidly and pounding his
cock in and out of her burning-with-pleasure vagina as he groaned and felt his climax rise.
In the aftermath of her orgasm, Mary only felt pleasure at the pummeling of the giant
cock of the huge Drakkaren, the pain either vanishing entirely or becoming lost in the
torrents of pleasure that poured through her as she gave voice to raw, loud cries of bliss as
his muscular body bent further over her, hips bucking powerfully and wildly as her hands
reached up to tightly weave together behind his neck, staring up at him with lust and
amazed ecstasy in her eyes as she felt the giant penis suddenly seem to turn to steel inside of
her, moving fast and rapid before she arched her back as she felt a thick burst of heat spray
into her… felt the liquid she knew could only be the seed of the giant reptile filling her up,
and she moaned, cried for more as her hips bucked, feeling it seeming to pour into every
part of her body and spilling out with the rivulets of her blood as the reptile rocked his
shaft in and out of her vagina almost violently, her breasts bouncing on her chest and her
body trembling with the power of his thrusts as his testicles smacked into her with enough
force to cause her buttocks to twitch with every impact.
His seed poured into her, his thrusts rocked her body, his cock pounded her gaping
vagina as he grunted and pistoned himself in and out powerfully… before finally, he began
to slow as he felt the last bursts of his hot seed pour from his immense member, and then
he was panting hard, laying over her as he looked down at her with a strange tenderness in

his eyes, then his hands reached up to squeeze her breasts as he gave a final, hard thrust to
pound himself into the hilt and make her moan, arching her back into his hands as she felt
warmth and erotic ecstasy emanating throughout her entire body, shivering hard as the
pleasure slowly, slowly began to fade and the pain to return as he drew his immense shaft
back, then gave a half-thrust again as his hands worked her breasts, his eyes studying her as
he licked his muzzle before he murred quietly and said softly: “Nice… very nice…”
Afterwards, he pulled slowly out; it had been a surprisingly long time, and both of their
lower regions were streaked and soaked in blood from his stretching and abuse of her, and
the cushions of the couch covered in fluids… and she tilted her head back with a low sigh
before moaning and twitching as he drew two fingers alongside her groin, then she watched
as he raised it to his muzzle and placed them in, staring as he suckled the blood from his
fingers before smiling a bit at her, his nude body covered in a sheen of sweat that only made
him even more attractive to her physically. “Blood of a virgin is said to be the sweetest.” he
said softly, then he laughed a bit. “But you know… physiology has nothing to do with it, I
think. I think it’s the blood of the innocent that’s the sweetest… innocent like you. Sex
doesn’t steal your innocence… it just opens a whole new world of doors for gratifications,
sins and hells. So this was a treat for me… and now you’d best go have a long, hot bath to
relax. On top of the bubble jets there’s a filtration and venting system in the tub, so you
won’t have to worry about soaking in blood and… and other stuff.” He looked at her as she
stared across at him with a strange want in her eyes, muzzle trembling as if about to speak,
then he smiled faintly again and stood. “Oh fine…”
The reptile put his hands in the middle of his back, stretching his massive, naked body –
the light caught his form almost perfectly, and she couldn’t stop that delightful burst of lust
in her body, new to her as she looked at his muscular form and the scars that dotted and
crisscrossed his thick body… then she let out a feminine, surprised grunt as he reached
down and hefted her into the air under the legs and back, then he carried her across the
room, her dripping a bit on the carpet… but smiling up at him as she wrapped her arms
around his thick body tightly. It wasn’t exactly the way she’d pictured her first time –
certainly this was someone she’d never marry, who probably didn’t see her or anyone as his
equal… but at the same time, treated her as he did not because she was female, but because
she was of a different physical standing than he was – but this part here… okay, most of
this part here, definitely hadn’t factored in the bleeding and the leaking, but everything
else… oh forget it. Having a big, not-handsome but not ugly, attractive, muscular and wellbalanced male carrying her across the room to the bathroom, carefully opening the door,
turning on the lights and then gently settling her into a massive tub… that part there was
not just perfect, it was beautiful. And the fact that it was made real by the pain in her lower
regions and the fact that she’d been quasi-raped and even the fact that it was a giant, neverto-be-loving reptile that was doing so… just made it nicer, somehow. She’d made love to a
sadist who’d watched her screaming and crying and struggling with hungry, avid eyes… but
then, for no reason she could think of, he’d just as suddenly made it good for her, and
studied her face with strange emotions dancing in his emerald eyes – interest being chief
amongst them.

He looked at her, sitting in what she was embarrassed to feel was another little puddle
forming under her… but the flow had definitely slowed, and her mind was settling back to
normal as the slow pains in her gut started to fade out, and so she gladly looked back, then
turned her hand to watch as he hit two switches on the wall beside the tub to a down
position before pointing at the two taps. “This one’s hot, and this is cold… once you’re
ready, hit this thing between them-” Now he pointed at a small, stylized switch between the
taps, “-to close the drain once you get the water to a good temperature. The vents and jets
are set to automatically turn on once the water reaches a certain level, so don’t worry about
that. I’ll join you in a moment… I just want to take care of the blood on the couch.”
With that done, the reptile left Mary to start filling the tub; it would take a good ten or
so minutes for it to fill, however, huge as it was. That gave him plenty of time to do what he
needed to do… which was fetch the cushions, take them downstairs to put on his worktable
until he got a chance to show Mary how to clean them, and take a wet rag to the few spots
on the floor before the blood had a chance to set in.
Then he tossed the rag back into the sink and ran cold water through it, at the same
time adding a generous amount of dish soap – enough for now, and it got most of the
visible blood out. With that done, he turned and went back into the tub, which was now
almost full… and the feline looked more than complacent, seated on one of the raised seats
inside the tub, the water bubbling around her as she looked at him with happy, if somewhat
dazed eyes. “This is… really nice.”
Zerrex laughed quietly, then he stepped one leg into the tub… before drawing it back
with a blink, surprised at the heat. Mary giggled, looking up at him amusedly before the
lizard gingerly stepped in, the feline asking in a playful voice: “Too hot?”
The Drakkaren shook his head, then he glanced at the water level before reaching back
and shutting the tap off, then he sat down, smiling across at her as he rested in the water,
the jets of water massaging his back and the whirr of the filtration vents below adding a
somewhat-pleasant suction to his heat – a fairly simple system that merely ran the water
through a long, cycling pipe with several layers of cloth filter that would soak up any
unwanted substances… a design built upon the fact that the reptile didn’t want to have to
rinse… certain areas of his body clean just so he could have a bath in water that wasn’t
dirty with blood. “No… just surprised that you had the hot water up so high.”
Mary nodded, looking across at him with softer eyes now as they sat together, the
massive tub deep enough that it covered her breasts, even sitting as she was on the small
outcropping, and came up to just below the masculine chest of the reptile as he leaned back
into the corner. Then she smiled a bit as she moved forwards on legs that still felt loose,
getting onto her knees and walking over to him like that before turning around, smile
broadening as she asked in an entertained voice: “Massage?”
Zerrex replied by reaching forwards with one hand, settling it between her ears and
dunking her under the water, making her splutter and then laugh after he let her raise her
head back up, turning around and smiling again, her fur plastered to her features as she
looked at him with eyes that were nonetheless warm. The reptile looked back mildly, then

he blinked when she leaned forwards and wrapped her arms tightly around him, pressing
against his chest as his own arms went wide… then slowly returned the embrace as he
looked down at her with some confusion on his features.
She looked up, then said gently: “You did something nice for me, Boss, so I’m gonna say
thank you for that… and… I’m glad that… I met you, I think, overall. Despite
everything… I don’t think I’d change anything.” She continued to hold tightly onto him, her
eyes closing as she pushed her head against his wet chest and merely stayed like that, feeling
his arms around her and pretending for a moment everything was good and okay… that
this had all been consensual and part of some great romance… that she was in love, not
just lust that was mixed with sexual desire for his body and for his protection, his strength
and embrace, or a strange want for his friendship… companionship… closeness…
Then the reptile gently pried her off, looking down at her with that strange emotion in
his eyes… it wasn’t desire of the sexual sort, or even of the platonic, be-my-best-friend
sort… and she realized that it was total, abject loneliness. That for, whatever reason, her
affections, her touching, it only intensified that look in those emerald eyes as he gazed
down at her, sitting in the tub… and then he spoke quietly: “Thank you. But don’t care
about me. That’s not safe and nor do I deserve it.”
“Why not? Everyone deserves some kind of love…” Mary replied gently, looking up
into his eyes quietly… then blinked as Zerrex lowered his head and shook it slowly before
he glanced back up.
“When I was a child…” he began, then stuttered off before gritting his teeth and
looking up with more firmness. “When I was young, I thought the darkness was a bad
thing. We all have a predisposition to believe that, after all… how can anything that we are
uncomfortable in be good? But over time… I became comfortable with it, and then I grew
to hate the light and want only the darkness. Want only my solitude.” He rose a hand and
motioned around the room as he sat back, but the sweeping gesture obviously took in far
more than the room as he continued to speak. “Then I got this: I got power, and I learned
how to walk with what people consider to be the darkness always in my body. I learned
about how, once you got past the shock of seeing yourself drawing blood or striking out at
people, you could drink in their pain while they suffered, or even what felt like their souls
while they died. Once you learned to focus more on you and the beast within that lusts
only for your pleasures, it gets even easier. And with my natural sadism, after you learn to
accept that, even nurture it…” he paused, then looked at her squarely. “Mary, don’t be
mistaken. I could still hurt you without so much as twitching. I don’t want to merely
because it would complicate things between us and I like to maintain a certain degree of
politeness; not to mention the fact that the one thing I was taught after the expansion of
my love of hurting people, was to at least see if I could justify it.” He stopped to laugh
dryly at this last bit, smiling across at her sourly. “All in all, I think they more meant to
point out that I can never justify glorifying in the suffering of others… but there are
loopholes in everything.”

Again, he paused as Mary watched him, remaining silent… whatever it was, his strange
treatment of her, or her affections… hell, maybe just the combination of the long sex and
the hot water, it was making him talk… and in the silence, he began to speak again, his
voice growing bitter as he continued. “I don’t feel remorse anymore. That was carefully
stomped out of me back in the military… nor do I feel guilt. However, even in my career, I
loved someone. I loved someone who was actually, almost exactly like me… she was in the
same unit, we had the same duties, she reveled in pain and sadism as I did. We would fuck,
in the harshest sense of the word… and ironically, I dislike to use that word, but it’s truly
the only thing that would describe it… fucking. Biting, clawing, drawing blood… but in
the end, she always submitted to me. Not because she was a female and I’m male and such a
chauvinist, but because…” he took yet another pause, this time to grin sourly, and it made
Mary wince back, leaning away slightly on her knees. “Well, you’ve seen how strong I am.
So it was very rarely that she would manage the top position… but let me tell you, wasn’t it
ever good training for resisting torture sometimes.”
He laughed dryly, then shook his head slowly. “But we never went critical with one
another… that was more for when we wanted to have fun, pick up some chick or punk at a
bar and one of us would rape them while the other watched and got off to it… but you
know what I think the sickest thing was? We really loved each other.” He looked at her
squarely now, and from the pain she saw in those emerald eyes, she knew he was speaking
the truth. “We truly loved one another. We would go to any lengths for each other… and
for all the torture and hells we put each other through, on and off the battlefields of sex
and war, there were times when we could… could hold hands, and take walks, and even
cuddle together.
“But she was targeted by people because she was physically weaker than me, even if she
was more vicious… and because she was female and they didn’t take her seriously, of
course. And in the end, she was sent her separate way, and our information blocked so that
we couldn’t meet up with one another… both of us tracked for that first year to make sure
we didn’t do anything. To make sure we never met up again.” He stopped, looking at the
water and then bringing his hands up from under the liquid to above his head, watching as
it ran down in streamlets from the small puddles on his hand, pouring and then dripping to
the bubbling surface below. “I don’t know where she is, and she doesn’t know where I am.
I’m not smart enough to hack the government sites and not stupid enough to lay siege to
their headquarters. And I know, if her caring for me got her hurt, then if anyone else ever
showed compassion or, Gods forbid, friendship towards me… or I towards them… they
would suffer as well.” He stopped again, then let his arms drop with a soft plunk into the
water, now dropping his muzzle forwards. “Like Elliot did until I killed everyone who
threatened his bar. Like Cindy has until I killed the people who went after her. Like you
would’ve if you’d stayed in Apple Villa, just for being seen with me in such close proximity
when most people get beaten to a pulp or dead. The only thing I know for sure is that
foolish, weak emotions like compassion get a lot of people killed, more than I could do in a
year of my mercenary work.” Now he raised his head to look into her eyes evenly, then
seemed to bristle a bit with the sympathy he saw there, his features hardening and eyes

going cold. “I don’t want your compassion, Mary. I want you to abuse and I want to take
pleasure in your pain, because that’s all other people are good for. ‘Feelings’ are a ridiculous
concept that only make us weak, and memories of the past do nothing but cause these
stupid emotions. I just want you because you make me feel good when I watch you scream
or bleed or hurt. Because it makes me feel good to have you grovel and serve my every
whim, because I know I’m going to take the utmost pleasure in choking you and watching
you squirm when I tell you to suck my cock for the first time and when I start choosing
outfits for you to wear, for my eye-candy pleasures. That’s all I want you for.”
The reptile lowered his head, but the rippling of the water betrayed the most minute of
trembles from the lizard; whatever else, Mary realized that beyond his words – which had
indeed cut her – he was struggling with some old internal conflict, some programming
from his past with new emotions that had started to crowd in, once he’d been set free from
whatever hellish experience he’d gone through. So instead of backing away, instead of
crying, and instead of yelling or just letting herself slump and give into weakness and even
apologize for daring to push him, she instead leaned forwards and hugged him tightly again,
shoving herself against his strong body before looking up into his emerald eyes… and
below the coldness, below the domination, she realized that indeed there was some secret
pain burning below the glare of those evergreen irises.
Before he could shove her off or perhaps even hit her – whatever else, the only response
he seemed to know for dealing with things definitely seemed to be the physical one, from
his words and the actions she’d seen – she did her best to capture his eyes with her own,
staring up firmly and speaking in a quick but steady voice: “Give me a month… no, a week,
then, Zerrex. Give me a week to prove to you that emotions and feelings, they aren’t useless.
That everyone does deserve to feel love… and that you don’t need to keep going through
whatever torment you are. Give me a week…” and now she was pleading, and there were
tears coming to her eyes as she stared up at him, knowing that it might all be useless, that
he would be as moved by her compassion and crying about as much as a rabid and hungry
beast. “And… and if after that week, you decide you just want to continue as you are, if
you still want to do nothing but hurt people for your pleasure, and hurt everyone… then
I’ll submit to you entirely, willingly, and…” And she realized that everything she had to
offer wasn’t enough, because he could take that anyway.
She heard him snort, felt him moving to push her away, before she cried in sudden
desperation: “I’ll help you make your dreams come true, Zerrex!”
The reptile stopped at this, looking down at her with a slow frown before he sat back,
continuing to regard her as visions of the darker world inside of him flashed through his
mind… of making that a reality. Sure, it would mean that he’d have to do more
construction work done… but… Mary was another Apple Villa contact, and a maid at
that… she was small, she could easily be used as bait to lure out others… she really could
prove at least some use to him… and at worst… there were plenty of other things he could
get her to do for him… and it would perhaps serve as a key for the gate to the darker side
of his nature.

Black on red… that was what his dreams were. Black cities against red skies, everything
nothing but total agony and chaos… all around, suffering… under his rule, his dominion,
his everything; he wanted that. He wanted to bring his world to life in as many ways as he
could… and then he glanced over Mary thoughtfully, wondering now how much blood
would come from her body if he decided to use her to attract newcomers… and then kill
her once he had an adequate amount of slaves, just to start filling up that pool of blood,
like was in those so-darkly-erotic dreams he had.
Yes… she could indeed help him fulfill a few of his fantasies, since she could go places
he couldn’t, knew the customs he didn’t. She could use her sexual allure to draw out males
for him, as well, to either rape – because he was bisexual, after all, with his preference
towards females, but the rape of a fellow male provided a different, more exotic surge of
power – or kill, since he knew the power base of the city was also mostly male politicians,
and that there had been instances in a past where the oh-so-honorable Mayor Reinhold had
been rumored to be cheating on his wife… and he wouldn’t mind removing that eyesore
from this town. At the very least, it would be a good start to expanding his power base into
Apple Villa.
So the reptile relaxed for a few moments, looking at her curiously before he finally
nodded slowly and gently pushed her back before he crossed his arms, saying in gentle
voice: “Fine. That sounds good to me then…” Then the lizard paused before snorting
quietly and standing up in the tub, reaching over to hit the switches down on the wall, back
to flick the lever for the drain as the jets and vent died down. “Come on then… I’m going
to bring you with me on my last few stops of the day. We’ll see if you think it’s possible or
not after this.”
Mary nodded quietly as she stood up herself, then she smiled faintly at Zerrex’s back as
he used the handrail and single step halfway up the rapidly-draining deep tub to get back to
ground level, then he glanced down at her and reached a hand out; the feline took it, and
then she felt herself easily hefted up as pushed off the ground at the same time to land
easily on her feet outside of the deep basin, wobbling a bit… but immediately the reptile
caught her in his arms, looking down at her quietly as he half-held her to his chest… and
she looked up at him with that same gentle smile before he looked away, suddenly seeming
uncomfortable as he reached for one of the massive, custom-made towels and draped it over
her; it hung from her shoulders like a cape, and she laughed a bit before beginning to dry
herself off, remaining silent but already feel like there was some progress with the
Drakkaren as he began to do the same.
In the next twenty minutes, Mary was able to learn pretty much everything she’d ever
need to know about the reptile’s wardrobe: it consisted of black shirts and pants – which he
liked and would wear for a week straight – blue dress shirts – which he seemed fond of –
and two pairs of blue jeans – which he absolutely hated. She learned this because the reptile
spent most of the time climbing back into his jeans muttering under his breath about it,
and then because he’d given her one of his dress shirts to wear… which looked slightly
ridiculous with its bagginess, but it was better than her white and black maid’s shirt. After
all, the black miniskirt she could deal with… but she’d rather not wear the skintight top

around everywhere when she didn’t have to. Not only did it get her plenty of leers, it made
her feel like a walking ad for rape; and she felt she’d had enough experiences with that now,
thank you very much.
Now they were walking into town, her nervously smoothing out her pinned-up shirt –
rolled up just above the waist, with the sleeves hanging ridiculously baggily, but at least now
the bottom of the dress shirt didn’t go past the bottom of her skirt… – and she kept
herself at the Drakkaren’s side, feeling somewhat nervous. It was nearly six o’clock… and
the reptile had mentioned something about meeting someone in town before they went to
take care of another job. And the reptile had hinted that both could end up being a bit
messy. Then he’d snorted and added that at least the tow-truck had been and gone already
and gotten rid of the heap of trash on his lawn… so it saved him doing another job that
could be equally messy.
Mary, however, was more than merely curious about what exactly the reptile did for his
jobs, and how he went about it… especially since he seemed slightly displeased with the
initial work, although he’d mentioned the bar in Comfort Town where everyone knew the
Boss liked to hang out… and she had every intention of meeting both the famed Elliot and
this Cindy character he had also spoken briefly of. But at the same time, foreboding and
anxiety wound their way into her gut, and she couldn’t help but feel a worry that was not
just for her life, but perhaps even for her soul itself…
It wasn’t that she felt she was going into some dark, unholy place to take part in some
evil ritual… it was a feeling that she was wandering into something she truly had no idea
about, as they finally approached the bar that was nearly legendary in Apple Villa as the
Boss’s hideout, which had the same notoriety as the labyrinth of the minotaur or the
necropolises that were said to be haunted by the spirits of the dead… but upon entering
the bar, she felt some of that worry depart as she saw faces around that were both cruel and
sorrowful, but for the most part cold…
Then she realized that was just at trick played not by the moody light, or the presence of
the Drakkaren as people stared at him, the female sticking close to his side… it was merely
because she hadn’t expected… normality. Sure, there were faces that were pockmarked with
the scars of poverty and sadness… but then there was a group of people sitting at one of
the round tables and playing poker with toothpicks, one of them smoking a cigarette as the
other two drank booze and even grinned from one another… there was someone at the
jukebox, railing at it for being a broken piece of shit… and the cheetah behind the bar, the
Elliot who everyone in Apple Villa spoke of with such distaste, looked nothing short of
charming as he smiled at Zerrex and nodded with easy familiarity, cleaning a beer stein with
a plain white cloth – even though it already looked sparkling to the eyes of the maid, and
she thought she was pretty well trained to see any sort of dust or dirt.
But then the reptile was leading her over to a table near the back corner, as people
glanced at them… but unlike in Apple Villa, they merely acknowledged the presence of the
Drakkaren with a polite nod or even a casual ‘hey, Boss…’ and to each of these in turn,
Zerrex nodded back or raised a hand with equal politeness, and to Mary he looked both

dignified and eloquent, and when he sat in the high backed bench, it was as if he’d taken up
his throne and made the bar his courtyard, and Comfort Town his kingdom.
She almost expected to hear a mass sigh of pleasure from the people… but before she
could open her mouth to speak, she heard the two-way door behind the counter opening,
and then a female Drakkaren slipped through… and the feline could only stare in wonder
as Cindy Delacroix walked over to Zerrex with a warm smile on her features and
approached the Drakkaren with a complete fearlessness that even she thought she couldn’t
match, despite her growing self-assurance that the reptile’s politeness, if nothing else, would
save her from his sadistic side.
And then, turning her gaze to Zerrex, she saw something that made her features soften
and her heart roll over in her chest with both strange anxiety and maybe even a bit of
jealousy: when the reptile looked at Cindy, he looked at her with what was perhaps the
most painful longing she had ever seen enter into someone’s eyes. It was as if he’d gone
from king to squire, and her a princess, even though she was setting down a bottle of
whisky and a plain, two-shot glass with several ice cubes sitting in it, serving him with all
the air of a dedicated and honored… well… maid came to mind, and the feline could
certainly make that connection with her own line of work. Then she noticed that there was
a certain longing in Cindy’s eyes as well, a deep compassion for the sadistic, coldhearted
killer that currently sat across from the feline… before she straightened and smiled a smile
so innocent that it could have lured the birds from their trees, the animals from the forest,
and even seemed to calm Zerrex’s heart as he returned a smile of his own.
Then the female Drakkaren turned to her, and she nodded, almost half-bowing as she
said politely: “Hello, miss. My name’s Cindy Delacroix, and I really hope you’re here
willingly instead of getting hauled around by Zerrex here on some kind of job of his.” She
paused, then, showing a courage that Mary this time knew she would never have, she
reached up and lightly bounced a closed fist on Zerrex’s muzzle, making him twitch an eye
slightly… but he did nothing more except glance at her – and it wasn’t even a look that
could be described as nearly callous or cold. “Because I’ve told him not to do that, miss. So
if you’re not here of your own volition, you can go. The Boss won’t stop you, will he?”
“I promised not to dirty your bar, and she’s here of her own volition… right?” Zerrex
said, looking from Cindy to Mary; when the latter nodded and the former smiled a bit
more widely – and a bit more radiantly, that beautiful look worming its way even into
Zerrex’s heart – he crossed his arms, then paused before looking across at Mary and asking
softly: “You used to be a maid, so you know most of the kitchen rules, right? You
should…” he stopped, then glanced from female to female again before asking in a softer
voice: “I mean, will you please go with Cindy and help her out? I…” Another long pause,
then he finally said plainly, looking almost embarrassed: “I don’t want you to get hurt if
something bad happens.”
Now the other Drakkaren was gazing at Mary with newfound interest, as the feline
looked over at Zerrex with a slight smile, tilting her head as she asked him gently: “I

thought you said it didn’t matter what happened to me, huh? That you didn’t care, I think
that’s closer to your exact words…”
“I just don’t want to complicate things.” The Boss replied evenly, then he glanced from
Cindy to her with impatience more apparent upon his features. “Now go back with her and
help her out. I don’t want things to get messy.”
Before either could respond, the door leading in to the bar opened, and Mary felt her
stomach writhe as she turned to look at the interloper into this courtyard of the king: a
fancily-dressed, fairly good-looking lupine, with black-tipped ears and a black furred throat,
but the rest of his body covered in white fur. Periwinkle eyes glanced back and forth with
moodiness… then settled upon the group of three with feigned distaste and badly-hidden
fear. But at the same time, the feline couldn’t help but feel a strange twist in her gut as she
gazed at the lupine – who would obviously be no match for the reptile, despite his height
advantage over her by more than a foot, but he was still at least a good one-and-a-half
under the lizard – and then she turned to look at Zerrex with both worry and compassion
upon her features.
Zerrex looked back impassively… and these his expression softened a bit as he jerked his
head towards the kitchen two-way door, and this time both Cindy and Mary went as the
lupine strode towards the table, putting his hands in the pocket of the black, polished
leather suit jacket he wore, strutting slowly in bare paws over the plain, stained hardwood of
the barroom.
But the lizard, sitting there with a bottle of whisky at his left hand and a double-size
shot glass at his right, was like no half-baked boss shot up on cocaine, or any fattening but
boisterous and obnoxious client… nor was it like the dealings he’d had with the
Commander, who, despite his discipline, his prestige and status, had a glint in his eyes that
spoke of greed and a twitch of the fingers that showed some other physical ailment. No,
the first word that came to mind to describe the behemoth that sat at the table… which he
himself was now slowly sitting across from… was perfect. He was huge… his body was
obviously rippling with muscle, from the tightness of his clothing and the way his form
bent and moved… from the stories he’d heard, he was utterly ruthless and indifferent – no,
that was a lie, because he enjoyed causing pain to others. He wasn’t indifferent, he was a
sadist who seemed to like watching people suffering.
Lone hadn’t known what to expect; he’d seen no pictures, he’d figured by all accounts
that the mayor’s stories were exaggerations or lies, and that everyone in the bar had merely
lived with the Boss as legend for so long that they had come to more than accept – they had
come to enjoy improving his status, probably making up stories as well to keep the
outsiders outside of Comfort Town.
When Lone was walking, he could at least feign his impetuousness, his lack of fear. But
the moment he sat and made the mistake of moving up to meet that dominating emerald
gaze, he felt his legs go weak, his body start to shake, and his ears laid back as his tail tried
to curl between its legs, even sitting down as he was. He felt his mouth move, seize up
before he could speak, and all the reptile was doing was staring at him… and even thoughts

about the gun in his jacket, the usually-soothing weight of it resting against him… even
these things weren’t enough to make him feel any more secure, or to break the paralysis he
now found himself suffering under, frozen by those frightening but intriguing emerald eyes.
Without bothering to take his gaze from the wolf, the reptile reached out, snagged the
bottle of whisky, and popped the cork from it with one hand; then he brought the bottle
up to his muzzle and took a deep drink, swishing the whisky around his mouth before
swallowing and leaning back a bit, eyes still locked on the lupine’s before Zerrex rumbled:
“You the one who’s been looking around for me, wolf ?”
Lone shrank a bit more into his seat, trying to think of the power he held, the abilities
he had, hell, the rapes he’d done… fuck, the money he had, and money could buy anything,
right? Right? Well… Lone was finally feeling that he would gladly give all his money
away… just to get away from this… this deep, emanating malevolence that he felt was
coming from the reptile in powerful waves that seemed almost strong enough to cause his
eyes to water and his bladder to let go. He could only shake as that feeling of evil seemed to
only intensify, even after the lizard broke his gaze to tilt the bottle of whisky up to his
mouth and take another deep drink, swallowing the alcohol like it was water and not liquid
fire that was going into his guts.
Lone tried to drag away his gaze from the face… but it was like the reptile had somehow
captured his eyes with a force that was both physical and intangible, something he couldn’t
resist or break…the lupine’s body shuddered as he tried to force himself to look away, no,
even just in another direction… but he was still paralyzed, his body shuddering and
trembling as he felt the weight of the reptile’s presence bearing down on him with an
intensity that he’d never felt matched before… and he realized this was true power. This was
real power, and suddenly all he wanted was to bring this giant to his knees somehow, find a
way to break him, because there should be no one, no one better than Lone Wulfe, no one
should be able to overpower Lone Wulfe with just a look, there was no fucking way anyone
was going to be allowed to defeat the Lone fucking Wulfe in any way… he was Lone Wulfe,
goddammit, he was Lone Wulfe, and he could break this paralysis.
But before he even had a chance to try, Zerrex’s eyes refocused on him – all they did was
narrow slightly, but it was enough to make the wolf ’s heart skip a beat in his chest and
quake harder as he slid lower in his seat, feeling that evergreen gaze focusing on him with
greater intensity and making him shrink back into his seat, a silent whine in his throat
before the reptile tilted his head and asked in a calm but deadly-serious tone: “You’re not
from here, right?” he paused, and silence spun out for a few moments as the reptile took
another long drink of his whisky. Before Lone could gather the courage necessary to even
nod his head, the reptile continued onwards in that same tone: “I’m going to tell you the
basic rules now. One, is no interruptions. Two, is respect. And three, is do not make me
repeat myself. I’ll give you one warning, then I’ll maim or kill you depending upon my
mood or what exactly it is you do to piss me off.”
Now the reptile’s gaze became measuring as he looked up and down the wolf, his frigid
eyes seeming to take in every detail – Lone felt like he was looking through him, more than

at him, seeing past clothes, fur and flesh, past his intricacies and simplicities, to his very
core being. He felt that everything from the gun to the humiliating half-corset he wore to
keep in his fat was revealed; that everything from his tears and guilt in the darkest of nights
to his embellishments and lies; it felt like instantly the reptile knew everything about him
before he felt a flush rise as he tilted his head and commanded: “Tell me your name, your
plans in this town, why you’re here and what it is you want. You’re then going to hand over
all personal information for me to browse over. You also have a predetermined period of
time that I am not willing to extend… but I will shorten it if you irritate me, in any way,
shape, manner or form… and seeing as I don’t like the way you look, I’m already cutting an
hour off the usual three I give to… newcomers.”
Lone paled a bit at this, his mind frantically trying to figure out some way to make
himself more appealing to the reptile, only succeeding in shrinking back a bit more and
managing a small whimper of fear as Zerrex seemed to loom forwards, tipping the bottle of
whisky up to his muzzle and taking another deep drink of the stuff, reducing the total
contents in the bottle to half of what it had been originally, then putting it down on the
table, impatience slipping over his features and darkening to irritation over the course of
the minute he gave the fumbling wolf before making him quake and causing his eyes to
widen by snarling: “You just got your only warning. Do not make me repeat my questions.”
The wolf had no idea anymore what in fact these questions had been: in fact, his mind
was still reeling with the deadly situation he’d plunged into, with the fact that he’d been
stupid enough to so merrily walk into what could be worse than his worst nightmares. This
was a creature that emanated power, that breathed it and burnt with it, that dressed as
casually as any peasant, that focused on brute force and physical strength, but gave off more
of a residue of power than Lone knew he ever have, even with a gun in his hand and while
forcing himself on one of his many victims – and then there was the feeling that his ‘many
victims’ over his lifetime to Zerrex would be the equivalent of a half-day’s work… while the
giant had two broken legs and a sprained wrist.
“Ten minutes off.” Lone blinked at the soft tone that had an undercurrent of venom and
was only made more menacing by the frigid eyes of the Drakkaren. A moment passed
before he realized what the reptile meant, and then that Zerrex had tented his fingers,
elbows on the table and he was leaned forwards… with definite entertainment on his
features now before he paused and added: “And I think I’ll take another twenty for you
being such a weakling coward and not showing me proper respect. What’s wrong, lizard got
you so scared that you can’t even run your mouth off, asshole?” he stopped, then continued
in a tone that savaged Lone’s heart and hopes of ever getting onto the reptile’s good side, of
perhaps even buying him off. “I look at you, and I see nothing but weakness, dressed up in
a fancy-ass suit, for the first time face to face with someone who doesn’t need a gun-” And
at this point, the reptile reached across the table as he leaned forwards before Lone could
react, knocking his suit jacket back and then yanking his revolver from his holster, doing it
so immediately and casually, with such ease snapping the leather safety strap and bringing
the gun out, that the wolf couldn’t even release a yelp of shock: he could only stare as
Zerrex held up the silver-plated revolver, his fingers expertly moving the big, well-crafted

gun to hold by its handle – his large hands made it look tiny and unimpressive, despite its
sparkle and shine. “-to get his way.
“Or money…” he added as an afterthought, slowly tilting the barrel of the revolver back
and forth before he leaned back and straightened his arm out, pointing the gun forwards
and shoving it against the wolf ’s forehead, his thumb pulling the hammer back as Lone let
out not a yelp, not a whine, but a scream of complete fear, his body convulsing as he felt his
head forced back into the bench by the barrel as it slammed into his forehead, feeling his
bladder let go, pissing his pants in complete fear as his eyes rolled in his head, his hands
reaching up to grab the reptile’s arm as he began to cry hard, but unable to do anything,
feeling nothing but thick, powerful muscle covering the limb as his whole body shook, hard
sobs and cries for mercy shaking his body.
His sight was blurry, but Zerrex’s emerald gaze pierced even the fog of frightened tears
as the lizard glared at the frightened, completely-crushed lupine, continuing to speak in a
low, dark voice that instantly silenced the near-hysterical wolf: “This is true power. Now
tell me everything I want to know, or I’ll pull the trigger of your pretty gun and make your
brains go splat all over the bench behind you… and with the caliber of this gun, probably
onto the next table as well. You have a ten-count, and I’m already at three.”
Despite his utter lack of bravery and the complete humiliation and decimation of his
confidence, the wolf ’s desire to live now kicked in, and, hysterically, he opened his muzzle,
babbling in a panicked, high-pitched voice: “Please, please no! God, no! Anything you want,
whatever you want! My name, it’s Lone Wulfe, Lone Wulfe, my name is Lone, I’m Lone
Wulfe, I’m just a businessman, that’s it, that’s all! Nothing more, I just came in from out of
town to buy some land and I heard about you and so I came into town and I came here to
see you and I wanted to know about you and I thought you weren’t so tough that I could
use you get rid of you pay you off for a land deal I got from the Mayor but I was wrong, I
was completely wrong, Boss, Mr. Narrius, whatever you want, please, I’ll do whatever you
want, just-”
A shove forwards of the revolver and two curt words cut the wolf off in mid-ramble:
“Shut up.”
For a moment there was utter silence, except for the quiet crying of the wolf as tears ran
down his cheeks and a humiliated flush lit his face, feeling for the first time the trail of
warmth that ran down his leg and had wet down the fur there, trembling in total defeat and
disgrace like he’d never suffered in his entire life. His eyes slip closed, and he gave a moan as
his head rocked forwards, gagging a bit and tasting bile in his muzzle, but forcing his
quaking form to keep down the contents of his stomach, clenching his eyelids shut tightly,
trying to force the image of the Drakkaren out of his head and think of anything, anything
but where he was now, with the barrel of a gun gouging into his forehead, trapped between
it and the back of a wood bench… and he had the distinct feeling that the reptile could kill
him with either the gun or the flat wood wall if he got the urge to, from pulling the trigger
or complete brutal force.

The reptile watched as the lupine’s eyes closed, his body quaking, and he glorified in the
obvious pain of the wolf who had dared to intrude upon his domain… who had probably
meant to threaten him or subdue him somehow, through violence or money. But now he
was learning that things didn’t work that way… that the reptile was not one to be defeated
by any normal means of business, that he was someone who unreservedly protected what he
thought of as his territory and his alone, and that he was more than glad to fight and even
die for that cause… because he knew that all of his destiny was bloodshed and violence.
And why not? He thought it was fitting enough, as he slowly grinned, eyes flashing as he
twisted the barrel against the wolf ’s head and pushed forwards, causing a small streamlet of
blood to drip down through his fur, the frightened socket of his eye and down the side of
his muzzle, making him whimper and try to shrink back. The reptile immediately licked up
that pain, eyeing him with what was almost hunger before he laughed quietly and sat back,
drawing the gun up to a half-raised position and pushing the cylinder back to safe before
placing it down on the table, letting it sit and gleam in the light as Lone slowly opened his
eyes, trembling and staring across at the reptile as Zerrex spoke in a falsely-gentle voice:
“I’m gonna give you some advice, Lone… and it’s good, plain, simple advice, too. I want
you to go out to your fancy car… and you’re going to get a gift for me. You’re going to give
me those land papers for the deal you made with the mayor and give them to me. And then
you’re going to hand over your driver’s license and everything else you have in your wallet…
in fact, I think you can give me that right now.”
Lone stared at him, trembling… but there was no arguing with the reptile’s gorgon gaze,
and instead he merely stared at the table meekly to avoid facing those emerald eyes, feeling
his forehead bleeding sluggishly before he reached down into his pocket and drew out his
leather-bound, thick wallet, and then he tossed it onto the table, saying in a near-silent
voice: “Here…”
Then he slumped and turned, walking out of the bar, the other patrons showing either
disinterest, amusement, and a party near the door laughing, either at him or some of their
own conversation – but then a glance from one of them cleared that up, and Lone flushed
deeper at the visible contempt he saw in that look. He suddenly wanted to just jump and
run, just leave… but he had the terrible feeling that the reptile would somehow track him
down or just know where he was, whether that was paranoia going wild or… or maybe not,
as he glanced over his shoulder to see Zerrex lounging back, drinking more of his bottle of
whisky, but looking with cold callousness towards the wolf, as if he’d been reading his
thoughts and was just now thinking of whether to kill him or not, as one hand lazily spun
the gun on the table.
So instead the wolf just went out to the car, shoulders slumping further and body
trembling, his very core and soul aching as he felt himself so carelessly and easily dominated
and controlled, using his keys to open the back passenger door of his expensive red sports
car; he then reached inside, and pulled out his briefcase, trembling a bit as he opened the
small locks on it before pulling out the agreement, already in one of the sealed business
envelopes, ready for processing and sale to his clients.

He stared at it, the realization of so much hard work and effort… and then he clenched
his eyes shut as tears rolled down his face, a few falling from his cheeks and muzzle to land
and leave dark spots on the plain paper. No, no, no… it couldn’t be like this, could it? He
couldn’t just hand his life over…
But then he looked up with shock as Zerrex himself exited the bar, carrying the fancy
revolver, still clutching his envelope as a small voice in his head squealed No, no, no, no, no!
but, before the wolf could do anything, one of the reptile’s elbows shot out and bashed him
hard enough in the face to send up a fine spray of blood, the wolf dropping the paper to
the ground as he hit the car and then fell forwards… before he let out a harsh, whispery
shriek as the reptile shoved a knee upwards, his features calm enough to be bored, but for
the mild interest that lay there as he stood, easily balanced on one leg with the other knee
shoved up against the wolf ’s throat, leaning forwards to hold him fallen back against the
car; with the position, the wolf was barely able to get his feet under him and shove himself
back up, but, although it fixed the strangling sensation he felt, it didn’t help with the
crushing sensation on his chest or moving free from his pinned position against his sports
car.
The lupine’s body shook as Zerrex spun the revolver on one finger, his head tilted, cold
eyes looking down at him… and then he stepped back before backhanding the wolf across
the face and sending him down to the ground on all fours, Lone letting out a pained cry
before he was sent skidding on his hands and face, sliding forwards over the cracked from a
hard kick to the ass. Then he merely lay there, trembling on the ground, feeling his hands
and face aching, the pads on his palms torn, and the reptile threw the gun down beside him,
speaking with total and utter contempt: “You’re pathetic.”
The gun landed with a clank that dented the silver plating and skittered over the
pavement, scratching up one side of it as a few droplets of water landed on the wolf ’s body,
but he didn’t notice either of these events; even as it began to rain gently, little more than a
gentle mist of water… and nor did he realize the passage of time as the reptile glared down
at him, his eyes burning a hole in his back before the lupine curled up quietly into the fetal
position and began to cry quietly, his hands over his face, trying to hide away from the
reptile and the world. Zerrex looked at this with total disgust… then he turned away as the
door opened again and he spoke softly: “I’m done. Let’s go.”
Mary nodded quietly to him, watching as the lizard paused to pick up the land deals –
this was definitely something that interested him, unlike the cash and other crap in the
wolf ’s wallet… all he’d taken was the keycard for the hotel room, and left the rest for Elliot.
Then, as Zerrex straightened, she quietly reached for his hand.
For a moment, the reptile resisted, half-trying to pull away as he looked down at her
with surprise… but then she pushed herself against his side, silent but insistent, their backs
on the crying wolf curled upon the sidewalk… and then the reptile softened and allowed
her to hold his hand – but before they could leave, the door opened again and Cindy came
out, stopping and standing with her hands clasped at about waist level, arms out in front of

her as she looked from Lone up to Zerrex… then smiling faintly, saying more to him with
her eyes than she’d ever need to in words.
For a moment, they looked at each other, then she quietly stepped forwards and leaned
up to kiss the air under his head – unable as she was to lean up by his face. Zerrex started a
bit – as he always did when she showed affection of any sort for him, then he silently
lowered his head enough for her to gently land the kiss before straightening. He paused as
he looked down at her – all of them unaware of the wolf, who was still sobbing but now
watching through his folded up arms that were covering his face – then he glanced at Mary,
who nodded to him with an encouraging smile, before looking back at Cindy’s warm smile.
Instead of speaking, he leaned down – moving with what was almost nervousness – and
then planted a kiss on her forehead, making the female blush warmly before she nodded
again and then said softly: “Thanks, Zerrex. You take care, Boss.”
“You too, Cindy.” The Drakkaren replied gently, then he turned back to Mary, nodded
to her, and the two walked off, sides pressed close and hands locked together, and Cindy
slipped back inside.
Lone was still on the ground, crying quietly, trembling… but a voice had started up in
his head, and it was both furious and excited, as the wolf forced himself to his feet… then
he looked down, saw the gun, and, with a trembling hand, he reached down to pick it up
and hobble over to the car, slipping silently in through the passenger side as the gentle rain
continued to follow, the skies darkening as more clouds rolled in, the wolf sitting quietly in
the seat and the tinted windows obscuring him from sight as he cried quietly, rocking back
and forth with the gun in one hand and his hand against his cut forehead, trembling
violently as he shook his head and fought with himself over what had just happened,
smelling of fear, dried piss and the bar he’d been sitting in.
He spent maybe an hour like that, rocking back and forth, trembling hard as he clutched
the gun in his hand, and fighting between two urges as his confidence and ego began to
grow back – and, as after any failure, his ego bloated back upwards with violent force. He
shook hard as he thought of all the things he wanted to do to the Drakkaren, his tears long
having been shed and his fear of Zerrex immense but currently gone – after all, without
Zerrex, these Comfort Town assholes were weak, right? And even Zerrex had his
weakness…
As Lone looked moodily out the window – the rain had gone, left the ground wet, but
done little else and the dreary night skies were dark – he saw a door open in the alley: or,
more precisely, the spill of light as a door opened, and then a figure stepped out… a female
figure. And before Lone really knew what he was doing, acting on not instinct but a sudden
violent urge to hurt someone as much as possible, to hurt Zerrex as much as possible and
bring him to his knees like he had brought down Lone, he flung the door of his car open
before quickly slamming it behind himself, and then he trotted down the alley, raising the
gun before he knew what he was doing, snarling as he saw Cindy turn a corner… and
realizing that the alley was in the shape of an L as his snarl widened into a violent grin,
frenzy in his eyes. Despite the severe beating… the fright Zerrex had put into him… the

total raw strength he’d shown… none of what he did had shaken the wolf ’s confidence in
money, and once he was back at the hotel, he’d have plenty of that again and whatever else
he wanted, too. Hell, everyone had a bad day, a total failure, right? It just meant the wolf
would have to be more prepared for next time… there would be no more… mind-fucking
shit, and none of it on that bastard’s terms. He wanted the reptile to suffer… and
moreover, he wanted that fucking land claim back.
The wolf turned around the corner as Cindy threw the bag of trash onto a pile of
ripped and rotting garbage bags, then she turned and let out a gasp as she saw Lone, who
was now slowing and approaching with a grin that was entirely psychotic, the gun held in a
trembling hand as he paws stomped through a small, sludgy puddle, his jaws hanging open
and tongue falling out as he began to pant, his eyes staring at her hungrily as he snarled:
“You… Zerrex’s girl, aren’t you cutie… oh baby, oh baby, don’t you make a sound or you
die…”
And he was right; despite everything, the girl didn’t struggle or scream, but she started
crying silently as Lone continued to advance, the wolf already fumbling at his pants as he
felt himself getting excited, wanting to rape, wanting to take the bitch that was so precious
to the lizard, and finding himself panting even harder with lust, each breath almost a growl
as he stared over her body, hoping that she was a virgin, hoping she was Zerrex’s girlfriend,
daughter, best friend, whatever… and then she spoke quietly, clasping her hands in front of
herself as she looked at him with… with not fear, but a horrible, displeasing emotion: pity.
“Please don’t do this, sir. You don’t want to.”
“Shut the fuck up, bitch! You don’t know what I want, I do! And what I want is to fuck
you, whore!” Lone responded in a raw, angry voice, gesturing at her with the revolver, then
he stepped forwards and grabbed her arm with his free hand, yanking her down as he glared
at her with furious eyes, before suddenly he smashed the bottom of the revolver’s grip
against her face, making her cry out and drop her head forwards, eyes shutting in agony as
he glared down at her furiously, then he had himself out as he grinned, eyes burning with
psychotic hunger as he reached his hand down and grasped himself, his nine-inch lupine
penis already pulsing with desire. “Suck my cock! Now suck my cock, bitch!”
So he humiliated her; he watched, grinning as she leaned forwards, tears streaming down
her face and her eyes full of horror as she leaned up, fear in her eyes as he shoved the gun
down against her head, panting already with desire as he stared at her and then barked:
“Suck it! Suck or I shoot you!”
Like he figured, that got her moving faster, and she closed her eyes, sobbing quietly as
she took his penis into her mouth, slowly bobbing her head forwards until she’d engulfed
him up to the knot, and then she moaned as he ground the gun against her head and began
to thrust, snarling: “Come on, bitch! Come on, suck me! Suck me hard, you slut!”
Cindy cried harder at this, reaching out to grasp his legs, her body shaking as she worked
her head back and forth, bobbed it in rhythm with the moaning, panting lupine as he
thrusted down into her throat again and again, knot colliding painfully with her muzzle and
giving him another spurt of pleasure before he shoved hard forwards, forcing the thick knot

in as well and almost making her gag as his penis shoved past her mouth and the tip
bridged into her throat, and then she was crying harder as he worked himself back and
forth, pulling back on the penis and moving her head in rhythm with the manic,
uncontrolled thrusts of Lone as best she could, her hands clutching into the cloth of his
pants as he rocked in and out of her mouth, already moaning in desire as he rolled his head
on his shoulders and kept the gun firm against her temple, other hand reaching up to settle
on her head as he continued to piston his penis in and out.
He felt his orgasm already rising as his testicles smacked into her chin again and again
with every thrust forwards, opening his eyes to grin insanely as he stared down at her, eyes
burning with rage and lust and power, but then an idea flashed into his mind: and, instead
of having that be all, he stopped himself before she got him off, loving the power he felt of
having the gun to her head but then loving it even more when he made her take her panties
off and flip up her skirt with a barked command as he stepped back, taking his penis into
one hand and stroking the saliva-coated, hard-as-rock member slowly. She stared at him
with terror in her eyes, that emotion replacing all others, and then, trembling she reached
down and slowly pushed her panties down as he aimed the gun between her eyes and licked
his muzzle, his other hand squeezing his knot and electing another burst of pleasure as he
watched her hungrily, as she slowly held her skirt up and flushed deep red, revealing her
tight, unbroken vagina.
Lone’s breaths panted in and out as he pointed the gun at her and snarled for her to lay
on her back. Cindy’s tears increased, and it made the wolf swell with power, his ego bursting
with the pleasure as he dropped to his knees, then he looked down at her as she did as he’d
commanded, making him feel all the harder, bigger, stronger: now her hands were out at her
sides, clutching the ground as she closed her eyes tightly, sobbing loudly before she moaned
as the wolf positioned himself over her, grunting roughly as he pushed the gun forwards so
it was against her forehead as he used his other hand to guide him to her sweet, virginal
entrance, realizing this was going to be all the sweeter before her jerked his hips forwards
and slammed his cock into her, piercing her hymen as he buried himself up to the knot and
sent a few streamlets of blood flowing free as she moaned loudly in horror and her eyes
snapped open to stare at the sky, crying hard and letting out loud sobs as Lone began to
thrust powerfully back and forth, slamming his knot into the lips of her vagina again and
again, panting hard as he kept the gun against her head so she couldn’t turn her gaze too far
away from his powerful stare, groaning in pleasure as he sank his cock into her vagina again
and again with animal lust, then he began to slam himself back and forth extra hard,
making her sob harder and twitch against him, her legs bucking as his knot forced its way
into her vagina and then was dragged out, the swollen flesh stretching her lips and making
her shake her head back and forth, opening her mouth to moan again in terror and pain.
The wolf panted roughly as he watched her, then he grinned widely as he jerked the gun
back, before slamming into her throat, making her gag and jerk up against him, and he
laughed harshly as he rocked his hips harder, panting and staring at her, snarling: “Suck on
that, bitch! Suck on that!” as he continued to rape her fiercely, his hips working his stiff
cock in and out of her as he held the gun in her mouth, watching as she tried to shake her

head free, but he only forced it deeper as tears streamed down her face and she stared at
him, sobbing around the metal.
He felt his cock beginning to stiffen even further as he worked it violently in and out of
her, panting harshly at the violation of this virgin, at the rape of someone who apparently
was a good friend of Zerrex, as he pounded his lupine penis in and out of her, his furry
testicles striking her anus again and again as he reached his other hand up to grab and
roughly squeeze one of her breasts through her shirt, grinning widely at the firmness of her
good-sized bust, squeezing widely and making her wince as pain and humiliation burned in
her eyes and Lone crowed before he reached up and ripped the front of her shirt open,
shredding the front of it as he continued to piston his hips back and forth, sinking the
knot every time with each strong, hard thrust into her and twisting the gun back and forth
deeper into her muzzle to make her gag as he tore her bra down, then hissed appreciatively:
“Yeah, bitch! Yeah… those are some nice fucking tits!”
Her breasts, free of their restraints, jiggled and bounced, and he put his hand on one of
the hot mound to feel it, to squeeze it hard and make her gasp in pain as his fingers moved
up to pinch a nipple, drool falling from his muzzle as his cock stiffened further… and then
he grinned violently as he suddenly jerked free and pounced forwards, with a strange speed
and agility for the chunky lupine as he dropped his weight on her stomach and knocked the
wind from her, making her gasp for breath as the hand on her breast moved up to grasp his
slick, leaking lupine member, stroking it rapidly over her as he drew the gun back and
shoved it down against her head again, snarling as he rapidly masturbated, managing
through his rough pants: “Open your mouth… your tits are so nice that I’m gonna fucking
cum all over them and you, so open your fucking mouth and get ready for Lone Wulfe to
shoot his fucking load just the way sluts and whores like you like it! All over them! All over
them!”
His cock spasmed in his hand as he stroked himself furiously, and then he threw his
head back and moaned loudly as he felt his thick seed burst in a line from his penis,
continuing to rapidly stroke his lupine member as he sent a first spray into her half-open
muzzle and made her cry out in revulsion, jerking her head away as it landed in her mouth
and against her eye, but Lone was in too much ecstasy to care as she fell back against the
ground and covered her face, tears leaking down her cheeks as she sobbed loudly as the wolf
continued to orgasm, sending another spray of his load bursting over her breasts, and then a
few more dribbles of white, viscous liquid dribbling out as he moaned and rubbed his cock
down between her bared breasts.
He released onto her, marking her as his own in his mind, triumphant for the night over
Zerrex, the twelve minutes it took seeming to last an eternity of bliss for her and be a
limbo of Hell for the innocent Drakkaren; then, panting hard, getting up to trembling
knees, he quickly looked around with the sudden realization that anyone could come
looking at any time, that he was going to be caught… but for a moment longer he stood,
merely looking back and forth, feeling dazed and half-lost… then, as she began to get up,
he shoved her down childishly and yelled angrily: “Don’t you tell anyone about this, bitch!
Don’t you tell anyone or I’ll kill you!”

With that, he turned and fled, then tore open the door of his car and leaped into it, his
body shaking with terror as he realized the stupidity that his ego had driven him to,
flinging himself from passenger seat to driver’s as he slammed the door closed at the same
time, then he rammed the key in after a few tries, unable to stop a hysterical laugh at the
similarity to a few moments ago… and then he took off down the street, tears filling his
eyes again at the terror for himself, hoping that Zerrex would never, ever find out about
what he’d done, but wanting all the same and for Zerrex to cry and weep and be hurt right
down like he had been for what the reptile had done to him, and unable to decide what he’d
prefer most… but knowing still that he had to someone hurt the lizard like the Drakkaren
had hurt him as he tossed the gun to the passenger seat and hammered the gas pedal after
he finally managed to get the car going and he drove off into the dark, overcast night, as it
began to rain once more… but this time with true, heavy rainfall instead of crocodile
droplets.
~~~
Zerrex glanced up at the road signs as they reached a cross street, then he nodded and
jerked his head to the left, and Mary nodded, following slightly behind him, hands still
firmly locked together as the lizard moved down the cracked sidewalks, frowning a bit up at
the sky and the gentle mist that was beginning to subside.
He hated the rain, after all… and although it hadn’t been enough to do much more than
make his hair feel a bit wet and dampen his clothes. He felt strange and tired, as if in a dry
fugue… and there was a vague feeling he’d forgotten something as well, and it had
something to do with the wolf he’d just dealt with; but at worst he would hunt Lone down
and take care of them however he had to.
He sighed a bit, and Mary glanced up at the Drakkaren with sympathy in her eyes,
squeezing his hand as she stepped a bit closer to him to put her side against his, keeping
their fingers intertwined as she gazed across his features – his calm face had been somewhat
corrupted by a certain level of fatigue she’d not expected to ever see on the reptile’s features;
mostly because it was an expression she associated with regret, and she highly doubted that
the Boss had any regrets about any parts of his life.
Before she could say anything, however, Zerrex stopped and lightly shook his hand free
of hers, crossing his arms as his emerald eyes traveled up the plain brick wall of the
apartment complex, eyes glancing over the cracked exterior before he turned to Mary and
looked down at her, speaking softly: “This is going to be a waiting job. I have to deal with
our subject between nine and eleven. It’s an assassination exercise, so to speak… so I’ll try
not to make it too messy.” He stopped, then added in a somewhat gentle voice: “You
should come with me so he gets no tips that there’s anything wrong. You can hide in the
bedroom or such while I deal with him.”
Mary nodded quietly, looking up at him with both total trust and a feeling that was
half-compassion, half-nervousness at the expression upon the reptile’s features and the calm
seriousness of his eyes. The feline couldn’t help feeling a faint twinge of discomfort,
however, at what they would soon be undertaking: after all, she’d never thought that she’d

ever spend a day hiding in a back room while her… boss, she supposed – or Master,
another voice hinted, slaves have Masters – killed someone as part of his job in the other
section of an apartment. “I’ll do whatever you ask, Zerrex.”
The reptile glanced down at her, then he gave a faint, somewhat disquieting smile as he
responded gently: “I’ll keep that in mind for later.” Then he turned towards the building,
glancing over it and saying in the same soft but serious voice: “Let’s go.”
The female cat followed the reptile in as he walked towards the apartment building, then
into the small security area just inside the doors, in front of another much heavier steel
security door, with bars across the windows and a series of buttons with names on stickers
beside them, many of them scratched or marred by graffiti. The reptile tried the handle,
then he nodded before turning to examine the room numbers and locking onto his target,
memorizing the simple writing on the sticker without trouble: Broderick, H. – Room
#204.
“That means he probably goes in through here, the main doors…” Zerrex muttered,
then he turned to look at Mary, jerking his head towards the doors. “We’re going in
through a quieter way.”
Mary nodded, deciding not to question the reptile and instead quickly retreating
through the damaged glass doors, then once more following the reptile’s lead as he headed
around the side of the building this time, keeping his eyes trained upwards until he saw
what he wanted; roughly fifteen off the ground was a rusted fire escape, ladders sitting
between the levels, all of them looking fairly stable – well, from here – except for the last in
line, which was apparently built to roll down and fold out to either touch or hang
suspended just above the ground… but the lizard didn’t know if the roll down mechanism
worked anymore, so he glanced at Mary and said plainly: “I’m going to hold you up above
my head, and you’re going to grab the end of that ladder up there. Once you have a hold of
it, yank down – if there’s no give, pull harder… and if it’s safe, I’ll let you go and you can
climb up on top, then I’ll follow.” He stopped, then hesitated a moment before adding: “I’ll
want you up a level before I come up, however, in case the fire escape gives away. It might
not support our combined weight and whatever other strain I’m going to add from landing
on it.”
“What are you going to do, jump up?” Mary blinked, then she smiled a bit, looking
almost entertained as she gazed up and down his thick body, the reptile tilting his head
critically. “Okay, stupid question. I don’t doubt you can do it if you want to… but thank
you for your concern, Boss.” The cat softened a bit as she looked up into his eyes again,
searching his emerald gaze for whatever he was feeling – but those calm green eyes were
impenetrable to her, at least for now.
Zerrex looked at her evenly for a few moments, then he nodded back before kneeling.
“No time for small talk right now, Mary… I don’t want to take any chances with being
seen. Hurry and get on, I don’t have much time.”
“Actually, from what I’ve experienced, you seem to have plenty of that and everything
else.” Mary quipped in return, unable to stop herself as she climbed onto the Drakkaren’s

shoulders feeling him reach up to grasp her upper legs as he stood, and Mary reached up to
grab the ladder before she squeaked as the lizard’s hands shifted from her legs to her hips,
squeezing them almost painfully as she was now lifted above his head, into the air.
Her first instinct was to flail and demand to be put down, but she knew that either
possible ending that had was bad or worse: he would either scold her or drop her and
proceed to ignore her for the rest of the night, probably leaving her to fend for herself and
even find her way back to her new home alone: something that could prove difficult with
her crappy sense of direction. So instead, she merely reached up to grab the first bar of the
ladder, feeling rust patter down before giving a hard yank, and thus almost overbalancing
both herself and the reptile, toppling forwards with a short cry of surprise as she felt the
next rung of the ladder strike her hands painfully as she let go, only adding to her
momentum as she fell towards the ground.
Then, like magic, she was safe and curled tight in the arms of the huge lizard, her eyes
closed and body curled up, nothing hurting but the dull ache in her hands and her face as
embarrassment flushed her cheeks enough to cause physical discomfort. She buried her face
against the reptile as he felt him squeeze her gently against his form, then she mumbled in a
slightly-muffled voice: “I’m sorry I messed up, Zerrex…”
There was a pause, and then the reptile said softly: “It’s okay.” A moment passed, and
then he added in an uncertain voice possibly the last thing she’d expected to hear as he
continued to hold her close against his muscled form: “So long as you’re alright.”
The cat looked up at him, blinking as she felt her blush deepen furthermore for a
moment, then she smiled faintly – yet she felt truly touched, saying softly: “Thanks, Boss…
I’m fine, really… just got banged on the hands and hurt my pride, but nothing major.” She
laughed a bit, studying his impassive features before he allowed him to gently slip her down
to her feet; not too far, despite his height, as he was currently down on one knee. She was
surprised not by the position but by his speed and reflexes, which she’d figured would have
been slower to compensate for his size and brute physicality… but if anything else, she had
learned that he was incredibly agile as well as immensely strong.
Then the reptile reached up and tested the ladder, yanking on it lightly… but exerting
enough force to make the metal groan and the Drakkaren nod approvingly. When he drew
his hand away, flecks and sprinkles of rust floated down from both his palm and the rung
he’d grabbed, then he absentmindedly began to run his hands together to try and clean his
scales as he glanced over at Mary. “You come up behind me, alright? We only need to go up
to the second floor, but I’m hoping that we can figure out which room is his and slip inside
on the first shot. So I want to lead just in case my contact’s information is wrong and he’s
in there right now.”
Another show of concern that surprised the feline, causing her to glance up at him, sure
that he was making fun of her now… but the calmness of his features told her that he was
nothing but serious, and she couldn’t help but feel that the reptile wouldn’t bother with any
false shows of concern for bravado or even entertainment; he took enough pleasure in
violence to make up for lacking in the sense of humor department. Well… at least for him;

she doubted that most other people would get a kick out of being hurt for his personal
amusement. “Alright Zerrex… that sounds fine to me.”
The Drakkaren nodded absentmindedly, as if he’d expected nothing less – and of course
the Boss wouldn’t, especially not from her, before he turned and quickly climbed the ladder,
sending down a faint shower of rust before Mary followed him up, wincing a bit and trying
to avoid the falling flecks of metal as best she could, but for the most part failing miserably.
Then she reached the top, and Zerrex took one of her hands, hefting her up onto the metal
catwalk that apparently ran most of the way around the building, then the two looked into
the nearest window as there came a faint sound of ceramic on tile.
A fox in a robe was staring out at them, her muzzle half agape, and Zerrex looked in at
her with narrowed eyes before raising a finger to his lips in an obvious pantomime: quiet.
The vixen immediately nodded, still staring at him, and then Zerrex pointed at the window
and made a raising gesture with one hand. This time, the fox hesitated… but after a slight
darkening of Zerrex’s features – something that even made Mary feel a twinge of
nervousness – she immediately winced and stepped forwards, reaching out to push the
window open and leaving a tiny, square space: the reptile stared at this with obvious disgust,
then he muttered a few choice words under his breath before getting down and attempting
to force himself through.
Mary rose a hand to her muzzle to hide a grin and a snicker as she watched him trying
to squeeze in through the small slot, and her merriment was only increased by the sight of
the fox staring at him with what was a mixture of terror and horrified shock. The lizard
managed the halfway point, his thick body scraping against the sides of the window, then
he let out another dark but mild curse and reached back to shove against the frame of the
window, and Mary couldn’t hide a giggle at the sight of the reptile’s ass waving back and
forth in the air, his tail flipping back and forth as he tried to wedge himself forwards.
He stopped for a moment and looked over his shoulder to shoot her a glare through the
window before saying loudly: “Push…” and whatever fear had been instilled in her by the
glare was lost as she began to laugh, trying to keep it quiet as the vixen now looked at her
with terror before gaping as Mary got down behind the reptile, then put her hands against
his buttocks – firm as the rest of him, she couldn’t help but think, and that just made her
laugh harder – and shoving him forwards like that before leaning her shoulder into it and
trying to avoid his tail from thwapping her in the face as he continued to wriggle forwards:
it wasn’t like his waist was even the thickest part of his body, it was just that the reptile had
less pushing power and couldn’t drag himself in from the sink for fear of ripping the
crappy looking thing off the wall.
A few minutes later, he was standing inside with Mary – still snickering – and the vixen
had locked herself in her room after meekly saying that that they were in room twofourteen: a good ten off from where they needed to go. The reptile mused to himself as he
stood there, wondering for a moment as he glanced over at the naked-but-for-her-robe fox,
then he decided against it; equally, he decided to settle for just glaring the vixen into a
quivering puddle in the corner of the room instead of toying with her, for Mary’s sake

more than anything else. She might have agreed to see him work, but she didn’t need to see
him play on top of that; it might be too much for the sweet little girl.
That made him smile amusedly to himself; had it been his ex, she would have not only
been egging him on and whispering naughty ideas to him that would probably sound like
fun experiments to try and would set him off, but she’d already have bound the vixen for
him and, if she was in her submissive mood, be naked herself. Sexuality had always been
their greatest weapons, after all… and their favorite form of torture and play alike. Then he
caught Mary looking at him oddly, and he’d shrugged before motioning for her to follow as
he headed towards the door, knowing that the vixen wouldn’t attempt anything but also not
willing to take the risk that something might happen to Mary if he left her alone in here
with her.
The hallways were dim, the doors to the other apartments closed but with vague sounds
coming through to fill the hall with a faint but broken chorus of sound – yelling males,
crying females, screaming babies and blaring televisions. It didn’t take them long to reach
the room, either… it was in a cul-de-sac on the other side of the stairway that led upstairs,
and what Zerrex thought was probably an eternally-broken elevator from the dust that had
collected upon the cardboard side and the yellowed tape. The reptile only examined the
door for a moment before he reached down and tried the handle, already knowing it would
be locked: he glanced at Mary, who looked back with a shrug, then the reptile raised a leg
and simply booted the door down, hitting it hard enough to not only break the lock but
snap the hinges and simply causing the plain steel door to tilt and fall forwards, the indent
of a boot clearly visible imprinted into the metal as Mary’s jaw dropped, too shocked to
even reprimand him as the apartment immediately filled with silence.
Zerrex merely looked back with an expression that asked what the hell he’d been
supposed to do, so the cat merely clamped her muzzle shut and tried to ignore the fact the
reptile had just booted in a steel security door with all the ease of a child knocking down a
tower of building blocks. Then she followed the reptile in, finally managing to say and
sounding perhaps a bit short for the reptile’s liking: “I thought you said quiet?”
The Drakkaren turned at her, and again he only had to look at her to make her blush
and then speak quietly: “Sorry. But um… it’s gonna be kinda hard to surprise him now,
won’t it? I mean… even if you stand the door back up, you kinda tore out the lock…”
With this, she glanced back at the frame, which was only wood and thus had been shattered
from the reptile’s kick, the metal lock tearing through the tough wood, “And you knocked
the hinges off.”
“Show me a bit of faith.” The Boss replied, sounding faintly entertained, then he began
to set up for his ambush; and, as Mary watched, she had to admit that she’d underestimated
him… but how could she suspect that he knew how to do all this?
A forged note – without the superintendent’s name, though, but the Drakkaren
remarked that very few Comfort Town apartments were owned by anyone actually from this
side of Baskin’s Grove, anymore, so the fancy apartment managers who lived in Apple Villa
didn’t leave their names for self protection – was used to cover the boot print – or indent,

rather – and explained the torn out wall. It was written in big, ugly block letters, as if the
person writing it had been rushed… and again Mary was reminded that no one from Apple
Villa cared about what happened to who in Comfort Town, because of the different social
standings and classes of people… and the guilt she felt from that made her want to reach
out and hug the lizard and tell him how much she cared. Which would probably get her
slapped or shoved away and told to go hide in the bathroom or something.
Mary disagreed with the idea that this would work, even though Zerrex duct-taped it
over the imprint to make it an added pain in the ass to get off, and was leaning on it not
being removed on the basis it would be too much trouble, and that Hans sounded like the
type who would have a long bad day, come back in the mood to kill people, and leave it on
the door just because he’d hope that the punks would be stupid enough to come back
thinking no one was home and he’d get a chance to kick their asses.
The next thing Zerrex did was fix the hinges: this was accomplished by finding the
broken pieces of pin, figuring out about how long they were, and then finding
appropriately-thin objects to slip in, in place of the broken pins. The reptile was able to
fake the hinges with two screwdrivers, although the top one was a bit loose and caused the
door to list slightly upon being opened, creating a grinding sound.
Finally, the reptile did a once-over thrashing of the apartment and closed the door as
much as possible, leaving it slightly loose before retreating to the living room and checking
his watch; at about eight-twenty, he looked outside to see heavy rainfall… and then
something caught the corner of his eye and he turned to watch a cup he’d left sitting on the
edge of the table seem to totter of its own accord, fall, and shatter on the floor. This
symbolism, this omen struck the reptile ridiculously hard for what he was; a realist, a sadist
and someone who believed that every problem could be resolved through use of his fists or
another hard object with a fairly long reach. Staring at that shattered mug on the floor,
however, caused even Zerrex to give the faintest of trembles, then he stared out the window
at the pouring rain outside as a single person came to mind: Cindy.
Mary stared at him as the Drakkaren looked through the window, expression tight and
eyes suddenly open and vulnerable instead of their usual cold emerald – perhaps they were
even bright with some inner turmoil that had struck the reptile. She too had jumped at the
sound of the cup shattering, but only because it had been so unexpected: the reptile,
however, looked as though something else had spooked him on top of that. And that made
her even more scared.
“We’re having a change of plans. “Zerrex said abruptly, looking at her mildly. “You’re
going to go into the bathroom to wait now. I’m going to kill him, then I’ll come get you.
No theatrics. But after that, we’re heading out to another appointment.” He stopped, then
lowered his head and shook it slowly, trying to dissuade himself of the feeling rumbling in
the pit of his stomach… he didn’t know what this feeling was, the one that was tightening
his shoulders and making him feel almost nauseated; it was like being scared, but not… it
was like… a twitchiness, not an itch, a feeling that was trembling inside, like his soul had
been hit by some shockwave… that was the only thing the reptile could compare it with.

No, no, he did have other experiences with this emotion… but that had been when he’d
been pacing his room, thinking about his ex and… worrying about her, because she wasn’t
back yet or he didn’t know what she was doing…
It was worry that was plaguing him; an emotion so alien that it, by itself, was almost
enough to put an even worse feeling into his mind… and that feeling was being scared.
That wouldn’t screw up his job, no… but it would make it harder to ‘relax,’ afterwards. And
he didn’t like it… it felt too much like weakness. So instead of accepting it, he turned away
from Mary to gaze out the window, setting his teeth as he struggled with himself, trying to
down that emotion and whatever had summoned it out of the depths of his dark soul,
from whatever dungeon it had been imprisoned in.
The cat continued to look at him with her own worry evident on her features – easily
accepted by her – and then she sighed softly and nodded to the lizard before turning and
retreating into the bathroom. She found upon entering them she actually had to use them,
so she tended to the needs of her body before deciding on impulse to at least amuse herself
by looking around… but then the feeling that she was intruding – and it got worse when
she realized she was intruding not only upon a person, but a soon-to-be-dead person – rose
up, and she quickly closed the cabinet she’d had open and she turned her attention to other
things, sitting on the closed lid of the toilet and rocking back and forth.
Zerrex heard Hans Broderick before he saw him – it was hard to miss the loud, angry
yell of “fuck!” from the hallway… but then things got complicated when instead of
entering his apartment, the reptile heard him turn to pound on another door and yell
“Vinnie! Open up man, tell me what the fuck happened out here? Who went and messed up
my shit, man?”
The Drakkaren made a face, closing his eyes. No one come outside because loud thumps
and cracks were common in this side of town, and of all variety… and of course no one
trusted or bothered with the police anymore. It came down to when someone wronged you
badly enough, you informed the Boss. And any gangs or other criminals that he, Zerrex,
came across from reading the newspaper or browsing the locality, were quickly taken care of
through a variety of retributive punishments.
But he knew it was best to be patient sometimes. Hans would eventually come into his
apartment, and most likely he would want to survey the damage without Vinnie. By his side.
When looking after our wounds, after all, we preferred to do so in private… at least, most
people did. So instead of blowing the whole job by freaking out or losing his calmness, he
merely stood, body readied, around the first corner in the living room of the apartment,
listening to the angry yelling of Hans – composed mostly of vulgarities of all sorts, from
loud curses to all types of expressionisms – and the hung-over groaning of Vinnie.
And of course, eventually Hans started back towards the room, throwing open the door
and letting out a new disgusted cry at the sight of his stuff trashed and laying
everywhere… and as he’d hoped, when someone else stumbled across the hall, Hans was
quick to tell Vinnie that he wanted to sort his shit out, clean the place up – and Zerrex
couldn’t help a satiric smile, imagining the nervous look on Hans’s features now as he heard

the suddenly calmer creature speaking with immediate despair instead of anger: it wasn’t the
mess, the Drakkaren suspected, but more the fact that most tough guys didn’t like other
fellows who looked at kiddie porn. Pedophilia was just a “do-not” in almost any given
society, and it certainly wasn’t appreciated in Comfort Town; perhaps one of the reasons
Zerrex had no issues with the request. The only difficulty he was going to have was killing
him straight off instead of torturing him like he hoped… other males who prided
themselves on power of some sort – even if all the power they could hold was that over
little girls, and even then only for a short time – were perhaps the most fun to rape or
torture sexually. They gave him a real kick… but tonight he’d have to settle for the fan girl.
He’d promised Mary not to play, after all… and he wanted to get out of this place.
So when the black bear – wearing a leather vest over his bare chest, blue jeans and
motorcycle boots, with thick arms and trying to go every inch the tough-guy image –
walked in and past, Zerrex didn’t bother with the speech. Instead, he gave the fair chance he
always did: he grabbed him and spun him around, then roughly shoved him backwards as he
grinned, causing him to drop his duffel bag and stumble, eyes going wide with shock before
he let out a cry of not surprise but total and abject fear, half-moving to save himself from
the fall but apparently too scared to do so, and instead he merely fell heavily on his ass and
stared at the reptile, immediately spluttering: “Boss! You’re the Boss! I… you… oh God,
please no!”
Instead of responding, the reptile merely looked at him with disgust before lashing a
foot out, sending up a spray of blood and knocking Hans to the floor before he stomped
down onto his neck and twisted, eyes gleaming as the ursine first choked… then the reptile
gave another savage twist as he stomped downwards, and this time the bear’s neck shattered.
But then the reptile couldn’t help a sound of disgust and irritation as Hans’s eyes rolled
in his head and he gargled, limbs flopping as he went into some kind of seizure, his head
convulsing and body trying to twitch… neck shattered, but apparently he’d missed severing
the proper vertebrate entirely. The lizard narrowed his eyes at him, then he rose his foot
again and this time stomped down with a growl, crushing in the bear’s skull and this time
stilling him for good before he drew his now-bloody boot back and turned around to look
at a rabbit that stood in the doorway, his eyes wide with horror, half-dressed in a pair of
pants and eyes wide with terror… before he let out a squeak and bolted as Zerrex grinned
violently and rose his hands above his head, claws curled forwards.
The reptile snorted as he fled, then slammed his apartment door; whatever else, it made
no difference to him anyway. He’d accomplished his mission here now… and when the
reptile glanced up, he saw Mary standing in the hall, one hand raised to her muzzle, eyes
quietly gazing at the dead body of the bear with sorrow… but when she looked up, it was
without fear. Perhaps there was even pity in that sad brown gaze, as she walked over to
Zerrex, one hand still up by her muzzle as she trembled a bit before asking quietly: “Why
did he die? And… why so messy?”
“His neck didn’t break right.” Zerrex responded shortly, not enjoying talking about his
work; under her insistent gaze, however, he sighed and put an arm around her shoulders,

carefully leading her out as he looked ahead: more to keep from looking at her than to
actually watch for any aggressors or anything along those lines. “He was a pedophile who
was molesting children at a local playground. He killed the daughter of my client.”
“I see.” Mary said quietly, looking up at him softly as they walked towards the staircase.
She remained silent as they exited the hall, walked down the stairs, then exited the building
through the nearby main doors, before she finally spoke again, surprising the reptile by not
reprimanding or congratulating him, but instead asking: “Do you like children?”
He stopped outside the doors, the two of them standing in the heavy rain that was
falling without complaint, soaking them quickly and obscuring much of the view around
them… but Mary gazed up at him as if they were standing together on a sunny day instead
of a dark, stormy night, and the reptile for once didn’t care that he was getting soaked to
the scales by a rainstorm. In the ensuing silence, the cat blurted out another question,
blushing even as she asked: “Do you… have you ever done anything to children? Hurt them
or… you know…”
The reptile continued to look at her mildly, then he glanced down before looking back
up with a dry laugh. “I don’t like kids. And yes, I’ve even killed children before and…” he
stopped, then added in a quiet voice: “Never little children. But for me, everyone is fair
game after they’ve hit thirteen or fourteen, if I ever have… an urge. Most of that, however,
is in the past.” He stopped, then frowned at her expression. “Shouldn’t you be looking at
me with disgust?”
“No… it’s just…” she stopped herself now, then quietly reached up to brush his wet
hair back from his face. “How can you be so honest about all this? So… so calm?” Before
he could answer, however, she merely laughed a bit and glanced down from his features.
“I’m sorry, stupid question. I forget that… you’re the Boss, and I did talk with Cindy about
you for a bit.”
Zerrex nodded, feeling a twinge at Cindy’s name… but then he turned up the block
instead of towards the bar and let his hand travel down to rub the wet back of the feline.
“Come on… the hotel is near here, where I’m supposed to get payment for my next job…
or rather, say I’m not doing it and take my pay anyway. Ironic that even I have fans…”
Mary smiled a bit up at him, raising her eyes to look at his face as she replied softly: “I
don’t think it’s too surprising myself. Everyone loves a badass.”
The Drakkaren blinked down at her, then he shrugged before they continued on in
silence; however, within a minute of the twenty-minute walk, Mary had started to complain
about the weather and Zerrex couldn’t help but agree, muttering under his breath about
how much he hated getting wet. This caused Mary to ask him yet another question – Gods,
she reminded him of Cindy sometimes, innocent but so goddamned curious – and he
merely responded that he’d almost drowned once and spent about three days clinging to a
wooden board before a rescue ship had finally homed in on the debris of the military
battleship he’d been riding on. The short anecdote had made Mary blush once more and
apologize, then the two remained quiet for the last five minutes of walk to the beaten-up
inn.

It was actually more maze than hotel, however… all two floors of the beaten up,
rambling place that likely had more hallways than rooms. The reptile walked in, gazed at the
clerk in the lobby, and the ferret behind the counter shrunk back a bit as his eyes went wide
at the sight of the dripping lizard, swallowing and trembling fearfully before he pointed to
the side and said in a weak voice: “Someone… is already in your room, waiting for you,
sir… the usual suite… it’s… clean and… there’s towels laid out… in case you showed
up…”
“Good.” Zerrex said shortly, then he dismissed him and turned, walking towards the
rickety staircase that led up to a short balcony that ran around the top of the hall… most
of it taped off for safety reasons. He then went through a plain fire door, holding it open
and stepping to the side for Mary to pass through, before he turned and approached the
first door – Room 201 – and reached down to open it. As expected, it wasn’t locked… and
then he stepped in, closely followed by a now-slightly-nervous Mary.
It was a basic hotel room… there was a small niche here, with the bathroom door to one
side and a plain mat laid out on the floor, with one pair of shoes already standing lonely;
they were joined by the reptile’s boots and Mary’s own shoes, as a glance for her confirmed
a tiny bathroom crammed with a sink, shower stall and toilet, and then she looked forwards
to see a small television sitting on a table… and closed curtains before a window, although
she could hear the rain tapping against it. She also thought she saw a pair of feet on a
bed… and it was confirmed when the reptile walked forwards and she followed into the
square room that was dominated by the huge bed. Everything else seemed to have been
removed… probably at Zerrex’s request.
Laying on the bed was a cute female vixen – actually, not unlike the one they had
encountered earlier – her ears perked forwards, her eyes half-lidded and apparently intent
on seducing the reptile somewhat from the tight black, front-laced corset and tight black
leather g-string she wore, her hands behind her head, legs stretched out with tight fishnet
stockings, and plume of a tail beside her as she rested back on the bed, clothes folded
neatly in a pile… and then Mary couldn’t help the vague amusement she felt as she looked
over the fox and realized that the vixen was definitely anatomically superior to her in terms
of figure – she was lithe, huge breasted, sleek legged, well-groomed and hell, probably even
younger than she was… and she couldn’t help but glance at Zerrex, and felt a bit of a grin
surface at the completely-unimpressed look on his features as he gazed at her, still sopping
wet.
Before she could speak, the reptile asked in a mildly irritated voice: “Where’s the
goddamn towels?”
Immediately the vixen blushed and stood up… and Mary realized she was also wearing
at tight leather collar as well, and then she had to reach up and cough to hide her widened
grin as the vulpine humbly bowed her head forwards and spoke in a sensuous, serving-hermaster voice that even she couldn’t top: “I’m sorry, Boss… I wasn’t thinking that you’d
come here in the rain and be all wet… why don’t you let me towel you off to make up for
it?” Then she turned her eyes on the feline, and they gleamed as she added in a purr that

again, even the feline couldn’t match: “And I’ll take care of your friend too, if you’d like
that.”
“If she’s up for it.” Zerrex replied, and his tone was mildly bored, even as he reached up
and pulled his shirt off, then he tossed it aside as the vixen fairly drooled over his huge,
muscular form, towering over her by almost three feet – even Mary was maybe an inch or
two taller than the small fox, who seemed young and dumb enough to only have her lust
incited to a greater degree instead of cowed as most smart females would be by the
anticipation of what was about to happen. As she began to walk past, Zerrex reached a
hand down and grabbed her shoulder, as Mary stepped aside and then walked into the
room, feeling vaguely uncomfortable but at the same time reaching up to unbutton her own
dress shirt – hell, it was just another girl right? It wasn’t like… it was going to be sexual or
anything, right? And sure, she might watch Zerrex… you know… but… she’d seen him
naked before, even had sex with him, and it wasn’t like he was going to kill her… she knew
that from experience, even though the memory made her wince and reminded her of the
ache that seemed to still be going in her lower regions.
But then she glanced up, surprised as the reptile asked a simple but intelligent set of
questions that made the submissive vixen flush a bit… and Mary couldn’t help but feel
vaguely amused as she saw his emerald eyes focusing down on the sapphire ones of the fox,
trapping her with his gaze… hell, the look he was giving her was almost enough to make
Mary feel trapped, even as she undid the last buttons of the dress shirt and took it off.
“Tell me. What’s your name? How old are you? Are you a virgin? And…” now he glanced
up, at what seemed to be a plain black purse, and then Mary blinked as he asked: “Why are
you taping this?”
The vixen flushed deeply, then started to stutter, still staring up at his face but now with
incredulity; and Mary couldn’t help but smile widely as she now let her sopping-wet skirt
fall to the ground, crossing her arms over her breasts as she stood in her underwear and bra,
peering closely at the purse and realizing that there was indeed a small camera lens sticking
out of a hole in the side, at the perfect angle to catch all sorts of interesting positions on
the bed; it was fairly well camouflaged, but she doubted that alone would ever be enough to
throw Zerrex off his game. And then she looked up as the vixen whimpered a bit as the
reptile squeezed her shoulder, apparently tiring of her babbling as he said coldly: “Answer
my questions. In order. And if you lie, I’ll hit you.”
Apparently that was something that the fox hadn’t taken into consideration, and she
quickly nodded, swallowing and curling her ears and tail down submissively as she looked
up at him, reaching up to slowly stroke over his wet and gleaming, muscular chest. “My
name is Melinda, but everyone calls me Mel… I’m… I’m seventeen, and this is my first
time, and I wanna do everything with you-” Something the reptile hadn’t asked, but he let it
slide because of the entertainment it gave him… “-and because I… I wanted to… to prove
that I slept with the Boss and… and because I thought it would be sexy…”
Zerrex gazed at her with mild entertainment, then he nodded before letting her go and
walking past her, glancing down at the purse and reaching into it, then removing a pack of

both condoms and the camera. He held the packet of the former up to his face, then he
tossed them back down beside the television with a quiet snort. “I don’t use condoms.” He
said plainly, then turned to look at her. “We go bare. No protection.”
“But…” Mel stuttered, and then she was easily silenced by a glare from the Drakkaren,
holding up her hands and backing up a step as her eyes widened and she swallowed thickly.
“I don’t care.” The reptile enunciated softly, then jerked his head towards the bathroom
as he reached down and undid his pants, removing them and leaving them only in a pair of
boxers that already seemed far too-tight, despite his seemingly complete lack of
excitement… and the vixen’s look of submission became tinged not with fright but lust
once more as she stared at him, then quickly turned and ran into the bathroom as he
crossed his muscular arms and gave her another flat look.
Then he turned and walked over to the bed, sitting on it and looking over at Mary,
speaking softly: “You’re going to watch for now. But I will ask you to join in afterwards, and
maybe I’ll feel like watching you and her for entertainment.” He paused as she made a face,
leaning back against the wall, but then she nodded with a sigh under his flat look, feeling
embarrassed.
“I just… I’ve never even thought about going lesbian before…” she said slowly, then
glanced up as Mel came back in with a towel, looking flushed and embarrassed, and so the
cat finished the thought silently to herself, But… I guess it can’t be that bad.
Zerrex looked over at the vixen as she stood with the large-size towel, then he jerked his
head at Mary, who flushed a bit. “Clean her up first. Then you can do me.”
“Yes, sir.” Mel replied obediently, and then Zerrex watched as she carefully and
sensuously dried Mary’s fur with the towel; so far, he was ticking off points in his head, and
he certainly enjoyed the submission of the vixen… he figured it would make things more
fun later on. Especially once they got around to a few fun acts… and that made him smile
slightly, which brightened the vixen’s features when she turned around to look at him.
Then he allowed her to towel him off, letting the pleasure at her submission and her
slow draws of the towel over his muscles relax him, enjoying the massage as much as he
could as he rested back against the wall, looking down at her dominatingly the whole
time… then, once she was done, he told her to put the towel away, then turned her back
against him, pulling her against his body as he stood, massaging her virginal form slowly
and rolling his hands over her sides, reaching up to squeeze her breasts and making her
tremble and moan even with such small touches, as he realized she was a virgin even to
being fondled and massaged as he was doing, and so growing to enjoy his gentle touches of
her young body even more.
He slipped his down to her crotch and squeezed, and she bucked and moaned as her eyes
went wide with surprise; he slipped his hand down lower, into her g-string, and she reached
back to squeeze his hips hard, trembling and rubbing her body back against him as she
shook her head from side-to-side, eyes closed as she panted quietly. Then he pushed her
onto the bed, walked over to the camera, and angled it properly as she lay there, trembling

and staring at him with realization of what was about to happen before he hit the record
button, walked over, climbed on the bed and kissed her as he began to roll his hands over
her again and her over him.
He gently moved his hands against her form, worked his much-larger muzzle down
against her smaller one, fingers dragging against her sides and then moving up to fondle her
breasts, squeezing them gently through the tight corset that bound her swells closer to her
body as she pushed herself into his grip with a quiet moan. Then he settled one hand
against her as the other rolled down her stomach and gripped her crotch, rolling two large
fingers between her legs as his hand squeezed down against her g-string, making her gasp as
she bucked instinctively into his hand and pushed her hands back against his body, dragging
her own over his chest and powerful, chiseled abs, tickling along his waist.
Mary couldn’t help the faint feelings of both jealousy and arousal that warred through
her… but then, after Zerrex motioned for her to come over and switch with him, she felt
nervousness replace jealousy as she climbed onto the bed, and then she simply let her hands
do as they would with the young vixen. She squeezed and rolled her breasts through the
corset, tilting her head back and watching the expressions of the younger female as the fox
moaned softly, moving her own hands up and down her mostly-naked sides, tracing over her
stomach and massaging her own breasts.
The fox was braver with her, perhaps because she was seeing another nervous, submissive
soul instead of a dominating giant, as Zerrex leaned back and watched them with pleasure
and entertainment… but apparently little or no arousal, and Mary soon got the feeling, as
she felt her underwear being slowly stripped by the still ‘clothed’ vixen, that the pleasure he
got was from the fact he had complete power over both of them…
She could feel her panties being slowly drawn down… then she gasped quietly as the
vixen’s hand slipped up between her legs and squeezed her crotch, the vulpine looking down
into her eyes with deep lust as Mary stared back hungrily, blushing slightly, knowing that
the fox would feel the slight wetness of her lips… but instead, the fox merely squeezed
slowly again, then drew her fingertips back along the cleft of her vagina, making the feline
moan quietly as her own hands squeezed the vixen’s sides. As she began to massage upwards
towards her breasts again, she felt the fox easily slipping her hand behind her to undo her
bra, and then it fell to the bed, leaving her breasts bared. They were not untouched for long,
however, as the vulpine gave her crotch another squeeze and then settled one hand upon her
right breast, rolling the firm mound slowly and pushing her palm gently down into the
hardened nipple.
Mary returned the favor after a few more moments of groping; that is to say, the favor
of removing the other’s clothing: and this part, at least, the cat didn’t have a problem with.
She stripped her down easily, gently bucking her hips and letting out soft breaths of
pleasure as she felt the fox working her hand still at her crotch, tracing up and down the
entrance to her passage but never penetrating, as the feline’s own hands gently pulled the gstring down, then loosed the corset as they sat up together. The fox removed her hands for a
moment from her body to throw her own scant clothing to the side, and Mary immediately

took the chance to move forwards, reaching a hand down to return the squeezes that the
vixen had been giving to her crotch and flicking her clitoris with her thumb as the other
hand moved up to grasp a breast gently. The vulpine moaned, her back arching slightly out
towards the feline… and Mary lowered her head, kissing the neck of the fox before
hesitating as she moved her hand in slow, gentle circles against the entrance to the vulpine’s
passage.
Then she tried using her mouth on the bust of the vixen, experimenting as her hands
touched places she never thought she’d touch on another female, causing the vixen to
tremble, as Mary’s lips settled upon her nipple before pushing forwards to claim part of her
swell as well, tongue flicking the hard nub of flesh and teeth gently rubbing over it… and
then Zerrex was back, and gently pulling Mary away to watch again as he climbed onto the
bed and leaned forwards to say softly into Mel’s ear: “Foreplay is over. Take my boxers off.
Then make me hard… use your hands.”
Mel nodded as Mary slipped back to lean against a wall and watch, her legs spread, still
panting quietly as lust rolled through her body, pleasure emanating from the wet folds of
her vagina and her well-massaged breasts… but it did bring another strange, voyeuristic
pleasure as she watched Zerrex sit on the bed and the female fox reach slowly, nervously
forwards, staring at the bulging boxers before dragging them slowly down and watching as
inch after inch after inch of huge, black penis became visible… until finally the reptile was
shed of them and he sat in a V, hands on his knees and looking strangely serene as he
smiled down at the vulpine, who was staring at the massive and still-soft flesh.
Mel did the best she could, her hands squeezing and grasping the huge cock, trembling
and bending it up and down slightly as Zerrex watched her, licking his muzzle slowly as he
began to harden into the hands of the busty, nude vixen. She stroked up and down his huge
cock slowly, looking back and forth from those piercing emerald eyes to the gigantic black
flesh of the reptile, feeling it starting to heat in her hands, throbbing slightly as if it had its
own life, thickening and lengthening as she fumbled with the huge penis. Yet despite her
inexperience, it was enough, even though the sight of the reptile caused another brief war
between lust and fear on her features, as she sat back and stared at the plus-thirty-inch, fully
erect penis that went much of the way up the giant lizard’s chest. But then, when his expert
hands began touching her again, reaching down to grasp her breasts and guide her up to her
knees by the underswells before he squeezed her nipples, then took her huge breasts in his
own large hands, lust won easily and she found herself willingly submitting to the desires of
the reptile…
Mary couldn’t help but touch a few of her own places as Zerrex finally stopped with the
between-foreplay-and-sex, and finally pushed her down and mounted her – and a part of
her grinned as she realized he was doing it at an angle that fit the camera. Her hands moved
over her own body as she watched the Drakkaren kiss her hungrily, working his huge
muzzle against her much-smaller one, his tongue invading her mouth and wrestling,
dominating her own, shoving down towards her throat as his body lay down against hers.
One of his hands continued to grope a breast roughly, squeezing and rolling it back and
forth against her chest as his other rubbed the top of his huge cock and pushed it down

against her body, the thick meat rolling back and forth through the fur of her stomach as
he thrusted slowly against her, her legs raising into the air as she bucked her hips back. The
sight of it was enough to entice Mary into exciting her own passions further by slowly
beginning to drag her fingers up and down her vagina, spreading her legs a bit as she leaned
back against the wall and began to pant quietly, her other hand squeezing and rolling a
breast, working her fingers against her nipple and her mound as she moved her body against
her hands, watching the reptile moving against the vixen with hunger.
Then the reptile dragged his huge shaft back as he sat up, grinning down at the female
fox as his hand slipped from her breast to grasp her hip, his thick penis still in his other
hand as he pulled his hips far back and guided the head of the huge shaft to her trembling
vagina. On her back, the vixen could only stare and grasp her own breasts, trying to look
enticing and passionate despite the fear as she began to play with her own swells, and the
reptile murred before he suddenly leaned forwards. With a grunt and a hard forwards
thrust, he pushed into her, shattering her virginity and immediately stretching her passage
wide, and the feline winced at memory and the sound of the vixen’s scream as the vulpine
bucked, squeezing her own large breasts instinctively. Immediately, Mel’s hips shook and she
clamped her hands onto Zerrex’s shoulder, switching the grip as he leaned his body down
over hers a bit more and moved his hand from the base of his shaft to her other hip, the
vixen trying to bite back the next cry of pain as he forced forwards again, but then Zerrex
whispered something in her ear, and Mel nodded before voicing another scream as he
moved forwards again, giving Mary a flashback of what he’d said to her: Scream. I like it.
And it’ll make it easier on you.
He thrusted forwards again, blood flowing down the sides of his immense flesh as he
dug his enormous length deeper into the vixen, as she shrieked and dug her claws into his
broad shoulders, her mouth agape and eyes bulging with the pain as she tried to clamp onto
him with her legs, her own hips bucking spasmodically as the reptile grunted, his own
fingers digging into her hips as he jerked her towards him and thrusted forwards at the same
time, ripping his long obsidian penis even deeper with every hard thrust as she shook her
head from side to side and screamed loudly again, giving voice to her pain as she rocked her
hips against Zerrex’s huge cock as he continued to bury his length inch-by-inch.
She kept screaming for the next ten minutes, then for another good ten – or perhaps
fifteen, the feline stopped keeping track of time as she began to touch herself, despite her
best efforts not to but unable to resist the temptation, shocked that Zerrex should… arouse
her so much, that watching this should do something in her when she knew it should have
probably disgusted her… the giant reptile, forcing his impossibly-thick and long cock into
the much-smaller vixen, as she clutched him and he just grinned and grunted, eyes burning
with animal pleasure as he stared dominatingly into her eyes, seeming to drink up her pain
as he rammed his huge, fleshy length into her, finally managing to hilt as his testicles
smacked into her anus with a loud squelch, before drawing back and then beginning to
thrust almost half of the gigantic penis in and out, ripping who knew how far into her as
Mary stared, wondering if that was what she had looked like as tears rolled down the
cheeks of the vixen and she cried out again and again before suddenly arching her back, her

hands dropping and grabbing her bust as Zerrex sat up and began to put more power and
length into his thrusts, keeping them just as quick but moving more of his huge penis in
and out of her.
She still screamed now… but these screams were tinged with both desire and a growing
pleasure, as she grasped herself and rocked her head from side to side, and suddenly Mary
felt it was okay to let herself keep doing as she’d been to this point… touching herself,
getting off to the sexual play being acted out in front of her. The feline moaned quietly
before rubbing her mouth with the back of one hand, then she leaned back against the wall,
watching with renewed passion as her hands moved over her own body, squeezing her
breasts slowly before bringing both down to stroke her inner thighs, teasingly herself before
moving one up to her vagina… and this time, instead of merely massaging around the
outside of her lips and gently toying with her clit, she buried two fingers into herself
almost immediately and bucked her hips at the feeling of penetrating herself, of her own
wet warmth as she moaned and watched the two lustfully, working her fingers in and out of
herself as Zerrex grunted and thrusted.
He worked his thick, veiny member in and out of her vagina rapidly, moving the huge
cock powerfully as he leaned slightly forwards, grinning widely, eyes burning with pleasure
and hot desire as the female jounced and rocked on the bed, continuing to scream and
moan as she dropped her head back, squeezing her breasts and working them in her own
hands, squeezing her nipples between two fingers as she bucked her hips back against the
reptile, moving in time with him before moaning loudly as he began to slow his thrusts,
working almost leisurely in and out as he gave his own low groan of pleasure, eyes slipping
closed as his hands moved from her hips to grasp her ankles, pulling her legs wider out to
the side as his muscles flexed in time with his thrusts. He worked himself back and forth,
but it was more gentle, slower, more careful despite the blood that was flowing freely and
pooling beneath the vixen’s lower half… but she was moaning hotly now, all but drooling as
she rolled and manipulated her large mounds in her hands, eyes staring mindlessly up at the
ceiling, full of desire and passion as Mary bucked her hips and gave her own quiet sounds
of pleasure, watching at the fox obviously took to the reptile’s huge length much faster than
she herself had managed.
He gave Mel her first orgasm as he softened his movements: he made his thrusts a bit
longer, but put more power into them, his large testicles smacking wetly against her anus as
he rocked his hips back and forth, inciting louder and louder sounds of pleasure from the
vixen as her body jounced on the bed, hips bucking… then her eyes widened as she began
to move harder against the reptile, moaning loudly and arching her back as her vagina
clamped down on the massive shaft of the reptile and began to contract rhythmatically, the
female’s hips bucking as she let out another sound of pleasure and began to buck her hips
powerfully up against him, as his own thrusts picked up speed in reaction to the newfound
ecstasy, rocking back and forth as he grunted and held her spasming legs out, grinning
widely as he felt her juices rushing down his shaft, lubricating him further and releasing in a
flood over his cock as she screamed and arched her back, hands tightly squeezing her own
bust.

The reptile achieved his own when he next roughened his movements, picking up pace in
the extra-sensitive passage of the fox as her orgasm came to an end, beginning to thrust
powerfully as he released her ankles and put his arms out to either side of her, leaning down
over her body and moving his shaft powerfully back and forth, squelching his cock in and
out of her through the lube of blood and juices, stretching her lips wide as she began to cry
out again… and for whatever animal reason, Mary only found this all the more intoxicating
to her, raising her own lust higher as she managed to spread her legs a bit more and thrust
her own fingers into herself with a bit more force, moaning as she slightly lifted one leg
into the air and squeezed her own breast roughly, almost to the point of pain. She watched
as Zerrex growled, leaning down further and then kissing the lips of the vixen roughly as
she screamed, invading her muzzle for a moment with his tongue as his thick cock began to
pound mercilessly in and out of her, pummeling her body with his huge penis.
She shrieked, rocking against him and crying out as her hands clutched herself, then
reached out to grab the wrists of the reptile, staring up into his eyes as she let loose cry
after cry of pleasure pain as he dominated her, engorged shaft pounding in and out of her
before he began to pick up even more, his testicles striking her like twin wrecking balls as
her hips bounced and her breasts jiggled almost wildly on her chest, her mouth open with
scream after scream as she squeezed his arms, staring at him as he grunted and worked
himself in and out as he began to rapidly stiffen up before letting out a long, low groan of
pleasure as he reached his own climax, ramming the long, blood-drenched pole of meat in
and out of her as he released his hot load, white, viscous fluid pouring into her stretched
and torn vagina as she shrieked and rocked her hips back against him, clutching him
uselessly as she stared up into his eyes… but her own were still filled with lust, and not just
pain as his semen poured into her, mixing with her blood, coating his own shaft and much
of the huge burst of seed leaking back out as his penis continued to rapidly thrust for a few
more moments.
But unlike with Mary ,after he pulled out, he looked down at her and ignored the blood
and other fluids, merely moving to the edge of the bed as tears continued to leak down
Mel’s face and she panted with near-exhaustion, trembling, her legs finally falling as her
hands grasped the sheets for a moment, squeezing them before letting them go as well.
Then the reptile spoke in a dry voice: “You wanted to try everything? Go get a cloth and
rinse off my cock, then you can put it in your mouth.” He paused, then jerked his head at
Mary, who looked at him with a deep blush as she removed her fingers from her hot, wet
vagina, her own orgasm close but not yet achieved as she leaned heavily against the wall, legs
trembling slightly. “She’ll help you out.”
The vixen’s submissive side took over as she stared at his muscular back… but her eyes
also shone with lust again, nodding and then quickly staggering to do as he bid, forcing
herself up to her feet; she took an extra few moments in the bathroom, and then came back
with a less-bleeding lower part and a more-than-bloody cloth as Mary felt a strange, rolling
lust twist through her loins and body.

Mary moved over to kneel beside the vixen as she slowly began to clean his girthy flesh,
rubbing the bloody cloth over it carefully and gently as Zerrex watched with a slight grin,
obviously enjoying the humility of the vixen and feline as they both kneeled before him.
He murred quietly as the cloth stroked over his still-hard flesh, then reached a hand
down to place on both their heads, a slight smile playing across his features as both Mary
and Mel looked up at him with equal submission and an emotion that was almost some
form of needy love from the slight gesture of physical praise he was giving unto them. With
just his presence, he dominated both of them completely, made them both feel as if he were
some all-powerful king and they were just his pawns – for him to play with as he willed.
And for whatever reason, neither of them had a problem with that, even as he turned his
gesture of affection into one of power as he dragged them both forwards and said softly:
“Lick.”
They both did as the reptile bid, the vulpine moving forwards with a bit more eagerness
than Mary, but both females pushing the ends of their muzzles against either side of his
huge shaft and Mary nervously extending her tongue to drag it slowly up one side of the
reptile’s penis. Mel, on the other hand, was already working her way up the other side of
the Drakkaren’s large shaft with gentle kisses at the end of each short lick, moving to the
head before rolling her tongue around the engorged, flared tip of his penis as she looked up
at him with wanting eyes, and Zerrex looked back down with a quiet murr as he stroked the
back of her head, grinning widely. “That’s what I like, bitch…”
The vixen murred quietly at the words of the Boss, as Mary continued to slowly take
long laps up the length of his shaft before she began to work her way down, licking
upwards as she lowered her head, one of her hands reaching up to grasp the knee of the
Drakkaren as the other went down to massage the outside of her crotch slowly, inhaling the
strong scent of the huge male, pressing her muzzle a bit closer as she reached the base of
his shaft, then dragged down a bit further to find his testicles, putting her mouth against
one and working her lips against it for a few moments against the grapefruit-sized orb
before lapping at it gently as Mel continued to lightly drag her tongue teasingly around the
head of the reptile’s shaft, kissing along the flare before lapping slowly at the sensitive tip of
his penis.
The Drakkaren thrusted lightly upwards against the pleasures of the two females,
murring in his throat as he massaged his hands against the backs of their skulls, pulling
them closer against his fleshy length as he felt Mary nuzzling and lapping slowly at one of
his deep blue orbs before nuzzling the loose flesh of the sac between testicles and the base
of his penis. One of the busty vixen’s breasts pushed into her head, rubbing against the
back of Zerrex’s hand as Mel traced her tongue along the underside of the flare of his
cockhead, then she began to drag long licks up the body of his immense obsidian member
as Mary worked her way up from the base of the black cock again.
Before Mel could start to go down any further, he pulled her easily by the head upwards,
making her groan a bit as she dropped the cloth she’d been wringing in her hands and
reached up to grasp his thick waist, looking up at him as he pulled her up until she was just

above the enormous, rounded head of his penis, his other hand stroking Mary’s skull as he
asked softly: “You seem to like it more, so why don’t you show Mary here how to really
suck a cock, huh, slut? Why don’t you see how much of me you can swallow down, bitch?”
His tone suggested it was far more a command than a suggestion, as did his hand when
he began to push her down towards his shaft, thrusting up at the same time so the huge
head rubbed back and forth along her lips. His other hand pushed Mary gently back down
to the base of his cock, fingers squeezing into her furry skull as he kept her lips against his
shaft and she opened her eyes, her hands still settled on his knee and her own crotch as she
watched Mel stare up at Zerrex with lust and want for a few moments. Then, ever so slowly,
she opened her muzzle as the end of his penis moved against her lips, and she began to
descend painstakingly downwards, the girthy shaft stretching her jaws as it first filled her
muzzle, then journeyed towards and then down her throat.
Mel gagged a bit as she managed down almost a foot of black Drakkaren meat, then she
closed her eyes tightly for a moment as her head gave a little jerk, forcing maybe another
inch down into her throat as Zerrex rolled his head back, grinning in obvious pleasure at
the feeling of his shaft buried down her muzzle. The female feline, meanwhile, was still
continuing to lap and kiss at the base of his penis, watching with an arousal that she found
almost shocking as the vixen struggled to take even more of the huge penis into her throat,
as Zerrex thrusted teasingly forwards to choke her further, his shaft bending forwards as her
large, firm breasts bounced a bit.
The Drakkaren’s hand on the back of her head forced her a bit deeper… then finally
allowed her to withdraw as she began to pant harshly around the huge penis buried into her
throat, restricting her breathing and jamming her jaws open. It moved back, inch-by-inch,
finally allowing the vixen enough space to breathe, panting hard and then opening her
mouth wide to moan as the massive cock pulled free from her jaws, streamers of drool and
saliva hanging from it and many of them still attached on the other end to the fox’s mouth,
as both she and Mary stared. The female feline had drawn back at Zerrex’s urging, and then
the reptile swiveled his hips, body turning slightly to face her as he tilted his head, eyes
burning with desire and grin wide as he asked in a nearly teasing voice: “Your turn now…
you think you can handle as much as this whore here?”
Mary swallowed thickly, staring at the massive shaft before meekly shaking her head,
looking up at the reptile with a slight tremble as she squeezed her own hot loins – only
made hotter and wetter by the feeling of the reptile’s attention changing to her, however.
She looked up into his burning emerald eyes, then changed her gaze to his thick shaft as
Mel coughed a bit, looking away… before the vixen slowly moved backwards, then grasped
Mary’s hips and pulled her so she was straight-on facing the giant lizard and his monstrous
penis, her breasts warm hills pressing into her back and her hands squeezing her hips…
before one snaked around to roll up her stomach, then settle on one of her breasts as the
other reached up to grab the base of the Drakkaren’s cock and gently angle it down.
The black flesh descended as Zerrex murred, pulling his hips back slightly as the thirtytwo inches of engorged penis formed a straight line between his hips and her mouth, the

huge, rounded head rolling against her lips as Mary tentatively pushed her muzzle forwards,
then she gently licked it, moaning quietly as she felt Mel stroking and fondling her breast
and watched her other hand stroking about a foot of the Drakkaren’s meat, her hand
moving leisurely over his girth.. Then the feline slowly opened her mouth and settled her
lips on the head of his penis as she felt his fingers squeezing and massaging her scalp,
kissing it, tongue rolling back and forth over the curves of his penis as her lips worked
slowly against the sensitive flesh.
She could feel him thrusting slightly, a bit more of the end of his black-fleshed member
sinking into her muzzle before she stretched her jaws as wide as she could and forced her
muzzle forwards, eyes shutting tightly as she felt the great penis sinking into her maw, the
flesh rubbing against her lips, tongue, teeth, his strong taste filling up her muzzle as inch
after inch after inch of cock flooded into her mouth. She could feel Mel’s manipulations
through his shaft, feel the heat and pulsation of his cock, became focused on that enough
to not notice herself forcing a muffled moan out around the huge penis or the firmer
fondling and squeezing the vixen was laying into her breast. It filled her with a strange bliss,
as his penis began to sink into her throat now, choking her slightly but still wanted, almost
needed as her fingers moved against her vagina, fingertips teasingly stroking her lips before
plunging first one in, then adding another and finally a third, thrusting them back and forth
into her passage as she felt her wetness leaking out onto her hand and down her legs.
The huge penis continued to invade her throat, pushing deeper as his hand shoved on
the back of her head, stopping her from jerking her head back even as she felt herself
gagging slightly… but she managed to force the reflex away, at least for the moment, her
eyes opening as she felt a strange, choked feeling mixing with the pleasure… he was massive
enough to easily suffocate someone, and she was becoming all too well aware of that now as
his large cock forced its way down her throat. She began to jerk her head against his hand,
eyes staring up at the grinning reptile as he easily held her, feeling her own fingers working
mindlessly in her and the other hand squeezing into the reptile’s knee as Mel continued to
heedlessly stroke the reptile’s cock and work her bust… but then she felt the hand reduce
the pressure, and the huge shaft was pulling free as Zerrex half-lidded his eyes, looking
down at her with pleasure and entertainment as he withdrew his hands from the females to
sit back, massive cock pulling free from her mouth as Mary dropped her head forwards and
rested back against the busty vixen, quietly gasping for breath as he said teasingly: “Only ten
inches or so, huh? That’s too bad… the fox got at least fourteen or fifteen, it looked like. I
was impressed with her… and she’s got a nice pair of breasts, too, doesn’t she?”
His gaze turned to a slow leer as Mel looked up at him with a smile, Mary glancing back
at her as she brought her hands up to rub the legs of the Drakkaren, feeling strangely
embarrassed and almost wanting to give another try before looking up as Zerrex laughed
softly, then he slid his body forwards a bit as he said softly: “So let’s put those to use…
Mary, you turn around and lay back against the bed, give my balls a good tending to…
Mel, I want you to use that nice set of tits you got on me. They’re big enough you shouldn’t
have too much of a problem.”

Mel nodded, looking at him hungrily as she got up in a squat, reaching up to fondle her
large bust slowly and staring up into Zerrex’s emerald eyes hungrily, as Mary rolled over
onto her back and then slipped so she was half-laying against the bed, tilting her head
upwards as Zerrex spread his legs out on either side of her, enormous testicles hanging
down. She leaned her head up, then gently mouthed one before dragging her tongue quietly
around the orb, closing her eyes as he let out a soft moan, then she opened them to watch
as the movements of the other female as much as she could, murring quietly as she slipped
one arm under and around a muscular leg of the reptile, the other settling down on her wet
crotch again, greedily slipping her fingers back into her as she spread her own legs and
began to work her three digits in and out slowly again, desiring the orgasm she felt so
close…
The vixen, meanwhile, had her large, firm breasts wrapped as best she could around the
girthy, massive cock of the Drakkaren, looking up at him with quiet pants as she began to
move her whole body up and down with her legs, the immense cock buried into the warm
flesh of her bosom, making her moan quietly at the feeling of the huge member resting
between them. She had never done anything like this before… but as the reptile let out a
soft groan, she couldn’t help but feel a strange pride and pleasure as he grinned and settled
his eyes on her hungrily, saying in his soft but powerful voice: “You’re a natural, bitch. Keep
going.”
Mel did so eagerly, moving herself up and down to roll her firm swells up and down the
huge cock of the Drakkaren, who was panting quietly now, eyes burning with pleasure and
arousal as his firm, huge member throbbed between her bust, the reptile beginning to thrust
slowly in time as he moved his hands up to settle on her shoulders, his jaw slightly agape as
he felt Mary only adding to his pleasure as she worked his testicles with her mouth, tongue
lapping and rolling against the firm orbs, her muzzle nuzzling and taking them in. Mary
herself was still working her fingers in and out, feeling her vagina starting to contract
against her working fingers as she bucked her hips and moaned quietly.
The vixen continued to work herself up and down the ebon length of the Drakkaren,
her breasts squeezing his huge cock between, her hands out the outside of her bust and
holding the mounds tight against his long penis as she rocked her body up and down,
feeling the heat emanating from the shaft seeming to grow and expand as Zerrex’s
rhythmatic thrusts became a bit harder and faster, urging the female to move quicker herself
up and down the huge penis. His muscles bulged, scales covered in a thin sheen of sweat
that glinted in the light as he looked down at her with a wide grin, muzzle slightly open to
voice hot pants as Mel looked over his huge, muscular body and up into those dominating
emerald irises before he felt her drawing her away, fingers digging into her shoulders as he
pulled back at the same time, freeing his huge length from her breasts as he sat back slightly
and commanded in a voice that held the hint of an animal growl: “Both of you… kneel in
front of me… time for a little something from the Boss…”
Mary quickly climbed to her knees as the vixen fell to the same, looking up at Zerrex
with passionate hunger in her eyes as she watched him grasp his cock with one huge hand,
working his own long length with strong strokes, the cat turning around and then moaning

in surprise as the female fox wrapped an arm around her waist, and then the vulpine was
kissing her cheek, down her muzzle, and she couldn’t help but feel her own arms wrapping
around Mel’s waist, squeezing her, feeling the fox’s larger bust pressing into her own smaller
breasts as their bodies moved sinuously together, fur rubbing against fur and mouths
meeting to work hungrily against each other, tongues dancing as their eyes closed, hearing
Zerrex giving a growl of appreciation as he leaned forwards and continued to stroke his
huge meat. The reptile’s eyes danced with pleasure and his grin stretched wider as he felt
himself stiffening up rapidly in his own grip, and then he let out a groan as he said harshly:
“Look up at me, look up at your Master, sluts!”
The two immediately did as they were told, and then both were letting out moans, Mary
of surprise and shock at the fact she was actually feeling pleasure at such a thing and Mel
with deep lust and passion, her eyes full of bliss, as if she’d been thirsting for this her entire
life as he Zerrex released thick, long bursts of his hot seed, the reptile leaning forwards and
raising slightly to his feet as he sent out long streamers of white load pouring onto the
features of the feline and the vixen, as the continued to press their bodies together, the cat
merely staring up at Zerrex with half-closed eyes but the fox swaying her head back and
forth under the hot flow of seed.
After a few more moments his orgasm slowed, as his hand continued to stroke his girthy
length rapidly before finally coming to a halt, squeezing the base of his shaft with one hand
as he grinned down at the two; Mary was covered in a good amount, muzzle, face and
breasts streaked with his seed… but the vixen had the full effect of the facial, muzzle
literally dripping with load, which was pooling in her cleavage and rolling down her breasts,
droplets hanging off her large, hardened nipples as she stared up hungrily at the Drakkaren,
giving voice to a quiet whine that was almost a moan of ecstasy. The two huddled together
before the reptile as he stood up, then his grin turned to a pleased smile as he voiced: “Lick
each other off.”
The two nodded, turning to each other, but before Mary could start, Mel locked lips
with her and now she could taste the Drakkaren as well as smell him on her fur, as the
female’s tongue danced with hers and she felt a wad of his seed flow into her mouth – the
female had apparently done more than just allow herself to be doused with the semen of
the Drakkaren, after all. Then she pulled back as Mary moaned quietly, and the two began
to lap slowly at each other’s cheeks, faces, muzzles and breasts, their tongues often crossing
and rolling together in the air as they moved their heads about. Mel easily finished off
Mary first, with her lesser amount of seed, then she wrapped her arms around her neck as
the tongue of the cat traveled through her fur, carefully licking up as much of the reptile’s
seed as she could find before she moved down to her breasts, working between the cleavage
of her huge bust and then settling on one nipple, gently suckling back on it and making the
other female moan.
Then Zerrex reached down, separating the two and jerking his head at Mary to move
back again; she did so with what was almost reluctance, standing shakily and returning to
her spot on the wall to watch as he grasped his now flaccid but still large, hose-like shaft
and pushed it silently towards the vixen’s muzzle: gladly, the female took it in, suckling

quietly on the head as Zerrex arched his back slightly and murred deeply, before the female
pulled back, grasping the large penis and moving her mouth up and down the length, slowly
licking free the seed that coated his black member.
He pulled back, then pushed his hand out towards her, the palm saturated with his load,
and the vixen nuzzled it before slowly licking it clean, eyes turned up in submission and
staring up at the reptile with pleasure as Mary watched. The feline felt her hips bucking as
she massaged down her stomach with her hands, sweating lightly as she reached down to
begin rubbing at the entrance to her vagina again, feeling hot and unsatisfied as she slipped
two fingers into her vagina with a quiet moan and began to roll her thumb around her clit,
staring as Zerrex first stroked along Mel’s muzzle, then grabbed her neck and guided her
slowly up onto the bed on all fours like a tamed pet and moved her close to the wall.
The reptile rolled her onto her back, spreading her legs, then he climbed on himself as
his hands pressed into her inner thighs, moving up to kiss her stomach, then raising his
head higher to gently settle his mouth against a breast, working his large muzzle against the
mound and making the vixen moan quietly as she bucked her hips towards him, his hands
still roving up and down her sensitive thighs. His jaws worked gently against the firm flesh,
tongue moving down to flick back and forth, then circle the nipple before he drew his head
back, murring quietly before dragging slow kisses down her stomach, heading towards her
crotch as she sat up slightly against the wall behind her.
He gently lapped at her waistline, then kissed outwards to the side before trailing the
same gentle affections down the inside of her leg, making her roll her head back as she
reached down and began to gently play her hands into his hair, panting quietly as he rose
his head to look up at her before moving a hand forwards to trace down her still-slightlybleeding lips, his eyes settling on the entrance to her vagina as one thick digit trailed up and
down the stretched lips of her passage before pushing gently against it, forcing inside and
making the female moan, then buck and groan louder as another finger joined the first and
both pushed deep.
He began to move them slowly back and forth, lubricated by the still-flowing blood of
the vixen as he worked his thick digits in and out, glancing up to watch her face with slight
entertainment for a few moments as her head rocked back and forth, her eyes closed as she
released another sound of pleasure and reached a hand up to grip one of her large breasts,
squeezing it slowly and rolling it gently against her body.
The reptile lowered his head, nuzzling her waist gently, then he dragged his tongue
gently downwards as he continued to thrust his fingers in her, his other hand massaging the
inside of her thigh and then slipping up to grasp her hip. He gently drew his tongue
around her clitoris, then nipped it lightly, using the edge of his teeth and causing her to
gasp as he bore the end of his muzzle down into her waist, nuzzling her as his fingers
continued to work in and out of her.
He drew his head and fingers back after a moment, then lowered his muzzle further,
pushing the end of it against her vagina as his other hand reached up to grasp her hip. He
nuzzled her slowly, then gently pushed his tongue outwards, lapping gently between her

stretched lips and pushing lightly at the entrance to her passage as he dragged his tongue
upwards, then back down, tasting blood and the flesh of her passage as he tilted his muzzle
to the side and nudged his head forwards a bit more.
He worked his head slowly forwards, using his thick muzzle to stimulate her further as
he rolled the end of it against her lips, at the same time pushing his tongue deeper into her
vagina, dragging it slowly around the stretched confines of her sensitive passage and making
her moan loudly, her hands grasping into his hair and tugging on his head lightly as she felt
him working against her, large muzzle shoving into her crotch as she groaned and bucked.
Mary, watching all this, couldn’t stop herself from working her own vagina with greater
passion, continuing to thrust her fingers in and out of herself as she spread her legs and
gave her own soft sounds of passion, reaching up to squeeze and fondle a breast as she
stared at the huge reptile as he went down between the legs of the vixen. Whatever else, she
could imagine that the feeling of the big Drakkaren must be, at the very least, a very
distinct and different pleasure from his penis: she thought that his tongue would be far
easier to deal with than the thick muscle dangling between his legs.
She was still amazed by how much it helped though, as she watched the two and moaned
in her throat, fingers working blissfully in and out of her vagina as he legs began to tremble
and twitch powerfully, on the very edge of a powerful orgasm as her eyes hungrily devoured
the sight of the two. In her head she put herself in the place of Mel, made her fingers the
probing tongue of the reptile, and it caused another sear of wonderful ecstasy to rise
through her body as she began to buck her hips harder before her passage began to contract
rhythmatically against her pistoning fingers.
The feline threw her head back, moaning loudly in pleasure as she felt her passage
gripping her fingers, continuing to shove her fingers in and out of herself as she felt her
fluids bursting free, flowing down her hand and soaking into her fingers and palm as she
rocked herself forwards against her fingers again and again. She cried out again as her hips
thrusted down against her pushing fingers, her vagina rapidly contracting against her hand
as she finally achieved her long-wanted orgasm.
Zerrex glanced up for a moment from the vixen, grinning widely as he watched Mary
convulsing in erotic pleasure against the wall, seeing her juices spilling out down her legs
and hearing the distinct squelch of her fingers sliding in and out of her sex before he
turned his attention back to the vixen, who was moaning loudly and rolling her hands
through the hair of the reptile, blissfully unaware that he had ceased his erotic lapping at
her vagina for a few moments as she tilted her head from side to side, bucking her hips
upwards lustfully.
He lowered his mouth back to the lips of her sex, lapping slowly around her crotch
before slipping his tongue back between the wet, blossoming folds of her vagina, pushing it
down into her passage and slowly swirling it around to taste her again, making her moan as
he delved into the depths of her sex. The reptile pushed his muzzle forwards hungrily,
working his jaws against her as she trembled and moaned, further intertwining her fingers
into his hair and pulling on him as she let out a loud cry of sexual elation.

He felt her tensing up as she bucked her hips a bit harder against his muzzle, her sex
throbbing against him as he worked his mouth forwards before slowly drawing back, pulling
his head away and then giving one final long lick up her lips before his tongue returned to
his muzzle, and he murred softly as he tilted his head, then said gently as he sat up and
back a bit: “This is enough. Now there’s just one last thing to do… get up on all fours and
raise your tail… Mary, come over here, get beneath her, sixty-nine style.”
The feline blushed slightly as she walked over, feeling her inner thighs coated with her
juices, her hand still sticky with the same as she quietly suckled on one of her fingers. The
taste of her own juices somehow added to the lust that was still burning in her loins, the
orgasm she’d managed still not fulfilling her in the way she wanted to be fulfilled… but as
Mel slowly turned around and rose in the classic doggy-style position, she felt whatever
anxiety she had at such a position – especially when the reptile was going to be reaming the
poor soul above – faded into lust for a way to fulfill the needs her body now had.
She slipped beneath the fox, who lowered herself a bit as the feline and spread her legs as
the feline moved her own lower limbs wide, and then she let out a sigh of pleasure as the
vixen lowered her muzzle and slowly lapped at her wet, tingling lips, making her tremble a
bit with an onrush of the sexual ecstasy she so thirsted for. In return, she raised her head
and gently nuzzled the waist of the other female before slowly pushing her lips against her
clitoris and suckling lightly back on it, causing the vixen to moan softly and buck her hips
downwards, trembling slightly – although some of her shuddering this time came from
nervousness at the impending loss of her tailhole’s virginity to the Boss.
Zerrex himself was on his knees behind the vixen, slowly stroking his now half-erect
penis back to full hardness – Mary, laying on her back, couldn’t help but stare at this even
as she slowly attended to the vagina of the other female, lapping and thrusting a finger
gently in and out but watching the reptile’s huge shaft come back into life, the almost
ridiculously-massive and girthy penis hardening up until it was at full thirty-two inch
glory… and then he lowered the huge pole of flesh and pressed the head of his immense
length of meat against her tender, as-yet-untouched rosebud, grinding the gigantic, round
fleshy head forwards as he rotated his hips slowly, firmly guiding it against her and making
her moan, hands clutching into the sheets as she tried to focus on giving slow laps to the
vagina of the female below her, as her own was tended to slowly and blissfully… and then
she bucked her head upwards, staring straight forwards and letting out a shriek as Zerrex’s
hands squeezed into her hips and yanked her back as he shoved the amazingly-hard,
amazingly-huge and fleshy muscle forwards, burying just the engorged, enormous head into
her rosebud and causing the vixen to release another howl of agony as her tailhole was
stretched and torn into beyond reason.
The Drakkaren grunted, leaning over her and closing his eyes with an expression of deep
pleasure contorting his features in a half-grin, half-snarl of animal lust, his hips rocking
forwards again to pulverize her passage further with his huge girth, ripping her anus apart
as he rotated his hips again, screwing his immense length into her and making her shriek
again as more of his gigantic member sunk into her depths, tearing and stretching her as the
long muscle penetrated deeper and deeper.

Mary knew she should be horrified all this, and further disgusted by the blood that was
flowing down the vixen’s legs from her ravaged tailhole as Zerrex growled and worked his
meat deeper into her: she knew that her first reaction should be to get out of this mess, as
Mel gave long cries of definite agony, as she tasted blood with every lap of her long tongue
against the trembling vagina of the other female… but her only instinct was to grasp her
waistline firmly, just above Zerrex’s strong grip, to hold her better in place as she kept her
head raised enough to work her muzzle at the lips of the vulpine, closing her eyes as she felt
rivulets of blood dripping down onto her face, rolling along her cheeks and muzzle as she
continued to work her tongue and lips against the sex of the female. She knew this wasn’t
what you’d call a ‘clean and wholesome’ sexual act… but right now, in the middle of this
lust, and as she felt the gigantic reptile moving, forcing his way into the ripping and tearing
tailhole of the vixen, as she heard him grunting and snarling with distinct animal
pleasure… she felt that this was more than what she had to do. This was what she wanted
to do.
Inch after inch of hot, obsidian flesh sank into the female as Zerrex thrusted forwards,
more than half of his enormous cock already buried into the vixen, and then he leaned his
body over hers again, angling her and forcing her legs to part a bit more so that Mary had
to drop her head back and Mel sank forwards, the tips of her huge breasts touching the
waist of the feline beneath her and her screaming maw much closer to cat’s own hot vagina,
the reptile moving to a semi-squat position as he shoved his huge member forwards with a
low roar and yanked hard back on Mel’s body, causing her breasts to bounce and then Mary
to startle and moan as she felt the reptile’s large testicles collide with her nose and the
vixen’s hot sex. Then the reptile made another short piston forwards, making Mel scream
even louder as he gyrated his hips at the same time, grinning widely as he felt himself push
to the hilt as rivers of blood and fluids rolled down from the annihilated ass of the vulpine.
He could feel Mary only working faster, however, and now he could hear the feline
moaning as she worked her muzzle against the screaming vixen’s vagina with eager passion
and hunger… and the reptile let out a deep murr of pleasure at the apparent lust of the
cat.
He rotated his hips slowly again, grinding his cock against the stretched and torn sides
of the female’s passage and making her shriek in agony again, tears leaking down her muzzle
and fingers digging into the bed as she stared straight ahead, sobbing hard and shrieking in
agony at every movement of the reptile. He spread his legs slightly on either side of her as
he leaned his powerful, muscular form over her much slighter body, then he began to thrust
slowly, making her moan and cry out in agony, her body trembling as he leaned his heavy
form onto hers as reached one hand down to squeeze and grope at her breasts roughly,
working her large bust in his hands as he growled quietly and groaned in pleasure that was
almost pain at the sheer tightness of the female’s penetrated rosebud.
The screams this time took a long time to become tinged with pleasure, as the reptile
moved back and forth, thick cock plunging deep into the female’s body with every hard
thrust, then tearing back as Mary continued to moan and lap at the shivering vagina of the
other female, despite the vixen’s pained screams and the blood that was running down the

feline’s face in a nearly-steady flow from the damage Zerrex had done to her anus. She could
also feel the reptile’s huge testicles smacking into the end of her muzzle and banging into
the lips of the fox’s sex as she lapped and nuzzled them, but that only added to her erotic
bliss – so did the screaming, perhaps, but that she didn’t want to admit.
Yet eventually, she heard the distinct change in note as the shrieks from Mel began to
turn to those of erotic ecstasy instead of agonized pain, and Mary couldn’t help but
wonder how the hell the vixen could enjoy her ass being reamed by the giant, grunting
reptile, as the Boss moved his huge meat back and forth with growing speed, his claws
digging small gashes across her hip as they dug in deeper and his other hand continuing to
play and squeeze her breasts painfully hard. But the sounds of bliss were becoming louder
and louder, moans and loud cries amidst the occasional breaking shriek of agony when the
Drakkaren shoved his hips forwards extra hard or gyrated his huge shaft inside of her, and
Mary couldn’t help but work her own muzzle faster against the vagina of the vixen, hoping
for an orgasm she knew the fox was unlikely to achieve… but she could always dream, even
if a dream like that disturbed her somewhat, like the dreams of having the giant reptile
thrust that massive pole of flesh in and out of her…
And again it was amazing how long the reptile could last, although by the end of it he’d
been growling and panting like an animal, face twisted in more of a snarl than anything
else, hands digging into her hips as he sat up behind her and began to piston his immense,
fleshy cock even harder. His testicles slapped powerfully against the sex of the vixen and the
muzzle of the cat again and again as Mel shrieked with every hard shove of his huge cock
forwards, obviously once more in pain than pleasure as Zerrex moved his girthy meat in and
out of her over and over, slamming her with his immense shaft as he felt himself stiffening
up inside of the tight passage of her anus.
His enormous penis moved faster and faster in and out, as his fingers dug into the vixen’s
waist and he leaned forwards, jaws gritting and hips pummeling his obsidian member in and
out as he felt his orgasm rising, rising, and then suddenly his pleasure slipped over the edge
and he arched his back, letting out a loud roar of sexual elation that mixed with the scream
of Mel as she fell forwards against Mary, shoving her head down into the cat’s crotch as she
shrieked again at the feeling of the reptile making rapid but hard thrusts into her again and
again as his thirty-six inch cock took on all the hardness of forged steel and then began to
release burst after burst of his thick load, sending his seed pouring into her body again and
again as he released another animal sound of erotic pleasure, the viscous white fluid
spurting out and flowing down his shaft as he squelched in and out of her tailhole, sending
a rain of his load splattering down onto Mary’s face as the cat dropped her head back and
moaned loudly into the fall, her hips bucking upwards against the fox that was groaning and
crying into the hot folds of her vagina, her tears slipping down to mix with the much
different wetness emanating from her hot and wanting passage.
Zerrex finally began to slow his thrusts, panting softly, and then he grinned as he slowly
rolled his hips, making Mel cry a bit harder as she let out a loud, broken cry and slumped
down against the cat – then the reptile slowly withdrew his huge cock, a good volume of his
fluids following with the removal of his obsidian shaft and pouring down onto Mary’s face,

and the feline coughed for a moment and spluttered, reaching up to rub her eyes slowly as
Mel rolled off of her and spasmed lightly on the bed, her hands traveling over her body
and eyes bleary with tears, pain, and erotic excitement as she stared fuzzily over the
Drakkaren and the feline. Mary herself was looking at the reptile sitting on the edge of the
bed, stretching and regaining his composure as he brushed his hair back, grinning over his
shoulder at the two with a primal burning in his eyes.
And then he’d gotten up – Mary gaped at the sight of his large and perhaps still mostlyhard penis, gaining another reason to add to her database of why the Boss was so sexual…
it seemed he could last forever and have ammo enough for a war’s worth of play, if you
caught the drift of the metaphor – and left them both panting on the bed, Mel crying a bit
from the pain but looking both ecstatic and in total sexual bliss, bleeding as well and a bit
bruised from the reptile’s rougher gropes… but then he’d paused before heading to the
camera. Instead, he climbed back onto the bed and then on top of Mary, leaning down to
look into her face as he spread her legs and said softly: “It’d be rude not to take care of
you.”
He was fast, but it was good, and there was less pain than the first time – quite possibly
the result of permanent stretching. She still cried out though, as his bulging but welllubricated shaft pressed into her, shoving forwards almost immediately against her wet lips
with his huge, engorged head to rip into her vagina as her body bucked up against him,
crying out as he growled and forced almost half of his immensity into her with the first
thrust, then hilted himself with the second and caused her to scream just as loud as the
vixen ever had as she reached up to grab his shoulders, her muzzle gaping, face covered in
blood and his semen, her eyes staring hungrily into his as he looked down with equal desire
and passion. He began to piston his hips powerfully back and forth as one hand settled on
her breast and the other grabbed her inner thigh, pulling her leg out and pushing it upwards
as his black shaft tore in and out of her, a bit of her blood now sliding down the veiny
penis as the reptile shoved the slick length in and out.
He thrusted into her again and again, filling her up and making her cry out in blissful
passion as she bucked her hips back against the huge shaft, feeling the well-lubricated shaft
easily tearing in and out of the wet folds of her vagina as he pistoned his immense member
back and forth. It shoved into her depths again and again, causing her breasts to bounce and
her body to rock back and forth with every deep push of his penis. She released a loud
moaning yell of pleasure with every movement of the reptile’s girth, as he pounded into her
relentlessly with his shaft, large navy orbs slamming into her anus with every shove
forwards.
His rapid movements and the loud sounds of ecstasy emanating from the female, all
aided the Drakkaren in achieving a quick rise towards orgasm, his hands settling beside her
head as he arched his back to look down at her, a light sweat shining on his scales as he
hungrily watched her breasts jiggle and bounce, watching her entire body shiver with every
ram of his thick rod of meat forwards. He growled as his eyes lapped up the sight of her
shrieking and the ease with which he dominated her body with his own, how every
movement of his muscular body made her cry out and buck against him, jouncing with

every movement and crying out each time he buried into her, every time his testicles
battered against her tailhole. The reptile groaned as he felt himself already stiffening, penis
sensitive from his multiple orgasms and his pre already leaking into her wet vagina as she
bucked and moaned against him, exciting him all the more.
He began to piston in and out faster, Mary’s fingers digging into his shoulders as she
pushed her body up towards him, crying out as she felt herself finally heated in the way she
wanted, finally being given what she felt her lust calling for as she rocked against him,
feeling her vagina beginning to contract before she suddenly arched her back upwards and
closed her eyes, muzzle gaping in a wide moan of bliss as her hips bucked violently up
against him as her passage began to contract, clenching against the gigantic penis that was
pummeling into she convulsed against him, legs clutching at his waist as her juices
lubricated his shaft even further, his girth squelching into her again and again as his penis
stiffened up under the rapid, rhythmatic clenching of her vagina.
He grunted as he rocked his hips faster, then he arched his back, grinding his body down
against her as his fingers squeezed into the bed beside the head of the feline. He panted
hard, his hot breath washing over her face as she screamed in an exotic mix of pleasure and
pain at the rapid thrusting of the reptile’s huge penis into her again and again before he
pushed down on her, letting out a loud, masculine groan of pleasure as his muscles bulged
and he ground his heavy form against hers, working his hips powerfully and pistoning his
stiff cock in and out of her over and over again as he began to release burst after burst of
his semen into her, pouring the last of his hot load into the female’s excited passage as she
bucked upwards against him again and again, fingers clawing against his broad shoulders as
the reptile’s oversized penis shot long streamers of seed into her over and over, spilling out
of the sides of her vagina and down his black, fleshy shaft as Zerrex groaned and dropped
his body against hers, hands slipping down either side of the bed as he emptied his seed
into her moaning and quaking body.
The reptile panted hard as he finished, resting inside of her for a few moments as he
dropped his powerful body on her own, closing his eyes as Mary’s limbs clutched his body.
She trembled slowly, their bodies resting together, her breasts pressing into him as he
blanketed her with his body, then he slowly pulled out, a small flood of their fluids
following as she trembled and moaned, clenching her eyes shut at the burst of cold air that
hit the widened opening to her passage and letting out a final short, barking cry as the
reptile gyrated his hips lightly at the last moment, rolling his rounded cockhead against the
lips of her vagina before dropping his body back onto hers and panting softly as he rested
his muscular form atop the much-smaller cat’s. He paused for a moment as he realized
something seemed to be missing, then turned his head and smiled slightly as he saw the
vixen all but drooling, still bleeding from her lower regions, but obviously in no danger
from the slight gape of her muzzle and the fixed eroticism in her eyes.
Once he felt he was done making Mary scream too, he rolled off her and then walked
over to the camera, sweating and with a strangely-pacified look on his features, finally
flaccid again, then he flicked it off – it had perhaps two hours’ worth of footage on it. Mel
was drowsing, and Mary was relaxing in the aftermath, panting softly a bit still, bleeding…

but nowhere near as badly as the vixen, who’d endured far more than she had, sexual
experiences combined. Then the reptile settled himself between the two, glancing out at the
closed curtains and putting an arm around either female, pulling them against his body as
he closed his eyes and rested back into the pillows. They both curled against his thick form,
then Mel murmured quietly: “Thank you, Boss… and for this, too…”
“It’s nothing special. Just payment and my pleasure.” Zerrex replied dryly, looking down
at her, then he glanced over at Mary. “We’ll stay here for a while longer. Make sure your
bleeding stops and that we’ve rested enough, then Mary and I will walk back home.
However, the video was not part of the deal… therefore I’m going to take your camera with
me and review the tapes.” He paused as Mel looked at him with amusement dotted with the
exhaustion she felt, then she dropped her head against his chest and he continued on,
absently reaching up to stroke the back of her neck. “You know where I live, like everyone
else in Baskin’s Grove, I expect. You can come over in a few days and pick them up; I’ll have
the footage I think is appropriate ready for you.” He stopped again, then added: “But I’ll
also expect other services from you to compensate for this.”
“I’d be honored…” the vixen smiled up at him, nodding quietly, and Mary couldn’t help
but feel mild amusement as she looked over at her and saw a strange kind of awe on her
face, then watched as her hand moved slowly from the reptile’s chiseled abdominals to reach
down and quietly grasp at his groin.
Zerrex’s hips twitched a bit as he squeezed the two females tighter to him, then he rolled
on top of Mel and pinned her, reaching down to grasp her arms and hold them out to the
sides. He slid down so they were face-to-face, his hot breath washing over hers, feeling his
naked, massive and thick-with-muscle body pressing down on her, and she closed her eyes,
moaning quietly up to him and trembling before she felt his muzzle descend and kiss hers
passionately: she worked her jaws back as best she could, feeling his girthy tongue invading
her muzzle and rolling with hers, as she felt him controlling her and dominating her in a
way that she knew no one else ever could… and then he pulled back and sat up on the edge
of the bed, standing and then glancing over his shoulder, eyes softened from how they’d
initially viewed her but still cold, yet now a slight smile on his features as he glanced over
her body, then said softly: “Although you too are from Apple Villa… feel free to stop by
here any time. You make a good bitch, so I’ll be glad to have you around.”
Mel stiffened and stared at him, then she glanced down remorsefully and asked quietly:
“How… how did you…”
“No kid looking for sex in Comfort Town could afford a corset like that.” Zerrex
responded dryly, then he paused and reached down to grab her collar, hauling her up to a
sitting position as Mary stared, barely able to hear him whispering in her ear: “But I like
you, slut. And I know what you want… you want all the dirty things that the perfect side
of Baskin’s Grove can never offer but I can. I don’t resent you for that, because I happen to
enjoy whores like you.” Then, now fully grinning, he easily lifted her by the collar off the
bed and into the air as he drew her in front of him, holding her just above his head, her legs
kicking as she stared down at him with total submission, choking as her hands grasped his

wrist and held her up as best she could… yet, under the dominating gaze and grin of the
reptile, Mary could see she was… could she be enjoying it? Enjoying the humiliation, the
ease with which the reptile threw her around?
And then, when he shoved the vixen into the wall and she let out a cry of pain, Mary sat
up, opening her mouth to tell Zerrex to stop… but then, as she reached out, she caught a
glare from the vixen… and it wasn’t at the reptile, but at her. Slowly, she dropped her arm
as Zerrex reached a hand forwards, and made the fox cry out as he shoved his fingers rudely
into her two most sensitive areas. Then he drew them back, and reached up to her muzzle,
silent, still pinning her by the throat to the wall, her hands still squeezing into a thick
wrist… and she willingly opened her muzzle and quietly suckled on them before he drew
his hand back and nodded, setting her down as he looked at her quietly… and Mary could
sense the smile in his voice as he said gently: “We’re both freaks, aren’t we? Me because I
enjoy sadism… you because you enjoy being controlled, right up to being hurt, don’t you?
That’s why you were so quick to adjust to me, isn’t it?”
Mel nodded meekly, then gazed after him, clasping her hands in front of her breasts as
the reptile began to put his clothes back on, watching him with quiet eyes as Mary took the
cue to do the same. “I… I’m just… I hate Apple Villa, and I hate what it’s done to
Comfort Town… and… my best friend, Sarah… she’s always getting picked on and
everything because of how her dad is always trying to… you know, protect Comfort Town
and stuff…” she sighed quietly and shook her head, then blushed as she looked at the
reptile, watching as he pulled on his pants and then turned around, searching for his shirt.
He found it, and she continued to watch him silently before continuing: “I’ve… always
been given everything myself… pony rides, stuff… stuff that I’m never really in need of
but… I say I like it, and I get it… and… I got so tired of it. I started to totally hate it,
always getting my way and stuff… and… so… I wanted to find out what it was like to
be… slaved and controlled… and… Sarah told me more about you and stuff and now…”
“You found out you enjoy it.” Zerrex responded simply, then he glanced at Mary – she
had everything on but the dress shirt, which she was slowly buttoning up and watching the
exchange intently – before turning his gaze on the naked vixen. “It’s alright. Some people
are that way… they enjoy abuse when it’s sexual.” He shrugged as he looked into her eyes
squarely. “No big deal… and I think it’s a good trait for me. And since I know you’re
Sarah’s friend… you feel free then to come over and forget about the fake job stuff. Any
friend of Sarah’s is… is someone I’ll be nice to.” The reptile finished lamely, not willing to
lie and say a friend of mine.
But the vixen smiled and nodded, looking from one to the other softly before asking the
feline quietly: “I’m sorry… I never got your name or… how you got to know Zerrex.”
“It’s Mary…” the feline replied in the same gentle tone, then she smiled and looked over
at the callous-looking reptile as he crossed his arms, a slight frown of impatience on his
features. “And it’s a long story… so I’ll tell you when you’re over at his place sometime. I’m
his maid.”

“Slave.” Zerrex corrected absently, earning a look of incredulity from the vixen and one
of embarrassment from Mary. Then he bit his inner cheek, feeling a rising sensation that he
had wasted too much time here, and motioned for Mary to follow. “Let’s go. Come by
later…” He paused as Mary left ahead of him, then turned around and added softly with a
gaze that made the vixen’s eyes light up with submission: “You cocksucking slut.”
It made Mel smile and clasp her hands, bowing her head towards him at the use of the
harsh words towards her; for her, however, they merely reminded her that this was a place
where she could indulge the side of her nature other than her obnoxious elegance and
richness, and so instead of anger… it made her feel warm, which she thought was
somewhat embarrassing. But before she could say ‘thank you,’ the reptile had turned and
left.
As the two approached the home – Mary confused as all hell by the explanation of how
some people enjoyed being completely submissive and controlled by another, thinking that
Zerrex was just being a chauvinistic bastard but then remembering the story about his ex
and deciding she was just… sheltered – the reptile frowned at the sight of his lights on. He
knew he’d turned them off… and he rarely turned on the living room light. Then he caught
sight of a silhouette in the window, before a tear-streaked face peered through as they
reached the walk… and at the sight of Cindy, looking battered and sorrowful, Zerrex
abandoned all pretexts of having no feelings for her and ran forwards, knocking Mary
stumbling as she gazed at him with complete shock, the reptile flinging open the door hard
enough to crack the wall and cause it to rebound into him, but he ignored the small pain it
caused and instead rushed into the living room with concern on his face.
The look of anguish and… actual, real worry on his face set Cindy off into another gale
of tears, although her eyes hurt from crying for the last two and a half hours, after cleaning
up and getting Elliot to drive her over here, once she’d changed into a pair of jeans and an
old, too-big sweater and out of her ripped and what she now thought of as too-revealing
clothing. She’d taken a shower here… and that’s when she’d started to cry, after Elliot had
left and she’d been alone. Now it was about twenty after midnight, and her tears flowed
again… but they were of relief as the reptile picked her up and cradled her in his arms,
holding her against him and rocking her slowly as she wrapped her arms around his neck
and shoved her head against his chest.
She cried long and hard, for nearly twenty minutes as Zerrex quietly held her against his
chest and Mary slipped around the two as Zerrex stood in the middle of the room, to set
about making food and hot tea for them all. Then, after she’d come in with sandwiches,
crackers and a kettle of the green tea she’d found in the reptile’s cupboards, Cindy finally
began to quiet, and Zerrex gently set her on the couch and sat still holding her.
When Cindy’s reddened eyes looked up at him, and she took one of his hands, the
reptile forgot everything about himself and focused only on her. When she asked him in a
nearly-inaudible voice to not be mad after what she had to say, at least not right now, he’d
nodded firmly and gazed at her with eyes that revealed concern only for one thing – her.
Then she’d cried for a few more minutes, and Mary had gently rubbed her back and

whispered her soothing things as Zerrex merely looked at her with a strange constriction in
his chest and deep pain burning on his usually-expressionless face… and although part of
Mary wanted to yell at him for doing nothing more than cradling her and holding her
hand, she knew from the way Cindy clung to him that he was doing more for her with the
worry in his eyes than she could with a million affections, kind words and trays of food
and tea.
Then Cindy began to talk; she told them of what happened, of how she’d been taking
out the organic trash that Elliot just let rot in the back of the alley – it ever stank, but they
couldn’t afford taking it to the dump – and when she’d turned around, she’d seen Lone,
holding a gun on her… and then… then she’d been raped. She’d started to cry again, but
she’d continued to talk… saying how he’d fled afterwards, threatened to kill her if she told
him, and then been found by Elliot… how he’d cleaned her up, then brought her here at her
request, and that he wanted a phone call as soon as Zerrex could so he knew she was safely
under his protection, that he’d be up all night waiting if he had to… and then she’d even
apologized for using his shower without his permission, but that she still felt so… so
dirty…
Zerrex had put aside the rage that this had brought up and focused on her – it amazed
him that he could do this, that he could actually… not give in to the urges, that he could
merely put them aside and instead hold her and comfort her and… and how good that
made him feel. Then he’d glanced at Mary, before gently asking her if she could phone
Elliot for him; she’d nodded, then he’d looked at Cindy and asked quietly if she wanted to
go to bed, not knowing what else could be done. She’d said she would in a few minutes,
then the three had sat silently on the couch together for about half an hour, eating slowly…
before, as if the sentence had never been left off thirty minutes ago, if he could sleep with
her.
Zerrex had nodded casually, as if he’d expected this, but it caused nervousness to be
added on top of everything he was feeling and trying to deal with… it was all happening so
fast, and he couldn’t believe that… that he had such feelings inside of him for this girl, this
Drakkaren female that he should be able to laugh at and taunt about getting fucked by a
stupid wolf with a gun he didn’t know how to use, just to lap up the pain it would cause…
but seeing her cry brought him no pleasure. It was like on the few occasions when his ex
had cried, not because she’d been physically hurt but… for some other reason that they’d
both agree later was dumb, like being rejected or humiliated or beaten at something by one
of the others on the team. It brought pain into his heart… and he’d never realized he even
had a heart anymore that did more than pump blood through his veins: it hurt him to see
her hurt.
Mary offered to take the couch before Zerrex could even ask, and he’d nodded, then
Cindy had quietly said she’d like to go to bed now… Zerrex had nodded, then carried her
to his room and gently placed her down on the bed, then he’d laughed faintly as he dug
through his clothes dresser and produced a plain, battered shirt for her to sleep in – a white
one with some stupid collage on the front that he’d never wear, but would come down to
her knees and be good for her to sleep in. He handed her that to change into for the night,

and she’d quietly but unhesitatingly changed in the room as Mary leaned in the doorway, as
Zerrex dug through his things for a pen and a piece of paper, which he’d then torn off and
handed to the feline as Cindy pulled the shirt on over her panties and naked breasts.
“It’s a bit of a walk, but no one will hurt you.” The reptile said softly, watching Cindy
from the corner of his eye as she quietly crawled under the covers and pulled them up.
Mary studied his face as he paused for a moment, then gave her simple directions that
would take her to the nearest phone-booth – after all, he didn’t have a phone in his home.
Then he dug in his pocket, found no loose change, and before he could search his room,
Mary just laughed quietly and said softly she still had her tip money in the pocket she’d
sewn into her dress. Then she’d glanced at them and softly wished the two goodnight,
leaving the reptiles in awkward silence.
Zerrex sat on the edge of the bed as Cindy looked up at him quietly, then he reached up
and brushed a hand through his hair, feeling embarrassed before asking in a hesitating
voice: “Would you… like me to leave my clothes on?”
He came to realize now he was seeing a different side of the rapes he performed… it
didn’t cause any stirrings of guilt – he knew all too well what rape caused, being a child
born of it, but he’d never actually had to deal with it… his mother had died shortly after
he’d turned ten – but it did make him worried about how he had to act now. After all, he
usually took what he pleased… but for whatever reason… Cindy was important. Now,
maybe more than ever, since her innocence was broken… and her virginity, even, that thing
about her he’d wanted her to lose in a special time, not a goddamn rape, he knew that made
her hurt even more…
But Cindy shook her head, and then answered quietly: “Sleep however you want…
even… I wouldn’t even mind if you were naked.”
Zerrex looked into her sapphire gaze, and then he nodded slowly, now frowning a bit as
he realized she was, in her own way, sending him a plea; telling him what she’d like him to
do. He looked at her softly… then he’d stripped off his clothing, even his boxers… and
was surprised when Cindy sat up and removed her shirt, then her panties and sat naked
herself.
The two looked at each other for a few long moments, both of them nude, both of
them without any masks, Zerrex no longer pretending that Cindy wasn’t important and
Cindy no longer denying what she felt for what was in her mind not a huge, scary male, but
a dark yet gentle soul that had been tortured by his experiences into something new… and
then she reached up a hand, and Zerrex took it, and they stood like that before she guided
him down into bed beside her, and then pushed against his body.
They lay together like that for a short while, then Cindy crawled up a bit against the
reptile’s firm chest, her arms locked around him before she’d gazed into his eyes, and he
gazed back… for the longest time, the longest eternity, their eyes stared into one another…
and then Cindy said in a soft voice as a blush tinged her cheeks, as Zerrex’s hands quietly
massaged her lower back but sought no lower or higher to her front: “After what he did to
me… I feel… I feel… dirty. I feel violated… even inside me, down there… and… I want

it scraped out. I want that feeling gone and…” with this, one of her hands snaked over his
side, then pushed against his chest before slowly slipping downwards and then gripping
him, making him gasp as he felt himself quake a bit, trembling in a way that no female had
ever elected from him. “…I think the only way… the best way… is if you… make it all
better… if you put yourself in me… I think you can cancel out what he did and… make
me all better…”
“Cindy…” Zerrex breathed, staring down at her, feeling his body reacting to hers and
feeling hers reacting to his, not knowing what caused her to be so with him, to push against
him, to touch him in that way, only able to stare into her eyes and know that she wanted it
out of something that was not lust, out of something that was not desire, or even want to
override sexuality by sexuality… but to kill off that new fear that had been instilled in her
and the pain and anguish of the night with physical intimacy, with a show between them of
what could only be one thing: love.
She didn’t reply, and he said nothing more. Their eyes said more than either of them
could in a far shorter period of time. So she lay down on her back, and he rolled on top,
and when he pushed into her, it was gentle – far gentler than he ever had before, letting her
adjust to him, realize her limits and then realize further when she moaned and felt him dig
deeper that she could surpass even the physical limitations of her body, so long as it was
done right… and he did it in a way that she only bled a little, and that was because she had
been so recently a virgin and so roughly raped by the wolf.
She could feel the humongous head of his cock rolling against her torn lips, the rounded
tip of his penis moving slowly up and down as he panted quietly, pinning her – but gently!
– by her wrists as he rocked his hips slowly, thrusting not into her but up her lips and
letting her feel his hugeness, prepare herself for him as she bucked back against him and
moaned quietly, eyes half-closed with strange, exotic bliss as he rolled the thick top of his
shaft against her vagina again and again.
She moaned quietly as he slowly pulled back, spreading her legs wider for the Drakkaren
as she felt him release one of her wrists to reach down and grasp his own thick shaft, lightly
guiding it against the entrance to her passage. She groaned softly as she felt the massive
pressure bearing forwards against her sensitive vagina, the gigantic obsidian member causing
a strange, pleasurable friction against her damaged entrance: despite whatever pain the wolf
had put her through earlier, now her desire for the huge male was overriding any fear she
had of his monstrous shaft.
She gazed up into his emerald eyes, mouth slightly agape with the pleasure of the
Drakkaren’s immensity being slowly toyed against her vagina, her free hand moving to
stroke and massage his masculine chest, tracing over the powerfully-defined musculature
with the tips of her fingers. She bucked slowly against him, feeling the thick, rounded head
of the girthy penis sink forwards into her, stretching her as she arched her back, her breasts
pressing up against his strong chest as he leaned down and she let out a long sigh of
pleasure, eyes locked with the male’s as he stared into hers with a strange wonder that was
almost childlike in its innocent amazement.

The reptile thrusted his huge cock forwards lazily, and Cindy cried out gently, feeling
her passage stretching, stretching as he guided the immense meat forwards not with
ramming strength, but only with enough power to gradually widen her, making her body
tremble powerfully beneath him as he moved his thick black flesh into her. He let go of her
other wrist, and she immediately reached up, stroking down his muzzle, over his face,
tangling her hand in his hair and pulling him down towards her, their mouths hungrily
meeting and working against one another’s as her hand stroked over his chest and one of his
anchored his body over hers, the other reaching down to grasp a breast as their tongues
danced together and he pulled gently back, making her breathe a hot moan into his muzzle
as she felt him gradually, gently stretching her out as best he could while hurting her as
little as possible.
She let out another nearly-startled sound of pleasure into the larger male’s muzzle again,
rocking her body up against his before she arched her back, their mouths breaking apart as
she released another long, loud groan into the air, drool falling from her agape jaws as
Zerrex let out his own grunt of pleasure, his body bearing down on hers as he squeezed one
of her firm breasts, pressing his palm down atop her bust, feeling her hard, peaked nipple
grazing against his hand as he bore down against it. She let out another sound of pleasure
at the gropes, pushing herself forwards against his grasping hand as she felt heat building
steadily in her crotch, felt only bliss as the immense tip of the huge obsidian pulled back so
only the very tip of the head was inserted before beginning to thrust slowly forwards again,
giving her a pleasure she never would have believed possible from being stretched by the
giant penis.
Soon, the female felt a strange, wonderful sensation growing in her passage, releasing
shorter sounds of pleasure as she began to buck her hips against the enormous shaft,
rocking herself against the thick head as her vagina tightened against the tip, bearing down
on the rounded top of the girthy penis. Zerrex let out a surprised grunt, his eyes opening to
stare down into Cindy’s marvelous blue, the female looking up at him with an expression of
extreme pleasure instead of the pain he was used to seeing in the eyes of the females he was
taking, listening with pleasure to her rising cries of ecstasy. He felt her bucking up against,
then she let out a long cry of bliss, pressing her warm body up against his firmly-muscled
form as her vagina began to rhythmatically contract, giving her the first ever orgasm she’d
ever experienced as her juices flowed down her passage and burst free of her stretched
orifice, coating her inner legs and the fleshy head of his member.
The reptile grunted at the pressure on the sensitive tip of his penis, clutching into the
blankets on the bed with one hand and the other grasping her breast firmly, sending
another thrill of warm pleasure through her as she cried out again, her eyes still staring up
into his with wonderment and desire as she breathed: “Yes, Zerrex! Yes! Please… oh
please… I want you inside me now… if it’s this much bliss now, I want to feel the pleasure
that having all of you in me will give me…”
Zerrex gazed passionately back down into her eyes, leaning down to kiss her sloppily and
hungrily for a few slow moments, their tongues dancing and his larger one dominating hers
as it sought down into her mouth, pushing towards her throat and wrestling with the

female’s, pinning it against the inside of her muzzle before he pulled back with a groan and
thrusted forwards at the same time, sinking a bit more of his enormous girth and making
her cry out as he slid his massive, thick shaft into her passage, lubricated by her own juices.
He couldn’t help but grin, panting quietly as he pushed himself forwards, easily passing
through her stretched lips and now widening her passage further as his large cock sought
deeper into her, making her release another long groan of what was pure pleasure from the
gentle but passionate movements of the much-larger Drakkaren. “I can’t wait to experience
that either, Cindy… ooh, it’s so good already, and there’s so little of me in you… yeah, just
wait until all of me is in…”
And the pleasure he caused her outweighed everything that had happened as he took her,
their hips and bodies rocking together as he slowly forced inch after inch of monstrous
black member forwards, moving slowly, stretching her as he felt himself forcing into her
depths: with more than two feet of his thirty-two inch length, he paused, his body arched
over hers, muscles bulging considerably as he rested overtop her, her legs clutching his thick
waist as her jaw gaped open with pleasure, eyes half-closed and staring at nothing, head
thrown back as hot pants and moans issued forth from her mouth. He groaned quietly as
he looked down at her, one arm stretched out to the side and anchoring himself overtop,
his other grasping a large, firm swell and working it slowly in one hand as his eyes roved
over her hungrily.
He could feel heat and surprising pressure on his immense penis, along with the
lubrication of her juices… and what was probably beads of warm blood dripping down his
legs and rolling off his hot testicles. But despite how much he’d stretched her, likely torn
and ripped her inner folds and the lips of her sex… the hardness of her nipples, the way
she thrusted her body up towards him, the loud, wanting moans issuing from her muzzle…
all these told him she was in the deepest throes of pleasure, and not agony like with most of
the people he’d managed to penetrate most of his shaft into. Then he found himself
surprised as Cindy slowly brought her head up, panting hard as she looked into his eyes,
hers own burning with desire as her hands reached up and wrapped around his neck, and
she whispered in what was almost a sexual rasp, punctuating her words with a hard buck of
her hips that sank even more of him into her: “Give it all… please give me it all…”
Zerrex groaned at the pleasure of her gripping vagina, feeling her inner folds massaging
along the length of his massive shaft… even though he was almost sure he had pierced her
somewhere deep, probably torn through her sexual passageways and into somewhere else…
but as she bucked again, he thrusted forwards powerfully, and she let out a loud, long moan
of what was not pain but obviously bliss as she arched her back, arms squeezing him down
closer to her as her head fell back. Her breasts pressed up against his body, the firm swells
rolling against his strong chest as the male let out another grunt of pleasure, rolling one
hand down from gripping the mound to grasping her hip instead as he gave a final hard
thrust forwards, and Cindy let out another loud cry, her jaws agape and eyes wide as he
filled her up with all of his massive length, the full thirty-two inch, monstrous penis buried
into her, his immense testicles resting against her anus. The two panted together, Zerrex’s
rougher and more animal, Cindy’s lustful and high-pitched, and then the reptile slowly drew

back before thrusting deep into her, hilting into her again with the slick slosh of his shaft
burying into her tight passage. It made Cindy moan loudly, bucking against him as his
testicles bumped her rosebud, her arms squeezing his thick-muscled body down against her
as he began rhythmatic, strong thrusts that pulled more than half his girthy shaft out before
sinking it again.
The Drakkaren thrusted his member in and out of her slowly but powerfully, keeping
up a steady rhythm as Cindy bucked against his body, letting out loud sounds of pleasure
that could almost be mistaken for agony… but long ago the Boss had learned to
differentiate the sounds of pain from those of pleasure in sex, and these were definitely the
latter. He himself was panting hotly, his breath washing over her face as she looked up at
him with eyes that burned with desire and want, kissing and nipping at his muzzle and
throat as her blue irises gazed passionately up into his emerald, rocking her body in tandem
with his, rolling her firm breasts against his groping hand as her muzzle hung agape with
the sexual pleasure. His thick cock continued to stretch her, scraping and ripping her
slightly, but the pain only added to her newfound erotic ecstasy.
She could feel his huge navy orbs striking firmly against her with every thrust, smacking
into her wetly as his thick penis sank into the lips of her sex with its own exotic squish of
massive shaft burying into stretched passage. Her hips rocked powerfully back against the
much-larger male with every thrust, and she let herself fall back again as one of his hands
worked her bust, squeezing it slowly as the other kept himself above her, feeling a lighter,
sensuous pleasure rolling from her chest as he toyed with her nipples and worked his fingers
expertly against her large swells. Soon, she felt that strange heat rising in her loins again…
but this time, with the added pleasure of the gigantic male buried inside her, the erotic
feeling was perhaps a thousand times stronger than it had been before.
Her moans rose in volume, becoming soft cries of pleasure… then those too took on an
edge, almost turning into screams of ecstasy as she vocalized her bliss, the sounds only
adding to Zerrex’s pleasure and inciting him to thrust harder, faster, rocking his hips back
and forth, using his weight now and rocking the bed with her every shove of his massive
length into her, bedsprings creaking and the headboard banging lightly against the wall as
his muscles flexed and worked, thick cock pistoning in and out of the female as she let out
cry after cry of bliss. As he worked more than half his huge length in and out, Cindy began
to rock back against him with rising passion, forcing her muzzle hungrily onto his, working
and dancing their tongues together with a sexual fervor that surprised the male as her hips
bucked elatedly back against the reptile’s firm, thrusting shaft, his testicles smacking against
her with enough force to send shivers of pleasure through his body before she suddenly
pulled back and voiced a long cry of bliss, her eyes closing tight and her hands coming
down to grasp his shoulders as her vagina tightened almost painfully around his length and
began to rapidly, rhythmatically contract once more.
Cindy released another shriek of erotic pleasure as she rocked powerfully in time with
the contractions of her passage, her juices seeming to explode down her passage with
hurricane force, feeling herself squeezing onto the gigantic Drakkaren cock so tightly that it
actually hurt… but the sheer force of her orgasm only added to the amazing ecstasy she

felt, whether it was painful or not. She felt the huge cock shoving back and forth, in and
out of her again and again, Zerrex grunting above her as he arched his back and pistoned
his obsidian penis powerfully in and out of her convulsing passage, feeling himself further
lubricated by the great release of her sexual fluids down his shaft as he groaned loudly and
clutched one of her breasts almost tight enough to bruise.
His muscles bulged as he worked himself powerfully back and forth, knowing he had
little control left over himself as he slammed his cock into her again and again: he grunted
in hot pleasure at the feeling of his immensity pounding her, at the feeling of taking this
female so… powerfully but causing her only pleasure as Cindy shrieked and moaned
beneath him, rocking her body hard against the huge male, her legs clutching his thick waist
tightly as she felt him penetrate her deep again and again.
Then, as Zerrex felt himself nearing the brink of control, he rolled over and let her take
the top, making Cindy moan loudly at the feeling of his cock shifting inside her, shoving
against one wall of her sensitive, stretched passage before she found herself laying atop the
reptile’s strong body, her legs barely able to straddle him as she panted hard and looked
down at the reptile… who looked back with equal passion before he silently nodded. Cindy
immediately sat up, moaning loudly at the feeling of the tower of meat inside of her, her
hands reaching down to push on his thickly-muscled abs, her eyes staring into his as his
stared back. Her own were half-lidded, her mouth slightly agape, and her eyes full of a
pleasure so deep and right that it couldn’t be denied or ignored as she felt one large hand of
the male grasp her hip. His other grasped the sheets at first, but then, as Cindy began to
move herself up and down the rod of flesh, giving low cries of pleasure with every one of
her movements, her bouncing breasts invited him… and the reptile couldn’t resist reaching
his free hand up as she leaned forwards and began to move her body up and down his shaft
in earnest, making both of them groan quietly as the male’s hand worked and massaged one
swell, then the other with slow but blissful actions, his eyes hungrily watching the flex of
her body and the jiggling of her breasts as he began to thrust in time with her bouncing.
His gigantic shaft penetrated her again and again, sinking to the hilt into her body as she
worked herself up and down the huge rod of flesh, the reptile feeling himself stiffening as
he watched his female bedmate willingly working herself up and down his huge penis – no,
even hungrily, as she tried to work herself faster and faster, her eyes watching him with as
much desire as he watched her, her body trying to move back against his quickening,
strengthening shoves upwards as she let out loud cries of bliss that Zerrex now added his
own low groans and grunts to, the two working with enough power together to creak the
bed in time with the workings of their body, to cause Cindy’s breasts to jiggle and bounce
as Zerrex grasped both her hips with his hands and pistoned himself upwards into her
again and again, to make the muscular male groan loudly and his muscles flex rapidly as he
shoved his length into her again and again as she dropped her weight down and down,
engulfing his huge length over and over.
Zerrex felt himself stiffening rapidly inside the female’s tight vagina… and the pounding
of his harder-than-steel cock was causing the female to once more rise towards another
orgasm of her own, as she worked her body up and down the girthy, amazingly-firm shaft

that was rubbing her stretched vagina in all the right places, only adding to her ecstasy as
she bounced herself on the gigantic length of penis. Her own vagina was once more
tightening rapidly around the already well-lubricated cock… but before she could release
her fluids, Zerrex groaned as he arched his back and he felt his impending orgasm become
impossible to ignore, his thrusts becoming almost frenzied as he worked his gigantic
member upwards harder and harder into her stretched and savaged vagina, as it hardened
fully inside the female, who released a loud shriek of ecstasy in return, her breasts jumping
furiously on her chest as her claws scratched into the firm, thick abs of the Drakkaren and
her vagina began to clench once more down on the steely cock.
The feeling of the female’s passage sealing around his penis as best it could sent the
reptile over the edge, causing him to throw back his head and release a loud cry of pleasure
as his thrusts picked up in speed, Cindy’s entire body jerking up and down, impaled on his
gigantic cock as she let out cry after cry of not pain, but immense pleasure and awed
passion at the feeling of the reptile’s thick load spurting into her: it seemed to fill her entire
body with warmth, Zerrex’s muscles flexing and the Drakkaren letting out another roar of
erotic bliss as seeming gallons of his white seed burst into her, rapidly filling up the feeling
and spilling out down around his pistoning shaft, coating her inner legs, his testicles, a
puddle of it forming on the base of his tail and beneath their working bodies as Cindy gave
shrieks loud enough to compete and chorus with the giant male’s, her own orgasm striking
her hard and sending a gout of her fluids coursing down the obsidian member… which in
turn only caused Zerrex to thrust harder for a few moments into her contracting passage
and let loose another stream of his hot, sticky juices as Cindy bounced atop his massive
length, bowing forwards as her breasts jiggled and her body jumped up and down the great
length.
A few moments later, the two finally slowed to a halt, both of them panting hard before
Cindy collapsed atop the thickly-muscled reptile, and then she let out a long, shuddering
moan as he drew his massive penis free from her vagina, Zerrex murring deep in his throat
as his strong arms wrapped around the female, both lightheaded and amazed by how much
pleasure it had given them… and they knew it wasn’t only the physical act… but the fact
that there was so much between them that had finally been released. They enjoyed the
pleasure, the rapture, the joy of what was not only sex, but making love, despite how rough
and hard some of it had been.
Then they lay together, naked bodies curled tightly, and they kissed slowly, gently, before
Cindy looked into his eyes and finally said the words that pieced Zerrex’s dark heart and all
the armor of sadism and hate and pain that had been weaved around him. She said, “I love
you.”
It was only the second time in his life he’d ever heard those words: and for the first time
since he’d been small, for the first time in perhaps more than two decades, the reptile felt
tears rise, and then they spilled down his cheeks as Cindy reached a hand up to his face, her
own eyes filling with the diamonds of emotion as he reached up to push her hand against
hers, placed against his harsh features, and he whispered back, stuttering, his breath
hitching: “I love you too, Cindy…”

They curled tighter, they kissed, their eyes closed as they cried silently together and
Zerrex squeezed her tight against his body, her arms wrapping around his neck and his
around her waist as she curled against his powerful, masculine chest, and soon after that…
they slept.
~~~
In the morning, they awoke still curled together, the larger Drakkaren before his female
companion. He looked down at her softly, satisfied to simply hold her to his chest until she
woke up; she did so about ten minutes later, and the first thing she did after opening her
eyes was gaze up at him with a faint smile. “Hi, Zerrex. It’s good to see you’re still here…”
then she hesitated before laughing faintly. “I was going to ask you… if you were gonna go
after Lone but… I think that might be kinda stupid of me. So let me ask instead… just…
hurt him, but don’t kill him, alright?” she gazed into his emerald eyes softly as he looked
down at her with a bit of a frown, then she smiled faintly. “In his own weird way, he’s…
kinda responsible for what happened last night, for putting us together like this.”
“Cindy…” Zerrex said softly… then he sighed and nodded as she merely looked at him
with those soft, compassionate eyes. Then, realizing he had to say it but not wanting to, he
slowly forced out: “And… we can’t be together, Cindy. Never in public… and perhaps not
even like this, ever again. You already were hurt… had something important stolen from
you… because of me. I don’t want to cause you any more suffering… and there are far
better – and less murderous – candidates out there for you than me.”
The female smiled faintly at him before looking down, seemingly hurt… not by his
words, perhaps, but by the truth which lay behind them. “This is where, in all the romance
stories and movies, I say I can handle it… or rant that you don’t really care about me, that
it’s all some gag… or give some other dumb speech. But… I know this is real life and…
every time you look at me, I know you care.” She looked up, staring into his eyes again
before saying softly: “You’re special to me, Boss. You always will be in my heart, and I’ll
always be thinking of you and wishing for you, and I know you’ll be the same… but I
understand. The last thing I need to do is be a brave bitch and say I can take care of myself
and all that and stay here with you until someone ambushes me and I fuck everything up
for you. It’s better that we’re… at a distance, I know…” she stopped, looking down for a
moment before glancing back into his eyes with a faint smile. “At least until you stop with
all this Boss business, right?”
“Right.” Zerrex laughed quietly, smiling faintly down at her. They both knew it would
probably never end, they both knew that their very compassion for each other demanded
that they be separate… but… they also knew that neither of them wanted that. And, in its
own way, that made being apart okay… but after they changed into their clothing, it didn’t
stop them from walking out hand-in-hand.
Mary looked up at the reptiles as they walked into the room, yawning as she stretched
her arms and sat up on the couch… but she’d already laid breakfast out, and from the looks
of it, it was still good and hot. “So does that mean I won the bet then, Zerrex?”

“This is different.” The reptile replied stiffly, squeezing Cindy’s hand before letting go
and walking over to sit on the couch beside Mary. The feline merely smiled a bit at this,
then watched Cindy giggle and move to the bathroom, blushing a bit as she received a look
from the cat.
A few minutes later she came back, watching as Zerrex munched on a sandwich he’d
taken from the tray Mary had left out, then she’d sat down on his other side and gently
rubbed his back, earning a smile before she plucked the rest of his sandwich from his hands
and begun to eat it, which now elected a flat glare as Mary snorted amusedly.
It was the best morning Zerrex had experienced for the longest time… but at around
eleven, the reptile dug out the hotel card he’d taken from the wolf and looked at it before
smiling slowly as he realized that, although his anger had been put aside, it had grown over
the time he’d ignored it… and now he had a chance to get out all his frustrations and seek
justice for Cindy, so long as he didn’t kill the wolf.
He’d nodded, then left a note for Mary and Cindy saying he was going out to take care
of some business – he knew that Mary was downstairs, washing the blood off the center
cushion for the couch… and the reptile’s ass was currently a bit sore from sitting on it
despite the lack of pillow… and Cindy was sorting out his office. Well, so she said. It was
more likely she was going through the collection of weaponry in his office and trying to
open his safe. He’d said mildly she was free to try and open it to see what was inside after
the first time she’d seen it… but he doubted she’d ever guess the password.
Then he’d left, going through the trouble of getting his motorcycle out and deciding to
ride that into town rather than do anything else. With luck, the lupine wouldn’t have
changed hotels… but he was sure that with persuasion, he could find out where the wolf
had headed. After all, even in Apple Villa, the police tried to steer clear and things generally
went his way.
The lizard checked the name of the hotel – and the address on the front side of the
keycard – before he headed instead of the main bridge that led into town towards the
industrial section. But before he reached the mostly silent necropolis of warehouses and
machines, he turned off down a side road, then past a large brick building and down
another street before easing his bike down a fairly narrow alleyway and coming out in a
mostly abandoned park – the reptile drove straight through the grass without complaint
from either the few people around or the motorcycle. The boss did what he wanted – no
one questioned that here.
Across the park was a plain, small footbridge that led into one of the less expensive areas
of Apple Villa – it still looked cleaner than any part of Comfort Town, and nicer than most
cities, but there was a strange, struggling air to the place as Zerrex drove across the bridge,
then down a small paved pathway that was fenced-in between two houses before edging out
onto the sidewalk and then the street, smiling amusedly to himself. He knew all the
shortcuts… and this was Manson Boulevard, which connected to Paraguay Street, where the
hotel was located.

The reptile drove down the road – traffic was light, and as usual, pretty much everything
was quick to get out of his way before he turned off onto the connecting street, looking up
at the gigantic hotel with the parking center beside it: the reptile, however, figuring he
wouldn’t be here too long, only pulled up to the curb and then climbed off his motorcycle,
turning the engine off and pocketing his keys before walking forwards and pushing through
the revolving door into the hotel lobby.
The hotel clerks stared as Zerrex walked through, the few patrons frowning and some of
them paling as the glanced over their shoulders at the giant that was striding through their
midst; it made the reptile feel entertained that he got that reaction from people, even
without them knowing anything about his more fearsome tendencies. But despite the
further amusement it would give him to lounge about and disrupt one of Apple Villa’s few
profitable businesses – people, after all, came from surprising distances to see the legendary
bright side of Baskin’s Grove – he had business to take care of.
The reptile glanced at the room on the card as he entered the elevator, ducking a bit to
get in and muttering as he had to stand in a slight crouch in order to avoid pushing his head
against the ceiling. Then he hit the button for the top floor – finding himself unsurprised,
somehow, that it was a private suite – and waited as the elevator hummed and rose slowly
upwards.
Eventually, the doors pinged open and released the reptile to the freedom of the higharched halls, which allowed him to walk normally so long as he remembered to move his
head around the hanging globes. He smiled darkly as he matched the number of the card to
the wolf ’s room, then he headed forwards and slipped the keycard through the reader on the
door, and the light pinged from red to green as an electronic lock opened.
The reptile walked inside as casually as he could, and was astounded to see Lone sitting
at a laptop, in nothing but his boxers and gaping stupidly, a gut that the reptile hadn’t
noticed before hanging over his waistband before the wolf leapt up and made for what the
reptile figured would be his gun – immediately, he reacted, looking down and kicking the
first thing he saw – a ridiculously-high-stepped platform dress shoe.
It sailed across the room, then knocked Lone flat, causing the wolf to yelp as it
thwacked off his head and he fell heavily, twitching a bit against the carpeted floor. The
reptile frowned and closed the door behind him, then he sauntered into the room, absently
giving the lupine’s laptop another hard kick; powerful enough to send it in not one, but two
pieces, flying across the room to crash in a broken tangle of wires, monitor torn clean off
from the initial force of the blow and the keyboard shattered from the impact with the wall,
electricity fizzing and acid leaking from the battery. The reptile paused to look at this
distraction with boredom, before it caught on fire and the plastic began to smolder, and
then he glanced around the room before picking up an expensive suit jacket the wolf had
laid out, walking over to drop that on top, suffocating the flames before he crushed them
out by stomping his boot down on top of the expensive leather.
Lone whimpered as he watched this, trying to crawl backwards a bit, feet and hands
sliding against the floor before he fell on his back as the reptile’s eyes roved over to him,

then locked onto his frightened gray ones: and immediately, the wolf realized that whatever
else he had done in his life, raping the female that this reptile had some affection for was in
fact, by far, the stupidest thing he had ever done. Before he could even realize what was
happening or move to at least try to run and hide, the lizard was already on the approach
and then had one foot slammed down into his chest, making the wolf squeal and reach up
to grab his shin, staring up at him with horror as Zerrex glared down at him… and slowly
began to grin.
Oh Gods… now he’s going to ask what I’ve been up to… and… and I’ll tell him
everything! Lone’s mind babbled frantically, swallowing thickly as he felt a sinking sensation
in his gut, eyes bulging in both pain and fear as he struggled weakly against the lizard’s
grinding foot. No, no, no, no, no…
Last night, after the wolf had gotten to the hotel – safely, he’d thought, he’d been stupid
enough to think he was safe here! – the wolf had checked his email, receiving the usual
correspondence… and a quick reply from the commander with sketches of who and what
Zerrex was – some Captain of an illegal military force, it turned out. And probably the
‘meanest, roughest, most sadistic and sexually violent – but also the most laid and wellfucked – son-of-a-bitch ever to set foot in any part of the corps,’ in the poetic words of his
contact; the commander did ever have such a way with words. He’d been given a brief recap
of the years that the giant had spent in the military… a list of his former teammates –
most of them deceased – and then the contact information for the ones that were still alive
and a sly nudge from the commander that a lot of people wouldn’t mind seeing the reptile
taken care of… and that these former contacts all had some beef with the reptile over
everything from money to rivalry. And that all of them were about the same personality as
the reptile, if a bit less dignified and more money-and-pleasure seeking… and finally, that
every one of them loved battle to the core.
The wolf had immediately sent out three emails and paged all of them with the words
“Job – Check Email” on whatever beeper devices they apparently carried – all of them had
been given this for their original job, but only the Drakkaren had been forced to trash his.
He was the most dangerous; hence, they felt that if they kept the others quietly in line and
away from the reptile, they could have some control over the other three… although they
had never rejoined or shown any faith in the military ever again, and all three masqueraded
more as wandering mercenaries than anything else.
This morning, he’d received an email saying that a private jet would be coming in to
Baskin’s Grove about the email they had all received, at about ten the next morning, and
they should meet him at the Weyland private airstrip at the Yutani Airport, just on the edge
of the city. They had all agreed to do the job, and discuss payment options afterwards…
the undertone of the email was that their first and chief concern was disposing of Zerrex,
which was certainly fine by Lone.
But now all of that could be ruined… simply because he’d forgotten about the fucking
ID card, because he had been too lazy to move, because he hadn’t taken the Commander’s
advice seriously and figured that the Boss wouldn’t dare track him this far into Apple

Villa… but oh, so everyone here was scared of him, too? So they really were all cowed into
submission by him? So they had… had lied when he’d asked worriedly about… ‘unwanted
patrons’ breaking in, when they said even the Boss of Comfort Town himself couldn’t get in
here if he wanted to?
Lone let out another whimper as Zerrex drew back his foot… then the wind was
knocked from him as the reptile stomped on his gut, causing the wolf to gasp vainly for air
and convulse on the floor; before he even had a chance to draw his breath back, however,
the reptile’s grin spread wider and he kicked the wolf hard enough in the kidney to send
him flying across the room, the lupine unable to scream as his eyes bulged from the agony,
his limbs flailing outwards before he struck the wall and fell to the floor.
Then the reptile walked slowly over as Lone began to take harsh, whooping breaths; this
time, when he delivered a kick to the wolf ’s jaw the lupine was able to let out a pained
shriek as he did an ungainly flop onto his back, before the reptile reached down, seized him
by the fur just below the shoulders, then yanked him up to his feet and slammed him
against the wall hard enough to crack the plaster and send two pictures toppling off to
shatter on the floor. Before the wolf could speak or do much more then begin to cry,
Zerrex laid into him with a hard headbutt that sent dazzling lights flashing in front of his
eyes before the reptile brought a knee straight up into his crotch, and the bright agony that
flashed through the wolf at the feeling of his testicles seem to liquefy made him let out a
single breath – but the pain in his wide, unseeing eyes gave the reptile far more pleasure
than any scream the lupine could have voiced would have bestowed upon him.
Before giving the wolf any chance to recover, the reptile reached down, grabbed a leg,
and then stood and hefted the lupine around in a circle with a grunt, swinging his flabby
body into the air as he turned on the axle of his foot before slamming his head into the
wall behind him, crunching the plaster and breaking part of his skull – as it was, the wolf
hadn’t had much more than basic medical care and his cheekbone reset from the in-hotel
doctor, and this caused his already damaged face to be reduced into something that
resembled mush even more as he squalled and flailed aimlessly before falling in a boneless
heap on the ground and tried to curl up, unable to even control his limbs anymore from the
intense agony that was causing shades of black to descend over his vision: but every time he
felt he was going to pass out, the reptile pressed some more punishment upon him, and this
time it was being kicked into the air like a pole, the lizard’s foot smashing into his other
kidney this time and hefting him easily so he seemed to spin almost lazily, time slowing
down for him as whatever cruel God there was restored his senses, just so that he could see
the lizard seeming to push slowly towards him with both hands as his side rolled in midair
to face him… and then time sped back up, and the reptile hit him with a devastatingly-fast
and impossibly-hard blow to the ribs, shattering most of them and sending the wolf flying
across the room, screaming his throat raw in the short few seconds of airtime he had before
he crashed, hit the ground, and rolled the rest of the way into the wall opposite… and
then, as if to add insult to injury, the painting above him fell and landed on the wolf, the
glass shattering and covering him with small fragments as he finally fell unconscious.

The reptile looked at him musingly, then he walked over to the lupine and bent down,
reaching out to grab the silver stud in his ear, then tearing to the side and removing not
only that, but a sizable chunk of the wolf ’s ear as well; however, he had sustained enough
injuries to have rendered him nearly comatose, and from the shallow breathing of the wolf,
the reptile couldn’t do much more serious damage without killing him, figuring he’d
probably already messed up his internals and broken enough pieces of the wolf to make up
for the speed of what he’d done… but he could, however, make sure that when the wolf
woke up, he wouldn’t be getting comfortable anytime soon.
Zerrex turned, then he began to methodically sort through the wolf ’s things – every suit
jacket he tore into strips, every pair of pants he ripped in half, every shirt he tore the sleeves
off of and removed the buttons with a knife he’d found while rooting through all the junk
in the hotel room. He then dumped all of the wolf ’s papers into the tub, put the plug in,
and turned on the water, simply letting it run as hot as possible. After that, he turned his
attention back to the wolf, playing once more with the knife as he looked at him. I really
would have liked to rape him in return… but it would be no fun like this. I’ll make do with
this instead…
He walked over to Lone, then bent down and began making thin, small, but
excruciatingly-painful cuts all over his body, slitting the pads on both hand and paw, the
webbing between fingers and toes, his nose and all around his nose, under his muzzle, inside
and around his ears, and then finally pulling down the wolf ’s boxers and making several cuts
around his groin area and then shoving it into another private area of the wolf for good
measure, and leaving it there – since even that didn’t wake the wolf up, the reptile snarled
and decided he could make sure he was found humiliated, as well.
So the lizard undid his pants and pushed his boxers down, reaching down to stroke
himself rapidly as he stood over the lupine; his hand worked quickly up and down over his
black shaft, urging it first to full erection, then moving his hand up and down the great
girth of his huge cock, his teeth set as his eyes flashed, staring at the wolf with hunger as he
masturbated, standing over him and continuing to rapidly work his huge cock in his hand,
grunting a bit as he stroked himself not for pleasure but only so he could urge out his own
thick seed and humiliate the lupine like he had done to Cindy. This wasn’t about his
personal pleasure… he’d taken enough of that in the fierce beating he’d given the wolf.
Now he wanted to give him a complete show of the power and domination he held over all
those who dared to trespass against him.
After a few minutes, he bent down, then forced the wolf ’s muzzle open as he leaned over
his face before finally doing to the wolf as he had done to Cindy, but covering him with a
much greater amount than the lupine had managed: he grunted in pleasure at the feeling of
his orgasm, but it was quick bliss that faded rapidly, without the ecstasy that came from
building the pleasure through time and power. The load that came forth, however, was still
thick and splattered the wolf ’s face and gaping mouth, working its way into his fur as he
covered him with his gooey, white liquid, puddling on his tongue, his cheeks, and streaks of
it across his muzzle and head.

Once finished that, the reptile realized he had to urinate. He paused as he started
towards the bathroom… then turned around with a slow, dark smile and instead headed
back to the wolf, reaching down to grab his half-flaccid cock and taking aim, then simply
using him instead of the toilet, making sure to aim for his face first as he rolled his
shoulders, then let out a sigh of pleasure as a stream of hot, yellow urine shot out, striking
the wolf ’s still-open mouth and rolling into his throat, causing the lupine to reflexively
cough and his head to slump to the side as the reptile dragged the spray first up and over
his face, then he continued to send his stream of piss over his naked chest, stroking his
shaft a bit to keep the flow going as he watched with hunger and amusement. Waterworks
was always an excellent form of humiliation… and the stench of urine was incredibly
difficult to get out. He paused with his cock in hand, however, as his stream slowed to a few
dribbles that fell to the floor, then he stepped forwards.
The Drakkaren stooped then he took the time to rub the head of his obsidian cock
against the wolf ’s lips, wanting him to know what sexual humiliation was like, to taste him
when he finally woke up. He dragged his cock back and forth over his lips, then put the
head of his limp penis into his muzzle and forced out a short, final burst of piss down into
his throat before he finally pulled out, stood up as he tucked himself back into his pants,
gave the lupine’s crumpled body a good, last kick, and then left, not bothering to close the
door on his way out. With the extra fun he’d had, it would be a pity if someone didn’t find
the pissed-on, humiliated mess he’d left on the floor.
As he passed through the lobby, he turned his head towards the busy clerks at the
counter, then said loudly: “I came across a mess on the top floor… someone should send
someone up to clean it up.” He paused once he realized he had their – and everyone else’s
attention – then added: “But I were you, I’d take care of the mess here, and get whatever
outside help is needed here as well. I wouldn’t take the mess outside, if I were you. It might
end up causing a greater catastrophe in the future, if you do.”
Then, with his warning sufficiently said, the Drakkaren walked outside and couldn’t help
but smile as he saw a pair of leather-wearing males ogling his giant motorcycle; one was a
fairly-well built German Shepard, and the other a black bear – both of them tall, the
former perhaps six-eight… but that included the motorcycle boots. The Shepard had a cap
on, a pair of leather pants, and a leather vest that left his broad chest, strong abs, and huge
arms well-exposed… the black bear had a plain white shirt that was tight against fairlygood muscle, a leather jacket, and a pair of blue jeans on, as well as a necklace and a gold
hoop earring.
They both turned to gape at the reptile – but not with fear, instead showing curiosity…
definite out-of-towners. Zerrex merely looked back, then gave an interested smile as he
tilted his head and asked: “Like the bike?” When they both nodded, he continued with the
calm questioning, asking them who they were, what they were doing, and other innocentsounding things as they continued to stare at him.
From what he got, he found himself more than interested: Danny Roper and Reggie
Landon, here with the rest of their roaming pals, all of them looking for a place that would

accept them and their organization, or at least looking to recruit new members for it. The
organization-in-question was the Open Minded, Open Sex Group, or OPOS, which was for
mostly bisexual people of all ages and types who wanted to offer support for one another,
discuss – and experience – such things as gay sex, orgies, public sex and run sexual theaters
where people could watch a couple have varying types of sexual intercourse on stage. Today,
the tiger – Roper – and his partner were browsing Apple Villa out of curiosity, but they
had rented a room in a community center in Comfort Town and set up cots there for
themselves and the rest of their traveling band: there were only thirty-one of them right
now, but the moment they found a place where they could settle down as a community
instead of running around like gypsies – which made them all distinctly unhappy, as
although all of them were young, they all missed their original homes… but they had gone
to OPOS, and they wouldn’t turn back now. Or at least, not until they were convinced they
would never be accepted by society and would never be able to receive a land deed. But even
then, everyone in OPOS was family… okay, perhaps that was a bad metaphor, never mind
that. Everyone in OPOS loved everyone else in OPOS. And forget the stupid pun that
makes… they all had grown to care for one another.
Zerrex mused on this, then he’d nodded and crossed his arms, feeling vaguely entertained
as he toyed with the idea of giving them a place to settle in… well, why not? It would mean
more free sex whenever he wanted and he already ran the prostitution ring in Comfort
Town, anyhow… and it wasn’t exactly difficult to take care of the whores, so long as they
weren’t junkies or too stupid… and he’d shut down the drug dealers who sold major
products fast. And done it in such a way that he doubted anyone would ever try selling
cocaine in Comfort Town again: no one wanted to be hung after being disemboweled,
desiccated and left naked. Especially if the place they were hung was in front of a black
billboard that stated: “This Is You On Drugs” and seemed to point with a red arrow
towards the body… even though what it was really pointing to was a picture that the
Drakkaren had rolled a coat of paint over. He thought three-dimensional visuals worked
best for teaching.
Then the reptile had heard the whirr of approach sirens, and he’d nodded to the two
before giving them the advice to stick around and he’d see what he could do; they just
needed to stop in to Elliot’s bar sometime in the future, probably in about a week, and he’d
give them what he could to show support. The two had grinned broadly, then both had
stared as the Drakkaren had taken off on his motorcycle… only to immediately be given
chase by several police cruisers as an ambulance pulled up behind them and then shrieked to
a stop at the curb, a pile of medical staff getting out with medical bags full of junk as two
of the police cars swerved to a stop, one of them tearing rubber as it did a half-circle, then
the driver quickly jumped out and fell to his knees to vomit, trembling in fear: after what
the reptile had done to the police force a few years back, when they’d tried to take him…
he’d vowed never to get near that angel of death again. Never.
It had been a major operation three years back; take out the Boss now that they were
receiving more and more complaints about him. Originally, they’d never moved on him
because he had been in Comfort Town, and thus Comfort Town’s problem… but as both

respect and fear of him began to grow, he had eventually started moving across the border
between districts and attacking Apple Villa citizenry as well. But he could never be
caught… identified… and his crimes were often vicious enough to leave his victims in a
state that would cause a morgue scientist to puke.
They had tried to storm his house, and the first team had gone in, five soldiers all in riot
armor, trained time and time again for what had happened, and followed immediately by
not another wave but a platoon armed with riot shields and assault weaponry. It was
supposed to be fast and easy… with armored trucks and other police officers surrounding
the place, there should have been no trouble, no loss of dignity. Then the screaming had
started.
He remembered the front window exploding and two officers sailing through, one with
his arm chopped clean off: an explosion, and two more had stumbled out, one of them
crying, holding his arms out like a zombie, shrieking “Momma! Oh momma! You were
right, you were right!” as he staggered towards the police in a haze of smoke, and his entire
body covered from head-to-toe in blood. The other had a massive slash down his front, and
he’d fallen to his knees before dropping dead on his face, his protective bulletproof-glass
riot mask shattered.
Then another survivor had tried to make it out of the haze… and that’s when they had
seen the giant sword rip through his stomach, making him scream and arch his back as he
grabbed the blade before it withdrew, and then a hand had easily picked him up by the back
of the armor and carried him out, his insides spilling out of the hole in his stomach and
back as he screamed and struggled, the other police all staring in horror as the reptile had
brought the massive sword he’d carried back and stabbed it into the wall, then he’d reached
his hands down and grabbed him beneath the fatal wound, probably wrapping his hand in
the dog’s tail and then seizing a leg as the other grabbed an arm, and he’d held him out in
front of him, cold, expressionless, then twisted once, twice, back, forth… and he’d split,
split right in half and been tossed aside like it was nothing…
The cop vomited again, then he looked up and began to cry as that vision played over in
his head, watching as his partner ran for him, turning to stare and yell in a raw voice after
the cop car that was giving chase: “Don’t! Don’t fucking do it! He’ll kill you, he’ll kill us
all!”
The Drakkaren’s plans were far simpler and more benign than killing everyone, however;
they were merely to get rid of the police behind him: if they were killed in the process, that
wasn’t his problem. He picked up speed as he twisted back and forth around cars on the
street, most of which were rapidly pulling away, the drivers staring with incredulity at the
chase and people on the street watching, some with horror and some with nothing but
shock as the rookies in the cop car tried to catch up to Zerrex… and then suddenly the
reptile swerved with a snarl and a scream of the tires as he twisted onto his side and then
jerked his body around, the bike lifting into the air on its side, several feet above the ground
before the mighty strength of the reptile threw the armor-plated bike backwards as he
turned around in midair as well, legs raised up and arms raising at his sides with the

strength of the throw as the bike revolved once in the air before smashing into and ripping
through the front window of the police cruiser, the huge black armored motorcycle blowing
out the side windows as it tore through the metal and both officers with a shriek of steelon-plate steel, then, as it hit the back of the car and from sheer weight began to lift it onto
its back wheels, Zerrex’s feet pounded onto the front hood for a moment before kicked off
and shoved hand out, hitting the bent roof of the car as his body twisted forwards and he
did a quasi-cartwheel-slash-flip off into the air.
The police car continued to move, jerking to the side, then it smashed into the front of
a building and was finally still as it sat in the crumbled debris of the storefront, and Zerrex
landed smoothly in a crouch a moment later, one hand out to the side and the other pressed
to the ground, the reptile leaned forwards before he turned and walked towards the ruins of
the police car, snorting quietly as he saw the impact had peeled the roof back like a banana.
He reached forwards, then simply tore the top of the car off before grabbing the
handlebars of his bike – it was mostly in one piece, except that the glass windshield had
cracked and he’d lost both rearview mirrors, plus it was now covered in gouges and scratches
he could easily work out – and hauling upwards, feeling it resisting him for a moment
before he grunted and then yanked the huge assault bike free from the wreckage, then he
grinned a bit as he realized the engine was still running. It is built to withstand explosives,
after all…
Then the lizard dragged it free, set it down, glanced around to make sure that everyone
was properly shocked or traumatized, and, once satisfied with the utter terror he saw on all
of their faces, he mounted the motorcycle and drove off, feeling the bike hitching a bit at
first but then rolling smoothly again after a few moments of driving down the road and
now towards Camelot bridge and home, figuring he’d broken enough laws and cowed
enough people into submission for now. Now, to go home, listen to the news broadcast that
would be the Mayor declaring it a horrible outrage, what had happened, and probably once
more saying they were going to take care of the situation once and for all… but no one
would step up for an interview, and the police would once more sit on their hands. After
all, no one in the police force wanted to watch their friends die… they were law-keepers,
not soldiers. And so long as they didn’t disturb the Drakkaren, as these two had done, they
all knew everyone and everything would get along fine… but even the mayor wasn’t willing
to risk the wrath of the angry monster that the reptile could become. Especially since
everyone who saw him riding that from-hell bike of his home saw the sadistic grin on his
features that always made them remember… he only takes pleasure in our pain. And he will
never stop.
~~~
Twenty minutes saw the reptile home, after a small clog-up at the bridge; he’d forgotten
about the after-noon rush, when half of the businesses on the most-expensive segment of
town opened: none of the stores opened until one, when the lazy and obscenely-rich
sauntered out to do their shopping for trinkets. Disgusting by itself, but perhaps worse was
the fact that the people who worked for a pittance – other than the store owners and the

upper-echelon managers – were all from Comfort Town, and thus were constantly being
humiliated and plain picked on by the richer slobs of the town.
It made the reptile feel irritable as he waited for a break in the steady flow of cars so he
could turn; but after he managed to finally reach home, he felt his mood softening a bit as
he pulled up in front of the garage, then went about the process of getting it into the
garage before finally walking into the house again and hitting the button to close the steel
door again as he shut the one for his home behind him with a sigh of relief.
He walked forwards, reaching up to brush his hair back as his feet lightly padded over
the floor, then glanced up and smiled a bit as he saw Mary snoozing on the once-more
complete couch, looking completely clean once more… at least, from what he could see.
He’d glanced into his bedroom, then smiled amusedly as he realized that Cindy was
probably still downstairs – left to her own devices, who knew what she’d been doing. He
had a brief moment where he worried she might have shot herself… Gods knew she could
be rather… klutzy at times… but then he shook his head and dispelled that notion as he
headed towards the stairs leading down.
A few minutes later, the reptile was entering what the female Drakkaren called his ‘subground lair,’ and he was unsurprised to hear a quiet giggle and a quick rustle-shuffle of
something behind the door to his office. He waited a moment, feeling amused, then pushed
it open and blinked before staring around as he saw Cindy sitting on his desk, amidst… a
completely organized room. “Holy crap.”
The Drakkaren female smiled at him, tilting her head as she opened her arms and
motioned around the room. “Like what you see?” she paused, then blushed a bit as she
rubbed over her head and jerked a thumb back at the open weapon lockers. “I was going to
start cleaning your other stuff too… but um… I was afraid that I’d mess them up or
something.”
“You’ve done more than enough.” Zerrex replied gently, walking forwards and looking
back and forth with a small smile at the now tidy office; his expression, however, was
enough to make Cindy beam, and then blush when he looked at her and said softly: “I
really like it…” And then, because it felt right, he added: “I’m proud of you.”
The other reptile didn’t take the comment as patronizing at all: instead, she glowed with
pleasure as she got up off the desk and then leapt forwards to hug the reptile as he walked
towards her.
He caught her, giving a soft chuckle, and Cindy smiled warmly up at him, looking into
his eyes before giving him a quick kiss and then taking one of his hands, bouncing a bit as
she pointed the other at the weapons locker and looked up at him almost like a child,
asking in a bright voice: “Can we go outside with that and play around for a bit? You
know… before we have to… go our separate ways?”
Zerrex looked down at her softly; he knew that they should possibly already have
parted… but then a voice in his head spoke gently, a quiet voice that he so rarely heard…
and it said go on. Make her happy. Make her smile. And give her a few days with you; even

if you don’t deserve it, she does. Make her smile, Zerrex, because for once, it’s not hurting
anyone and you’re being altruistic for once.
So instead of saying no, like the careful part of him wanted to, the reptile instead smiled
faintly down at her and nodded, glancing at the rack and saying softly: “We can take
both… and I’ll teach you how to use it, how about that?”
Cindy looked at him with eyes that seemed deeply touched… and that by itself was
enough to let him know that he’d done the right thing, and quiet the voices inside of him
that wanted to remain on the ridiculously-safe side. Then she let go of the lizard’s hand as
he walked forwards around the desk and approached the storage construction on the left.
Both weapon safes had the same design: racks for holding large-size weapons with long
barrels, up to five, and all the way up one side twenty small shelves that were built to hold
small arms, such as handguns. Then, at the top, was a plain, simple shelf for stacking ammo
and at the bottom was a lockable drawer for storing heavy-duty ammo and clips. The
difference, however, lay in the chosen arsenal.
In the right weapon locker were two police shotguns that had been customized to load
both heavy-duty shells as well as thick ‘darts’ of steel with enough force to piece almost
anything: the reptile had to custom lathe these himself, and he’d stopped after filling up two
boxes with them, or making forty shells. They sat in the sliding drawer below, in separate
locked cases.
As well as the two shotguns, there was a sniper rifle with a long barrel, laser scope
attachment – locked in the security drawer – a built-in bayonet – only the reptile would
attach a bayonet to a frigging sniper rifle, but he’d actually been forced to use it before… –
and a red-oak, beautiful stock. This was a weapon he’d taken from a shooting champion of
the city after proving to him that guns could not solve all problems. Namely him. Then,
next to this ornate beauty, was an ugly-looking, blue-metal anti-tank rifle that would blast a
hole through almost anything to his knowledge, and an equally-ugly but quite possibly more
powerful big-game hunting rifle… one that shot exploding shells commonly used to take
down such wildlife as unevolved elephants. This he’d taken from a hunter who thought that
sport like that was not only fair but the best game out there… the reptile disagreed. Other
people were much more fun to hunt, especially when they tried to compensate for their lack
of everything with huge guns like this. It had a walnut stock that had been designed to cut
down the recoil, and a built in tripod for easier range shooting… but the reptile found he
could lay off a shot from the shoulder without too much trouble. The only issue was that it
had been modified, yet the huge-as-hell still only held four rounds at the most before he
had to reload… and the reptile absolutely hated having to work the lever after every shot to
reload.
Then, in the small arms shelves, he had a total of three police handguns – two tiny fiveshot .32s and a much more adaptable semi-automatic handgun – and then a small
collection of no less than four .45 revolvers: one that was silver-plated, one that had a
massive cylinder that could load ten shots, and two normal, plain-designed six-shot
revolvers, one a brown chestnut wood handle and the other basic steel. Then he had two .45

handguns that both loaded clips of twelve shots, but one was jet black with the old Goth
Legion insignia in gold on the side of the gun, above the handle, and the other had a
customized grip and was plated in silver – except for the handle and slide, which were both
done in gold metal. Finally, he had an antique revolver that was of unknown caliber, but
made even the reptile’s wrist hurt from the recoil after a few shots and tended to go through
a tree… or two… and left very huge, gaping holes. It had come with a yellowing box of
bullets, and bullets for the twin guns above also seemed to work in it, but not as well… so
the reptile had found someone to reproduce and make him several boxes of specialized
revolver shell from copying the design of the ones from the box, and those had worked far
superior to the .52 bullets. It loaded six shots… and was the ugliest, most-rusted-looking
piece of crap the lizard had ever seen… but it was only the outside that had gone all icky
and that had been cleaned up a while ago… although, to the reptile’s disgust, it was still
rust-patterned despite his efforts to make it look nicer.
Then, above the gun Zerrex figured was designed to kill anything, were his two personal
handguns: forged from a purple alloy steel and built specially to hit the reptile’s hands, they
were massive .52 caliber magnum handguns that put holes in pretty much whatever the
lizard aimed at: not as big as the ones from the ancient revolver, perhaps, but they took a
damn sizable chunk out of anything they hit. Plus they had also bore three advantages over
the revolver: the fact they used fifteen round clips, the fact they both had recoil modifiers
on them that pushed more power into the barrel and less back into his wrists, and the fact
that the metal they were made from was nearly indestructible, allowing him to block even
heavy bladed weapons without so much as a scratch on the barrels of the guns.
But the reptile was heading towards the left locker, and the contents of this one was
much different: for instance, instead of revolvers and handguns, small, handheld
submachine guns had been tucked into the shelves – a total of six of them, from .10 caliber
upwards. Thus, there was a much greater amount of ammo sitting on the top shelf… and
also, the other gun shelves had ammo for other weaponry in them instead of small arms.
Then, in the five slots, were only two actual guns – both of them assault rifles, but one
of them basic military and the other a sleek black, massive weapon that had been designed
solely for his use in the Goth Legion, again with the insignia of the organization just above
the handle; the stock had been specifically fitted for his shoulder and the firepower was high
enough to cause major damage even to an armored vehicle with enough concentration on
one area.
The other weaponry was of Zerrex’s preferred variety: a pair of twin katanas in plain
black, steel sheaths with a single gold trim down the flat side, gold handles, and blades
made of the same stuff as his giant sword – meaning that the three foot blades would quite
possibly never break or need to be sharpened. These were what Cindy wanted to play
with… although the reptile couldn’t help but pause and wonder if he should take out the
oversized katana he had as well, which was much the same as the other blades… except that
this weapon was larger by about two feet and had a full-foot long handle, and the sheath
was slightly more ornamental – it was a sword that the reptile rarely used, favoring instead
Blackheart or the twin blades unless the situation called for a light, but far-reaching sword.

But instead, he took the twin katanas, then turned to Cindy and held it out with a quiet
laugh. She brightened again and took it wonderingly, looking at him with soft, touched
eyes, then the two left together to head out to the back of the house and the small patch of
field before the woods, where Zerrex would proceed to show Cindy basic sword techniques
for the next two hours; eventually, Mary would join to sit and watch with a soft smile, one
leg out and the other bent, her elbow resting on the up knee and her chin on her hand as
the larger male carefully and patiently taught the other, less-skilled but trying-hard reptile.
Afterwards, they headed inside, and Mary cooked them a huge lunch, more than enough
to satisfy their stomachs, and the rest of the day was passed in gentle, quiet harmony: it was
perhaps the nicest day the Drakkaren had ever had, and the strangest for him by far – after
all, there had been that one job done, but no killing, no raping, little violence and sadism
… of course, he had taken his fill of Mary in the evening, but that night, when he curled
up with both of the females on his enormous bed, Cindy curled a bit higher on his chest
and Mary putting her head against his powerful abdominals, that by itself was somehow…
enough. There didn’t seem to be any need to start any sort of sexual interaction, or worship
or anything in that context at all: there just needed to be that quiet cuddling, and it brought
the reptile down into soothing sleep, from which he wouldn’t awaken until nine the next
morning, late for him. Then, at nine thirty, he and Cindy left to go shopping on his
scratched up motorcycle, the female reptile bitching at him about damaging his bike and the
reptile feeling slightly embarrassed instead of stoic as they drove into the depths of
Comfort Town, leaving Mary to happily tend to the home and whatever else suited her.
~~~
Lone Wulfe had spent a much less comfortable day being tended to by a team of medics
on his hotel bed, after they had someone wade into the bathroom in knee-high plastic
boots to turn off the scalding water that was overflowing – fortunately, the hotel had been
bright enough to install a small drainage system in their bathrooms, should the fabulously
rich also be fabulously stupid and leave the water running too long, which happened all too
often. They had then run a sponge coated with disinfectant over the wolf ’s body, to deal
with smell and the wounds, before removing the knife from his nether regions and carrying
his still limp-form to the hotel bed, and attaching a series of IV tubes as they went to work
with fervor; this was definitely something the Boss had done, and they rarely managed to
find a subject that was still alive. After all, he usually went for a kill instead of a battering
that left them the perfect humpty-dumpty – except they thought they really could put the
poor bastard together again.
It took them three hours of careful setting and bandaging, then another hour of
injections – after which the wolf began to regain consciousness, and the first thing he did
was start to cry. No one really blamed him, but it was still pathetic – he’d gotten off lucky
compared to most subjects, not being either raped and/or dead.
From the screenings they’d done with portable, state-of-the-art body readers – and from
poking the wolf after he’d woken up, which everyone knew but wouldn’t admit was both a
better measurement and more fun – they’d deduced that both of his kidneys were bruised,

but his stomach and lungs were alright, except that the former was slightly crunched
inwards. They all attributed this to the reptile, nodding politely at one another, but Lone
blushed a bit as he figured it was the corset. The lizard had been gentlest on his stomach…
One of his testicles had ruptured, but would heal, along with all the other millions of
wounds on the wolf… and the lupine blinked slowly through the haze of pain that seemed
to be his entire body yelling at him; yet, despite that, it wasn’t so bad as to make him
irrational or even whine about it. It was more of a dull ache… and that’s when the wolf
realized there was an IV in him, and he moaned in realization that they were probably
pumping some seriously heavy drugs into him.
Then they’d explained about the other internal damage – namely the fact he’d had a
knife shoved up his ass. To combat this, the wolf should take laxatives and avoid getting
constipation at all costs, or he was in for hell… and they also warned that it would hurt
like hellfire anyway, because… well, you figure it out. And the wolf most certainly did, as
he lowered his ears and began to feel like crying.
After that, they’d asked the wolf to get up and walk around, his arms, paws, hands and
pretty much all his body covered in bandages… and so the wolf had done so, hobbling with
a definite bow-legged stride, and the doctors had nodded, given the medical bill to the
hospital staff, and then left with all their medical equipment. They left the wolf a roll of
thick cloth bandages, some disinfectant in case he did anything stupid to his cuts, and a
week’s worth of painkillers that would at least dull the agony the wolf would soon be
experiencing.
Then the hotel manager had tried to come forwards to console the battered lupine, and
immediately Lone had thrown a tantrum, yelling and ranting, probably making only little
sense as he went on and on about what happened to him before finally collapsing into
sobbing, back on the bed, and moaning about how much agony he was in and how much
money he was going to sue for and all the things that came into the wolf ’s head as the
manager tried to soothe the beaten wolf and then finally offered both an out of court
settlement and a free transfer to another hotel, since this room must entail so many bad
memories for him; in reality, the manager just didn’t want the Boss showing up again. So it
was worth paying for the staggering medical bill and giving the wolf an under-the-table
not-bribe to avoid a lawsuit… one they could win, but only by admitting that of all people,
the Boss had shown up. And whenever the Boss got involved in any sort of legal case, the
papers tended to become sealed documents and the court sessions long, private, and
extremely expensive. After all, try explaining to the National Police Agency that if anyone
dared to go after the Boss, he would kill them for bothering him, their bosses to make sure
no one else came after him, their family and friends to make sure no one tried to take
revenge on him, and everyone he felt like on the way just for kicks. So it was easier to keep
him quiet, like every other scandal and illegal operation in this town. Seeking justice against
the Boss was like seeking justice against fate; it just laughed at you and then had a panel
truck run you over.

The wolf was satisfied however; in fact, he seemed to be more than pleased with the
settlement of one-hundred thousand dollars and agreement that they move him to the
luxurious Royal Monarch hotel, which was only a few blocks away, but promised an equallynice accommodation and more privacy for the wolf to enjoy, as well as an adult bar, a
tropical garden, and an assortment of other frivolous joys.
Lone had muttered but consented to it without much grace: he had immediately
demanded his money in cash, which the hotel was only too happy to fulfill – after all, it
meant no paper trail, and that’s the kind of payoff they wanted, so that there would never
be any record. Just lost funds that maybe were used to buy supplies and not pay off some
stupid wolf who pissed off the Boss.
After that, they helped the unsteady, beaten lupine down the stairs to his car, employees
bringing the little luggage Zerrex had left unharmed to the vehicle without even questioning
the wolf, giving him another arrogant burst of superiority even over the pain; perhaps that
was part of the reason he didn’t ask how he’d already had a high-class reservation at another
hotel, but perhaps it was also merely the fact that the wolf was inherently so arrogant that
any gift to him was just tribute to his ego and his utter Lone Wulfe greatness, and it
certainly couldn’t be just because they wanted to get rid of him… likewise, the fact that it
was done so quickly and perfectly was merely because the competent staff wanted to serve
him properly, not because it had been practiced before when other patrons had been
targeted by the Boss…
So the wolf had been moved, with all the ease and grace of a tactical military operation,
and spent a long night awake in complete agony despite the painkillers… yet, by morning,
the pain had dulled enough that he had been able to move around without too much
trouble, and although it hurt like all hell to urinate – and thankfully he’d been spared what
he would sure be intense agony once he had to number two – he had decided that he
definitely could have been worse off with the other stories he’d heard about the boss. So he
was thankful for that, but more thankful for the room service and constant attention he got:
he didn’t seem to realize this wasn’t out of sympathy for the fact he had had the living crap
beaten out of him, but because they all felt sorry for the impending death of the lupine
once Zerrex discovered him.
In the morning, Lone had gotten dressed in the little clothing he had left – the stuff
he’d sent out to get washed, in other words – and had then been intelligent for a change and
decided against hurting himself more with the half-girdle: that idea tossed, he found his
shirt was too tight, so he instead just put on the suit jacket and buttoned that most of the
way up, figuring he’d get extra sympathy from the bandages that were covering his chest
anyway.
Then he’d gone down to the parking lot outside, where he figured his sports car would
blend in well enough – sure, it was red, and it was big, and it was fancier than any other car
there, but everyone here was an out-of-towner, right? So it should be safe – and ignoring the
illogical fallacy that he’d soothed himself with before getting in – wincing at the pain it
caused his sore ass and wishing he’d gotten some softer cushioning instead of a leather

interior – and then driving down to the airport, feeling anxious once more as he drove over
the speed limit and used less than the necessary amount of concentration, cutting off other
cars and heedlessly disobeying the basic rules of the road. Fortunately for the lupine, traffic
was light on this side of town this early in the morning, and so he made it to the airport
without event.
Once there, he pulled into a handicap spot – he figured he was bruised and beaten
enough to count – in front of the main terminal and then hobbled out and to the main
building, glancing around as he approached a help desk, bullied his way to the front past a
mother trying to soothe a squalling baby, a slew of old people, and two fellow businessmen
as he rumbled about being in a rush, pushing through them and forcing his way up to the
counter before asking the location of the private airstrip. He then realized he’d forgotten
the name once the irritable-looking mouse asked him which one in return, and so he
changed his question to ask for a list and finally pointed out the Weyland strip, which
earned him another distasteful look as the rodent pointed over her shoulder at a sign by the
nearest door, which said in bold letters: WEYLAND AIRSTRIP ENTRANCE.
The wolf made a sound of disgust in his throat, but he felt embarrassed enough to leave
without any comment, wincing as his paws began to hurt and suddenly wishing he’d
brought a pair of sandals or dress shoes at least, as he headed out and then moaned as he
realized the doors led outside, and there was a long gravel path that led to an asphalt
airstrip… and for a moment he merely whined indecisively in his throat before shutting his
eyes tight and walking forwards, yelping quietly at the feeling of the gravel irritating the
cuts beneath his bandages and clenching his fingers into fists. Of course, that in turn just
made all the small wounds on his hands hurt, and his eyes watered as he opened them and
stared ahead, hobbling and staggering until he finally reached the asphalt and stopped,
looking back and forth before staring up into the sky: he knew he’d gotten here at about…
nine fifty, so it must be ten by now, or even past… but before he could start to become
huffy about it, he heard the sound of an approaching jet, and he saw what looked like a
sleek black stealth plane descending from the clouds, with gold, lightning-patterned streaks
down the wings, tail and nose.
It descended rapidly, then landed smoothly, rolling down the pathway and coming to a
halt a good hundred feet away – it was then the wolf realized it was just slightly bigger than
your average private jet, but the gleam of the metal showed that it was probably far better
maintained than those ridden around by groups of rich people, and probably much faster as
well. When the only door in the side opened, a small metal set of stairs folded out instead
of a ladder or nothing at all… and as Lone approached with the anxiety suddenly back,
three figures descended – two males and a single female. And he was very sure that none of
them were the pilot as he halted about ten feet away, watching as the first in line stretched
and yawned obnoxiously widely, one hand scratching a naked set of chiseled abs. “Fuck
man, I hate this flying shit!”
Lone stared at them, taking in them one by one as he couldn’t help but feel his eyes
widen and a slow, both awed and horrified grin come to his features as he realized that the
help he’d summoned was definitely in the same style as Zerrex. Not only were they all huge

and scary… they all looked… bloodthirsty. There was definitely no other word for it; these
three were like devils sent from Hell to recapture a rogue of their own… and Lone felt the
anxiety inside him turn to a form of frightened joy as he looked at these monsters he’d
called in, knowing with horror he had no way to control them if they decided to cause
some other kind of hell, realizing with terror that they were all akin to Zerrex in the
violent, dominating aura that floated off them, and feeling total and utter joy at both these
facts; sure, there was one of Zerrex, but here were three of his former comrades, and all of
them looking ready for violence.
The first in line was a black wolf that towered over him; he estimated he was probably
seven and a half feet tall, maybe a bit more. Not so big as Zerrex, no… but maybe as wide,
thick with muscle that was visible through the tight-fitting, sleek black leather trench he
wore. Across his chest was a plain bandolier made of brown rawhide straps, with golden
belt-clasps holding it tight to his massively-muscled chest; he also wore a pair of thick black
leather pants, but from looking at them the wolf could tell they were thicker than your
average leather as well, probably more of a motorcycle-leather than the showy style of
material he preferred.
His fur was mostly charcoal black, seeming to have slight streaks of gray along the edges
of his body, but definitely turned to a grayer color over powerful abs and firm chest, and
his eyes were the same color as he looked moodily around his new settings, tromping back
and forth in a pair of motorcycle boots that went halfway up his shin and had thick black
metal plating visible down the lower leg, side, heel and toe. The swirling of his trenchcoat
in his impatient stride revealed that he had several beige military side-packs attached to the
plain rawhide belt around his waist, and his eyes – completely obsidian, so dark they
seemed to be without pupils, although the wolf only got a glance at them: a moment later,
he yanked down the wraparound, pitch-black shades he had on his forehead to cover them
as he turned to look at the white wolf, and he slowly smirked, revealing his teeth… and
Lone’s eyes widened and he reared his head back a bit as he saw the huge frontal fangs of
the black, rugged-furred timber wolf. “Hey, Tinny! Look at our boss here, ain’t he look like
he just got the shit kicked out of him! And I bet it was by our old friend, too!”
The next in line winced at this and shrank down a bit as he seemed to edge a bit closer
to the huge wolf and almost peer around him… and Lone took back what he’d said about
them all being huge and scary – now that he was looking at them after being shocked back
into reality, he realized that yes, two of them were massive… but this male in the middle
actually… wasn’t that threatening. Initially, he’d gotten the impression of height and size…
but he realized that it was probably because he’d been standing straight up, whereas the
black wolf seemed to be slouching forwards a bit and the female was leaning back against
the stairway, looking up into the sky… but “Tinny” was now meekly almost grabbing for
the big black lupine and stepping behind him as he stared at Lone.
He was probably only about five-eight, maybe five-ten at the most… a badger with
lustrous fur but… who looked oddly frail and small. He was definitely more of the athletic
build than a giant like the wolf, and was quite thin from the look of the tight, plain white
dress shirt he wore with the sleeves rolled up above his elbows, and his jeans betrayed legs

that were almost feminine, the bottoms of them somewhat badly hemmed so he didn’t track
on the long legs in what looked like a pair of plain but very scuffed and scratched-up
military boots. He shivered a bit, then he stepped back from behind the giant to slip on
what looked like a plain cloth jacket that had been tied around his waist, then he reached up
to slip what looked like a set of dog tags under his shirt before looking distrustfully at the
wolf, reaching up to run a hand down his black-striped muzzle, then rub at one gold-ringed
brown eye before finally reaching that hand up to give his ear a squeeze – one of the
weirdest gestures the wolf had ever seen.
Then “Tinny” stepped nervously behind the big black wolf again as the larger male
rolled his eyes – visible because he’d nudged his glasses to the end of his muzzle – and
turned around to tilt his head and say a few words as the only female made a face, then
walked forwards and turned to look at Lone with a measuring look: she, he thought, was
maybe the scariest. Probably because she was both a Drakkaren, and tall: two things that
reminded him of Zerrex. As she crossed her arms and barked something at the two nowbickering males, he also caught a hint of irritable command in her voice, and that made her
seem even more like the Boss… which made him shiver in both terror and anticipation of
glory.
She was maybe seven feet tall… and she was lithe, but still had muscle definitely visible
under her scales. Her breasts were large enough to make him want to stare, double-take and
drool… but her body was built with enough muscle that he was afraid of what she’d do to
him… and yet, then there was the fact that all that muscle still looked sleek, even bulging as
it was against her tight black jeans and leather jacket, even with the sight of those powerful
abs visible from the fact she wore only a short black belly shirt that exposed most of her
cleavage… but then again, there was the fact that her blue eyes were more frigid than ice
crystals on a winter’s night at the north pole. So in the end, scary outweighed sexy, at least
for him.
Around her waist was a scale-weave belt, made out of some strange suede brown
material, and the clasp looked like pure silver, shaped like a wide ellipse: attached to it was a
side-pack on one side and a massive, custom and neon-blue-metal handgun in a rawhide
holster with no safety strap on the other… the wolf thought maybe she was showing that
off a bit too much, along with the rest of her, with her leather jacket cut just above the
waist and possibly just a bit too tight for safety…
Her scales were green… apparently lightening on her chest and stomach from what the
wolf could see… and like the badger, she wore military boots, except hers looked like they
had small, built in spikes on the heels and sides of the foot, as well as a gleaming black steel
plate over the toe… and her boots were in perfect condition. As the wolf stared, he noted
only one other thing… there was a chain around her neck, and it apparently led to
something that hung low enough to be hidden by her revealing shirt… but he certainly had
to intention of trying to reach in there and find out.
“Hey, Vampire, get your fucking ass back in the fucking plane and get the fucking
luggage out!” she snarled, glaring at him; the flash of command in her eyes made Lone want

to wince back as he hesitantly walked a few feet towards her, and this time he didn’t blame
the badger as he cowered behind the black wolf, looking entirely submissive. The huge wolf
on the other hand only gave her a disgusted look and flipped her off, but a narrowing of
her eyes made him throw up his hands and release a loud groan.
“You goddamn lazy whore.” He spat, but he turned and obligingly headed towards the
stairs as she walked away from them, his fingers lacing together behind his head as he
strutted with his muzzle tilted in the air: as he passed, he tried to swing an elbow towards
her, but she ducked under it and laid into him with a punch to the gut that Lone heard
from where he stood, and the black wolf ’s tongue shot out of his muzzle as he gasped for
breath, hands spasming and reaching for his stomach before he shot her a snarling look,
walking quickly past and up the metal stairs to the aircraft.
Then the female jerked her head at the badger, who gave a small sound of fear before
turning and quickly running past the wolf, shooting him a nervous look before he headed
towards the terminal: that left him alone with the female, and the bandaged, beaten wolf
suddenly found himself terrified as he looked at her before stuttering lamely: “You…
I’m… hi.”
“I’m Cynthia Blossom, but you can call me Cherry.” She said briskly, crossing her arms
and then jerking her head at the massive black wolf as he began to head back down the
steps, grunting and muscles flexing as he carried down a huge wooden trunk. “That numb
fuck is Drake Lazarus, but we just call him Vampire… and the scaredy-shit is Cory
Pettigrew, or the Tinman.” She stopped, then snorted as the black wolf dropped the trunk
beside her, then sat on it and slipped around so he sat beside the Drakkaren… but not too
close, Lone noticed. “Hey, Vamp, you think that Ravenlight is losing his touch?”
“Nah. He probably didn’t think the little shit here could withstand so much,” the black
wolf replied smugly, looking at Lone with a contemptible glare overtop his dark shades that
made the smaller lupine feel both stung and humiliated. “Fucktard looks even weaker than
Tinny.”
“Give him some credit. He ain’t one of us, just a money-whoring client.” Cherry tilted
her head back at Vampire, then she snorted and gave the box a kick hard enough to shake
the huge black wolf and make him jump to his feet, snarling a bit at her again as she said in
that same curt tone: “Open it up, shithead.”
The lupine snorted, but he did as he was told, slipping in front of the box and kneeling
before it to enter a combination, then shove the lid up as the white wolf merely stood and
watched as he now produced three rectangular metal boxes: two of these went to the side,
and one of them went to Cherry, who took it without comment and easily pried the lid off
– a feat the wolf thought was quite the show of brute strength, as she held what must’ve
been at least fifty pounds of steel under one arm and tore an air-sealed lid with the other
hand off like it was a rubber cap.
Then she put the container down and began to sort through the contents of the box as
behind her, Vampire removed the two lids from the other two metal security boxes with
much more grace. He then began to pull out square bricks in plain brown packaging and

slip them into what must’ve been customized pockets of the trench, but Lone’s eyes
widened as he caught the basic black stamp label on the outside of the paper: C4.
It seemed to be the only thing in the box, other than a small radio that the black wolf
apparently slipped into the back of his belt, hiding it beneath his trenchcoat as Cherry
began to load clips into slots on the inside of her jacket and then attached what could only
be two whips to her belt – the sight of them, however, made the wolf want to do anything
but laugh or make kinky innuendos. One of them was definitely of a plainer, solid leather
variety, with a well-worn weaved handle, but it looked like it could cause some serious
damage nonetheless… and the other whip simply scared the wolf: instead of leather or
rawhide, this was made of large-size and narrow metal chain links, all of them with a
distinctly sharpened look to them and ending in a long, curved talon instead of a plain
metal tip. The claw of steel looked almost like the fang of some great beast like a dragon,
and he couldn’t help but notice the fact that it seemed to have slight barbs as well, from
what he could see… and he winced as she carefully attached both of the whips to her belt
by a small cloth strap that she could flick down and then instantly have both whips ready in
her hands, one a leather bound but solid-looking handle – probably wood with the leather
overtop – and the other a solid steel grip that looked as though it had been molded
perfectly for her hand. Lone got the distinct feeling that she could kill with either one of
them if she pleased, and that they definitely weren’t there for show – in fact, he was starting
to realize that none of what these monsters did was for show.
He couldn’t help but stare, and Vampire grinned as he leaned forwards, putting his hands
on his hips as he said tauntingly: “What’s wrong, little wolf ? You got a crush on Cherry
there or something?” he laughed a bit as he crossed his arms, now leaning back a bit as the
female looked up to see Lone’s embarrassed flush and stare. “Lemme tell you now, little
guy, that bitch would rip you up in bed. Hell, she almost kills me, and I’m one fucker that
just don’t die that easy.”
“Too fucking bad, too.” Cherry growled in reply, then she gave the black wolf a hard
shove, making him stumble and flail his arms out before he snarled and threw a punch back
at her: yet without even changing the mildly-irritated, bored expression on her face, she
easily swayed her head away by a few inches and then actually brought her head swinging
back to strike hard into the wolf ’s forearm, knocking him off balance as she swept a leg out
without even looking and tripped him.
Vampire fell heavily, but he got his hands underneath him and kicked his legs upwards,
doing a handspring instead of falling on his face and then landing with a grunt beside the
flabby lupine, who cowered back and then fell on his ass with a yelp. The bigger black wolf
looked down at him over his sunglasses with both amusement and disgust, but then he held
a hand out, speaking in a mocking, patronizing voice: “Aww, come on now, dude. You got
the shit kicked out of you already, we ain’t here to poke you some more, but to help your
sorry ass out, man.”
Lone took his hand, trembling a bit, then felt himself hauled to his feet with all the ease
of a child being picked up by a giant. He rocked unsteadily on his paws for a moment,

looking up at the black wolf as he snorted and nodded, then he grinned a bit and revealed
those unsettlingly-huge fangs once more before glancing over at Cherry and frowning as he
saw her rooting through another of the boxes. “Hey, bitch, that’s Tinny’s shit! Get your
fucking grubby hands outta there!”
“Fuck you” was the only response the female gave, not even bothering to look at him.
Vampire’s snarl deepened, then he reached into his coat and produced a small throwing
knife that had a narrow, leaf-shaped blade. Without hesitating, he threw the single-cut steel
knife at her as Lone took a sharp intake of breath, but again, Cherry merely tilted her head
and the knife flew harmlessly by before she turned around, narrowing her eyes as Vamp
grinned innocently and held up his hands… but his eyes betrayed deep nervousness,
watching the grenade she was carelessly bouncing in her hand. “You were supposed to
disarm fully when we got on the plane, Vampire. Procedure.”
“Hey, no harm, no foul, right?” he laughed a bit, but then he swallowed and winced
slightly, betraying his nervousness as his voice lowered a decibel. “Hey, babe, could you put
that fuckin’ thing away? You’re giving me the creeps here, lady.”
Cherry smiled; it was not a nice smile, and the coldness in it reminded Lone strongly of
Zerrex as he stared at her with even greater terror than before – a feat he hadn’t thought
possible. Already the pit of his stomach was telling him that hiring these people had been a
bad idea… but now, looking at that psychotic glint in the eyes of the female reptile and the
growing fear in Vampire’s, he came to realize that there was quite possibly no worse decision
he could have made: these people not only seemed like they really could kill Zerrex, they
might just take his place in this town if they so desired. But then, instead of speaking, she
merely slipped it into her side-pack and the black wolf relaxed with a sigh as Lone slumped
and gave his own sound of relief. “Fucking pussies.”
“You’re the one who’s got the pussy around here, bitch.” Came the black wolf ’s reply, but
it lacked the necessary venom to make it a stinging remark and thus sounded more like
some futile, weak-kneed comeback from a coward to a bully. Which, Lone was coming to
realize, was probably exactly what it was before he turned with a surprised – but pleasantly
so – blink as he heard the sound of an approaching engine: what he saw was a black
armored car with tinted windows, but they were light enough that he could see the one they
called Tinman was driving it, looking horribly uncomfortable as the car moved in little jerks
and bobs.
Vampire muttered something under his breath, and Lone looked over his shoulder to see
him with his eyes closed and a hand pushed against his forehead, as if he was in pain.
Cherry, on the other hand, had gone back to rooting through the possessions of the other
two before she stood and glanced at the white-furred lupine, then she held up what looked
like a gold watch. Lone stared at this, then he blinked as she tossed it to him and he caught
it with both hands, glancing down to see it was an old-fashioned wind-up style watch with
a strange kanji on the front that the wolf didn’t recognize; a moment later, however, it was
snatched out of his hands by Vampire, who turned to growl at Cherry before he slipped it

into an inside pocket of his leather trench, barking at her: “What the fuck are you doing,
giving that to him? He don’t need it! He don’t even know what it is, bitch!”
Cherry gave her usual two-word reply, then she walked up beside Lone and put an arm
around his shoulders, looking down at him and winking slowly – that, combined with the
strange softened expression on her features, made the wolf blush furiously… and then she
smiled again as she held up a thick wad of cash and said softly: “This will cover the
‘holding cost’ for the three of us… but we also request that we are given whatever we
choose to take from Ravenlight’s house. You can have the leftovers like the scavenger you
are.” She paused and took her arm from around the wolf ’s shoulders to flick through the
large amount of cash as Lone stared, then he suddenly gaped and stepped away, patting his
pockets and realizing with horror that the money she held in her hands was the good three
thousand or so in cash that he’d taken with him from the hotel, finally recognizing the plain
money clip that held the bills together. He’d figured on paying them a thousand each up
front anyway… but he was horrified with how easily she had tricked him and manipulated
him as Vampire began to give voice to loud donkey-laughs, leaning forwards and slapping
one knee as the other hand wrapped around his stomach.
“Man, she owned you, bitch!” he chortled, then he straightened and looked at Tinman as
the badger got out of the car, immediately taking on a reprimanding tone. “Hey, I thought
you were good with metals and shit! A car is metal, so why the fuck do you drive like a twoyear old on crack?”
“Sorry.” Tinman mumbled, looking down with embarrassment as he swept one loaferclad foot back and forth behind him, leaning on the door slightly before glancing up,
smiling faintly as Vampire rolled his eyes, then quietly and meekly slinking around the
group of three as Lone stared before feeling a hand descend on his back, reawakening all
the pains in his body and making him whimper as he stumbled, his aching paws hurting
even more with the pain in his feet before he turned around and stared with fear at Cherry
as she jerked her head towards the parking lot.
“Get your ass out there to your car and wait for us by the exit,” she snapped, as Vampire
rose his hands by his ears and stuck his tongue behind her back, waggling his fingers and
becoming entirely childish as he stomped his feet – but did it silently so she couldn’t hear as
he continued to make faces at her. Lone did his best not to stare at him, but somehow the
female Drakkaren knew as one of her hands lashed back, grabbed the black wolf ’s long
tongue, and jerked down hard enough as she let go to send him crashing onto all fours with
a grunt of pain. “And if you do that again, you fuckwad, I’ll fucking kill you.”
“Chill out, babe.” Vampire responded, raising up on his knees and putting his hands up
in surrender, wincing and speaking in a pacifying, gentle tone: the classic “I-know-Ipushed-too-much-now-please-don’t-beat-me” voice, Lone thought, as he backed slowly
away before turning around: he then heard the loud smacking sound of a boot probably
whacking into a face, and this was clarified for him as he heard Vampire yelp loudly and
then yell angrily: “You fucking cunt! There are fucking spikes on your motherfucking boots
and now there’s a fucking hole in my fucking face, you fucktoy cunt cocksucking bitch!”

Lone hurried away as he heard another fleshy thud and winced as Vampire’s voice rose
again, this time in a whining, apologetic tone: but he was already too far away to hear the
words as he felt sudden pity for the normal-looking Tinman and total fear for what he’d
unleashed upon the town, hurrying down the asphalt runway and to the now-open gate
where the black car had driven in from: it took him directly into the parking lot, and he
quickly wove his way along the sidewalk, back to the front of the building and the
handicapped space where he’d parked his car… and managed to get a ticket, to his
immediate dismay. If anything was unfair… unjust… and a complete omen of bad things
to come, he thought it was that ticket on the windshield of his car.
The wolf mumbled, then he grabbed the parking ticket and simply tossed it aside,
figuring he could lie about it later and say that the wind had blown it away or something if
any court sheriff came to call. Then he’d just put on the Lone Wulfe charm and get extra
points for sympathy after showing off all his wounds and telling all the good reasons why
he’d been parking there… after all, he really was all but handicapped now, wasn’t he?
Then he’d climbed into his car, whining quietly as the pain began to come back in
throbbing waves… but mostly it was that nauseating fear that was sticking with him, the
kind that made him want to hide in his bed and cry until the bad things went away. He
swallowed thickly as he considered this option for a moment… then figured it was a bad
choice as he struggled to get his keys into the ignition and get the car running, heading for
the airport exit and then pulling up to the shoulder, sitting there quietly and swallowing
again as he trembled: he knew he was in too far now to run… and there was no way he
could call off these devils he’d summoned, now that they were here.
A few minutes later, the apostles of Hell in question pulled up beside him, Vampire now
driving and rocking his head back in beat to what the wolf figured was some rock song,
headphones over his ears and plugged into the radio that was built into the car – Lone got
the distinct feeling that he was doing this to avoid Cherry’s wrath as she sat in the back and
looked back and forth with violence in her eyes and every movement of her body. Then the
black wolf reached up and yanked down his headset, and the wolf found he was able to
hear from where he was the faint screaming of guitars and bad vocals, overlaid with a rapid,
heavy drumbeat as Vampire half-shouted across a meek-looking, scrunched-into-his-seat
Tinman: “So show us where Ravenlight’s living now, we got a nice surprise party planned to
throw right away! We got the essence of ambush and all that shit now, right, so we wanna go
and deal with the fucker now, give him some payback, right?”
Lone gaped as he stared at the much larger black wolf, spluttering for a moment before
managing one frightened word: “Now?” Then he stopped as Vampire grinned wide, and
added another: “Me?”
“Yeah, bitch! You, show us, Ravenlight!” Vampire enunciated each word carefully, tilting
his head and looking over his shades at the wolf with those pitch-black, hellhole eyes.
“Come on, motherfucker, let’s get going! We don’t got all day, here!”
Lone did know where Zerrex lived: he did his homework, after all, and he’d burned the
address into his brain while doing research on the Boss of Comfort Town, as well as the

location… not that it was hard to find. If he could get back to the bar, he could definitely
head to Zerrex’s place… and… there really wasn’t any arguing with these guys, was there?
They were, after all, not only scary and obviously violent to the point of being complete,
chaotic psychopaths who apparently did not understand exactly what “playing nice” was…
they kinda had a point. Right now, they did have the element of surprise… and he didn’t
think that even Zerrex would be prepared for his old teammates showing up under the lead
of the wolf he’d battered just a day before.
And now there was that faint spark of power in him, and of a need to be better, stronger
than the reptile… and he couldn’t help but grin back at Vampire now, who looked
pleasantly surprised at the wolf ’s change of demeanor as he nodded and said slowly: “You
know… I think I’d like to do that. I wanna… I want to see you make that fucker cry. I
wanna see the Boss suffer… I think I’d enjoy that. Can you do that for me, buddy?”
“Man, if you want, I’ll make him suck your cock and beg for death.” Vampire replied,
dark eyes glinting as he bowed his head forwards, and this elected a laugh from Cherry as a
sneer spread onto her features as well: Vampire glanced up into the rearview mirror, and his
own grin widened. “Oh, you like that babe, huh? Ever since he chose that other bitch over
you for his girly, you’ve been all fuck-him-good, right? Well then… let’s get our asses
moving! We don’t got all day!”
With that, Vampire laughed and reached up to put his headphones back on as Lone gave
his own half-hysterical giggles, then he nodded as the black wolf motioned for him to pull
ahead and he rolled up the shoulder before pulling onto the road and turning in the
direction of Comfort Town, the black car following close behind as Lone’s eyes burned with
what he thought of as ‘righteous fury’ and he gripped the steering wheel tightly; in the car
behind him, Vampire grinned his fang-filled grin and rocked his head to his music, Cherry
sat in the back with her eyes narrowed and a hateful smile on her face, and Tinman stared
out the window, pale, nauseated, and with his fingers clutching his legs hard enough to turn
his knuckles white below the dark black fur that covered the outside of hands.
Lone’s passionate rage allowed him to navigate easily to Comfort Town, then all the way
to Elliot’s bar without any difficulty: a few minutes later, after he gained his sense of
direction, he found himself flying with all the ease and hostile intent of a homing missile
towards Zerrex’s home, before finally pulling up in front of what he knew could only be the
reptile’s house: before he could even open the door of his car, however, the black car had
pulled into the driveway and the three had piled out, Vampire bashing the door in with his
shoulder as he yelled something gleefully and Cherry unlatching one of her whips as she
followed close behind, Tinman bringing up the rear in a pace that was sluggish, compare to
the other two: inside, the wolf heard yells, a pained scream… and then nothing, as he
climbed out of his car and slowly approached, wincing a bit as he walked through the
wrecked doorway and then found his way into the living room, where Vampire was holding
up a female feline by her collar with a disgusted look on his face – the other two were
nowhere to be seen as he glanced up at Lone and said irritably: “He’s got a fucking maid, it
looks like. But I don’t think he’s here… the other two are doing a sweep of the house now,
but I doubt like shit we’ll find anything. Ravenlight ain’t one to hide out and leave others as

bait.” He paused, then tilted his head, looking over his glasses at Lone as he saw his
expression. “You know this bitch?”
“Yeah…” Lone said slowly, then he walked closer and peered up at her bruised face –
whatever else, the black wolf had landed a hell of a punch on her. “She’s some bitch of
Zerrex’s, that’s for sure…he was kinda hot on her.”
“Good. Then we got a suitable hostage.” Vampire said dismissively, still carrying her like
she was little more than a straw scarecrow before glancing up as the other two entered the
room, Cherry’s leather whip safely tied back in its place. “You guys get anything good?”
They both shook their heads, then Cherry said in a disgruntled voice: “He’s got a bigass
sword now, though, in his room. It’s definitely not for show, but I don’t think we could do
anything with it, so we may as well leave it here. It’s nothing any of us can’t handle
anyway… besides.” She snorted and then flashed her teeth. “What fun is it hunting the
predator when it doesn’t have its claws?”
“Too true. But I still wanna take a look-see.” The black wolf replied, then he tossed the
cat unceremoniously on the ground, walking out past the two and heading for the open
door that presumably went into Zerrex’s room as he called over his shoulder: “And oh, the
cat bitch is apparently someone Zerrex is sweet on. I say we gang rape her, take her with us,
and then kill her in front of the fucker for kicks. What about you?” A pause as Cherry
thought, then a loud whistle from the other room and a laugh. “Holy shit, that’s sweet!
Man, I gotta get me one of those… maybe after we take care of Zerrex, I’ll lighten his
grave for him and take that baby with me. Shit, man!”
Then, as he emerged with a grin on his muzzle, Cherry said in a plain, discussing-theweather voice: “No rape. If she’s here with Zerrex, it probably won’t bother her like you
want it to, so there’s no point. But killing her is a good idea…” she paused, then reached
down and pulled out her handgun before offering it to the wolf. “You know how to work
one of these, loser?”
Lone blinked, feeling insulted, but when he spoke it wasn’t in a derogatory, fuck-you
tone but more of a meek: “I can shoot, yeah.”
Cherry looked at him mildly, then she shrugged before flicking it around so that she
held it by the barrel, and Lone took it, wondering at the size of the gun and looking over
the neon-blue metal slowly, amazed at the weight and way it fit his hand before he laughed a
bit and then tucked it into his waistband, looking down at the feline before hearing himself
say quietly: “I wanna kill her… I want to shoot her… but I want it to be in front of
Zerrex. I want to do that so he gets hurt even more.”
Vampire released another whistle at this, looking at the wolf with what was almost
respect instead of contempt over his glasses as Lone slowly licked his hurting muzzle.
“Damn, but maybe you are a bit more bloodthirsty than I thought, my man.” He paused to
kick the feline hard in the side, making her moan and flop over before he reached down and
squeezed a breast hard, face falling a bit. “Too bad we can’t fuck her… she does look

delicious. But you’re probably right… I don’t feel like having some bitch screaming on my
cock ‘cause she likes the hard-fuck.”
With that, he reached down and picked her up before looking around at them, then
meeting Cherry’s eyes for a moment: Cherry nodded slightly, and he grinned as he tossed
the cat over his shoulder like a sack of flour and looked at Lone with a wink. “Hey, man,
now it’s time for plan B. See, we do our homework, since we’re good little boys. So why
don’t you find paper and pen around here, write a note to Zerrex, and make sure it says
this…”
Lone listened as Vampire spoke… and as the black wolf did so, the white lupine slowly
began to smile as Tinman quietly left to sit in the car and Cherry stood, her eyes blazing
with hatred as she looked at the floor of Zerrex’s home.
~~~
When the Drakkaren saw that the door of his home had been smashed open, the first
thing he felt was the last emotion he’d ever expect to feel at the sight of such a perversion of
his home: he felt scared for Cindy, who suddenly clutched and pressed to him… and then
fear for Mary, who they’d left at home that morning. Alone.
It almost made the reptile want to snarl and curse himself, but he knew from long ago
that wasn’t the right thing to do: instead, he simply pulled up into the driveway, then got off
his bike and took Cindy’s hand as she looked at him with worry, leading her inside and then
slowly walking through the debris near the doorway, glancing back and forth carefully
before he saw a piece of paper on his table. He quickly walked over, still holding Cindy’s
hand as she pressed close to him, then he picked it up and read silently: Hey, fuckhead! Me
and some of your old buddies have your bitch! If you want to see her back, come and meet
us at the industrial district, Warehouse 12. Come on foot. From your pals, Lone and
Company.
He crushed the note in his hand and tossed it aside, snarling with rage, then he looked
down at Cindy and said quietly: “Go downstairs, go to the underground area, and wait
there. If I haven’t returned by tomorrow, leave town. All my bank information is in the
office; take everything.” He stopped at the terrified look that appeared on Cindy’s features,
and then, without realizing what he was doing, he grabbed the Drakkaren’s other hand,
looking into her eyes and saying clearly: “I’ll come back.”
She merely looked back at him, trembling, then finally she asked quietly: “It was Lone,
wasn’t it? Then… it’s my fault…” she began to look down, and that was the first time
Zerrex ever hit her.
The slap reddened her cheek and filled her eyes with tears as she looked at him with
shock, then she flushed deeper as he said in a quiet voice: “Don’t you ever blame yourself.
We don’t have time for that, and I don’t want to come back here to you in hysterics or dead
because of guilt. Don’t you ever, ever blame yourself, no matter what happens, Cindy.” He
stopped as he looked into her eyes, seeing her calming some – if still trembling and scared

– and then he took her hand again quietly and walked past her, leading her gently as he said
without looking back: “I’ll take you down there myself. Come on.”
Cindy gave some near-silent response, but it wasn’t from resent, or shock at what he’d
done. It was from embarrassment… and now a strange sort of self-loathing, at the fact that
she’d almost collapsed on the Boss in a melodramatic fit of ‘woe-is-me.’ So instead of
talking she merely allowed him to lead her silently to the underground office, and then sat
on the desk and watched as Zerrex brought out his two swords again, then he stopped and
looked at her. She stared back… and then the two leaned down as Cindy’s hands came up
to massage his chest, and they met muzzle-to-muzzle in a slow, passionate kiss, working
their jaws together almost furiously and Zerrex’s teeth biting into her, making her moan a
bit and causing blood to drip from her mouth before she pulled back, trembling quietly as
she reached down to squeeze the crotch of his pants, looking at him almost pleadingly…
but the reptile merely moved her hand, then he walked towards the door.
He halted before it… then he bowed his head and said quietly: “I’ll come back, Cindy. I
love you.” A pause, and then he looked up towards the door and said in that same gentle,
calm voice: “Mary is dead.”
Then he left Cindy to her grieving as he went about on his own form of mourning: a
form that would bring the Reaper back to Baskin’s Grove and start a war that would only
end once the body of Lone Wulfe hit the ground. Preferably in several pieces, and only after
he suffered properly for what he had done.
Zerrex closed the secret passage once back in the basement to serve a double purpose –
to make sure that no one snuck in there while he was gone and that Cindy would stay put.
Then he mounted the steps, closed the basement door, and walked outside, fighting with
himself for a moment but then deciding against taking Blackheart as well. No… the twin
swords would do for Lone… and his old ‘friends.’
After all, there were only a few people left in the world that could call themselves that,
right? The living remnants of the Goth Legion… and Zerrex had a feeling that they all
bore him more than enough hatred and jealousy to submit themselves to even the battered
lupine for however long it took to kill him. Likewise, he knew that he was walking into a
trap… not an ambush, because as they’d all worked together, they all thought alike in terms
of procedure and planning. No, it wasn’t an ambush, but it would involve him being
attacked from all sides, possibly bracketed and braced, the moment he reached the
warehouse number twelve in the industrial district… and, as he mounted his idling bike,
shoved his swords into the small holders built on either side of it, and then turned it
around to ride out onto the road, he couldn’t help but grin slowly as he shot down the path
towards the long-forgotten third of Baskin’s Grove. I wonder how much they’ve forgotten
about me… and I hope they haven’t gotten too rusty over the years…
As he sped towards his meeting, he let his mind wander, free itself of the shrapnel of
thoughts as he easily swerved back and forth around the few cars that didn’t get out of his
way and this time violated every possible traffic law he could, ignoring all in favor of
reaching his destination as soon as possible and hopefully cutting their planning short, even

though he had no idea when they had been to his home… if it had been just after he’d left
at nine thirty with Cindy, or just before they’d gotten back around one, after having lunch
together. He thought it was more likely that it had been somewhere in the middle… but he
wasn’t willing to place any bets.
Then, as he began to near the industrial section, he turned off down a side road that led
into the woodland and would take him from the small, working section of the warehouse
district to the abandoned and dilapidated area… and, as he approached the rusty, shattered
fencing that guarded against intrusion only by its sheer corrupted appearance, he wasn’t
surprised to see both a black armored car and the wolf ’s cherry-red sports car.
The reptile slowly drove past both of these, eyes searching the harsh, dying and
chemical-infected woodland around the area for any snipers or planned ambushes… then
he drove on for about fifty more feet and into a strand of gray and brown, mostly-dead
clumps of bush, hiding his bike from plain view but not thorough inspection as he turned
it around so he could make a quick getaway if needed. Then he pulled his swords free and
attached them to his belt by he means of the strong weaved ties around the neck of either
hilt before backtracking to the cars, making sure they were firmly attached and wouldn’t slip
or slide around if he drew.
Normally, the reptile would ignore both the Goth Legion-style car – again, procedure
would say that the armored car would be booby-trapped, to avoid him tampering with it
without hurting himself. But the reptile had learned a few neat little tricks in his time off…
and so instead of ignoring it, he walked around to the back and ducked down by the
exhaust pipe before grabbing it and clenching his fist, sealing the pipe as metal squalled. He
then stood up, then tensed before grunting and showing off another feat of strength by
leaping onto the roof of the car before punching straight down and knocking a hole in the
ceiling of the car, the armored plates crumpling under the blow from one hard fist.
He pried the metal with his bare hands until he had a proper sized hole made, then he
stuck his head in and was unsurprised to see small mounds of plastic explosive placed with
string-detonators on the doors, dashboard, and presumably the back of the car: they were
all attached with a spiderweb of nearly-invisible steel strings to the handles, and to sensors
that had been attached to the highest point of the window. Therefore, if he set off one, he
set off them all… and as they were all attached to a small electrical emitter in the center of
the car, where the reptile wasn’t supposed to be able to reach, he figured they would explode
with enough power to at least knock him out, somewhat shielded as he would be by the car
itself or not. Normally his teammates preferred C4 with built in charge detonators, which
were weaker because there was less C4 and more battery in it, so it could self-supply the
needed electrical charge for detonation… but with an emitter, that would send a massive
amount of voltage into what would be all plastic explosive and no technical built in charger.
So the first order of business was reaching down and gently removing each string from
the emitter before smashing it, which the reptile did without trouble. He then dropped
down into the car itself, and he glanced back and forth before reaching forwards, tearing off
the covering under the wheel of the car, then he grabbed a handful of wires and simply

yanked, ripping them into a useless jumble of torn-up wire. Then he exited by kicking the
driver’s side door clean off: it would leave whoever was driving a clean target from the side if
he decided to take out the sniper rifle and post up in Apple Villa.
The lizard then walked over to Lone’s sports car, and for this he wasn’t so gentle: first, he
punched out all the windows. Then he drew a sword and cut all the tires. Feeling that he
hadn’t yet gotten his point across, he opened the door and tore the steering wheel off
before messing up all the wires again, then, to make sure that no one could still hotwire it
back into usability – although Gods knew how they’d manage to drive it with the steering
wheel gone – he shoved the hood of the car up, looked at the oversized engine, then he
reached in, grabbed it, and literally tore it out, shirt ripping a bit from the powerful flexing
of his muscles before he threw it away, then he tore the battery out as well. Then, as a final
show of his brute strength and to get the point across, the reptile squatted on one side of
the car, grabbed the bottom of it, then he stood and hefted with a loud grunt, muscles
flexing powerfully as he lifted, lifted, lifted… and then flipped the car on first its side
before pulling into it with his shoulder, sending it crashing over onto its back with a loud
groan of crumpling metal.
Feeling somewhat satisfied with his destruction, the lizard squeezed his slightly-bloody
fists, then he turned towards the torn-down section of rusted fencing and walked into the
maze of warehouses, walls, and broken industrial equipment. In this catacomb, the only
thing he had to follow was the faint tracks on the ground left by what he judged to be four
people: it didn’t really help much, but it gave him the best estimate of there being three
former Goth Legion and one Lone, with one of the Legion carrying Mary. And that only
left him to figure out exactly who they were… and identify what they could do.
The reptile muttered quietly under his breath as he turned down another narrow
alleyway between two warehouses, feeling horribly vulnerable and herded in this area, one
hand on the hilt of a katana and the other one flexing, at the ready. The only bonus he had
is that there would most likely be little or no ranged combat… the most he would run into
in terms of remote combat was explosives, and his eyes had long ago learned the trick to
picking up hidden claymores or C4 placed with proximity detonators – they always needed
a clear line of sight from the motion sensor to work, and, in a place like this, they needed
to be raised off the ground, so they weren’t set off by an unevolved mouse or rat, or some
other wild animal. But he thought that whoever had set up the bombs probably wouldn’t
have enough explosive – nor be dumb enough – to use such tactics against another former
member of the Legion.
Finally, he found the corridor widening out as he approached what looked like an open
cement and gravel field between buildings: overall, the whole situation disagreed with the
reptile’s senses. It was a twenty minute walk at his fast pace to here… the walls were high
and the passageways narrow… and now he could see the glint of two rows of metal
sheeting leading up on a very steep incline: probably aluminum or tin from what it looked
like.

Then he looked up, and maybe twenty feet above was the flat roof… and standing there
was Lone, grinning widely and with his hand holding onto the collar of Mary’s shirt, the
feline gagged with a plain wrap of cloth and tied with thick ropes, her eyes staring at him,
wide with fear, regret and pain… and then three other figures walked forwards, a female on
one side of the wolf and two others he recognized on the other. Cherry, Vampire, and
Tinman: the last three remnants of the Goth Legion… although Tinny looked like he was
about to pass out from fright. Vamp and Cherry might be able to sneer and glare like they
had nothing to fear or worry about… but the Tinman had never been that good at hiding
his true emotions, and he’d always been a useless coward in so many missions.
But now, here they were, aligned against him with the wolf, and the reptile tilted his head
as they merely examined one another, seeing the changes over the years: Cherry, who was
perhaps the worst match-up for him in terms of combat, looked like she had grown a bit
more muscle but also filled out more in all the right places… she set off a deep spark of
lust in him, and the Drakkaren knew that he’d have to make sure to rape this dominating
bitch at least once or twice for daring to do this to him. The issue, of course, would be
beating her in combat.
She was a vicious fighter, especially with her long-ranged whips… and she’d upgraded
one of them since the last time, from the sharp metal gleam it gave off, instead of the luster
of leather. Probably weapon-defeating now… and that was definitely a bad thing when
paired with her strange mental talents.
All of them had been chosen for the GL for two things: their abilities, and their
brutality. Cherry was not only a devastating fighter and nearly impossible to land a blow on
because she was fast, agile and frighteningly flexible – it was because she was also
precognitive, and had worked furiously on her body to make it powerful enough to deal out
lethal blows when she saw the chance and flexible enough to dodge whatever attack she saw
coming. If you were within one hundred and fifty feet of her, she could predict about
where you were going to come in from, with a fifty percent chance of being wrong. If you
were within a hundred, the chances of her prediction went up to seventy. Within fifty feet,
she knew ninety-five percent of the time exactly what you were about to do. And within
ten, she had never, ever been wrong.
Even if her precognition failed, she still had another vaunted talent: “Third Person,” as
they had jokingly referred to it as while thinking of all those shitty hack and slash video
games out there. If she was given the time to concentrate, she could somehow change her
mode of vision from her eyes to slip back behind her, as if extending her spirit out of her
body; it always faced the same way she was facing, but it was as if she was looking at her
back from five feet away, broadening her field of vision to a surprising degree and even
preventing opponents from sneaking up on her from behind… although it created a new
vulnerability at the exact front of her body.
On top of the fact she had strength that would let her struggle gamely against Zerrex in
any form of physical grappling, she was a pain to take down: but that also wasn’t to say that
the others were no threat in comparison to her… she just happened to be the worst match

up for combat. Vampire, the brutish black wolf, was another difficult subject, and the
reptile couldn’t help but savor the irony – of course it would be the toughest of the Goth
Legion that survived.
Vampire, however, drank blood roughly as often as Zerrex drank a non-alcoholic
beverage while in Elliot’s: not to say it never happened, it was just rare and when it did
occur, it usually had a point to it. One of his abilities, after all, was to drink an opponent’s
blood… and for a few hours, his saliva would change to match their DNA: a passive
defense mechanism that stopped anyone from ever wondering what the hell had sucked out
the blood from their buddy’s body. And he could live off blood if he chose so to indulge
himself… but in Vamp’s own words, “living off blood is like living off beer; it’s fun at first,
but after a while you get real sick of the hangovers in the morning and the fact it runs
through you faster than it goes down.”
No, the real issue with Vampire wasn’t his huge, showy fangs… but the fact that
although his brain controlled the movement of his entire body, he was composed of what
you could call a group of symbiotic orgasms, everything in his body with its own form of
intelligence and all too willing to keep the community spirit going by defending against
attack as best it could.
For instance, the very cells in Vampire’s body would tighten together and harden,
forming a quasi-armor that would protect him from most weak attacks. If he was stabbed,
his internal organs would literally do their best to move out of the way of an invading
object. If he was cut, major arteries and veins would literally shift downwards, seeking
safety as the flesh of his body swarmed upwards to try and protect the major components
of his body. If he was bleeding from a major wound, his blood flow would stop as veins
inexplicably tied themselves off. And even if he was shot in the head, if something pierced
his brain… his very mental synapses would somehow send the signals that controlled his
body, personality and memory into his much-thicker-than-normal spinal column, and his
brain cells would slowly regenerate… as all other parts of his body would.
Then, to make him even worse, he had three circulatory systems, meaning he had triple
the amount of blood to lose before he even became woozy from loss of the precious liquid,
as well as several other biological side effects that was pleasant for him and nasty for
everyone else; even his very organs were mutated, giving him a triple-heart, two livers and a
series of other organs that would continue to function and keep his body running even
should he have the other set destroyed. And then again, his regeneration was stupendous,
repairing things that should have been irreparable, mending organs that should have been
rendered completely useless, knitting together veins or crushed sinew without any
explanation.
Because of both his extreme regeneration ability and massive physical mutations, the
black wolf also rarely became tired… and he also had superb strength with all the muscle
he was constantly developing. Of course, it was impressive… but nothing special, like
Cherry or Zerrex. In short, he would be problematic more because he was incredibly
difficult to kill… but the reptile figured he knew how. After all, nothing survived for long

if you cut its head off… and that was definitely one thing the black wolf couldn’t
regenerate.
Finally, that left Tinman… who was a coward, physically frail, but could to some extent
shape all the metals and minerals around him into whatever he wanted or move them as he
desired. Nothing so supreme as creating Excalibur from a block of titanium… more like
making small tin-origami knives and darts, as well as making very minor changes in heavier
metals, like bending or twisting them.
Of course, no one had known his other ability, which was to absorb the powers of those
around them… so long as they were non-physical. And he kept these powers
permanently… which turned him into a kind of jack-of-all-trades, albeit a crappy one, as
the powers he absorbed were usually one-tenth of their original strength or less.
So he could use very minor telekinesis, manipulate the elements to a very pathetic extent,
had weak precognition and some small regenerative ability… after all, when he had first
been enlisted, he had often spent days with headaches or ill with some cold… but then,
after a week or two training with Zerrex and Cherry and all the rest, he had started to
gradually grow stronger than his original pencil-neck form – he’d gone from the kind of
guy who couldn’t shoot a gun without falling over to the kind of guy who hit himself in
the face from the recoil: a moderate improvement. And of course, he’d stopped being so
sickly.
Tinny had always been the omega of the group… the coward who got in the way on
missions and always caused trouble for everyone else when he’d gotten caught snooping or
broken down while in the middle of a fight. So he had always been delegated as the medic
and the communications expert of the group, lacking the finesse to be the technology
wizard or the cruelty to be the mad bomber type. Everyone had always figured the only
reason he had been placed in the Goth Legion was so there was an even ten people… and
so they had someone who put a total balance in on the scales, the flat zero to Zerrex’s
perfect ten.
However, it still wouldn’t do to underestimate him, although it looked as though he was
all but clinging to Vampire, as Lone held up a neon-blue plated gun… one that Zerrex
recognized as Cherry’s preferred sidearm, a fifty magnum that shot piercing rounds. Then
he put it against Mary’s head as Zerrex’s eyes widened and he snarled slightly: but
apparently, that was more than enough for Lone, as he yelled in a cracked voice: “This is
the start of my payback, motherfucker! Everyone’s gonna suffer, you’re gonna die for what
you did to me, you ugly fuck!”
And then he pulled the trigger, and the sound of the gun firing shook Zerrex’s world as
Mary’s skull imploded on one side and everything inside it came out the other: brain, bone,
blood and gore blasted over the rooftop, as Lone stared with what the reptile thought was
horror and revulsion at what he’d done, and whatever little extra dramatic speech was lost as
the wolf dropped the handgun with terror and began to tremble, backing away as he saw
Zerrex not falling to his knees in misery but merely snarling with greater fury as he began
to walk forwards towards the incline… and then Lone fell over and vomited as Tinman ran

forwards and rose his hands, his features a frightened snarl of concentration as the sheets of
metal trembled the sheets of metal that composed the almost-ramp shuddered and then
rose to form a flat wall, and Vampire yelled furiously: “The fuck are you doing, Tinny, trap
the fuck so we can blow it!”
Zerrex snarled again, looking back and forth as he set aside the strange, inner agony he
felt at Mary’s death… the feeling like his heart had been torn from his chest, and the only
way he knew to respond was to stay alive so he could deal with these fuckers later, on his
own terms: yet, even as he spun around and realize there was plastic explosive stuck on all
the walls, and a massive gate of steel on one side of what he came to realize was the sole
entrance to the place, he felt one single thought reverberate in his head: you were right,
Mary. I do have feelings. I did care about you. Looks like you won the bet…
With that thought chanting through his mind, Zerrex turned and ran as sharp-edged
sheets of metal hailed down towards him like giant, deadly playing cards, cutting into the
ground not because of weight and the strength they were thrown at, but merely because the
edges were so damn sharp and from the force of gravity… but then he was gone and
through the gate, charging back down the alley, knowing he couldn’t deal with them here, in
this maze of horrors they had built for him, as he heard rapid footsteps pounding not
behind him, but on a preset course above before Vampire jumped out at the head of the
alleyway and lunged at him, holding small, narrow knives between each finger of his right
hand as he threw a punch.
Zerrex simply drew the sword his hand was on, not even pulling it fully out of the
sheath as he sidestepped: the wolf ’s hand collided with the blade, and he shrieked and
dropped his knives, grabbing his wrist as he pulled his hand back, cut deeply between the
first and second fingers and spouting blood before he was knocked onto his side as the
Drakkaren’s foot lashed out and connected with the side of his head, slamming him into
the wall and knocking him senseless to the ground before the reptile continued on as he
heard footsteps continuing to stumble-run forwards, realizing that much of this place was
made of metal, that every gate was steel held by damaged steel latches, and that if Tinman
had a moment or two he could trap the Drakkaren in any given passageway… and so
instead of pausing to continue the battle, the reptile merely ran as Vampire struggled to his
feet.
Before the black wolf could catch up, however, Cherry dropped in front of Zerrex next,
both whips snapping up over her shoulder before she snarled and aimed high as the reptile
immediately leapt towards one side of the narrow passage and kicked off the wall, then the
next one in line, trying to reach the top of the high walls by repeatedly shoving off each
surface; the whips, however, lashed out at his projected position with perfect accuracy, and
although the reptile was able to dodge the chain with a twist of his body, the second
wrapped tight around an arm as he rose it to avoid being lashed across the face by the long
weapon.
Cherry immediately grinned as she grunted and hauled, her muscles bulging against the
tight confines of her jacket before she stared as Zerrex shot both legs out, stopping his fall

as his feet dug into the wall on either side of him, just able to bridge the narrow gap before
she was sent flying with a shriek of surprise and dismay as the reptile grabbed the end of
the whip and snapped it violently upwards from his end this time. Cherry immediately
yanked the whip free from the Drakkaren’s arm and allowed herself to fly high into the air
instead of being dragged up and probably snapped back down by the giant: she obviously
flew higher than intended, however, and panicked at the apogee of her flight – but instead
of watching her crash land, the reptile merely started sprinting again as he saw Tinman
standing at the edge of a building roughly ten meters away, staring frantically back and
forth as he tried to work his powers against the raised metal gate over the exit of the alley.
However, when Zerrex gave a sharkish grin coupled with the enraged glare of those who are
on the brink of a psychotic snap, Tinny let out a scream of fear and actually toppled off
the rooftop.
Zerrex ignored him when he ran out of the mouth of the alley: the badger was curled up
in a heap and crying raggedly, cut and bruised from falling on top of a pile of broken
furniture. Instead, he merely continued to sprint down alleyway after alleyway, through
courtyards and intersections alike, until he heard a roar from behind him as he reached an
open area that was less than a hundred meters away from the exit out of the industrial
district: one long, narrow passage and then the fairly open, fairly long broken field of metal
and scrap, in other words.
The reptile immediately drew a sword in reverse position and put his hand on the hilt
before slamming a foot into the ground and shooting backwards instead of forwards, and
then Vampire screamed, his reaching arms going out past Zerrex as his eyes bulged and
blood flew from his mouth, the sword ripping through his midsection as the powerful, huge
body of the Boss slammed backwards into him: his legs, however, tried to continue to run
forwards, not getting the point, and thus tangled and caused him to trip forwards, almost
landing on top of the Drakkaren – except that the reptile then jumped forwards as he let go
of the sword for a moment, spinning around to catch it in his other hand and rip it free
from the wolf ’s body in a hard sideways cutting motion that tore open the stomach of the
black-furred lupine.
It should have left his guts in a heap in front of him, but instead of that he only got a
view of them pulsating and literally snaking around inside the wolf ’s body as he grabbed
his head, stumbling backwards and screaming in agony again as blood burst from his
muzzle, his sunglasses cracked and hanging askew on his features before his eyes bulged
open again and his arms spasmed out as Zerrex stepped forwards and laid into him with a
rapid series of slashes with the sword, making long diagonal and horizontal cuts back and
forth, tearing his trenchcoat apart and shredding the rawhide bandolier and belt of the
lupine before he stomped a foot down in an axle and spun around to land a kick to the
ripped-open stomach of the wolf, sending him flying back to land heavily on his ass.
Whatever else, Vampire had gotten more than rusty – but before he had a chance to get
back up, Zerrex leapt forwards as he pointed the sword towards the ground and stabbed the
katana hard enough to bury it through the thick-muscled chest of the wolf and then two
feet into the ground, pinning him as he stared up at Zerrex with both agony and fury,

grabbing at the sword and trying to yank it loose as he panted, hissed and growled, eyes
rolling in a frenzy of pain and humiliated rage.
However, before he could get up, Zerrex turned and grabbed the first thing he saw – a
metal pole that had broken off messily at one end. Immediately, he spun it so that the
pointed, broken tip was facing down, and before Vampire could react, he stabbed it through
his calf, again digging it deep into the ground and making the wolf howl in pain, spasming
on the ground as the reptile quickly dug another makeshift spear of metal from the scrap
pile beside him: this one looking as though it came from a road sign.
The reptile didn’t bother to examine it however, instead shoving it down through his
stomach as Vampire strugged, slowly yanking the sword free from his shoulder – but then
Zerrex stomped down on his arm and put a broken piece of metal dowelling through his
hand, making him shriek – and then the shrieks were cut off when the reptile shoved
another pole through his throat, holding his head down.
The wolf ’s breaths rasped in and out before he let out a breathy scream as Zerrex
stomped on his chest and yanked the sword free, snarling as he looked around – it was
messy, but he’d taken too much time as it was to bind Vampire to the ground. As the blackfurred lupine kicked and bled sluggishly onto the broken earth, the Drakkaren gave him one
last look before turning and sprinting away as he heard approaching footsteps – in this
jumble of metal poles and debris, he wanted to be caught neither by the Tinman nor
Cherry: both of them were far more intelligent than Vampire was, after all.
After that, he made it out to the last courtyard without incident… but then he heard the
stagger-stomp of feet and he turned around to see that once more, Vamp was chasing after
him, clutching his torn-open stomach, foaming slightly at the mouth and with black and
gray fur saturated with his blood as he panted harshly, hands holding what looked like the
first pole the reptile had put through him: it only took Zerrex a moment and a glance over
the wolf ’s shoulder to verify that running from him again wasn’t an option – firstly, he
would probably jam that makeshift spear in his bike if he tried to jump on the vehicle and
take off… secondly, there was no sign of Cherry, and the Tinman was far behind, clutching
at his stomach and leaning heavily on the wall. It seemed that at least two of his enemies
were done, one probably kayoed from a very long fall and the other exhausted from overuse
of his powers… and then, as Vampire lunged and stabbed at him with the pole, Zerrex
swayed to the side and reached his hands out to grab the middle and end, yanking it free
from Vampire’s grips and then smacking him upside the head with it, making him yelp and
grab his face and sensitive muzzle before the reptile spun the pole around his body and
shifted his grip to the other side, both hands grasping the end as he shoved the broken pipe
of metal through the shin and ankle of black wolf and then deep into the ground behind
him.
Vampire fell heavily, his ankle twisting and snapping as he shrieked in pain again, Zerrex
jumping backwards to avoid his clawing hands before he merely lay there, panting hard and
struggling slowly, hands grasping uselessly at the earth as he looked up at Zerrex, then,
ridiculously, hissed: “That fucking hurts, Ravenlight!”

Zerrex merely snorted, then he raised his muzzle in the air as he stared at the bloody and
battered wolf without pity or mercy. “We both know you’re pretty resistant to pain,
Vamp… but I guess being gutted and holed enough times in twenty minutes to make you
competition for Swiss cheese will screw up anyone’s day, huh?” he paused, then before the
black wolf could reply, added darkly: “Go to sleep.”
Then one of the Drakkaren’s booted feet lashed out with enough force to crack the
wolf ’s lower jaw and send his entire upper body arching into the air before he flumped
down, knocked unconscious from the force of the blow. The reptile knew, however, that it
wouldn’t last very long… and now Tinman was almost here, and despite the panting and
obvious tiredness on his features, Zerrex didn’t want to take any chances – a metal yard was
not the place to fight him. So instead, he turned and ran, heading out through the break in
the fence and then running for his bike, not bothering to undo his swords as he hopped on
and started the engine in one liquid movement, then he gunned the engine and shot off,
away from the industrial district and on his way back home.
This time, he’d been lucky: they had underestimated him, but next time they’d not only
be ready for him… they’d be looking for payback for the complete humiliation the reptile
had laid into them with. That made them doubly dangerous… but they would also be
careful, because at the same time they’d realize that not only were they dealing with the old
Captain Ravenlight in high form… they’d be dealing with a pissed off Boss of the city who
wanted to take revenge for the war that Lone had dared to start and the innocent he had
dared to hurt.
With that thought, an image of Mary rose to his mind, and the reptile’s snarl deepened
as his emerald eyes turned from cold to agonized, his expression harsher than any demon’s
fire and more full of wrath than any vengeful god. He would not allow Mary’s death to be
in vain, whether it was justice or retribution or simply bloody revenge. He would not allow
such an innocent soul to die, and it wasn’t just because it hurt him and she had been
something to him… but because…
No one that innocent… should have ever been brought into this… the reptile
thought… and then he hissed through his teeth as the dark side of him recoiled at this.
Then, slowly, he nodded to himself as he sped towards his home, echoing it in his mind,
tasting it and finding that the bitterness, the hate, but the strange amount of honor
inherent in it was… to his liking. The innocent… shouldn’t suffer for my sins.
It didn’t take the reptile much longer to reach his home; his thoughts had perhaps
carried him a bit too deep, a bit too far. He snorted quietly as he pulled up into his
driveway, feeling both irritated at his lack of concentration on the road and his sudden
touchy-feely emotional jump… after all, he could’ve been ambushed anywhere by any
soldiers that were laying in wait…
And, as if to prove a point, the reptile felt only a moment of shocked instinct yelling
vainly to duck as he caught a flash of movement at the edge of his vision: a moment later, a
hooked metal claw collided with his face, then snapped backwards, leaving a deep-gouged
tear down his muzzle, taking a flap of flesh and scale with it as the reptile toppled

sideways, knocking his bike over as he tried to get his other leg back and barely managed to
stop from falling, instead kicking off the foot under the falling bike and slipping the other
leg just over the seat to avoid becoming tangled in the motorcycle as he felt his face
dripping blood, felt it soaking the collar of his shirt as he raised his bare hands, seeing
Cherry, snarling, fifteen feet away, but likely with about that reach, holding both the chain
and leather whips ready as she grinned and tilted her head, then spat: “I figured you’d
retreat here, so I made sure to give you a proper welcome back home, asshole. See, funny
thing about Vamp and Lone and Tinny, they don’t seem to notice when you leave for a few
minutes to hotwire a car and drive it off into the bushes. And apparently you
underestimated me, Ravenlight, ‘cause a fall like that isn’t going to take me out that easy.”
Zerrex snorted, then he reached his right hand down for his sword – but it found
nothing, and then he snarled a bit as Cherry smiled icily and held up the leather whip,
waggling it back and forth as she said softly: “I do have two of these, boss. And even I’m
not stupid enough to put myself at the double disadvantage of giving you two weapons and
fight you on your home terrain… you with one sword should be challenge enough.”
“You learned too good, looks like.” The male Drakkaren replied softly, then he crossdrew his left sword with his right hand and held it up, arm bent upwards and sword on a
diagonal in front of his body, tensing his form as he drew one leg back slightly… before he
dropped a bit as Cherry snarled and abruptly ran forwards, the reptile lunging backwards to
try and maintain distance as he saw her suddenly jump, raising the whips behind her
shoulders as one booted foot hit his bike… and then sent the more than half-a-ton of
metal flying directly at the reptile even as he continued to rapidly back-step, his eyes
widening but the snarl of his features undoubtedly filling with some form of dark joy at
the fact he was facing off against an opponent who was not only a threat to him but a
worthy foe.
The reptile reversed his momentum, slamming a foot down behind him and then kicking
off, spinning in midair as he folded one knee upwards and thrusted the other leg out,
smashing his combat-foot clad boot into the seat of the motorcycle and sending it flying
back at the female: but before he could even land, her whips had already wrapped around
the huge metal machine as the female Drakkaren roared and spun on the spot, her muscles
bulging and slightly tearing the seams of her too-tight jacket as she dragged the motorcycle
out of its trajectory and around in a circle before flinging it back at her combatant: Zerrex,
however, had done a more showy kick than necessary for a reason instead of just showing
off.
He didn’t try to land on his feet: instead, he came down on one knee and the stretchedout leg, and he allowed his body to tilt, catching himself on the elbow of his left arm as he
pushed his right straight out ahead of him – less than a moment later, one of his most
treasured physical possessions flew over his head and crashed to the ground behind him,
and it made the reptile’s eyes darken as he felt rage starting to rise in him as well, despite the
strange joy he was taking in being able to fight Cherry this one last time.

She charged in, but then leapt into the air as Zerrex shoved his hand into the ground and
swept both feet out in a wide, violent sweep kick, his body spinning fully three hundred and
sixty degrees before the reptile ended up on his back, Cherry in the air above him and
lashing down at him with the leather whip to bind him while she brought the chain up
above her head, spinning it once to add momentum and hopefully deal out a blow to his
neck or skull – a lethal strike, in other words. But again, Zerrex got his left arm up in time,
and Cherry snarled as her eyes widened, her precognition telling her to immediately let go
of the whip as Zerrex yanked it hard backwards – but then she could only let herself fall as
the reptile grinned at her from the ground, snapping the leather whip around and then
catching her in the face with the handle even as she tried to spin her body in midair and
lashed out with a counterstrike from the chain whip.
He gave her a bloody nose and threw her leather whip probably onto the roof or far
beyond when he let it go – she tore open a gouge on his chest and safely landed on her feet
before shoving backwards and gaining distance from the former Captain of the Goth
Legion as he performed a backwards roll and handspring from the ground to land on his
feet, a good twenty feet between them as they both stared at each other and panted slightly,
then Zerrex rose his sword and Cherry snapped her whip at the huge male, snarling as it
failed to elect so much as a twitch. Zerrex merely gazed into her eyes with blood and battle
lust… and she thought, definite other desires as well, as the reptile’s grin widened… and
she couldn’t help but return that same glare as she reached up and threw her torn leather
jacket off, revealing her smooth but muscular arms as she twirled the whip above her head
and let it fall over her shoulders and wrap slightly around her body, one hand clutching the
handle of the whip above her head, the other extended outwards, palm facing the other
lizard as the huge male snorted, then he slipped his sword down the front of his shirt, blade
outwards, and pulled before shrugging his shoulders and shedding the sliced-down-thefront shirt from his form, revealing the enormous musculature upon his bare chest. Then he
pushed one leg slightly forwards and brought the other back, one arm bending in a slight L
and the fingers extended in a claw-like formation, his other arm straight out and holding
the sword in a direct line towards Cherry. This was one of their oldest duel formations…
the snake charmer and the savage beast.
Then Cherry spun on the spot, moving towards Zerrex and the liquid grace with which
she moved her body causing the heavy chain whip to lift harmlessly from its position
around her form, unraveling as she pulled down and lashed it around it a wide forwards arc,
the claw singing through the air as Zerrex backstepped and changed his stance, bringing the
sword close to his body and raised defensively as he then quickly went into a roll to the side
as Cherry brought the long whip striking downwards before snapping it back towards her
body, swaying to the side slightly to avoid being hit by her own weapon as her hands
expertly and easily traded the handle behind her back, and then she crouched and lashed
out with a low, wide arc at shin level as Zerrex lunged forwards from his crouch, sword held
out before his eyes widened and he was forced to kick into the air… and Cherry grinned as
she switched the chain whip back into her right hand and stayed in the crouch, snapping the
whip around in a three-hundred and sixty-degree spin and raising it above her head.

Zerrex snarled and shoved his sword out as he twisted his body around, but the metal
claw on the end of the long whip caught his side and dug another deep gouge as he ended
up back to Cherry for a moment, in close enough range to strike her with his blade but,
before he could even think of doing so, the chain whip had wrapped taunt around it and
then the female Drakkaren expertly twisted the handle and yanked hard, snarling and
snapping the blade off near the hilt, sending a vibration through the broken katana that
caused Zerrex to drop the sword as he spun to face her with a snarl and widened eyes,
watching as she snapped the whip backwards and seeing now how the hook had been
designed to purposefully catch in the chain links, how the chain whip was wrapped around
the blade to hold it so that still roughly a foot of it was uncovered but the metal links had
otherwise wrapped tight side-by-side and shortened the range of the whip greatly… but he
was close, and she was bringing the whip around in a helicopter around her head, eyes full
of burning rage and her muzzle opening in a furious shout of simply: “Die!”
The Drakkaren did the only thing he could: he brought his right arm up to the side and
snarled as agony ripped into the limb, feeling blood explode as the blade bit almost halfway
through his thick arm… but then it stopped after striking the bone, and that left Cherry
gaping with horror as instead of freezing up, like another normal person would do, Zerrex
leapt forwards even as Cherry tried to snap the whip back – but this time, the whip failed
and the too-late snap only caused the metal hook to come undone from where it was
buried, the chain links falling from the broken sword that was buried in Zerrex’s right arm
as he shoved it forwards in a hard punch that Cherry’s precog let her dodge at the last
moment, the blade scratching over her muzzle as the hook missed her face, her back arched
and her arms flailing outwards as she almost overbalanced… but then she screamed in
agony as Zerrex grinned savagely, finding pleasure even in the intense pain that burned
through his arm as he made the pain worse but better at the same time, as instead of
drawing the hook back, he twisted his arm as he stepped forwards, closing his form with
Cherry’s bent back body and sent the blade shoving deep into the junction between
shoulder and neck, shattering her collarbone and causing her to shriek a scream that was
music to the Boss of Comfort Town.
For a moment they were frozen like that – the roughly three foot, broken katana blade
buried in Zerrex’s profusely bleeding arm, his fingers twitching and hand not responding
properly, but the blade jarred loose of where it had lodged… although now instead it was
deeply shoved into the shoulder of the female reptile, who he was leaning over, she bent
backwards and her arms now sagging downwards, her eyes staring stupidly upwards and jaw
open, gaping, drooling a bit as she saw with unmatched clarity the next attack that was
about to come and she knew she couldn’t stop, her back bent as it was, the whip fallen from
her hands, which were too far away to even think about blocking the strike in time, Zerrex’s
huge body over her own tall form… leaned forwards… looking almost as if they were some
strange dance partners – although Zerrex’s hand would have to be around her waist to make
it seem like she hadn’t just attempted to dodge his attack. Then the attack she’d expected
came, and despite her strongest efforts, she screamed again as Zerrex’s left elbow slammed
into her gut with all the force the male could muster.

But the scream was barely a whisper as she felt something rupture inside of her and her
eyes bulged, blood, drool and other substances flying upwards out of her muzzle as her
stomach tried to eject its contents from the force of the blow, her arms spasming outwards
as she felt the reptile’s feet hook her own out from beneath her at the moment of impact…
and then she was slamming downwards, and the sheer shockwave that the blow sent through
her body sent the katana blade flying from her shoulder and his arm as Zerrex stayed
balanced over her, his elbow down, his eyes cold and calm now, but that horrible, sadistic
grin on his features as his tongue slowly licked over his own muzzle, his torn-into arm held
out as Cherry collided with the earth hard enough to leave a crater around her body. She
writhed on the ground, her arms wrapping around her stomach as she gurgled, eyes glazing
over and seeing nothing as black and white shapes danced in her vision, and then she
vomited again, spewing up more blood and ichors than anything else as it puddled on the
ground beside her, seeping down into the cracked earth as she lost track of everything,
struggled to breathe in whispery, hard breaths, and then finally some sight came back into
her eyes as she stared up at Zerrex, seeing he had straightened and wrapped his torn short
around his arm in a compress as she managed to whisper: “You’ve never… hit me that hard
before, even when… we dueled… I always told you to… you always said you gave me
everything you had…”
“I lied.” Zerrex responded shortly, looking down at her as he placed a foot on her neck,
above her large bosom, and then he ground his heel down against her, making her eyes
clench and jaw snarl as he looked down at her with a mixture of cold rage and a strange,
betrayed hatred. “I never wanted to hurt you, Cherry. After all. I did love you.”
Cherry looked up at him with hate in her eyes… tinged with some other emotion
now… but then she clenched her eyes shut and bowed her head, underside of her muzzle
pressing against his boot as she rasped: “Fuck… you…”
Zerrex looked at her, his muzzle twitching… and then he snarled and drew his foot back
before dropping to his knees, straddling her as she looked up at him; he put his arms out
on either side of her body, then slowly leaned his head down as he looked into her eyes,
almost muzzle-to-muzzle with her as he replied in a soft, dangerous voice: “Fuck you?
You’d like it, bitch.” Then he paused before reaching one hand inwards and grabbing one of
her breasts roughly, making her snarl and spasm, but she was unable to struggle, unable to
look away, even after he easily tore her shirt down and then pushed his hand back against
the swell of her breast, through her bra. “You think I can’t feel the excitement at that
prospect through your body? One last fuck with me, getting raped but this time for real, by
your Master, your Captain, the one guy who dominated and controlled you like no one else
ever could dream of doing?” He stopped, then suddenly he got up to his knees, and Cherry
found she still had enough consciousness left in her broken body to be surprised and… and
hurt, at the revulsion he saw crawl over his features as he took his hand away from her and
looked down at it, before he looked up at her, muzzle setting and… a strange new emotion
coming into his eyes before he leaned down again, and this time she took in a hard breath as
his hand settled on her bruised face, his eyes locked with hers, and then suddenly they were
both trembling, both remembering the past, both knowing why she’d come here as they

stared eye-to-eye… and before Cherry could run to hide again, could pretend she felt
nothing, that she came here to kill Zerrex only because she hated him now, not because she
wanted it to be quick and clean and she knew that if Ravenlight was going to die, he’d want
to die in a duel with someone who was worthy enough to kill him, not by some coward
with a gun or bomb… before she could convince herself again that she had only been with
him in all those years in the GL because he was a good fuck and had a massive cock, he said
quietly: “I still love you, Cherry…”
“You…” she whispered, staring at him with terror in her eyes, more frightened of the
calmness and the fact that he was revealing his emotions, unmasking himself in front of her
than the prospect of death… and then suddenly, he was lifting her up instead of killing
her, his arms slipping under her as she moaned in pain, and the feelings of déjà vu – this
had happened before in the past, after all, and several times he had come to pick her up
after she’d bitten off more than she could chew… but she had done the same for him, and
they’d laughed about both – crumpled the little resistance she could defend as instead she
wrapped her arms around his neck and she began to tremble violently, pushing against his
chest as all the armor and masks she had worn over the years fell off and she could only
curl up in his grasp, remembering all the time they had spent together, all the buried
memories of their secret love and affection, remembering all the good and altruism and
niceness they had shared… and forgetting, for the first time in her life, all the teachings of
sadism and cruelty that the Goth Legion had bestowed upon them both and only curling
up in that embrace as she let out another moan of inner conflict and pain from her
ruptured stomach.
Zerrex carried her quietly inside, then he lay her down on the couch before going to the
bathroom and retrieving what he referred to as his ‘emergency kit;’ a small, flat box that
contained every essential for the medically-versed soldier… except painkillers. Zerrex didn’t
hold with drugs, after all… and seeing as how he had been through enough sadism and
torture sessions in his life – as well as caused about a thousand times more and seen
perhaps a million times worth that – to kill a horror movie psycho, even the massive slash
in his arm was no longer bothering him as much… but that could be due to the shock of
seeing Cherry, his ex, after all these years. Not of having her attempt to kill him, that just
brought the pain of betrayal but no surprise… but the shock that her eyes told him she still
loved him… and that she was only trying to kill him for some reason other than money or
even revenge. For perhaps… that strange honor they’d always shared.
He returned to the living room, feeling a strange mental agony that overwhelmed the
physical aches of his body – pain he was all too used to from working with the Goth
Legion for all those years of hellish brutality – as he thought of Mary… but then he
glanced at Cherry and put those thoughts aside for now. There would be time to mourn
later, but for now… he had to take care of the female Drakkaren.
He didn’t know why, nor did he pretend to… training, after all, was insisting that he go,
find his other katana, and cut her head off with it. Or that he just break her neck; whatever
way he preferred, just so long as he killed her and did it quickly, before she recovered. But as
she looked at him with those sapphire eyes that were struggling with their own conflicts, he

realized she had the same question burning in her soul; why didn’t he kill her? So instead of
just leaving it, as he unwrapped the t-shirt from around his arm and then brushed his hair
back – wincing at the pain in his cheek as he scraped the huge open gash by mistake – he
looked at her and just let himself speak as he would, staring quietly with: “I’ve spent five
years here, now, Cherry, and everyone has come to know me as the Boss… as the cruel,
sadistic bastard who is the true ruling force, at least behind Comfort Town… but over the
years, something in me started to change…”
Zerrex spoke as he slowly began to stitch his arm up – not only did it take his mind off
the pain, it gradually began to explain to him the exact reasons why he’d begun to act so
strangely, why he’d been developing… emotions and tendencies he’d formerly thought of as
‘weak…’
He told her about meeting Elliot, and Cindy… he told her about his jobs, his process
for them, and about the division between Comfort Town and Apple Villa… he told her
about his dreams, hopes, aspirations, something he could share only with her, he felt… he
told her about Mary, and he told her about Lone and the issues that had begun to arise in
Baskin’s Grove, and the conflicts between them. He told her about what he’d experienced in
warmth, love and affection… all while tending to her wounds, slowly stripping her naked as
she stared at him with a strange desire burning in her eyes, and then, after he finished
dressing her wounds and bandaging her up, she’d silently taken the suture kit from him and
begun to stitch up the other deep gash on his chest – he hadn’t even noticed it… most
likely because his concentration on talking and the pain in his arm swallowed everything
else up.
So she’d bandaged him up, like old times, even as he continued to talk stumblingly of
the philosophies and the feelings he’d encountered… and then Cherry had stripped off his
pants and boots, and then his boxers, even as he continued to speak – now slightly haltingly
– and then she had put her arms around his neck, kissed him deeply and said in a nearsilent voice: “I don’t care. I won’t pretend to understand. But I just know that I want to be
with you… because you’re all I’ve thought about, and when I see you now, I know that
you’re the only one who has ever mattered to me.”
Then she’d pulled him down onto the couch, and she’d kissed him and touched him in
all the right places, apparently having never forgotten any part of his body, her hands
exploring his form as his touched hers. She traced his masculine breast, his firm, chiseled
abs, his crotch and inner legs… he massaged her firm, large breasts, down her sides and
stomach, gingerly traced her inner thighs and the cleft of her vagina with one finger. She
moaned quietly and rubbed into his hands, rolling her firm breasts against his palms and
bucking her hips against his fingers as they dragged gently over the lips of her sex. Then her
hands moved to gently play between his legs, massaging his testicles, squeezing the huge
navy orbs as the other stroked his half-erect shaft to full life, making the male grunt quietly
as she dragged her palm against the thick, huge flesh and gently planted her hand against
the head, swiveling it slowly and causing him to slowly thrust forwards. Then he rolled atop
her, grinding the thirty-two inch length against her body as he panted quietly down onto
her face, hands settling on her breasts, squeezing them roughly and rolling them slowly

apart, upwards, together as Cherry bucked her body against him, her hands clutching his
hips as she moaned quietly.
The reptile bore his weight and flesh down upon her, pinning her against the couch with
his body as he slowly thrusted his humongous length up her stomach, nudging it against her
breasts as her eyes stared up at him hungrily, her hands sliding down to squeeze his tight
buttocks before roving inwards, moving over his powerful abdominals and chest muscles
before one hand went under his muzzle and the other stroked the undamaged side of his
face, guiding him down to share another hungry kiss with her muzzle, working their jaws
together passionately as their tongues wrestled and fought to pin each other, her hips
bucking in slow rhythm up against him as he dragged his massive length back and forth over
her bruised body. Their eyes were closed, their bodies hot, their mouths working, their
sounds hungry as they worked together in desire that was both true and dark.
He reveled in her body and what he saw only as beauty, and then he drew back, panting
quietly, jaws open as his eyes opened and stared down at her: Cherry’s own opened slowly,
half-lidding, then she murred deeply as she looked deep into his emerald irises, bucking
herself hard against him and reaching up to grab his shoulders, making him grunt quietly as
she jerked him down towards her, opening her jaws and giving an almost animal whine of
want as she rubbed herself slowly against his huge, veiny shaft, her legs spreading wide on
either side of him… and Zerrex growled quietly in return, slowly reaching one hand down
from where they had settled on her firm, luscious breasts to grasp his own thick shaft,
pulling back and then gently positioning himself at her entrance, rolling his hips slowly,
gently… teasing her with the head of his huge cock as she groaned quietly and bucked
forwards, trying to sink herself on the gargantuan length. Then Zerrex grinned slightly,
looking into her eyes as he flexed his muscles, both hands moving to grasp her hips as he
whispered: “Oh, that’s right… I don’t have to be gentle with you.”
He pushed into her, grunting as he thrusted his huge length violently forwards and
penetrated more than half of his giant cock through her tight lips and into her passage,
making her howl and arch her back, eyes clenching shut and jaws snapping open as her
claws dug into his shoulders deep enough to draw blood, her huge breasts shoving up
against his body as Zerrex bared down on her with a bestial growl and rocked his hips
forwards again, his toeclaws digging against the couch for purchase as he shoved his lower
body forwards and his muscles flexed as he rammed his immense, thirty-two inch member
into her, making her scream again, her head rocking from side to side as she felt his hands
digging painfully into her hips. Then one moved from her hip to grab a breast roughly,
squeezing the nipple between two fingers before merely groping her crudely, Zerrex’s hot
breath washing over her face as he pistoned his gigantic length forwards a final time, this
time ramming it home entirely and making her shriek once more. She bent backwards even
further, arching against the couch as her legs clutched his sides and her fingers clawed down
his shoulders, letting his blood flow again as his wrecking-ball testicles smacked her anus
with enough force to cause her entire body to jump. Then, as suddenly as Zerrex had
thrusted into her, she began to buck her hips against him, tilting her head back up and
shoving herself down, a snarling grin on her features as her eyes glared up at him

challengingly despite the immense, thick warmth buried in her, stretching her, despite
feeling blood running from her vagina. She growled, then her grin stretched wider, showing
off her sharp teeth as she panted out: “When did you turn into such a fucking pansy bitch?
I want it hard, you fucking bastard… fuck me hard, asshole…”
Zerrex looked down at her, feeling his animal side rising in him, feeling an erotic heat
that he hadn’t felt or been able to indulge in forever, and he couldn’t help but give a deep
growl in return before bearing down on her breast with one hand hard enough to make her
scream… and then moving his fingers to violently twist and jerk back on her nipple,
making her scream louder and arch her back against him, her eyes full of pain but also hot,
dark lust as she continued to grin despite the rush of agony. Then he began to thrust
violently as he settled his hand roughly back onto her bruised breast, panting hard onto her
face as he leaned his muscular, immense body down over hers and pummeling her body
with his cock, making her cry out again and again, as her arms wrapped around his thick
neck as she buried her muzzle forwards under his muzzle, her jaws snapping at his throat as
drool ran from her maw and she bucked her hips powerfully in return.
Her body jounced with every thrust, her breasts jiggled violently as he rammed in and
out, in and out, his flesh penetrating to the hilt between her bleeding, stretched lips every
time and then drawing back as far as he could before ramming home again, thick cockhead
burying somewhere deep in her body as she shrieked and curled up against his masculine
form, sandwiched between him and the couch. Her limbs grasped his strong body as tight
as they could, her tail spasming as his testicles collided again and again into her anus, the
pain immense but the dark pleasure that stemmed from that and the sex so much greater…
the need for this kind of sex, the feeling of him above her, dominating her like an animal…
she had missed it. Oh, how she had missed it, how she didn’t want to admit it but it felt like
she was truly back where she belonged… her jaws opened, then snapped down on the
junction of his throat and shoulder, making Zerrex release an animal snarl above her and sit
up slightly to ram her with enough force to send them both moving forwards, slamming her
against the arm of the couch and making her scream even as she bit down and drew blood,
tasted his life stuffs. She moaned, then shrieked, drawing her mouth back, feeling small
drips of blood falling onto her body, rolling between her roughly-abused breasts as his hand
continued to feel and work one in his strong fingers, feeling his huge testicles bashing into
her again and again, and most of all, his girthy penis ripping into her depths over and over.
She opened her mouth, releasing another cry as she felt herself bent slightly, her head
forced up by the arm of the couch, the springs creaking and screaming under the force, the
furnishing rocking from the power of the reptile’s thrusts… and she cried out and begged
for more, for harder, harder, harder… something Zerrex responded to immediately,
grinning violently, his eyes full of not want now but a need for this interaction, slamming
her with his huge cock again and again. Already he felt his huge shaft stiffening up, his
orgasm maybe already too late to stop and certainly too late to deny as he shoved his body
down onto hers, as he dug his fingers along her side and made her scream again as he sank
the claws on his other hand partially into her firm breast, her body bucking up against him
with extra strength as he felt a distinct tightening on his massive flesh.

Cherry moaned loudly, rocking her hips forcefully up against the Drakkaren above her,
feeling his gigantic shaft stiffening like metal inside of her as she felt her own orgasm
drawing close. She shoved her body close to his, screaming loudly as he brought his other
hand up to her free breast and now grasped both of them, feeling a bit of his drool falling
onto her as he panted hotly, feeling his eyes roving over her expression as she clenched her
eyes shut in a burst of agony and pleasure that came from her depths as the gigantic cock
rubbed and stretched her, touched every sensitive part of her vagina. It only served to bring
her closer to orgasm… in fact, it shoved her over the edge, causing her to shriek and open
her eyes, dropping all pretense of resistance. She was only able to stare into his eyes, crying
out again and again as she held herself as close as possible, then she buried her muzzle
forwards under his again and released a loud scream of ecstasy as she felt herself clenching
down against the gigantic cock of the reptile, unleashing a burst of her juices down the
massive shaft that was rapidly thrusting into her, the walls of her passage squeezing into the
thick black member as Zerrex groaned above her, hitting his own orgasm, pushed on by
hers.
He pummeled her with his massive cock, working it furiously in and out as she shrieked
again and again, her passage clutching him tight enough to make every drag back and
penetrating shove forwards difficult… but that too only made it more pleasurable for him
as he rapidly worked his gigantic member in and out of her, feeling her fluids rushing down
and spurting out around the sides of his deep-tearing penis. He growled, grinning down at
her, hands moving from her breasts to wrap around her body and squeeze her up against his
form, making her shriek again as he tore into her deeper and deeper with his immense penis
before arching his back and working even faster, letting out a loud, animal roar of ecstasy as
his fluids released, his steel-stiff shaft pumping rapidly and sending loose a torrent of his
thick white seed into her.
She screamed again, feeling her body crushed up against Zerrex’s muscular form, back
cracking as his strong arms flexed and held her tightly against him, her legs spasming and
hips bucking wildly as his fluids burst into her and filled her up with blast after blast of his
thick load. She shrieked at the pleasure and pain that tore through her body, feeling his navy
blue orbs smacking into her again and again as his obsidian member tore deep into her
passage over and over, vagina devastated from being so violently torn into by his cock as
Zerrex released another animal half-cry above her… then he finally began to slow, his hips
pumping his thick member a few more times in and out of her spasming vagina, his seed
leaking around her as she moaned and sank back against the couch, trembling hard, feeling
blood leaking from much of her body and mixing with his – many of the other reptile’s
wounds had reopened as well. They lay together, panting hard, the reptile’s thick member
still buried inside her vagina… and then she slowly grinned, closing her eyes before
whispering: “You’re still hard…”
“I rape for a living… it has a lot of pleasant side effects on one’s libido.” Zerrex
responded quietly, his voice slightly roughened by his animal sounds before he cleared his
throat and grinned in return, eyeing her hungrily before he murred deeply and made a slow

thrust, causing Cherry to buck against him and moan quietly. “What say we… try
something else, now, then?”
So after he’d fulfilled their strongest desires, probably not helping her heal at all… he
carefully rolled over, making Cherry moan at the movement of the giant penis inside of her
passage, then she opened her eyes as he gently moved his hands to her stomach, lightly
pushing her upwards to sit up on his huge girth before taking her hands, squeezing them
and staring up into her eyes as she straddled him on the bloody couch, their bodies
splattered with the same stuffs and Zerrex’s deep-slashed arm bleeding again as well as
several of his minor wounds… but now everything was different from before, from the
animal hungers, the lust for dark sex, the need for pain as well as pleasure to fulfill all their
desires… and she could only stare down into his emerald irises with her own light sapphire
eyes for a few long moments before a strange smile broke over her features, and she found
herself whispering a quiet “yes” without even pausing to think, before her training or the
brutal nurture that had been ingrained into her could take over.
He was gentle, and she’d moaned and swayed with him as she rocked on him, and her
eyes had filled with warmth as he lit up a part of her that no one else ever had for all the
years they’d been separated through fucking or killing or groping… as he appreciated her in
a way that made her feel like everything was going to be okay, as he turned sex from a
weapon to a slow and luxurious pleasure for her… and it was good, it made her happy, and
that happiness easily killed logic and training. She bounced slowly on his massive length,
moving lazily and luxuriously, her mouth agape, eyes staring with deep bliss into the
reptile’s emerald irises as he slowly moved from laying on the couch to sitting on it, back
against the cushions, his hands gently squeezing and rubbing up and down her sides. They
moved together passionately, blissfully, the thirty-two inch penis stretching and widening
her but no longer ripping and pummeling the female.
She panted quietly, her hands reaching up to grasp his shoulders as the strong muscles of
her legs flexed, guiding her up and down his huge length as she rocked her head from side
to side slowly, moaning quietly, feeling only the strange warmth and the girthy black cock
inside of her, filling her up so wonderfully, so pleasurably, and for once without any trace
of that dark eroticism that had for so long been their soul source of sexual joy. No sadism
this time… no, only warmth and… would she dare call it love?
She moaned, her hands squeezing down into his shoulders as she began to rock herself
faster up and down the gigantic shaft, her passage squeezing his immense obsidian member
as she stared down into the eyes of the male Drakkaren, bouncing on his huge shaft and
feeling him rocking his hips in time with her movements, his eyes moving from the jiggling
of her breasts to staring into her eyes as his hands grasped her hips. Their gazes locked,
their bodies moved in perfect, hot synchronization, and the pleasure they shared only
continued to grow, becoming larger, hotter, stronger…
Cherry moaned loudly at the feeling of the reptile plunging up into her again and again,
arching her back but maintaining their eye contact as Zerrex grunted, squeezing her waist
tightly as he began to move himself with even greater strength in and out of her tight lips,

their sounds of erotic bliss mixing into a chorus. With both of them already made sensitive
from their previous rough bout, and the extra lubrication of the fluids both had released,
the ecstasy of the exotic – to them, at least – form of sexual play was only inciting another
powerful orgasm.
Zerrex released another loud, animal groan of bliss as he began to ram his stiffening rod
of flesh even harder up into Cherry’s gripping but slick vagina, pounding his black penis
into her again and again as she moved herself harder up and down the great shaft, her own
cries rising in volume and bliss as they rocked together, her lips and passage clenching
against his girthy member as it became harder and harder inside of her, the chorus of their
cries joined by the wet squelch of his thrusts as they moved together passionately.
Then their eyes opened wide before shutting almost simultaneously, Cherry beginning to
vocalize loud cries of bliss as she moved herself hard up and down his steely length, her
shrieks of pleasure drowning out the low groans of bliss from Zerrex as he began to piston
powerfully upwards while she bore down against his shoving cock. She cried out, feeling her
passage contracting against the massive length ripped up inside of her, her breasts bouncing
with every movement of her body as Zerrex’s claws dug lightly into her hips, the clenching
of her passage sending him over the edge as her juices flowed down his cock.
He bucked his entire body upwards slightly, letting out a loud half-roar of pleasure as
his thick black penis began to release burst after burst of his hot semen, pouring it forth
upwards into her as she rocked her body on him, hilting his thirty-two inches into her form
every time as her passage clutched him with amazing force. Cherry cried out again and
again, her eyes opening wide as she leaned forwards over him, feeling the veiny penis
throbbing and blasting his hot load as she dropped down against his chest – both of them
too engulfed in the pleasure to remember their wounds, and not noticing the pain anyway –
and then forced her muzzle down on his, rocking her hips almost violently to urge more of
his seed forth.
He felt her mouth working furiously at his, felt her tongue forcing forwards, seeking
entry, and he eagerly accepted her, working his own jaws powerfully back as his hands
moved up, arms wrapping tightly around her form as he began to thrust harder, making her
scream into their locked muzzles even as they continued to kiss, tongues wrestling as her
juices flowed down and his seemingly-endless amount of seed spilled into her… and then
finally, he began to slow his shoves and she responded by halting her hips, her body
trembling with the aftereffects of their double, forceful orgasms, panting and moaning still
into his mouth as the kiss continued for a few moments.
Then it broke, and she pulled back, their eyes opening and locking, her large bust
pressing down into his muscular chest, his hair sweaty and hanging in his eyes as they gazed
at each other for a few long moments… before Cherry moaned quietly as Zerrex pulled
slowly back, more than half of his gigantic cock slipping free before he hilted himself lazily
again, both of them trembling with the erotic tremors it caused to roll through both their
bodies as some of their mixed fluids spilled out… and finally, Zerrex pulled slowly back as
he gently grasped her waist and guided her up, his fat, long cock sliding free of her with a

small flood of a variety of juices before falling with a wet smacking sound onto his
muscular abdominals, then Zerrex murred with a pleasantly-surprised wince as Cherry lay
down on him, sandwiching the massive length of meat between their hot bodies, both of
them panting softly in the aftermath. They didn’t need words to express their gratitude to
each other, to apologize for what they’d done, or even to understand the why and motive
behind their actions. That wasn’t important. What was, was the here and now.
Then, they’d lain together quietly as Zerrex stared at the ceiling, Cherry curled on his
chest and her eyes closed, her arms around his neck, both of them naked… and then he
said softly, as one of his hands gently massaged her back: “You know, Cindy has a lot in
common with you… other than your first name, I mean.” He paused, then they exchanged a
quiet smile as he added: “Except for the obvious lack of bloodthirstiness, slutty tendencies
and her complete and total innocence.”
“Well, she’s apparently a Drakkaren who looks kinda like me, and you said she was
born from rape, and her mother was murdered when she was young… and she’s a waitress,
and I did that for a while, too.” Cherry responded softly; then she smiled a bit as Zerrex
gently stroked her face, squeezing him around the neck. A long time ago, she’d come to
terms with her violent past… as Zerrex had with his. Neither of them felt any need to get
into it… just to point out the obvious similarities. “But why?”
“Well…” Zerrex hesitated as he looked down at her, then he wrapped his arms around
her waist and squeezed her down against his muscular chest – it hurt both of them a bit,
but the pain only added to the distinct warmth that was between them… the knowledge
that they could hurt each other, attempt to kill each other, be apart for so many years…
and yet come back together loving and cuddling and kissing and fucking on the couch like a
pair of teens. Pain was just another added flavor to the mix, at least when it wasn’t the deep
ache the reptile felt in his arm. “How long are you going to stick around here for?”
Cherry smiled at him… but it was a warm smile instead of the hell-smile she’d been
using for the last decade or so, and it softened her features and made her all the more
beautiful as she rubbed her body against the male’s, large bosom pressing warmly to thickwith-muscle chest. And when her eyes lit up with it, it made them surprisingly beautiful and
luminescent. “Well, even though you probably ruptured my fucking spleen or something, I
can’t just leave you to die and fight alone…” she glanced down, then added quietly, seeming
almost embarrassed as a blush crawled over her features. “Actually, to be… to be honest,
I… I don’t want to… ever leave you again.”
She looked up at him lamely, as if expecting a reprimand or retort: that had never been
the way things worked, especially in the Goth Legion: they had been steady partners, but
only when the situation allowed it… or they didn’t feel like going off with someone else for
a while. But as Zerrex looked at her with softness in those emerald eyes, she realized once
again that this was nothing like the military anymore or the organization… but she couldn’t
stop the surprise or touched smile when Zerrex nodded and said gently: “I’d be honored to
have you around, Cherry… forever. And I’m sure…” he stopped for a moment, then
continued quietly: “I’m sure Cindy will too.”

The female looked up at him and tilted her head, frowning a bit. “Huh? But I thought
she lived with Elliot.”
Zerrex nodded again, then he smiled a bit and spoke in a stumbling, embarrassed but
quietly-firm voice: “After… after what happened to Mary… and coming to terms both
with… that and what I feel and what she feels – oh um, that’s three things, sorry – and
realizing some other stuff… I… I think it’d be best if she stays around with me and stuff,
because… it would be good for all of us.” He stopped and looked down at her, looking
lame.
Cherry, however, was looking up at him with nothing but warmth in her eyes, marveling
at the bravery with which Zerrex was attempting to tackle his emotions… and she couldn’t
help but feel amused at how well he was managing her, himself, and even this Cindy…
before she frowned and asked: “Wait…is Cindy here already? Because when we did a sweep
of the house, we found no one else here…”
The male Drakkaren laughed a bit and smiled at her, then he nodded before jerking his
head: Cherry shrugged, then she got to her feet, and the two quietly got dressed – Zerrex in
pants, Cherry in pants and a bra – and then the male began to lead her through the house
before he paused, and silently reached a hand out to her.
The female stared at it for a moment, not understanding… and then she felt that strange
softness again as she realized what the reptile wanted, reaching out her own hand and
quietly taking the male Drakkaren’s before letting him lead her through his home in silence,
squeezing his hand tightly and feeling a distinct warmth and protection flowing through
her being as they walked together, him too holding onto her with a grip that was almost
painful.
They walked downstairs… and then Cherry broke then silence with a quiet snort as
Zerrex pulled back the secret shelf. She couldn’t help but smile slightly at this. “Well, no
fucking wonder we didn’t find anything… you went all secret agent shit on this place.”
“Screw you, Cherry.” Zerrex retorted, then he reached up and put a hand over her mouth
as she began to speak: “I know, we just did. No, we can’t do it right now. Yes, maybe with
Cindy later.”
The Drakkaren’s eyes danced mischievously as they walked now into the earthen hallway,
glancing back and forth as she asked in a pleasant and sensuous voice: “If I grab her and
you know, restrain her… will you rape her for me?” she paused, then grinned up at Zerrex.
“Actually, seriously… can I help you out with this job shit you’re talking about? I think that
some of them could be quite enjoyable.”
Zerrex looked down at Cherry with amusement – whatever else, despite his newfound
feelings and emotions for those close to him, he was still with her on the treatment of prey
as toys. “Cherry, the next job I get involving rape, we’ll do everything you want to them,
how about that?”
“Perfect… you’re making me all hot again, Zerrex.” the female Drakkaren all-but-purred
in return, then she blinked as the lights turned on and squeezed the reptile’s hand in reflex.

Zerrex merely gave a smile and a bit of a snicker, to which the other replied with a tilt of
the head and a mildly amused look up at the larger male. “Fuck off.”
Zerrex merely shrugged, not bothering with all the possible replies that entailed –
Cherry would just hit him with a better comeback, after all. The fact she was not only
smart, she was precognitive made it rather hard to win against her in a verbal battle as much
as anything else. Instead, he merely opened the door and led her inside, then pushed open
the door to his office to see Cindy sitting quietly behind the desk. She looked startled to
see him, and as if she’d spent most of the last two hours or so crying… and then, as she
got up, trembling and looking disbelieving, Zerrex walked in hand-in-hand with Cherry,
and she stopped beside the desk, merely staring before Zerrex held up his other arm and
motioned to her – the female actually looked uncomfortable now, but she couldn’t help but
give the faintest of smiles as the two studied each other and the male introduced them both
in a few simple but effective words: “Cindy, this is Cherry. Cherry, this is Cindy.” He
stopped, then he glanced from one to the other before saying quietly: “Cindy… I want you
to stay here with me. I-”
But before he could say any more, Cindy ran forwards and threw herself into both of
them, crying hard as one arm wrapped around either Drakkaren, both of them looking
shocked… but then Zerrex put his arm tightly around Cindy’s waist and, following his lead,
Cherry did the same, looking both uncomfortable and shocked as Zerrex smiled faintly at
her, then he quietly bowed his head down beside Cindy’s to kiss her forehead and whisper
quiet, comforting nothings as she pressed between them.
After about ten minutes, Cindy ceased to sob hard and now was merely crying silently as
she pressed hard against Zerrex… but the moment Cherry tried to pull away, she began to
tremble and she shook her head vehemently before simply looking over her shoulder with
those big, hurt eyes... and Cherry had bit her tongue before nodding and slowly pressing
close again, wrapping her arms around her waist and quietly rocking with her as Zerrex
moved his arms to tighten around both of them, looking softly from one to the other
before he finally managed to usher them all upstairs – Cindy only complied when Zerrex
offered to carry her, and Cherry couldn’t help but stare in wonder at the lengths to which
the former Captain Ravenlight was going to for this young girl.
Once safely curled on the couch between Cherry and Zerrex, Cindy stared at her
trembling knees and laced her fingers together in her lap as she rocked back and forth, then
she finally whispered: “I figured out the combination to your safe. It’s my name.”
Zerrex started, then he looked down at her as Cherry stared at them both, not liking the
expression of apprehension on the male’s features at the young female gave a faint laugh,
and then the formerly-known-as Cynthia Blossom winced as Cindy continued: “It’s full
of… a journal booklet and a series of log books for something called the Goth Legion…
and it’s all… bad things you did, in and outside of the military.” She stopped, then began
to tremble harder as she stared at her hands with burning intensity and a strange kind of
lost sorrow in her eyes. “And one of the first entries is from a few days after your twentieth

birthday, when you were at a party, and some girl had been hitting on you… and you said
you… did things to her and…”
And oh, but he remembered that, now that she mentioned it… it was the first time he’d
raped his own species after all. And it was rather memorable… since he hadn’t just ‘done
things’ to her but raped her savagely enough to leave her for dead… but he’d forgotten that
he’d kept a journal of his experiences. Then his mind suddenly clicked, adding up Cindy’s
trembling state with the mention of what was actually his second or third, not first rape…
and then he swallowed before asking in a trembling voice: “Oh… is… the name…”
“Amy… Amy was all that you called her… but… you gave stats…” Cindy’s voice filled
with pain and anguish as she looked down, trembling hard now. “Petite… five-eight… nice
tits, in your words… but it was the small, hook-shaped scar you mentioned, ‘cause it was so
deep on her hip… that was what gave it away…” Then she stared at the ground before
barking laughter and… instead of pulling away when Zerrex tried to put an arm around
her, desperate to make her feel better, she crushed her body close against his and began to
cry again as she sobbed: “And you know what? I can’t help but feel happy… happy… that
you’re my duh-da… that you’re my daddy… because now I’ve met you… and I love you
more than anything and I just can’t seem to hate you… and the only thing I feel sorry for is
the fact that we had sex…” And with that confession out, she buried herself against
Zerrex’s chest and began to cry, reaching up her hands to batter against his strong muscles
weakly before wrapping her arms around him and giving full vent to her misery.
The reptile could only sit and hold her quietly against his chest, feeling turmoil rolling
and rollicking through his body as Cherry looked back and forth from one to the other
with distinct discomfort on her features – this, after all, was a situation that she herself
couldn’t imagine; and somehow, despite her callousness and her lack of compassion for
anyone but Zerrex and herself… she felt herself sympathizing with the poor, battered
innocent, for the female in which yes, she did see some of what she thought of as her
weakness reflected and brought to life.
And when she looked at Zerrex’s features, she expected to see some form of amusement
or a certain dark pleasure, feeling oddly embarrassed at her lack of both: however, all she
saw on his face was a mixture of the emotions she expected least… pain, sadness, and what
looked like a mixture of loss and despair. The Drakkaren looked at her with deep feelings
burning in his emerald eyes, and when Cherry looked from one to the other, saw the
changes that this little girl had instilled in him and was continuing to cause… it made her
both jealous and… incredibly amazed. After all, this had been the leader of their unit, not
just for his cunning and experience, but for his violence, sadism and complete and total
ruthlessness. This was the male who had taught her how to enjoy taking pleasure in pain,
how to rape other females as well as sexually-abuse males, how to heighten sexual pleasure
to the max by inflicting a lethal wound at the moment of climax, but enough so that they
would scream and spasm and fight all the more even as they released both life and whatever
else.

Zerrex, when having a bad day, had made her look as threatening as she did Tinman. She
had never been able to compare to him in terms of violence, especially sexual violence –
and no, it wasn’t just because he had a cock. It was because Zerrex’s carnal side was perhaps
one of the most twisted things she had ever seen, and she knew that for him, everything
revolved around power, sex, and all sorts of combinations of the two.
The Drakkaren had never shown actual emotion like this for anyone other than her…
and never so deep, ever. She knew from experience that when the lizard had shown emotion,
it had been only under the most severe or strenuous of circumstances, or when Cherry
herself had broken in some way, shown some weakness… but then she took a quiet breath
as she looked at the two, her eyes softening as she rephrased that though in her head:
despite her dislike of such weakness as revealing one’s own true self… she couldn’t help but
marvel at it and be impressed by how, despite the way Cindy gave in to her feelings, her
memories, despite how she’d broken down entirely… there was still a subtle kind of respect
for the way the female was handling herself and still continuing to hold to the Drakkaren,
still holding on to the male who had raped her mother and let out another miserable cry of
“Daddy!”
“Cindy…” Zerrex whispered, looking down at her with pain contorting his features, and
then a miraculous and frightening thing happened as he clenched his eyes shut, then opened
them as a single tear fell down his cheek, looking up at Cherry as he cried that single, silent
tear that broke the last vestiges of her old training and her want to return to the cruel,
sadistic life: it made her feel some locked gate in her break as she looked down at Cindy,
then she instinctively leaned forwards and, before she could stop herself, wrapped her arms
tightly around them, one curling around Cindy’s waist and the other Zerrex’s neck as she
bowed her head forwards, and heard the second murmured, near-silent word: “Daughter…”
For the longest time, they sat together like that, Cindy continuing to quietly cry, Zerrex
trembling and his stoic nature broken, Cherry feeling conflict between her training and a
gentler nature that was rising up in her at the sight of the female who was so innocent
despite her past, and the cruel Boss that had started to do everything he could to change his
very nature.
Later that night found Zerrex sitting quietly on the couch with his arm around Cherry,
Cindy quietly going about making them supper – she had insisted. Most of the day she had
cried, done a little of her own quiet ranting, even shown her anger in her own gentle and
innocent way. But overall, it was more adjustment than anything else… Cindy was too pure
to allow the past to change her motivations or tamper with her emotions, no matter what it
was. She lived in the now, and she lived by her heart, and that was something that Zerrex
could only feel massive respect for.
Then the two looked up from their silence as Cindy came in with a large tray of burgers,
and from the smell floating out of the kitchen Zerrex guessed they were bacon
cheeseburgers, all of them fixed in the way he liked… and then she left and came back again
with two bottles of whisky, placing them down before quietly sitting herself not beside the
reptiles but in Zerrex’s lap and cuddling back against him, closing her eyes as she laced her

hands into fists and placed them above her breasts, resting against him as he silently reached
around her and began to eat: Cherry did the same.
They ate it silence for a while, the two larger Drakkaren both taking a bottle of whisky
for themselves – but then, as Zerrex went to put his mostly finished bottle down, Cindy
grabbed it from him and wrapped her arms around it, curling it against her as he looked
down at her with a blink, a mostly-finished burger in one hand before she quietly took the
neck of the large bottle in both hands and tipped it up to her mouth, drinking down the
small pool of amber liquid at the bottom of the bottle and then dropping it as she began
to cough, eyes watering as she leaned forwards and Zerrex quietly patted her on the back
with one hand, quickly finishing off his burger so he could wrap his other arm around her
waist and pull her back against his muscular, bandaged chest.
“Careful, sweetheart. You ain’t a veteran drinker like us.” responded Cherry, tilting her
head sympathetically and taking another slow drink of her own bottle; firewater like this
had really ceased to bother her, for the same reason it didn’t bother Zerrex – they had pretty
much lived on much rawer alcohols in the Goth Legion. Then, as the little female looked up
at her with watering eyes, she added in a gentle voice, as if speaking to a child: “Thanks for
the food, girl. I enjoyed it.”
“You’re welcome.” Cindy spluttered, then she coughed again, her voice trembling slightly
before she looked up at Zerrex and asked quietly: “Did you… like it?”
Zerrex looked at her softly, then he gave a smile and responded: “It was good, Cindy.
You fixed it just how I like it.” He stopped, then he laughed faintly and glanced from her to
Cherry. “I’m tired now, to be honest… and I’m sure you two can’t be feeling well. So…
should we go to bed?”
He paused as the two females looked at him, then at one-another nervously before
Cindy took the lead and said in a quiet but firm voice: “I’d… I’d like that, Boss… I
mean… Dad.” She halted, hesitated, then looked at Cherry and asked in a nearly-silent
voice: “You have any problem if I… we… sleep together with him? Or… do you just
want-”
The older female looked at her softly, then she smiled and cut her off, saying gently: “I
don’t have any problem with a threesome…” she stopped at the look on Cindy’s face, then
blushed as she realized the smaller female only meant non-sexual contact, and quickly
corrected: “I mean, three of us sleeping together and cuddling and shit and… shit. So long
as Ra… – I mean, Zerrex… doesn’t have a problem with it.”
She glanced up at the male, looking lame and slightly embarrassed, and the reptile
quickly nodded and then put an arm around her shoulders, squeezing her gently around the
neck as he looked from one to the other. “Not at all… in fact, that’s what I was hoping
for.” He stopped, then smiled and leaned down to quietly nuzzle Cindy, making her close
her eyes… but for the first time he’d seen since shopping with her that morning, she gave
the faintest of smiles. “Now come on… let’s head off to bed and get some good sleep,
huh?”

The two nodded, then the Drakkaren gently lifted Cindy and carried her to his bedroom
as Cherry gave her own faint, touched smile now, thinking of the past again as she got up
and followed to find Zerrex gently, slowly stripping off Cindy with a look of soft
appreciation and loving affection… and the usually rough, sadistic female couldn’t help a
bit of a laugh, saying teasingly: “Hey, you fucktard. With the way you look at her, I can’t
believe you didn’t figure out that you were family sooner.”
Cindy blushed, crossing her arms over her naked breasts… not out of modesty, but just
as a defensive reflex as she looked at her with a quiet warmth in her eyes that Cherry hadn’t
intended to cause. Then she nodded and said softly: “Thank you.”
“No problem.” The larger female replied in a tone that was almost apologetic, then she
coughed and walked into the room, beginning to strip off her own clothing without any
sign of humility as Cindy watched her, but the tall female only stared up at the corner of
the room as Zerrex gently slipped the oversized sleeping shirt over his newly-learned-to-be
daughter’s head, before stepping back and smiling at her, crossing his arms with a strange
feeling or pride and approval as he looked at the still-innocent, still-young Drakkaren, who
smiled up at him faintly in return.
“There.” He said softly, then glanced around to see Cherry was already naked: the way
she’d always slept. Personally, he’d always kept his pants or boxers on… more so he didn’t
have to leap out of bed and fight in the buff if he was attacked in his sleep, an old habit
from the Goth Legion. But as he looked at Cherry, who crossed her arms behind her back
and winked at him as she lifted one naked leg and stretched it out – completely unmindful
of the blush that came over Cindy’s features – he couldn’t help but feel the faint strings of
desire in his body to sleep with her nude… at the very least, they could grope and touch if
do nothing else, while Cindy rested against his back or side, hopefully falling to sleep
quickly…
But then the female-in-question was standing up, and she quietly stripped off the dress
shirt and her then the panties she’d left on beneath as she walked over to Cherry, the taller
female blinking and then smiling amusedly as she looked up at her with childlike awe and
emotion, then she wrapped an arm around her waist and turned towards Zerrex, naked, eyes
soft and affectionate but tinged with passion of a different sort as well, and Cherry
dropped her own arm around her shoulders as Cindy slipped a leg behind her and reached
the other hand down to rest gently on her own inner thigh, continuing to stare at the male
as she said softly: “Give to me… whatever you’re going to give to her, please, Daddy…
because we’ve already sinned together once and so the rest makes no difference…”
“No Cindy, it does make a difference… that’s something I’ve learned over these years,
being with you… Sarah… and Mary…” Zerrex responded in a quiet voice, as Cherry
studied him with eyes that were both curious and seductive, putting her free hand on her
hip as the younger Drakkaren’s face fell slightly. But then she blushed deeply as the male
continued in the same soft tone: “But we never sinned, Cindy. Social rules are not sins, nor
did you know. Even asking me now, that’s no sin… because sex isn’t sinning. And you have
always been too pure for even my darkness to touch, corny as that sounds.”

Then Zerrex reached down, stripping his pants and boxers off and stepping out of them
before holding out his arms, and both females went to him willingly, one pair of arms
embracing him around the neck and the other around his waist, and he traded a quiet kiss
with either before letting them guide him to bed and softy making love with them; in the
strangest of situations, breaking the sexual and family rules of their society and yet making
it gentle and wonderful for them all, exploring, becoming familiar with their bodies and
sharing love through physical affection. Two of them there were twisted in so many ways
that this had become the only way for them to truly show their feelings… but the third, the
innocent, the pure young girl, didn’t mind: in fact, she reveled in the strange erotica and the
deep passion of her lovers, her father and the female that she looked up to in awe at her
physical power, her shapely body – with its thick muscle, firm and huge breasts, long legs
and attractive features – and most importantly, her dedication to her lover-father, Zerrex.
Zerrex guided Cherry onto the bed first, giving her a firm look and rolling his eyes
towards Cindy, and the femme fatale gave the slightest of nods with the faintest of smiles:
she wouldn’t do anything too nasty with the other female around… at least for now. But
hey, who the hell knew what would happen later on, right? Maybe the three of them could
one day enjoy some hard bondage together… Zerrex’s daughter or not. She’s hot for him,
I’m hot for him… and there’s more than enough of this guy to go around. Hell, we could
cut his cock in half and it’d still be a good three times bigger than most males.
She couldn’t help but grin a bit, her eyes tracing over his masculine, muscular form
before settling on his huge, flaccid shaft, licking her muzzle slowly as she glanced over at
Cindy and marveling at the softness the other female viewed him with as she slowly climbed
onto the foot of the bed, a slight blush on her features as her eyes traveled over to Cherry.
Despite her embarrassment, she was looking at her with definite interest, and the far more
sexually-experienced female winked as she let one leg drape over the bed and brought the
other up, spreading it wide with a cheerful wink as she put one hand in the center of her
back and let the other rest on her knee, arching her back slightly to push her breasts out
towards the shy Drakkaren and keeping her legs wide to give a good, clear view of her sex.
“Be honest, Cindy… am I sexy or not?”
“You… you’re definitely… attractive.” Cindy stammered in response, blushing deeply…
but letting her eyes take in all of the muscular femme’s curves and slopes, eying her large,
voluptuous breasts and the tight, slightly-bulging lips of her vagina. Then she dropped her
gaze to her own body, studying her still-large – but certainly not as huge – bust and shifting
a bit to gaze over her own vagina, which had so recently had its cherry popped… and then
she looked up, watching the hardened female studying her before she swallowed and then
said in a firmer voice: “I find you sexy, Cherry.”
The femme fatale smiled slightly at this, meeting Cindy’s eyes as she glanced at Zerrex,
watching him idly dragging his large penis around and stroking his fingers down the black
shaft to gain slowly towards arousal, putting his arm around Cherry’s waist as he smiled
amusedly in return to her, then nodded and patted her side gently, giving her the go-ahead
as he saw the wanting look in her eyes. Cherry nodded back, then turned towards Cindy

and said in soft, gentle voice: “That’s good, girl… I find you sexy too. Come here, let me
show you just how sexy.”
Cindy swallowed a bit, glancing at her newly-discovered father with apprehension, but
Zerrex merely continued to smile, gesturing his muzzle towards Cherry as the female leaned
forwards, bringing both legs up underneath her in a V and placing one hand out in front of
her. She raised the other, beckoning with a single finger as Cindy looked back at her, then
she slowly slipped forwards over Zerrex’s legs, crawling up the bed before sitting with her
legs folded under her, feeling Cherry stroke a finger under her muzzle and draw her
forwards, watching her eyes slip closed, then moaning softly and feeling her own closing as
Cherry’s mouth met hers and she kissed her.
The first moment was surprise… the next was elation, and Cindy found her mouth
opening willingly, working forwards against the fellow female Drakkaren as she reached up
with trembling hands to grasp Cherry’s shoulder, moaning quietly again as she felt the hand
that had been stroking under her muzzle wrap around her neck, holding her close and
continuing the slow kiss, their tongues working together but Cherry easily slipping hers
deeper, snaking hers with more dominance against Cindy’s as her other hand moved up to
gently grope and squeeze a breast of the child of Zerrex.
The father watched his new daughter and old lover, feeling a faint thrill of pleasure:
usually, watching two females had never done much for him, but since he knew both and
shared a special relationship with both… this was certainly helping to bring his massive
shaft towards erection, as he lightly toyed with his growing penis. And Cherry had always
been good at doing exactly what he looked… so he couldn’t help but leer and grin as the
larger female worked herself forwards against Cindy, reaching her arms around her body as
Cindy trembled with nervous anxiety as Cherry slowly pulled her down atop her own strong
body, her arms wrapping around the waist of the other Drakkaren to hold her tightly
down.
She worked her jaws against Cindy’s slowly, kissing her passionately and working her
muzzle upwards as she held her down against him, then she let their mouths part, halfopening her eyes as Cindy ground against her automatically, the smaller, less experienced
female letting out a soft moan and blindly pushing her muzzle into Cherry’s neck, nuzzling
her slowly. She panted softly, kissing up and down it as she felt the muscular, larger female’s
hands working slowly up and down her back alongside her spine, massaging it slowly,
sapphire eyes and a wide grin turning up towards Zerrex, who watched with lust and
entertainment. Then Cherry winked at him and jerked her muzzle down towards the
submissive female, licking her maw slowly at the sight of the gigantic, erect penis of the
male but giving him a look that Zerrex easily interpreted: take her first, like this…
Zerrex rolled up on his knees, then he slowly slid behind the two groping females,
licking his own muzzle with luxurious hunger as he stroked his massive rod of flesh slowly.
He murred quietly as Cherry nudged Cindy with her body, bucking her hips lightly
upwards to stimulate them both further and causing the daughter of Zerrex to raise her
own hips slightly in the air, letting out a soft moan as Cherry gently nipped at her neck and

slid her hands lazily up and down her back… but still had enough firmness to keep her
dominance, despite the younger female resting atop her. It made the male Drakkaren feel
strange shivers of bliss and interest roll up and down his spine, his eyes hungrily taking in
the sight of the groping females as he carefully wound his way forwards.
Cherry’s hands slid down as she bucked her body upwards, moving over the firm
buttocks and then tracing along the inner thighs of the younger female atop her, making
Cindy release another short moan of surprise and anxiety, her eyes still closed as she
pressed herself down against the larger female. Then they snapped open in surprise as
another pair of strong hands gripped her hips, and Cherry’s arms wrapped tight around her
back, swiveling her head up to gaze down at the other female’s grinning face as she felt her
father place his huge, firm cockhead at the entrance to her vagina, the rounded tip nudging
forwards before Cherry let out a soft cry as the large male rocked his hips and plunged the
obsidian member forwards with no wait for her to adjust or even prepare herself, making
Cindy cry out and spasm, her hands instinctively moving to clutch Cherry’s shoulders
before she shrieked again in a mix of shock, pain, and definite pleasure as Zerrex gave
another short thrust.
The male grunted, feeling his thick length sinking into her vagina, making the lips of
her sex gape wide… but so far only a few inches of his great length was buried in her past
the bulbous head of his penis. He leaned forwards, muscles flexing and bulging slightly as
he grinned, hair falling over his face as he rocked his hips almost teasingly, edging his huge
penis into her and causing his daughter to moan lustily, shoving her body down against
Cherry’s curvaceous but muscular form. Her eyes closed tightly as she curled slightly down
against the dominant female, her hands squeezing into her shoulders as Cherry pushed her
breasts up against the body of the female and bucked her own hips slowly to grind her own
hot mound against the penetrated one of the smaller Drakkaren.
“Oh God.” Cindy moaned, then she let out another cry, her back arching and body
shoving down into Cherry’s as the stronger female squeezed her down against her body, her
eyes burning as she watched the expressions of pain and pleasure mixing on Cindy’s face, as
she enjoyed both her screams and the sounds of Zerrex’s workings above and behind. Then
Cindy arched her back, her eyes opening wide as she let out what was definitely a scream of
pain, and Cherry released her own deep murr of pleasure at the feeling of the smaller
female’s breasts pressing down against her own huge swells, at the sensation of her body
spasming and convulsing, at the sight of what was almost panic on the reptile’s face as
Zerrex impaled her with his gigantic black penis.
The male Drakkaren had thrusted forwards hard, burying more than twenty inches into
the small female… and at the sight of his daughter spasming and Cherry grinning – one in
absolute pleasure, the other falling more into the pits of pain – he couldn’t help but release
an animal growl of want and scoot forwards, feeling Cherry’s legs moving to clamp around
his waist as his knees spread in a V and he sat back slightly, sliding under the thighs of his
former beloved and lifting her slightly. Her body ground up against Cindy’s as the female
cried out again, her arms squeezing her down into her stronger, larger form, one arm easily
pinning her against her waist and the other reaching up to wrap around her neck, squeezing

her head down under her muzzle, feeling her body shoving forwards slightly as Zerrex
pistoned forwards and Cindy shrieked again.
The reptile halted, panting hard, his fingers sunk slightly into the scales covering her
hips as he rested with his massive shaft hilted in her stretched and torn passage, staring
down at her back as the massive musculature covering his body bulged and flexed, Zerrex
grinning equally with viciousness equal to the expression upon Cherry’s face… but then he
softened slightly as he heard the sound of his daughter crying quietly, her body pinned
against Cherry’s, legs spread wide. So instead of simply beginning to pump viciously, to
satiate both his and Cherry’s needs, he leaned his huge body over the smaller female, his
hands rolling up her hips and over her sides to settle on her breasts, resting his muscular
form atop the small female and sandwiching her between the two hardened reptiles.
His hands slowly squeezed her firm swells as he ground his crotch forwards, groaning
softly as he gently rubbed his huge shaft forwards into her tight passage, feeling her
stretching and blood leaking down his massive length as he let her adjust to his massive
length, his daughter shivering and moaning quietly as she rested atop Cherry’s body.
Cindy moaned quietly as she felt her father’s hands begin to slowly work her bust, and
then she tilted her head upwards, eyes sliding closed as Cherry trailed kisses up her throat,
then lightly bit into the base of her neck, making her spasm quietly as the larger female
rolled her hips back against Zerrex, her hot folds leaking a bit of their sweet juices as she
felt them bump against his enormous testicles. Then the older female grinned a bit up at
Zerrex before she slowly slid backwards, Cindy opening her eyes as Cherry slid in front of
her and then put a hand down on the back of her skull firmly, looking down at her
dominatingly but with a certain gentleness as well as she murred quietly and said softly:
“Start licking. You’ll figure out what to do fast enough.”
The younger female looked up at Cherry with a slight tremble, but then she felt the
dominating femme fatale pulling on the back of her head before she could even nod, and
Zerrex ground his hips forwards at the same time, licking his muzzle slowly at Cherry’s
display of power as he let his shaft draw slightly free of his daughter’s wonderfully-tight
passage, then thrusted slowly forwards again, letting out a quiet grunt as he felt his hot flesh
slipping to the hilt into his child, causing her to rock forwards and bump her muzzle
against the lips of the other female’s sex.
Cherry gave another amused murr at this, tilting her muzzle slightly upwards with a bit
of a grin as she felt Cindy let out a moan against her sex, her eyes looking down at the
other female lustfully before flicking up to Zerrex and sending a signal with a look. The
Drakkaren glanced up, caught her expression, then he paused for a moment before
shrugging inwardly and nodding, figuring that his daughter knew what she was getting into
when they started this.
He drew his huge shaft back, then thrusted in hard, grunting quietly again in pleasure as
his huge penis tore down her vagina, burrowing into her to depths that were both amazing
and painful, then he pulled back before staring a rapid but controlled thrusting, making
Cindy’s body tremble, her breasts bouncing firmly in the hands of the huge Drakkaren as he

rammed her again and again with his enormous cock, blood and other fluids forming a
slow, small flow out of her vagina as his gigantic member pushed into her again and again.
The smaller female moaned, then winced as Cherry’s hand squeezed insistently on the back
of her head and she glared down at the younger female, bucking her hips painfully against
the young adult’s muzzle and saying softly: “I told you what I wanted you to do. Get to
work.”
The small female Drakkaren nodded quickly, then she stretched out her tongue and
lapped slowly at the dominating femme’s vagina, letting out another sound of pleasure-pain
at the same time at the feeling of the gigantic shaft tearing into her from behind, making
her body shiver with every powerful piston forwards. Every time she moved forwards, the
top of her muzzle bumped the larger female’s clitoris, and the lips of her mouth pressed to
the lips of Cherry’s sex, her tongue dragging deeper with every push forwards. It caused the
dominating female to groan a bit as her grin spread a bit wider, her eyes dancing as she felt
Zerrex already upping the speed and power of his thrusts into his daughter’s body, probably
for both their pleasures… or all three, from the sounds coming from the female below.
Zerrex grunted quietly as he rocked his hips harder, back arching as he continued to
squeeze and fondle his daughter’s breasts in his hands, loving the feel of the firm swells
under his fingers and the hard nipples scratching lightly against his palms almost as much as
the wonderful ecstasy caused by her tight but ravaged passage gripping his monstrouslylarge member, feeling her hips automatically bucking against him in time, her passage
clenching a bit around his huge girth as he pistoned in and out of her body. His breath
panted hungrily in and out as he tilted his head upwards with a slow groan of pleasure, eyes
roving over Cherry’s large breasts and firm, perky nipples before he leaned forwards slightly
to lap slowly at them for a moment, making the other female release a quiet sigh of pleasure
as she wrapped an arm loosely around his neck and let her hand play gently through his
ivory locks.
Cherry arched her back a bit as she felt the tall male lightly nip one of the small, hard
nubs of flesh, then he settled his jaws around her nipple and suckled lightly back, making
her murr and drag his head forwards against her, at the same time slowly urging Cindy’s
head a bit closer to her leaking passage, feeling the powerful thrusts of her father vibrating
through her body and down her muzzle. Her arousal was quickly climbing as she felt
Cindy’s hands reach up and grip her waist tightly, the female burying her mouth against the
dominant female’s sex and sending her tongue probing inside as she continued to moan and
cry out quietly with her father’s powerful thrusting.
Cindy worked as best she could with her tongue, nudging the fellow reptile’s clit gently
with her nose and letting herself rock forwards with a bit more force now, as she heard
Cherry release her own quiet grunt-groan, a strangely masculine sound… but the female
herself was strangely masculine as well, so she decided it must be a good thing. She rolled
her long tongue against the walls of the female’s passage, smelling her, tasting her, the new
sensations setting off some exotic, erotic desire inside of the younger Drakkaren as she felt
the pain that had torn through her body fading into the powerful, growing pleasure as
Zerrex continued to bury into her again and again. She could feel Cherry pulling forwards

on her head, urging her on, and she did so with a growing excitement and heat burning
throughout her body, desiring and enjoying this strange feeling of being controlled and
dominated from both sides, of her father pounding her and the strong female she could
almost think of as a mother forcing her to eat her out.
The male’s body flexed, muscles bulging powerfully as he rocked his hips and weight
against his daughter, using that to slam himself forwards with greater speed and force,
enjoying the sounds the smaller female was making as he began to piston in and out harder
and faster, feeling his testicles smashing forwards to slap hard against her thighs as he
hungrily suckled and lapped at Cherry’s breasts, then he slowly drew back, a string of drool
hanging from her nipple to his mouth for a moment before it broke and he murred
hungrily, leaning down and focusing his attention back on his daughter as his hands
squeezed her bust almost painfully, making her half-cry out before she did release a small
shriek as he suddenly hilted into her with tremendous force. It slammed her muzzle
forwards into Cherry’s sensitive and wanting vagina, making her release a sharp grunt as
well as she bucked her hips hard back against the female, both hands grabbing the back of
her head. “Ooh, yeah, keep it that close, that hard, little bitch!”
Cindy found herself almost smothering as Cherry squeezed her muzzle against her
passage, working her tongue furiously and feeling her hips bucking hard against her face,
now working the muscles of her mouth as well as she felt Cherry responding when she tried
to speak. She mouthed the lips of the other female’s sex, her tongue swirling and pushing in
deep as she pushed harder forwards, feeling her thick muzzle almost pushing into the other
female’s passage with what was almost shock. And all at the same time, she could feel the
mounting ecstasy from her father’s girthy member tearing into her again and again, driving
her with an almost vicious single-mindedness towards orgasm, as she cried out again and
again, inhaling the other female’s sweet scent and the taste of her hot sex and sending
whooshes of her own warm breath rushing down Cherry’s desiring passage.
Cherry began to buck harder against the female, grinding muzzle to crotch as she
grinned down at the submissive daughter of Zerrex and rocked herself powerfully against
the fellow reptile’s features. She could feel a heat rising rapidly in her loins, her passage
beginning to clench against Cindy’s searching and surprisingly-long tongue, and her hips
were already picking up in power as they rocked hard against her features, grinding her sex
up and down against the end of her muzzle as she panted hard and moaned lightly. She
could feel the younger female just working harder and harder at her passage, as her father
rammed the smaller Drakkaren powerfully from behind over and over again with his girthy
shaft.
The larger, dominant female tilted her head back and released another groan as she felt
her passage clenching down against the moving tongue of the female, then she began to
grind her hips hard forwards, squeezing the smaller female’s head forwards as she rocked her
hips hard in time with the rhythmatic clenching of her passageway, feeling her juices spilling
forth as she reached a powerful orgasm. Her back arched as her hips bucked hard forwards
again and again, the dominating female’s eyes sliding closed as she let out a long sigh of

pleasure, her juices pouring forth into the working muzzle of the female between her legs
and splashing out over her features.
Cindy moaned a bit as she felt the muscles of the fellow female’s vagina contracting
again and again, feeling the fluids of her orgasm pouring down into her mouth and washing
over her muzzle as it ground hard against her sex, all of her senses flooded by the dominant
female even as she felt her father picking up in speed behind her: but for a few moments,
she was stunned and could only revel in these new erotic, exotic desires she felt and loved as
she tasted Cherry and worked against her, enjoyed her orgasm, inciting her own arousal far
higher than she thought was possible, sending her over the edge of pleasure as well as she
began to rock her hips hard back against her father. Suddenly she was distinctly aware of
the huge cock filling her up from behind as Cherry continued to hold her almost painfully
close, still rubbing her slick and hot vagina against her muzzle and forcing her to lick and
mouth hungrily, but now Cindy could barely put forth the effort she wanted to towards the
other female, only able to respond to the powerful male behind her and rocking hard
against him as she felt her own passage clenching tight, her fingers digging into the hips of
the Drakkaren female in front of her as she pushed her face against her crotch and began to
release short shrieks as Zerrex’s thrusts suddenly became almost vicious in their power, the
huge lizard pistoning his gargantuan cock in and out of her with amazing speed and power,
slamming her body forwards with every shove as his hands slid from her breasts to her hips,
the lizard straightening slightly over her.
Zerrex had taken the visual cues from Cherry and figured it was time for his own
orgasm, now rocking himself with violent force as he growled and grunted like an animal,
taking his daughter almost savagely as he felt her juices and blood leaking from her
stretched and ravaged passage. Then Cindy let out a cry that was both louder and lustier,
and she began to buck harder back against him even as Cherry held her head firmly against
her crotch, clearly enjoying the screams and vibrations rocking the smaller female’s form.
A few moments later, Cindy hit her own orgasm, her passage clenching tight on the
massive meat of the Drakkaren and squeezing him with almost painful force before it began
to release wave after wave of her sweet fluids washing down his girthy obsidian member.
Zerrex groaned and arched his back in pleasure at this, a grin spreading over his features as
he moved a hand to settle on Cindy’s back and shove her harder forwards against the other
female as he pounded her with his gigantic penis, dominating her, controlling her as he felt
her fluids pouring forth and more of her blood leaking out of her stretched vagina as his
massive length slammed to the hilt again and again.
Then the Drakkaren grunted harder, huge muscles flexing and body bending forwards as
he began to ram her more violently, making the shivers of ecstasy and the contractions of
her passage against the thick meat of her father lengthen out, continue as she screamed with
greater pleasure into the crotch of the other female she was being forced against, Cherry
watching lustfully and enjoying the shocks of pleasure that ran through her with every
contact the female made against her vagina.

Zerrex continued to thrust powerfully, bending forwards a bit now, then his eyes slipped
closed and he released a roar of pleasure, arching his back and ramming his daughter with
unrestrained power, throwing his weight into each thrust and sending his gigantic penis
ramming deep into her with every shove, rocking her hard forwards against the female in
front: had Cherry not been there to half-pin her against her crotch – grinning savagely all
the while and leaking her sweet juices again at the sight of it, lust and pleasure burning in
her eyes – then by now daughter would have long been rammed against the wall by her
father and taken that way.
The reptile’s shaft was harder than steel as he pounded the female beneath him, one
hand still holding her hard down against Cherry and the other clenching into her hip, claws
digging in deep enough to draw blood as his stiff shaft began to release burst after burst of
load, as he released another roar of pleasure and power, loving the control, the dominance,
the forbidden ecstasy and enjoying the once-forgotten feelings of taking power over another
with his former partner and love. His seed jetted deep into the Drakkaren beneath him as
he rocked his hips hard again and again, throwing both strength and weight forwards as his
testicles swung hard against her thighs, slapping with violent force against her legs as
Cherry let out a loud murr of pleasure. Cindy, on the other hand, shrieked and spasmed,
her hands clutching the sides of the female before her tightly as she felt tears rolling down
her features, the pain intense but the passion and pleasure she felt like nothing before as she
felt her father filling her up with his hot load, hearing his cock squelching deep again and
again and finding she wanted nothing more than this, that she wanted the pain despite how
bad it hurt, that it only added to the exotic desires she felt and the ecstasy at being filled
with her Daddy’s seed.
Zerrex continued to rock his hips powerfully for a few more moments before he finally
began to slow, panting hungrily as he made his thrusts gentler and weaker before slowly
pulling free of his daughter, a small flow of their mixed fluids flowing free as the
Drakkaren slowly stroked his gigantic cock, licking his muzzle hungrily as he gazed down at
her with a slow grin. Then he glanced up at Cherry, who grinned viciously back before she
toned it down to a slight smile and instead carefully lifted Cherry up, noting her trembles
and tears: she gazed into her eyes as Cindy flushed and shook slightly, then the smaller
Drakkaren closed her own as Cherry slowly dragged her tongue up either side of her way,
licking away her tears.
“Innocence tastes so good, you know.” She breathed softly, then turned her around and
forced her gently down, pinning her to the bed and then kissing the female hungrily,
rocking her body down against the smaller female’s and sliding her tongue into her muzzle,
rolling it slowly with Cindy’s and tasting her own fluids and sex. Cindy kissed her back
slowly, almost hesitatingly, and then Cherry smiled playfully as she felt Zerrex slide a hand
gently up and down her back, moving close before she glanced over her shoulder with a
slight grin at the powerful male. “Your daughter looks all tuckered out. Maybe we should
have a rest for now.”
“Maybe.” Zerrex smiled slightly in return, then he gently turned Cherry over and pushed
her down against Cindy, the strongly-built male leaning down to quietly kiss her now:

Cherry eagerly met his mouth, and their jaws worked hungrily for a few moments as she
reached down to squeeze his huge shaft with one hand and give it a playful, slow stroke,
making the larger reptile murr into her muzzle. But the day was already catching up to her
now, and so instead of trying to continue the play, she merely let the kiss break and her
hands slid up to grasp Zerrex’s shoulders before gently wrapping around him as he let
himself fall to rest his head against her bust.
They rested in each other’s arms, Zerrex’s head on Cherry’s bust, who in turn rested
quietly on Cindy’s bosom, the innocent, smallest one breathing quietly and bleeding slightly,
but overall there was nothing but a quiet bliss as she gazed down at both the mostly-asleep
Cherry – exhausted from the day’s ordeals and her own continuous self-arguing – and the
curled up, for once peaceful-looking Zerrex. She smiled quietly as she began to fade towards
sleep, laughing softly at the fact she had such an odd, incestuous relationship with the one
she now called ‘father…’ but there was only gentle joy in her thoughts as she relaxed,
innocence above brutality above sadism… and like that, the three slept, shifting quietly in
the night, but maintaining that same stack no matter how they tossed and turned.
In the morning, Zerrex and Cherry awoke at the same time, their arms around one
another, now on their sides but with Zerrex still pressing his head against her bosom, and
around the neck of each tall reptile was one of Cindy’s arms, Cherry’s head against her
chest and Zerrex with his resting on her stomach as the last two exchanged a look, then
glanced up at the small female and both of them laughed quietly.
Then they gently disentangled themselves and left her to sleep, both of them dressing
silently before her father gently pulled up the covers over her, making Cherry smile a bit –
not feeling the contempt she would in any other case, but instead again bringing back warm
memories that softened her considerably. At least, in the good way, not to say it made her
‘soft’ in metaphor: she thought she could still kick a baby across a football field and laugh
at the sound it made. Then, with a pause and a glance to Zerrex as they walked out of his
room, heading towards the kitchen, she figured that he would probably crack a smile at it
himself… the last thing she wanted to do was underestimate the now-called Boss.
“So, Ravenlight, what are you planning for today?” she asked querulously, then blinked
as Zerrex winced slightly and glanced over his shoulder at her before turning to rummage
through the fridge for food.
“Don’t call me that anymore, okay, Cherry?” His voice was strangely gentle, and Cherry
frowned a bit: it was one of the last requests she’d expect from the ex-Captain of the Goth
Legion. They had chosen their nicknames, after all… and Cynthia Blossom certainly had
no issue with her old call-by of Cherry: for whatever reason – but most likely because of
the sexual metaphor it summoned up in connection to her, a female – it caused a logical
fallacy in the minds of most people and made them picture her as all innocent and virginal
and shit. So the following words from Zerrex made her blink and feel surprised as he said
plainly: “I don’t like that name anymore. It reminds me of the past, and unlike Cindy, I
tend to bear grudges and be unable to let things go. So I think it’s best if I just do all I can
to forget about it and move on.”

“Hey, fucktard, I’m a remnant of your past.” Cherry retorted, feeling strangely hurt: but
then she blushed and simply felt like an ass as Zerrex turned mild eyes on her and she
glanced down, reaching up to rub the back of her head. “I’m sorry, Zerrex. It’s just…” she
managed to bring her eyes up, meeting his, and then gave a faint smile. “It’s been a trying
last few days. Hearing you were still alive… meeting the other remnants… attempting to
kill you… getting fucked sideways by you, literally and metaphorically… and then dealing
with this… new knowledge that you got a daughter and shit and all that shit…”
Zerrex softened a bit and nodded, but he still looked a bit more than irritated with her;
oddly enough, that made her feel better. It let her know the dominating, master-of-all part
of Zerrex was alive and well, and she liked that: it was a side of him that could always be
counted on to lead in any situation, and react with pure honest instinct when pressed. It
was the side that would do the right thing for him and his teammates, if not the good
thing. “Yeah, I understand, Cherry…” he stopped, then he suddenly turned fully to her and
stepped forwards, grabbing her shoulders and shoving her back against the counter, her eyes
widening as he leaned down and half-snarled, his eyes locking with hers. “But that doesn’t
make me willing to accept or be happy about it, bitch. Now, we’re going to go back to the
old ways, where I say suck and you don’t ask how hard, you beg on your goddamn knees to
suck hard. Got that?” he paused as she continued to stare at this resurfacing of the old,
violent Zerrex, then gaped as he smiled and gently patted her cheek with one hand. “Just
kidding. I’ll make you eggs. I hate them myself but I guess I can throw on some noodles or
something like that for me.”
“You fuck!” was all that Cherry managed as Zerrex stepped away, then he cocked his
head, made his creepy impression of a raised eyebrow… and they both burst into laughter;
and it had been a long, long time since either of them had laughed truly or with real
happiness.
Cindy, however, did not share in their merriment as she came out to the kitchen mostlydressed, looking sleepy and dragging the bloody sheet with her, glaring at them both as she
mumbled tiredly about it only being eight in the morning before she retreated to apparently
wash the plain sheet, off of which she’d pulled the duct tape Zerrex used to keep it from
popping up. At the sight of her leaving with a long strip of the gray stuff stuck just below
her tail, however, both Zerrex and Cherry collapsed into merriment again and Cindy
muttered under her breath as she headed for the washing machine, then to shower. When
she finally emerged, revitalized somewhat by the cleansing water, she was pleasantly
surprised to see that Cherry had taken over Zerrex’s bumbling efforts in the kitchen and
made pancakes and bacon to go with the scorched eggs and soggy noodles.
Sitting at the table in the living room, Zerrex once more seated between the two females,
the reptile ate heartily as his fellow Drakkaren did the same: in the end, however, it came
down to between Cherry and Zerrex… and Cindy was astonished to see the female keep
going long after the Boss retired to lay back against the couch and drowse, somewhat
amused by the fact that Cherry could continue to put away food at a pace and quantity that
even he couldn’t match. Then she too had finally stopped, offering him the last few strips of
bacon and the half-eaten but oversized pancake on her plate – slathered with butter and

syrup – and the Drakkaren had sighed before forcing down the last serving and then
looking from one to the other with faint amusement. “Well, that was good, Cherry. Thanks
for that.”
“Beats your shitty cookery.” The female remarked agreeably, and Cindy couldn’t help but
snort at her utter and complete lack of modesty. Then she smiled a bit as the larger female
turned her eyes on her, and looked up at her with the remarkable warmth only Cindy could
manage for any and everyone. “What?”
“Thank you for the food, Miss Cherry.” She said bashfully, tilting her head as she
looked at the older female with a mix of appreciation and awe, making the tall Drakkaren
laugh and reach up to rub the back of her head, arching her back a bit as she looked down
at the young one with uncomfortable entertainment. “It was quite good.”
Cynthia Blossom coughed, then she glanced back and forth before shrugging and
smiling vaguely. “Hey, look, it’s just Cherry, okay? Anyway…it’s really nothing special. I
used to be a waitress myself in a shitty little tavern, so I learned to cook there and shit.
Nothing big.”
But this merely got her another look of admiration from Cindy, which caused Cherry to
flush a bit deeper as Zerrex laughed quietly, looking from one to the other with amusement.
“Oh wow, really?”
“Really.” The taller female nodded, then she quickly turned her attention to Zerrex,
becoming more serious now as her expression changed from embarrassment to a more
solemn face. “Anyway… hey, R-… Zerrex, what are you planning to do about… you
know…”
Cindy too became quiet, looking from one to the other in a silence that spiraled out for
a few moments before she stood up and then shook her head quickly as Zerrex reached a
hand out, quickly putting her own down on the top of his muzzle gently as she said softly:
“No, it’s okay, I understand… not time for the little girl but the adults to talk, right?” she
stopped, then gave her faint smile as she nodded and hugged herself gently as she stood
back, then glanced around the house before laughing a bit. “I’ll make myself useful for you,
Boss… I’ll go fix up the stuff while you and her talk about… about Lone and stuff…” she
hesitated for a moment after this, then added in a low voice: “But… I would like you to tell
me about it later, okay, dad?”
The two larger reptiles looked up at her softly, small and meek but all the same trying
hard for the one she called lover and father… and the huge male couldn’t help but give a
faint laugh and nod slowly as he said gently: “Okay… then why don’t you go and clean up
outside a bit, get our weapons and bring them in… and take care of the laundry then, since
I still haven’t gotten around to it and I’ve been wearing the same pants for about a week…
and then after that you can make us some lunch, huh? I think there’s some meat in the
fridge…”

“Okay, Boss.” Cindy replied softly, then she turned and walked quickly to Zerrex’s room
as the large male turned his attention to Cherry, who had tilted her head and was smiling
slightly at him.
“You got your own little maid service, huh?” she asked amusedly, then winced at the
look on Zerrex’s face. “I mean… sorry about that.” She halted for a moment, looking at
him with slight embarrassment before he merely nodded and she continued on, trying to
act as if nothing had happened. “In any case… what are your plans for dealing with the
fuckheads, R-… I mean, Boss?”
Zerrex looked at her thoughtfully, then his eyes took on the hard, calm gaze that they
always did once he got around to planning out any sort of mission, be it a one hour assault
or long campaign. “Well, let’s bring things back to Goth Legion terms, shall we? The
mission is simply enough. To eliminate the threat posed by Lone: but in order to do that,
we’ll first have to take care of the defectors, Vampire and Tinman. Of course, the priority
there would be Vampire… and you already know the reasons why.”
“Fucker is hard to kill.” Cherry muttered under her breath, then she stopped and added
slowly: “And we know ninety percent of his abilities… but remember. We were all trained
to keep at least one trump card… we kinda figured yours out, though.” She smiled a bit as
she glanced towards his room, saying softly: “That’s a big fucking sword. And I’m rather
scared to think of exactly what you could do with it.”
“Well, you’ll probably get a chance to see.” Zerrex responded with a slight smile, then he
became serious again as he nodded and continued to speak: “But you’re right. As well as
that, there’s the fact we don’t know what he and Tinman may have learned over the years.
Tinny, at least, seems to have a bit more manipulation over metals… and a lot more
stamina, if he could throw things and then continue to run around and be a nuisance and
even help Vampire out after I pinned him.”
Cherry nodded, making a slight face. “Yeah. That’s true… so let me guess. You want to
separate them, right?”
Zerrex looked mildly amused at this, nodding and then reaching up to push his hand
against her muzzle. “Shut up and listen, alright? Back to the old rules, if just for a few
minutes. It makes things easier.” He waited for a moment to see if she’d talk anyway, then
took his hand down and gently squeezed her shoulder as he continued to speak: “I’ll get to
separating them in a moment… but for now I just want to present what I expect to
encounter in the future.
“Lone, is a coward. He’s like any client we’ve ever had… he hires us with money, he pays
us with money, he believes money is power. He will not present a threat physically or with
any weapon you give him… but he has no issue bringing in as many soldiers and of
whatever brutal nature he thinks will help. Obviously he wasn’t acting as leader in anything
but name and voice when he appeared with you three… so I predict he’s not going to call in
any others like us – although I doubt there’s any other organization that could compare to
us – but he will probably attempt to call in more mercenaries and soldiers, and buy off the
police. I have my doubts the last will cooperate unless he can offer them an army-”

Cherry snorted at this, interrupting the reptile again and earning a glare, but she went
ahead and spoke anyway, ignoring the dark expression of the Drakkaren. “Well, how many
of them did you kill then? Or did you just ask them nicely to stay away?” she paused for a
moment, then steamrollered the larger male before he could speak again. “Then again, how
many were female? Screw that, how many of them did you rape and torture, girl or guy?”
“Eat me.” Zerrex retorted, then as Cherry grinned widely, he rolled his eyes before
raising a fist and shaking it threateningly. “Look. I’ll punch you in the face if you keep
interrupting me.”
The female immediately titled her head and winked, smiling sweetly as she batted her
eyes at him; it was a look that made her look remarkably more attractive and innocent…
had the reptile never spent time with her torturing people to death and even eating parts of
them. “Aww, you wouldn’t do that to my face, would you?”
“I don’t care about your face. I care about your boobs.” The Drakkaren shot back, then
he reached up and squeezed one as she made a face and leaned back, but now her eyes were
sparkling playfully as she rose her hands: before she could do anything, however, the
muscular male slipped one strong arm around her neck and dragged her in a headlock
against his chest, making her gag and reach up to grab his arm, wincing. “Look Cherry. I’ll
choke you into semi-consciousness if I have to. Just frickin’ listen to me, okay?”
He slightly relaxed his hold around her throat, and the female took a deep breath before
glaring up at him, then she muttered under her breath: “You fuck.”
Zerrex looked down at her with irritation, but then he continued his talk on Lone and
the police, holding her against him now around the neck in a way that was half-comfortable
and half-dominating, but full of the old, strange mix of eroticism and a certain dark
warmth for them both. “The police won’t help Lone, let’s leave it at that; nor will they help
me, however. And I have connections in Apple Villa that I can use to cause trouble in the
political segments to cause even more trouble for him…”
“Nice wording there, Zerrex… you suck.” Cherry muttered, and then she winced as
Zerrex tightened the hold around her neck, her own muscles bulging as she tried to yank his
thick arms away. “Hey, hey, hey! Sorry! Fuck!”
Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he said flatly: “Look. We have to lure Vampire away and take
care of him, and that shouldn’t be too hard. I can’t see Lone getting too much firepower
anywhere else. Tinny will probably cry and run away at the sight of us walking in
together… which is what I want to do right after we deal with Vamp.”
Cherry struggled slightly, then she mumbled before looking up at Zerrex and asking:
“Fine, I get it… but then tell me just how we’re gonna get that big dumb fuck somewhere
without Tinny, huh? ‘Cause Tinny clings to him like shit on white.”
“You are so… vulgar.” Zerrex responded mildly, then he squeezed her around the neck
again before he laughed dryly. “And exactly. So if I say I’m going to duel him after having
taken care of you, then what harm is there in that?”

Cherry snorted, then looked up at him with a slight grin. “Oh yeah, but you’d have to
provide pictures and-”
Before she got any further, Zerrex’s fist slammed into her stomach, making her gasp as
her breath whooshed out of her, his arm coming from around her neck as she fell forwards
onto the table, and then he gave her a hard boot in the ass, shattering the table before he
pounced on top of her and slammed his fists into her back, making her scream and spasm
before she rolled over beneath his straddling legs, snarling, and kneed the reptile hard in the
center of the back… but he only responded by dropping his elbow straight down onto her
face as he dropped his full weight on her already sensitive stomach, blood flying from her
mouth and nose from the force of the hit before he slammed his palm flat down onto the
end of her muzzle, crunching her head against the floor and knocking her into a haze of
gray and then black, another series of blows descending on her as she heard Cindy scream.
A few minutes later she came back to consciousness to see Zerrex standing over her with
a camera, a grin on his features and a hell of a shiner developing around one eye as Cherry
stared up at him, then she narrowed her eyes as she forced her aching body up to her feet…
but then she realized, aside from her muzzle – which hurt like a bitch – and a few wounds
from yesterday… she didn’t think she was really bleeding or hurting. Zerrex had laid into
her with hard combos, true… but he hadn’t apparently been aiming for anything. And then
she added the camera to the fact she was sprawled on the floor in the splinters of a broken
table, and it clicked as she jumped to her feet and yelled, hands clenching into fists at her
sides: “Tell me when you’re going to beat the shit out of me next time, you… you fucking
fuck!” she paused, gasping for breath, glaring at him, then frowned slowly as she said in a
slow voice: “I don’t remember punching you in the face…”
“Yeah, that’s ‘cause you didn’t. Cindy did.” He paused as Cherry stared and blinked
slowly, then he shrugged, playing with the digital camera in his hands as he looked down
with a faint blush and coughed. “Well uh. She is my kid…”
Then he glanced up and met her eyes, and then both of them laughed a bit before the
female gently punched Zerrex in the shoulder, and he reached out to stroke gently under her
muzzle before adding: “And it hurts less if I take you by surprise, anyway. Plus you don’t
get a chance to hit me back, like in a sparring match.”
“I fucking hate you.” Cherry said morbidly, glaring at him for another moment or two
before shoving roughly past him to head to the bathroom… but the moment their backs
were to each other, both their eyes softened and they smiled as Zerrex held the small camera
in his large hands and Cherry’s fists loosened… if only so they could tie together in front
of her.
Cindy, standing nervously in the archway that led into the hall, saw the expression on her
face and felt confusion roll through her body, since the female looked both bruised and
beaten… but then she looked at Zerrex, and saw the faint smile on his features as he looked
over his shoulder and decided that she didn’t have to understand, just accept and perhaps
even enjoy it a little bit as she crossed her arms and said an a voice that was childish to the

point it could only be described as being mad instead of angry: “You know, it’s not nice to
just randomly go up to people and beat them up.”
“I know, but Cherry’s different like-” Before the reptile could finish, however, there came
an angry yell from the bathroom and a loud series of curses before Cherry stomped out,
rubbing the bruises on her face that Zerrex had given her as the Drakkaren coughed; it
wasn’t the fact he’d beaten the crap out of her that was bothering her, obviously, it was the
fact he’d dared to bruise the beautiful features she was so vainly proud of.
This was confirmed by the next words of the tall, infuriated-looking female. “You
bastard! Just because you’re ugly and don’t care about your scales and face properly doesn’t
mean that all of us are the same fucking way, you dipshit! Do you know how fucking long
it takes for a bruise on my face to go away? Do you know what I have to do to make sure
that I heal all smooth and proper and shit, and so my scales don’t start to mull up? No, you
don’t, ‘cause you’re a fuck, and ‘cause you’re an uncompassionate dipshit!”
She continued to fume for a few more moments as Zerrex and Cindy stared at her
seething form, eyes glaring and angry, teeth grit, leaning challengingly forwards before
Zerrex turned to his daughter and said calmly: “See? Cherry’s different. She doesn’t give a
damn that I beat her up. All that matters to her is that I busted her face.”
Before Cindy could respond, Cherry had tackled Zerrex to the ground, the digital
camera flying from his hands – thankfully landing safely on the couch – and then they both
were wrestling on the ground, grappling and actually biting at each other as Cindy merely
stared and watched. After a few minutes of the growling, feral snarling and battering at each
other, she walked out to the kitchen, got the broom and came back in to attempt to poke
them apart with it as she muttered under her breath about overgrown children.
~~~
Despite the issues of yesterday, Lone felt that overall he had made some progress with
this whole issue of the Boss. After all, he’d shot that bitch and he swore that Zerrex looked
like he was going to cry – despite the fact that he’d thrown up afterwards, but he attributed
that to the fucking painkillers and the fact that Zerrex had hurt his stomach so bad and for
whatever he’d had for breakfast… ‘cause he’d eaten breakfast, right? Right? – and then the
scary guys had chased Zerrex off… and sure, it looked like they were down one, because
Cherry had apparently gone off after Zerrex on her own, and Vampire said that meant she
was probably dead now, but that was okay, ‘cause Lone thought from the rapidly-healing
wounds on Vampire’s body that he and the cowardly badger would be enough to take on the
Boss, since Cherry would have probably at least done some good damage to him…
And okay. So Lone’s car had been royally fucked, and Vampire had been forced to steal
someone else’s car and the three of them had taken it to his hotel before he’d gotten the rest
of his cash… and then okay, maybe it had been a bit rough there because then Vampire had
wanted to go to another hotel…
Once in a much crappier room in a crappier hotel – but Lone had been adamant on not
going into the Comfort Town side, citing all the things about the idea he didn’t like: no

room service, no pools, no exercise places, the wrong kind of crowd, bad food, etcetera –
and once settled in, Vampire had then gone over with Tinman some plan thing, and then
he’d asked Lone to give him all the information he had on Zerrex. Lone had done so,
quoting everything he could remember from his destroyed paperwork and wrecked
computer, then adding in his personal experiences, smoothing over the finer details – like
the fact the reptile had made him piss his pants in fear just from the whole gun-to-head
thing…
He’d made sure to go over in detail though, so that the two wouldn’t miss anything or
any details, but Vampire seemed almost bored with the wolf as he tried to get across to the
fellow lupine the total and utter seriousness of the reptile, until finally Vampire had tilted
his head and said in an irritable voice: “Hey, moneymaker, I dealt with the fucker for like,
years and shit. I know the asshole’s methods inside out, so fuck off, will ya? Fucking shit,
man, you’re getting on my nerves!”
Lone had retreated to the other side of the room, feeling slightly hurt at this, then he’d
frowned before turning around again and asking meekly: “Um… Vampire? There’s only two
beds…”
“Yeah, for me and Tinman, shit-for-brains.” responded the black wolf dryly, then he’d
snorted at the look on Lone’s face. “Hey man, you can have the fucking couch or the floor,
whatever suits you. This is still too-classy shit for me, with those beds there, this fucking
kitchenette next to it and the fucking ass couch and entertainment shit over there.” He
jerked his head towards the furniture, snorting. “Damn, man! You hired us, you have to take
care of us!”
“Um… it’s okay, Drake, I can take the couch…” Tinman said meekly, then he shrank
down a bit as Vampire narrowed his eyes at him, leaning across the table on the massive
print-out schematic of the entire town, which Vampire had produced from… somewhere.
In any case, he didn’t look pleased at the badger’s docility.
He laced his thick fingers in front of his muzzle, then he jerked his head at Lone and
spoke in a dark, loud voice: “Two things, assmook. First… don’t fucking call me Drake!
Second’s a question: you scared of that fuck, Tinny?”
Tinman winced and blushed, then he tried to shake and nod his head at the same time,
looking both ludicrous and submissive as he attempted to please who was becoming clearer
and clearer as the head of the operation. “I’m sorry, Vampire, I just… you know how I am,
I just like your name and it’s a good name and stuff-”
“Look, man, don’t avoid the fucking question!” Vampire said angrily, leaning forwards to
grab the collar of the badger and jerk him forwards, Tinny grabbing his wrist as his eyes
widened and he stared at him fearfully, ears flattening back as he trembled rapidly, then the
black wolf tossed a disgusted look at Lone, which made the smaller lupine shrink back and
then gladly turn with a mumble about answering the phone as the object-in-question rang.
“Look! Shithead! He’s-”

But then the small, battered lupine was ignoring the larger one as he picked up the
receiver and said as briskly as he could – but with a voice that still trembled a bit with fear
– “Hello? Lone Wulfe speaking.”
Then the wolf frowned and swallowed as all he heard on the other end was harsh, scared
breathing, and he looked up with worry in his eyes at the arguing Vampire and Tinman:
arguing because Tinny was at least attempting to make some weak defense of himself and
was trying to tug Vamp’s hand away from his throat, where his fingers had already left
bruises on the sensitive skin of the badger. The whiny, cowardly one might have offered
some defense, but the black furred wolf looked like he was in a full rage now about
whatever offense Tinman had committed, or merely because he was trying to argue with the
giant… but then the person on the other end spoke in a strangled, whiny tone: “Mister
Wulfe… what in the name of all that is holy have you started here…”
“Who… wait, is this Mayor Reinhold?” Lone blinked, swallowing thickly as he looked
up at the ceiling. “What… I… sir, what are you talking about?”
“You… you called in those other nutjobs from the Goth Legion, didn’t you, Wulfe?
Don’t lie to me!” The mayor’s voice rose in a half-shriek before he swallowed again and then
lowered his voice, whispering so that Lone had to shove the receiver against his head,
pushing it against the cotton bandages in his ear with a wince. “Listen Wulfe, you get over
here, just you, and talk to me about what’s up. Okay? Okay?”
The wolf nodded immediately, speaking in as soothing a voice as he could while
maintaining a professional, businesslike tone; after all, this just seemed like it was some
misunderstanding that he could easily work out. “Alright… I’ll head over there right now,
I’ll be there as soon as possible, alright, sir? Then we can discuss this as professionals.”
“Yes… yes, fine, Wulfe, hurry…” the mayor spoke in a distracted, lost voice, then he
slammed the phone down and Lone winced at the ping in his ear before hanging up, and
turning back to Vampire and Tinman: the former had gone entirely silent and was looking
at Lone with contempt, and the badger had his head down and was rubbing at his eyes,
body trembling as he stared at the schematics on the table. The white lupine swallowed as
he stepped down from the slightly-raised area beside the beds, then the black wolf stood up
and sneered as he tilted his head, flicking his sunglasses down over his black eyes.
“Are we going for a ride, buddy?” he asked in a voice that was almost pleasant, except for
the undercurrent of deep, biting disgust under the falsely-bright tone. But it only took
Lone a moment to realize that contempt wasn’t for him, and he couldn’t help but twitch a
bit of a smile at it, eyes switching to Tinman before looking back as he bit his lip, then
shook his head.
“Um… no offense, but… this isn’t your kind of deal.” He said carefully, then held up
his hands as Vampire tilted his head and gazed irritably overtop his glasses with him,
holding his hands up and quickly lying glibly: “No, no, I mean, the mayor said specifically
for me to go alone and that he’s really scared of you guys… apparently he had some
contacts spying on us and stuff, and now he wants to meet me alone to talk about payment
and stuff for you guys for uh… helping him out with this whole Zerrex problem.”

The black wolf put his hands in the center of his back and cracked it, then he leaned
away with a grin, looking down at the white wolf with interest. “Well now, mister Wulfe,
then the least you can do is let me drive you there. After all, I have to look out for my
business interests, and, with all due respect, you don’t seem to be able to fight your way out
of a wet paper bag with the condition that Captain Ravenlight has left you in.”
Lone allowed the comment to slip, although he couldn’t help making a bit of a face,
then he tilted his head and laughed a bit. “Well, yeah, but only ‘cause he like… broke my…
everything.” He said lamely, before coughing and then continuing as he turned around and
headed for the door to put on the plain sandal-slippers he’d taken to wearing… a bastard
half-breed of both that were soft and fluffy on the outside, with a cushioned double-strap
that went over the sensitive top of his paw… he was so used to wearing nothing, after all,
except for dress shoes on special occasions; and those were just too heavy for his poor paws
to wear all the time.
So instead he’d bought these at the small store in the shop, with their cushioned soles
and hard bottoms, and he figured they would do well enough until his poor paws were back
to healing… but, as he slipped them on, he felt Vamp loom behind him, then he squeaked
and jumped as a strong hand settled on his buttocks and squeezed, making him stumble
into the paw and yelp again in pain as he twisted around, ears laid back and eyes wide with
shock as Vampire leaned down with that wide grin again, his hand unashamedly now
groping the wolf ’s crotch and squeezing his groin hard enough to elect both fear and pain
as his other pushed his sunglasses up, all the better for him to leer as he said teasingly:
“Damn, wolf. Looks like the only thing big about you is your tummy, but I find it weird
that you got such a firm ass when you got such a soft belly-welly.” Then the black wolf
reached up and poked his stomach, electing a wince from the frightened, white-furred
lupine before Vamp laughed and tossed an arm around his shoulders as he lowered his
glasses and put his other hand on his hips, the wolf breathing a sigh of both relief at the
removal of the hand from his crotch but greater terror as he was pulled against Vamp’s
muscular side and pulled against it, then he shivered as his hot breath rolled over his face
and then he felt his large muzzle press into the fur at his throat, nuzzling, then his jaws
nipped him and an obscenely thick, long and hot tongue rolled over his neck before he
pulled back with another grin, his glasses slipped down to the end of his muzzle so he
could look over them with his eyes glinting. “I think I know what I want for part of my
payment, Lone. Hope your ass can take it.”
Then he laughed and turned, pushing the wolf ahead of him as Lone stumbled and then
whimpered again at the forceful guidance of the black wolf, as he opened the door and then
sent the smaller lupine stumbling into the hallway. Then he followed him out, yelling
something at Tinman before slamming the door and throwing his arm back around Lone,
still grinning down at him as he led him out to the car, expression friendly but eyes leering
over the glasses.
A few moments later found them in the car, Lone trembling and purposefully sitting in
the back seat to avoid any strange requests from the black wolf as Vampire drove with hard
rock blasting from the speakers, tapping his booted foot in time with the beat as he sang

along in his rusty, obnoxious voice, ignoring the wolf for the most part as he grinned out
the window at people he passed. Roughly twenty minutes later, Lone found himself getting
out of the car with a sigh of relief, then walking up towards the closed double doors of the
mayor’s home as Vampire called after him, leaning out the window and shouting over his
music: “Hey, bitch, I’ll be back here in two hours, you assfuck! If you ain’t out here waiting
for me, I’m going to come in there and own you, got that?”
Lone rose a hand and looked over his shoulder, nodding meekly, and Vampire snorted
before he slipped back into the car and then hit the gas as he jerked the wheel around,
causing the tires to scream and the engine to roar as he turned in a sharp semicircle. Then
he roared back out of the long driveway, and Lone breathed a sigh of relief before taking a
breath and walking to the double doors that led inside, reaching one hand up to knock
firmly before he stood back, feeling anxiety rising in his gut at the prospect of facing the
obviously-overwrought bear. Not at dealing with him, no… he’d been through plenty of
rough business deals in his time and he knew just how to handle that, but he really didn’t
want the bastard to break down and cry on him… he had his own issues to deal with, like
that black wolf ’s sexual advances upon him.
The lupine shuddered, then the door opened and the butler bowed him inside, features
as stoic as ever… but a bit more set, as if he was trying hard to keep his natural expression.
The wolf looked at him oddly, frowning a bit as he was led down the halls and back to the
room with the nice fireplace, where he found the Mayor sitting back in a chair, trembling as
he rattled through a collection of crudely-stapled papers in a file folder before he threw it
down on a cluttered folding table in front of him and, instead of rising as the wolf
expected, he merely sunk deeper into his chair and hissed through his teeth a frustrated:
“Wulfe!”
“Your eminence.” Lone said politely, then he took a seat across from him, painting a
mask of deep concern and respect upon his features. “What can I do for your, sir?”
The Mayor swallowed again as he sat back in his chair, grabbing the armrests of the
plushy furnishing before he said in a trembling voice that was almost pathetic in the
pleading tone it took upon: “Please… oh please tell me that they aren’t the Goth
Legionnaires… please tell me they’re fake, that you didn’t get those three, of all the possible
monsters in the world…”
“Your honor, I have them under my control.” Lone lied immediately, smiling a warm,
fake smile as he tilted his head and crossed his arms, but feeling somewhat uncomfortable
all the same at the Mayor’s actions: this was only compounded when the Mayor merely let
out a low moan and reached his hands up to grab his face, running his hands through the
fur on his features as Lone decided another tactic: act as if mildly irritated now at his lack
of faith. “Sir, with all due respect, do you really think that I would-”
The hollow eyes of Reinhold settled on him, making Lone stutter with their total
emptiness, and then the cracked laugh the bear gave stopped any fumbling continuation the
wolf could come up with: there was lunacy in that laugh, and when he spoke next it was
with definite hysteria in his voice. “Oh, I’m sure! I’m sure you can, just like how I could

control Zerrex! Lone, you fool, these people are not interested in money, or whatever else
you have to offer… they’re only interested in carnal bloodlust! In fucking and killing and
making sure that the rich get poor and the poor get rich, all the bad and unjust things in the
world!
“Lone! Perhaps this is all part of some great scheme… after all, the dreaded Captain
Ravenlight left you alive, and I hear in many places they tell stories about him to their
children as the boogeyman!” the Mayor had lapsed into a full rant now, as Lone stared at
this disheveled, formerly-respectable figure, and he realized now that he was sitting across
from a male who had perhaps gone totally insane just because of the presence of a few
scary and weird people: even his clothing looked ragged and worn today, with splatters of
coffee on the breast and cuffs and all rumpled and wrinkled… and the wolf couldn’t help
his slight sneer of contempt and disgust as he leaned away, feeling uncomfortable to be in
the room with this lunatic. But he was still talking, and Lone did sort of wish he’d stop the
raving, if just for a moment… it wasn’t like it was important, anyway. “I traveled much in
my youth, after all, I did… and I heard about this Captain Ravenlight, and his vision of
power and glory and in fact, it was originally I who led him to this place by putting a few
things in his path, it has always been me who has tried to control him through pushing and
removing the police from his path, but he is not only unknowing and heedless of my
manipulations, he doesn’t care! Why, he cares for nothing but violence and sadism and
cruelty and…”
And now the wolf had tuned the mayor out, sighing as he nodded at what felt like the
right parts, rolling his eyes mentally as he sat across from him and muttered darkly. Of
course he knew what Zerrex “Ravenlight” was capable of… he’d had the shit beaten out of
him, hadn’t he? Look at his poor body… it had been so badly savaged that it hurt to move!
And sure, so what if he couldn’t totally control Vampire right now… that didn’t matter that
much, did it? After all… they wanted the same thing in the end: to kill Zerrex. The wolf
certainly had no issues with that, so why even bother trying to exact some control – and he
was sure he could, if not with his money then… then because the big black wolf was scary
but a fag and he was sure he had some sensitive weak part of him – when he didn’t need to?
Besides. They had a good relationship going on right now, right? Working relationship he
meant, just only that, because he definitely did not find Vampire attractive in the slightest,
or Zerrex for that matter, who he had no relationship whatsoever with and definitely did
not want one with, no matter how big he was.
After ten minutes, the Mayor finally stopped. Lone had shaken his disinterest away and
once more feigned solemn agreement and curiosity, then he asked the first question that
came to mind: “Alright sir. Then what are you going to do?”
The Mayor looked surprised at this, then he rolled his eyes back and forth before
leaning forwards and whispering in a conspiratorial voice: “Listen to me, Mr. Wulfe. This
place is extremely dangerous, and my position requires a great amount of courage…
something I cannot manage any more. For many, many years I’ve managed this town,
brought it to the utter and complete beauty you see outside of here and done all I could to
quash that disgusting… pimple of Comfort Town and wipe the industrial zone off the

map… or at least make it unnoticeable among the rapture provided by my little Garden of
Eden…” with this, the Mayor’s face took on both a sorrowful and wondrous look as he
stared at the ceiling and smiled vaguely, then he looked back across at Lone and laughed
dryly.
“But there are people in this town who want to take that away from me… and I cannot
allow that. I cannot allow this paradise to collapse and wither, to become ugly again, like it
was when I first went to work on this beautiful paradise. Nor can I stay here, however… I
warn you, no matter who wins the battle between Zerrex and his ex-soldiers, there will be
no good for you, Mr. Wulfe.” He nodded firmly at this, and Lone winced – more at the fact
that Reinhold had lost his screws then any implications it made for the wolf. But he
couldn’t help leaning forwards with definite interest all the same… this sounded like the
introduction to a business proposal of some sort.
The lupine still found himself taken by surprise, however, when Reinhold leaned in and
murmured: “So I’m going to leave town for a while, and place a temporary mayor in my
stead, until the issues have been taken care of. My brother, the honorable police chief, has
plans to dispose of either the soldiers you hired or Zerrex depending upon who wins this
great war… but I believe, Mr. Wulfe, that you truly meant not to cause any of these
problems, being unaware as you were of the implications of bringing forth such demons as
you have, so I’m going to charge you with a job… no, with a quest! You will take my place,
Lone Wulfe, as the Mayor of Baskin’s Grove while I am gone, as I feel that I can trust you
with this duty above all others here, who would perhaps betray me whilst I was gone.”
Lone grinned widely at this, eyes glinting as he saw the title… the wealth it would
bring… the prosperity… the sexy girls curled up in his arms, his bed, all around him,
begging for a piece of Lone Wulfe because no, he wasn’t just the Lone Wulfe, he was the
Mayor Lone Wulfe! He’d have everything the chicks dug then, hell, everything everyone dug!
Everyone would want a piece of him! And of course it was because he was just all that…
and in no way could Reinhold’s eyes be full of lucid distaste, selecting him only because he
had no one else who was so obviously power-oriented and formed a strange but almost
perfect nemesis contrast to Zerrex… or because he was the perfect throwaway, if things got
out of hand in the town…
Then the white-furred lupine cleared his throat and nodded humbly, tuning his grin
down a polite and flattered smile. “Well, sir, I’m both deeply touched by your proposal and
would be distinctly honored to take upon this position… er, quest… for you. I live to
serve, of course, and would most certainly both maintain your vision and aspire towards
perfecting Baskin’s Grove and taking care of all issues while you were gone-”
“Then it’s settled.” Reinhold interrupted brusquely, as he stood up quickly, then shuffled
through the papers on the desk as Lone stood himself with a blink, then found a fountain
pen and a contract being thrust at him. “Sign here, and I’ve officially handed my power over
to you for an indeterminate time, only to receive it back when I ask for it. You’ll excuse me
now… I have to hurry out of here or I’ll miss my plane: I plan to tour the world until my
brother sends word that everything here has been cleanly taken care of. Good day, Mr.

Wulfe. Enjoy your term as Mayor of Baskin’s Grove and take care of her for me.” The
ursine then turned and quickly walked to the door, but then he paused and glanced over his
shoulder at the lupine. “All the servants have been instructed to obey your orders, of
course… just… please take care of my home.”
“Of course, sir.” Lone said humbly, bowing, then he looked up to wish Reinhold a safe
trip but he was already gone. And then the lupine was left grinning and holding up the
contract, already initialed and signed by Reinhold and some two others – to testify that
Reinhold did sign it of his own free will, he guessed – and now with his own additional
signature on the bottom line. He laughed as he pranced around the room with it, then he
grinned widely and sat again, this time in Reinhold’s cozy chair as he glowed over his luck.
Mayor, Mayor Lone Wulfe! See? Didn’t I say I was going to be the fucking mayor? Mayor!
Yes!
Then the lupine glanced at the other papers scattered over the desk and his grin widened
as he glanced at the doorway. Whatever else, Reinhold had definitely left in a hurry… and
he highly doubted the old nut would be coming back for any of these… and this was
technically his place now, hadn’t that been implied? So everything in it must be his…
including these…
The wolf reached over and picked up a file, then he brightened even further as he
realized what they were: land deals and deeds, with all sorts of ownership and account
information… not to mention complicated land schematics and zoning information.
Maybe Reinhold had been too off to care or realize it… but Lone could whip up a very
nice counterfeit document and some falsified papers to go with it to modify every single
one of these land deeds into his possession… and from the basic city plan that Vampire
had been looking at, he might get off Lone’s… back… if he was given these maps and
blueprints… and the wolf certainly wanted the black wolf to stop riding him.
The double-meaning of the metaphor made the fattish lupine shudder, then he quickly
began to pile papers together, sorting them into three piles – useful, useless and useful for
Vamp.
The wolf then turned and sauntered through what he was already thinking of as ‘his’
home, looking at ‘his’ possessions and going from room to room, ignoring the servants who
tried to steer him away by imperiously telling him that this was his house now, blathering
about what the Mayor had said, then exerting his new power by yelling at one of them – a
petite young maid he came across, sweeping the floor – and demanding that she go and
watch the front of the house for Vampire… and as she meekly left, trying to keep her eyes
cast down towards the floor and ignoring the feeling of his crawling over her body.
Lone couldn’t help but leer and lick his muzzle, giving his own crotch a brief squeeze as
he realized he hadn’t gotten any good sex except for the rape of that waitress bitch, and
wondering how hard it would be to tie that good-looking lady down and fuck her… then
he laughed as he loitered out and headed towards the plush living room he’d spotted,
settling himself on a couch and putting his hands behind his head before looking
interestedly at a nearby bell-toll in the shelf-lined room, then he reached up and tugged it,

causing a tone to sound throughout the house and the butler to appear shortly after. The
wolf grinned at this contraption, then he said rudely in the voice reserved for those under
him – in his mind, pretty much everyone: “Get me those papers from downstairs, and don’t
you go fucking up the piles!”
“Yes, sir.” The horse replied stiffly, then he turned and walked out of the room: several
minutes later he came back with them on a large size silver tray, and the wolf smiled at this.
This was what having power was about…
The wolf once more laid out the piles to his liking as he ordered the butler to go and get
him a sandwich and a beer from downstairs, then he sat and began to go through the mess
of papers, muttering to himself as he now began to set aside a forth pile for himself: files
he definitely wanted to keep, while the rest were so-so and might be good for trade or
liquidation, but that looked about it.
Before the wolf could manage his way through, however, angry stomping through the
house exposed the new presence of Vampire, and then the black wolf threw open the door
hard enough to dig the handle into the wood as he snarled at Lone, who was sitting at the
couch and trying to look smug but only ended up staring as the much-larger lupine threw
out his arms and yelled: “What the fuck are you doing here?”
“This is our house now.” Lone replied meekly, shrinking back into the couch he was on
before he yelped as Vampire snorted and stepped forwards, grabbing him by the throat and
then stepping up beside the couch so he could shove the wolf down into the cushy surface:
it made Lone whimper again as pain seared through his entire body from the beating he’d
taken, even the plush surface of the couch not protecting him from pain. “I thought-”
“I told you to meet me at the front of the house.” Vampire growled, steamrollering the
wolf as he leaned down until they were almost nose-to-nose, staring over his black shades…
which then fell off and bonked the smaller lupine on the head, making him blink and open
his mouth to comment, but those black eyes lacked any sense of comedy as he tightened his
hold around Lone’s throat, cutting into his air supply now. “You listen to me when I give
you a command, bitch. Or I’ll kick your ass from here to hell and leave your broken body
for the Captain to fuck, you got that?”
“Yes, sir!” Lone squealed as Vampire’s strong fingers clenched harder, struggling against
him and grasping his wrist as he shook his head back and forth, trembling hard. “But…
I… I got those papers for you, too… and I was just-”
“Papers?” Now Vampire’s attention turned from the lupine to the stuff on the table, and
he glanced down to see the four piles. He snorted at the first two and reached down to
brush them bad-naturedly off, knocking many of them flying as Lone winced and let out a
quiet mutter behind the black-furred wolf, then he sat up and gingerly began to rub at his
throat as the other looked first at the maps, paging through them, then he frowned and
picked up something from what Lone had deemed the “unusable pile:” mostly newspaper
clippings mixed in with documentation about people around the town. “What’s this?”

Lone shrugged moodily, still massaging his sore throat as he squished himself back into
the chair as much as he could before finally mumbling, after Vampire shot a glare at him:
“Just shit that the Mayor was collecting… stuff on his enemies, political aspirations,
people in the town and some newspaper clippings… nothing important, I think.”
The black wolf cocked his head at the lupine, giving him a look that said plainly how
stupid are you? “Yeah, because I don’t want to know about these fucktards, the Ginsbury
family. They’re only one of Captain Ravenlight’s main connections in Apple Villa.” He
paused, then added: “You numb shit.”
Then he went back to reading over the paper, muttering to himself as he memorized
locations and then grinned slowly at the home address before turning to the wolf, who was
mumbling again. Vampire cleared his throat, and Lone looked up at him with his ears halflowered, eyes widening as he realized the black wolf was watching him and probably had
been for a time. “Yes… sir?” he added after a pause, whimpering a bit at the look in
Vampire’s eyes.
“Did the mayor say anything about this?” the tall lupine asked, tilting his head at the
smaller one and trying to understand just how he could be a businessman and yet be so
stupid. “Or about any of Ravenlight’s other contacts?”
Lone shrugged and continued to speak in a low, sulky mumble: “I dunno. I didn’t pay
attention. Mayor was going fucking bonkers and just ranting on and on…” then he blinked
as he saw Vampire turn and grin, still with the papers in his hand as he walked towards the
door. “Hey, where’re you going?”
“Out.” The black wolf responded smoothly, without even bothering to look at Lone,
and the white wolf made a face before Vampire came back: but before Lone could say
anything, he felt himself shoved back onto the couch before he could so much as stand and
then the larger lupine leaned down, picked up his glasses from the floor, then turned and
left, leaving Lone curled up on the couch and quietly mumbling to himself as he realized
there really was absolutely no way he could exact any control over the psychotic black wolf.
~~~
Zerrex thought that today would at least be a good day: a restful day, while he and
Cherry got ready to prepare a fake body – something Cindy didn’t have to know about,
because it meant finding another Drakkaren about Cherry’s size and killing her. The size
was all that mattered: once Zerrex was done with her, she’d be unrecognizable to the point
that even dental measurements wouldn’t be able to identify her. Of course, they’d kill her
quickly first by snapping her neck or somesuch… Vampire certainly wasn’t much in the
brains department, and combined with the pictures, all Zerrex had to do was lay into the
female with a few hard blows before he killed her. Nothing that would cause excessive pain,
he thought, and Cherry agreed. They could be generous at times, after all.
But as they planned together and Cindy went about doing the chores of the house – she
insisted on doing so, after walking down to Elliot’s to tell him she was alright and babble
about what had been happening at Zerrex’s and how he was improving – the two Drakkaren

ended up looking up from where they sat together as a car screamed into the driveway, and
then there was the sound of feet rapidly sprinting for the broken door that led into the
reptile’s house and fists pounding on it… and thus knocking it open because of how busted
the frame had become from the attack on his home.
Then a pair of females barreled into his home and charged towards Zerrex, one of them
leaping into his arms as she cried hard and the other half-falling and then leaning in the
archway as she rubbed red eyes, trembling hard herself. Sarah and Mel had intruded into his
home, and now the former was laying against his chest in tears, unmindful of everyone and
everything else as he looked at her with concern, then frowned up at Cherry. “Get a bottle
of whisky. The weak stuff.”
‘The weak stuff ’ was actually still obnoxiously strong to anyone other than Cherry and
Zerrex, but at the least it wouldn’t make Sarah drunk off one glass. But amazingly, the collie
shook her head rapidly and sat back, falling off his lap and landing heavily – but apparently
without any regard for it – on her tailbone as she grabbed one of Zerrex’s muscular arms
and hugged it against her, wailing: “They burned my home! Daddy said they burned my
home!”
“What?” Zerrex’s eyes widened in alarm as Sarah sobbed and rocked back and forth,
then he glanced at Cherry again, who nodded and quickly went to fetch two bottles – one
for the semi-hysteric girls – Sarah being hysteric and the trembling, staring Mel the semi –
and the other for her and Zerrex. “Tell me what happened.”
Sarah looked at him, then she managed a smile as Cherry came back in the room, as if
recognizing it was someone unfamiliar before she quietly sat back and rested with her back
against the television, sitting on one of his long-unused games and crushing the case – but
the reptile figured she was putting up with enough as it was. “I… I’m sorry.” She mumbled,
then she swallowed thickly, then wrapped her arms around herself – today she was decked
out in a red halter top and a pair of tight black cloth pants rolled up just past the knee. Her
stockinged paws were mismatched: one was bare, but the other had a plain-looking sandal
on… plain but for the sapphire inset into the leather band that went overtop the foot, that
was. “It… was horrible… wasn’t it, Mel? And there was that scary… fuck.” she spat the last
word, unfamiliar to her as it was.
Mel nodded, trembling: when Zerrex looked up at her, he realized she was definitely
frightened as well… but doing a much better reason at keeping it in check. It made the
reptile respect her a bit more as the vixen looked at him, crossing her arms – arms that were
decked in long rubber gloves that took up the whole forearm – as she looked down quietly.
She wore a plain, shortsleeved blue blouse and a white belly shirt under that, and then a
pair of blue jeans and motorcycle boots that went halfway up the shin… nice looking even
in the reptile’s opinion. But he found the gloves odd… and Mel caught his look, and she
smiled faintly as she held her hands up. “We were in an adult store, giggling like idiots and
browsing when… when Sarah got the call from home… so we ran out and I forgot to take
these off… I dropped some money on the counter anyway, so it should be okay…”

Sarah nodded, her trembles slowly quieting before she took a small, half-filled shot glass
from Cherry as the female returned with two, and then she gave the other to Mel, who
stared at her as Cherry looked her over impassively, then headed over to sit on the couch
and watch as the collie took a slow sip, coughed once, then put the glass aside and looked at
Zerrex – this seemed to calm her more than the liquor. “I… we went back home, and…
Daddy had phoned and said we were in trouble. That there was a problem… that there
was… stuff…” and now she was trembling again as Cindy came and leaned in the doorway,
silent but watching, her eyes full of sadness for the canine.
There was a moment of silence among the entire group, then Mel continued the story in
a quivering voice when Sarah bowed her head forwards and started to quietly cry again.
“Sarah got a phone call and… it said that the house was burning. That someone had set fire
to the mansion and that we should go to a safe place.” She laughed faintly, a distraught,
pained sound. “And like the idiots we were, we decided to go home and see what was
happening, first. Curiosity and…”
“And everything was burning.” Sarah began to speak once more, through her silent tears
as she looked up at Zerrex and clasped her hands in front of her. “The whole mansion…
someone had firebombed it and of course there were firefighters but no police and we came
in from the back… and so when we got there we didn’t see anyone except… expect this big,
scary-looking black wolf.” She laughed faintly, then stared at the ground, swallowing thickly.
“He was… coming towards us. He saw us, inside the fence, so he started coming towards
us… but… then police sirens started up and he kinda… looked… torn, like he wanted to
go after us anyway, but he hesitated and then he ran towards the fence and fucking… did
some acrobatic vaulting trick over it… and then the police showed up they laughed, they
laughed!” Now her tone was anguished, her hands clasping in front of her as she stared at
the ground angrily.
“It’s okay, Mel…” Sarah said quietly, looking at the floor. “The police are bastards.
They’re all corrupt and… it’s no surprise with the chief being the Mayor’s brother…” she
snorted, then added in a nearly-silent voice: “Former Mayor, I mean.”
Zerrex frowned at this additional comment after trading a look with Cherry: it could
only have been Vampire, and whether he was sent in or not, it came down to Lone being
responsible for the suffering of more… more innocent people like these girls just
because… they knew him. Inside, it filled him with rage… but he put that aside for now as
he turned his attention to this new, unexpected piece of information. “What? Reinhold…
resigned?” Does… is that… does that mean I…
But Sarah then shook her head and laughed dryly, looking at the ground as she quietly
wiped her tears away. “He said… he’s taking a temporarily hiatus, that’s what Daddy said,
which is why he’s so sure Reinhold must have ordered it… because he’s left town and left
some… Lone Wulfe guy in charge, an outsider who-”
Zerrex immediately rose to his feet at this, his eyes darkening as he traded a look with
both Cherry and Cindy: the former was now staring at the ground, the latter looked
horrified… and then Zerrex stomped furiously over to the already-broken door that led

outside, slammed it closed, then punched it as hard as he could as he pictured the white
wolf ’s features on the door.
The thick oak door was reduced to splinters, the broken chunks that remained flying
outside from the force of the strike, hinges flying off and pinging off the powerfullymuscled body of the reptile as he stood, leaned forwards, his right arm bleeding again from
the exertion as he breathed slowly… more from anger than exertion. He felt everyone
staring at him… and then Cindy quietly came up, took him by the shoulder, then turned
him around and took his fist, massaging his hand quietly open as she looked up at him
softly. “Let’s fix you up again, Dad. I don’t want you hurting yourself.”
Then she quietly led Zerrex back to the living room and to the couch, removing his
bandage – making Sarah turn almost as green as the reptile at the sight of the deep rip in
his arm as Mel paled slightly, and Cherry went off to get the suturing kit the reptile kept in
the bathroom before returning and listening absently as Cindy calmly told the story of
what had happened between Lone and Zerrex as she began to sew the Drakkaren’s wounds
back up, as he put his free hand in his muzzle and bit down on it with his eyes clenched
shut, ignoring the constant burn of the needle and focusing instead on Cindy’s story. Even
Cherry found herself taking interest in it… especially the parts that had to do with her.
By the time Cindy was done, Zerrex was bandaged and stitched tightly up with a
crisscross pattern that was exceedingly more difficult but also wouldn’t pop as easily. Even
though the female knew they’d probably end up replacing the stitches on a daily basis
anyway, or at least until Zerrex ceased to bleed from every major exertion. Then she’d sat
back and listened until Cindy had finished, watching the reactions of the two as she crossed
her arms and leaned back.
Then Zerrex had looked at Sarah and said quietly, stumbling somewhat over his words:
“Lone is trying to get to me through you. He’s willing to… to hurt innocent people like
you and… and I don’t like that. I… need you two to find a safe place while I deal with
Lone and Vampire. I don’t want them… I don’t want either of you getting hurt.” The
Drakkaren said plaintively, looking from one to the other.
Sarah looked on the verge of crying again, but her eyes were full of a different emotion
now as she trembled hard and hugged herself tightly, and Mel was looking at the reptile
with compassion and warmth in her eyes before she smiled a bit, glancing down as she said
softly: “You forgot to take the video with you, you know.”
“Did I?” Zerrex laughed a bit, surprised but then realizing it was true: he’d gotten
involved in exploring the fox’s masochistic submissive streak… and so he had ended up not
bringing the camera with him, right, right… “I did, that’s right. I hope you enjoyed the
footage, then.”
“We both did.” Mel said, glancing at Sarah and making her blush deeply. Then she
stopped, the vulpine perhaps realizing sexual talk wasn’t the best right now for the canine as
she glanced down at the ground, took a sip of her whisky, and finally winced before saying
softly: “We can go out to my parents’ cabin for a few days. Will that be enough?”

Cherry snorted quietly at this, then spoke for the first time as she reached out and put
an arm around Zerrex’s shoulders. “We’ll stop Vampire tonight. That’ll put a major dent in
whatever else Lone has planned… and then we’ll strike at him as quickly as possible after
that. But Vamp tonight…” she glanced at Zerrex for confirmation, and the huge Drakkaren
nodded, flexing his right arm slowly and looking down at the bandage for any spots of
blood through the thick cloth.
Then he stood up and walked over to Sarah, kneeling and hugging her quietly, making
her close her eyes and press against him for a few moments as he said softly over her head,
staring at no one but speaking to all of them: “Vampire is going to die tonight. I pass
judgment on him as the Boss… just like Lone. I won’t let either of them hurt the people of
this town anymore. Especially the innocent people like you.”
Then he quietly squeezed Sarah before gently helping her up to her feet; she kicked over
her glass of whisky, spilling a bit of it onto the carpet, but the Drakkaren ignored that as
he gently guided her over to Mel. The vixen looked up at him softly as she took Sarah from
him, then quietly led her out with a single, soft: “Thank you.”
Zerrex merely nodded in reply, then he walked back into the living room and sat down
on the couch, staring at the schematic on the living room floor as he stretched his feet out
into the thin air where the table had once been, putting his arms quietly around Cindy and
Cherry as he kissed the forehead of the former, then turned and looked into the eyes of the
other for a moment before kissing her gently. She returned it, and then Zerrex laughed
faintly as he threw his head back and stared up at the ceiling. “Some family we are.”
“Family?” Cherry’s voice sounded surprised, almost hesitant… and then she gave an even
fainter laugh as she pressed against Zerrex’s side and gently turned to rub a hand down his
chest as Cindy simply closed her eyes and wrapped her arms around him, curling against his
body tightly. “I… Zerrex, that’s a scary concept.”
But when the reptile looked at her, she merely gave another nervous glance down before
nodding and closing her eyes, resting her head against his shoulder as she whispered: “I
guess I can try that though. For you.”
Zerrex nodded, and for about half an hour they merely sat together like that, curled up
quietly in each other’s arms until Cindy began to fall asleep, and so Zerrex told her to go to
bed: she complied sleepily, and then Zerrex told Cherry softly that it was hunting time now.
Cherry had brightened at this prospect, then looked at Zerrex and said teasingly: “Can you
really bring yourself to do this after your pretty little speech?”
The reptile smiled slightly, then he said softly: “I don’t care about anyone except those
around me. So sure. I’ll do whatever I have to do to kill Vampire… whether it’s more sins or
not.”
“Good.” “Cherry responded with a snort, then she followed Zerrex out to the garage:
before they left, however, he dug out a long, plain wooden board he’d been intending to use
for… something… and then placed it firmly inside the doorway to his home, more to
protect from weather than anything else. Then he closed the garage door and nodded

towards the road. Cherry blinked at this, then asked irritably: “Walking? You’re shitting
me.”
Zerrex merely looked at her, then he pointed at the ruins of his treasured motorcycle,
which a deep, long rend around the back section and had both the central block and seat
broken into junk: with all the other damage that had been done to it, it looked like a small
heap of scrap metal that just happened to look like a bike. “After what you did to my bike,
you bitch? It’s the only form of transportation we got. You can hotwire a car once we come
across one, I promise.”
“Fucktard.” Cherry muttered, but she complied, following the reptile’s brisk walk: she
glanced at the first two cars they passed, but Zerrex shook his head and Cherry inwardly
agreed. They had both been small… uncomfortable for them and not good for carrying an
unhappy passenger. But the next they came across was an old, broken up, rectangular-backed
van, and Zerrex nodded at this.
The female Drakkaren grinned widely, then she reached forwards and tried the handle: it
opened, which was another small bit of luck, as the people of this area mostly relied upon
Zerrex’s protection and had gotten used to the fact they could count on things being left
alone instead of vandalized or stolen. Then Cherry slipped over to the driver’s side as
Zerrex leaned against the ugly-brown truck, then he glanced up as he saw a squirrel heading
towards him, looking nervous and obviously displeased as she held out her hands and said
in a whiny, the-world-is-against-me voice: “That’s my truck!”
“It’s not a truck.” The reptile glanced back at it, as if to make sure, then he looked down
at the small female with irritation, glancing over her unlovely features and bushy tail before
reaching down to prod her forehead when she got too close, sending her stumbling
backwards with the simple poke from his finger as he said dryly: “You’ll get it back. Now
get lost or I’ll have to be more persuasive.”
The idiot squirrel tried to approach again though, whining about her life and poverty
and wheedling how he had always protected them, first pacing back and forth before
moving forwards again and speaking loudly. Zerrex could see a crowd of people gathering
now in the windows, probably just to see what was going to happen to the squirrel: after all,
their things were his, that much had been made clear at the beginning. Even their lives
meant little to him, and if he had to use one of them, as he would now, so be it. He was
their idol god, their protecting demon: he gave, but he took away as he saw fit and as he
needed, like right now. But usually he gave back… yet this dumb soccer mom chick had
pissed him off enough and was again walking forwards after he’d roughly shoved her back,
now squalling like a whiny toddler…
This time, Zerrex threw a right hook, his features calm and expressionless at always – or
perhaps they had a tinge of boredom as his fist collided with her face hard enough to send
her flying sideways – nowhere near his full strength, of course, but he figured that knocking
her out was a good way to get her to leave them alone. And did she ever crunch when she
went down and landed, prone, in a slumping pile on her side, completely unconscious. But

before he could make any comments or do much more then flex his half-naked body,
Cherry had gotten the van started and so he simply climbed in instead.
Then they drove slowly through the town to the main bridge, keeping their eyes open
before Zerrex commented that the kind of person they were looking for would probably be
in Apple Villa… and then that they could just cut off most of her legs and arms if it was
going to be a problem to find anyone Cindy’s size. But the female Drakkaren had merely
snorted, then gestured with a grin at a billboard across the way, with a tall, red-scaled
female Dragokkaren wrapped in nothing but a towel on it as she murmured: “Endorsed by
Faye Crawford, from right here in Baskin’s Grove. Who wants to be she lives in Apple Villa
and is about my size?”
Zerrex glanced at the billboard with a frown, then he said slowly: “Alright. But
Dragokkaren have wings, Cherry. And it’ll be rather obvious if I cut them off.” But it was
true; cousins to the Drakkaren, Dragokkaren were rare nowadays because of their use in
wars due to two things – larger muscle mass, and great height. Zerrex himself was a halfbreed of both: exactly the way he thought of himself, as well. He had nothing to be proud
of in his heritage, he felt. He was just a bastard half-breed who had ascended the ranks
because of his physical supremacy and who had no intentions of doing anything but
continuing to do the same.
Then he caught Cherry staring at him, and he turned with a slight frown at her.
“What?” he asked, tilting his head, an irritable look crossing onto his face. She’s looking at
me like I just let a naked, big-breasted whore out of some dungeon somewhere…
“Hey, fucktard. This is Vampire. This is the wolf who couldn’t find his own ass with
both hands and a flashlight. This is the wolf who we once had to inform that the clitoris
and the vagina are two different things. This is the guy who ate an unevolved bull penis
because we told him it was a cow tongue.” The female replied drolly, still with that
disbelieving, mildly-disgusted look on her face. “Fuck, Zerrex! I mean, there’s such a thing
as overestimating your enemy…”
The reptile coughed, then he mumbled under his breath before saying finally: “It’s been
a long time, Cherry. I tried to forget the Goth Legion as best I could, and Vampire wasn’t
one of my more pleasant memories.” He stopped, then added softly: “Unlike you.”
The female Drakkaren twitched at this, then she glared at him before looking out at the
road and coughing, then she looked out the passenger side window and blushed as they
crossed the central city bridge before finally staring ahead and mumbling in an embarrassed
voice: “Keep that shit to yourself. I’m fine with you beating me, and raping me, and even if
you want to humiliate me or make me your total slave-bitch, but please don’t tell me you
love me.” She stopped, then reached over and took Zerrex’s hand as he blinked and looked
at her with softness. “At least… not when anyone else is around, okay?”
“I understand, Cherry.” Zerrex smiled at her, and it was a smile that made her feel like
her heart would melt… if she let herself act like she had a heart, that was. So she quickly
coughed and ignored his expression, looking stoically back out the window to begin

steering deeper into Apple Villa, glancing back and forth as the reptile said softly: “Try
heading to the upper quadrants of town… the richer areas are away from Comfort Town.”
Cherry nodded, then they spent roughly half an hour driving through the small town
that was dominated by massive mansions and estates on this side: finally Cherry settled on
one street, staring at a massive three-piece billboard with their target sprawled out across it
and a grin on her features, her blue eyes accented in this one as the female compared their
bodies and found it wouldn’t take too many modifications… she drove up the street, then
turned to go back down, stating as Zerrex glanced at her questioningly: “I’m sure she’s
here… that billboard looks like it’s been touched up a few times from the new paint on
it… and there ain’t been no fucking billboards nowhere else, nearly.” She paused, then
grumbled: “Now only if she had her fucking name on the fucking gate to one of these big
ass houses…”
“Stop the car.” The other Drakkaren demanded, and Cherry immediately did so, the
instinct ingrained in her for so long to follow his orders without question that it still hadn’t
left. She grinned widely, about to make a comment about the little bit of pleasure it had
put through her, but Zerrex was already getting out of the passenger seat and had slammed
the door. The female Drakkaren immediately followed him out, about to ask what was up
before gaping at the iron-wrought front gates with the word “CRAWFORD” in scrolling,
golden plating across the front, the W and F slyly changed into handles. “It’s the newest
thing here in Apple Villa. I got… I was in another house that had the initials of the
family… and if you look around, you see a lot of names on the gates.” He snorted. “I guess
it makes it easier for the post, at least.”
Cherry reached up and rubbed the back of her head, then mumbled: “Damn. I was
kidding, you know…” then she paused and glanced back and forth before waving her arms
and hissing: “Zerrex! We’re in like, not-broad-but-still-really-bright daylight! Are you sure
this is… oh, you fucking retard.”
Zerrex had already leapt over the plain, ten foot high stone walls that connected into the
wrought-iron main gates that were shorter but probably alarmed… and it would have been
a neat trick, too, if the reptile hadn’t been eight feet tall. But all he had to do was reach up,
get a good grip on the cement and vault-roll his body overtop: an easy feat for his great
strength and agility. Cherry muttered, but followed with the same maneuver, having to hop
a bit to get a good hold and kicking off the wall itself to do a strange handspring-forwards
roll overtop, but it got her in as she landed in a crouch in some bushes and then cursed.
“Fuck! I stepped in… shit!”
The last curse wasn’t because it was what she had fallen in, but because there was already
a pair of unevolved, huge-as-hell guard dogs sprinting towards them, foaming at the mouth
and barking wordlessly: well, with the blessing of silence came the curse of fangs and teeth
that, like them, had been trained to kill. Except they just went for the throat and fuck
everything else… plus as Cherry glanced around over the plush, huge lawn that was shaded
by trees placed too perfectly to be anything but landscaped, she could see at least two other
pairs of Rottweiler guard dogs heading towards them… so she quickly ran up to the other

side of Zerrex as the big reptile slumped forwards, his emerald eyes glaring as he presented
himself as the best target, his body loose and arms hanging as the dogs rapidly charged in,
then one leapt high as the follower went for his stomach.
The reptile took out the leaper with a hard, full-arm bash that caught its head and side,
crumpling its ribcage and breaking its neck, sending it flying to the side as he brought his
knee up into the gut of the other as it leapt for his stomach: it sent it flying backwards, and
Zerrex – who liked animals more than people, but not when they tried to kill him –
immediately stepped forwards and stomped down on its neck with a brisk turn of his heel,
crushing its windpipe and snapping vertebrae beneath one booted foot as foam and blood
poured from its muzzle and it spasmed on the ground, wide-eyed.
Cherry had already thrown one of the others into its pal, starting a brief fight between
the two guard dogs as the other pair leaped at her: one of them received a falling axe kick
for its trouble, shattering the skull of the unevolved dog while the other circled and tried to
pounce her from behind, leaping high for the throat: but at the last moment, Cherry bent
her knees and ducked forwards, and the animal’s jaws latched onto thin air before she stood
up quickly and swept her head back with her teeth grit, slamming into its stomach hard
enough to make it give a whispery yelp and send it flying backwards into the wall.
She quickly ran over to take care of it as Zerrex ran forwards to deal with the other two
dogs, which had finally untangled themselves and were now rushing forwards again,
maddened by the sight of Cherry’s back: but the reptile caught them both by the back of
the neck, then he winced as he lifted their spasming, biting and clawing forms off the
ground, bodies twisting and limbs flailing at the air, foam spilling from their muzzles and
one of them sending a fine spray of piss into the air out of sheer excitement before the
reptile made a disgusted face and clenched his fists, shattering their necks and then
dropping their limp bodies to the ground as he rubbed his hands against his pants, trying
to get rid of the smeared blood and hair that matted his fingers.
Cherry had already stomped the last canine, and now she walked back, looking disgusted
as she dragged her foot against the ground, then she glanced around at the trees with a
disgruntled look on her features. “You got anything that can take out the rest of the
security probably laced through this place, Zerrex?”
“You’re the one who brought me the grenades.” The reptile replied flatly, then he shook
his head as he glanced around at the small clumps of trees. “There’ll probably be more
servants than security inside… those dogs seemed good enough for most. A bit too vicious
though, if you ask me…”
Cherry nodded, then she pointed to the plain driveway beside the gates that led towards
the house. “Let’s take the main route then, since we’re already fucked if there’s cameras…
and yeah, I know what you mean.” She continued, as they walked down the carefullymaintained asphalt drive. “I’m pretty sure they were being drugged… I’ve never seen guard
dogs go that crazy before.”
Zerrex nodded back, then he glanced up towards the doors and reached an arm out to
stop the female Drakkaren before jerking his head to the right silently. She nodded

immediately, and the reptile reflected that she had so many likeable qualities: one of them
definitely being her ability to take orders in a situation that demanded for teamwork. He
quickly led her to the right in a slow arc until they reached the plain stone wall – ignoring
the huge, glass windows as they walked along it; if they were seen, they were seen and it
would just change the rules of the game – and he pointed out the camera at the top of the
huge, recessed archway that led into the doorway. It was about fifteen feet off the ground,
and Cherry looked at Zerrex questioningly before the male vehemently shook his head with
a glare that said: You have dog crap on your shoes. No boost for you.
She rolled her eyes with a dramatic, silent sigh and a fake snort, then she bent and
motioned for the reptile to boost up on her shoulders. He nodded, then quickly stepped up
and balanced himself by putting a hand against the wall as she grabbed his ankles and held
him steady, then stood.
Zerrex reached out, then he grabbed the camera with both hands and glanced down at
Cherry. She looked up, then rolled her eyes and nodded, waving one hand in a slow circle
that said: go ahead. Zerrex smiled amusedly, then he tensed his shoulders before jumping
forwards as Cherry leapt back and released his ankles, the reptile bringing his legs up before
kicking down and yanking at the same time, and the camera tore off with a loud crunchpop and a sizzle of electricity.
That disabled, Zerrex tossed it aside and looked up at the sparking arm that had
attached the camera to the archway before he looked at the female Drakkaren, smiled
serenely, and opened the oak door without worry for alarm – it was still during work hours,
after all – as he bowed and swept his other arm forwards over his chest. “After you.”
“Dumbass.” Cherry snorted, but she did grin at the prospect of first blood as she walked
inside, followed closely by the large male as he silently closed the door behind himself. They
found themselves in a massive entrance hall… but both could detect the sound of servants
cleaning nearby, and so they let their hearing guide them into another narrow hall, then
down to an open door and they both walked into a small guest bedroom to find a stallion
in a butler’s uniform slowly scrubbing a stain on the floor before he looked up… and his
eyes widened as he opened his muzzle to speak.
Before he could, Cherry was across the room and had shoved him down into the floor,
snarling as she straddled him and leaned down with a tilt of her head, grinning viciously.
“Hey, we just got a question for you, asshole. Where’s Faye, huh? Tell us, pretty please?”
“Upstairs, third floor… tanning room, last I heard… please, oh please-” But that was as
far as he got before Cherry briskly snapped his neck and then got up, turning back to
Zerrex and then snorting at the irritated look on his features. Before she could speak,
however, he merely rose a hand for silence as he tilted his head upwards, and Cherry
frowned before looking up herself as they both heard what vaguely sounded like feminine,
angry screeching.
The two went back out, then proceeded to wander through the maze of corridors,
following the sound… which was growing steadily louder until they reached what was
apparently the kitchens, where there was no less than five servants – three of them big,

bulky males wearing short shorts and tight tank tops, apparently cleaning staff who
doubled as being eye candy. The other two were petite and ugly-looking maids in loose and
ugly-looking clothing, currently tossing sidelong glances at the tall Dragokkaren female
who was in a full rage, her wings furled but slightly extended instead of folded down
against her back – a necessary trick that most Dragokkaren learned unless they wanted to
buy specialty shirts all their lives, but this was circumvented for today by the female because
she was wearing nothing but a two-piece bikini.
“I want my fucking pool clean, do you hear me? C, L, E, A, N! Clean! Clean, you
idiots!” she raged, storming back and forth as she gestured, then she suddenly whirled on
the maids as she made some disgusted motions at the males, who quickly turned and left
through an opposite door as she began another tirade. “As for you two, where the fuck is
my lobster and caviar? Why is this taking all day? I am hungry now, now, not later, I am
hungry now!”
Cherry made a face as Faye Crawford continued to rant and stomp back and forth,
snarling furiously, before one of the maids finally turned and ran out, chased by her angry
yells as she left through a side door, nearly in tears as the other continued to work furiously,
cutting up lobster and stirring a pot of some unidentifiable, rich-smelling stuff before
Zerrex pushed open the door and walked inside. Faye immediately turned to him, then she
huffed as she looked over him with contempt. “What the fuck do you want? I’d ask if you
were a model from the agency but you’re too fucking ugly, despite that nice bod you got
there… but it’s all scarred up!” she snorted and raised a hand, waving it dismissively at him
as the maid turned and then froze, her eyes widening as she realized who exactly Faye was
blowing off as she turned, tilted her muzzle in the air, and said in a condescending tone:
“Look, whatever you’re here to do, do it fast at least.”
“Alright.” Zerrex said mildly, then he stepped forwards, wrapped an arm around her
neck, and jerked her back against his body as she gagged and began to choke, clutching at
his arm as he cut into her air supply to stop her from screaming, then he turned around as
she struggled weakly, Cherry looking at him with amusement as he asked in the same calm
tone, ignoring her struggles and the flapping of her wings as she tried to extend them in the
narrow space of the huge kitchen: “About right?”
“Yeah… but I realized we need a few other things too.” Cherry’s eyes glinted, then she
looked at the maid and barked: “Hey you! Get a fucking sheet and some duct tape, you got
five minutes and then I come looking and killing! And if you tell anyone, I’ll know, so don’t
even think about it, bitch…”
At the look in her eyes, the maid swallowed thickly before nodding and turning to
quickly run about her newly-given duties, as Faye managed a squawk and then a small
squeal as she managed to get one of her wings against a burner, torching the sensitive
membrane as she immediately brought her wings back in, and Zerrex tightened his grip
around her throat to still her as he leaned down and whispered softly: “Keep fighting, and
I’ll cut your wings off right here, right now.”

The calm, cold voice of the Drakkaren cut through even the female’s hysteria, and she
immediately halted, slowly curling her wings in as she began to cry and then managed to
speak in a rasping voice: “Please… please take anything you want… I’ll do anything, give
you any money… you can fuck me, I’ll… I’ll suck your cock for you, I’ll make it good and
I’ll let you fuck me all day if you want… but please, just don’t hurt me, don’t leave any
marks…” and now her hands slowly were slipping down, back to the Drakkaren’s crotch to
rub it, making him look overtop her with a slight grin to Cherry as the other female
grinned widely herself now, watching as Faye slowly manipulated Zerrex’s crotch, tried to
slip up enough so they could slip under the huge male’s waistband. “Please…”
“We’ll see.” The Drakkaren replied, not swayed in the slightest from his original
intention of killing her… but raping her might in fact be a good idea, after all, especially if
they were going to dump her body naked… so he merely filed that away and spread his legs
a bit to better enjoy the feeling of her pushing and rubbing at his crotch, then playing with
him as her hands managed to get down below his waistband and she leaned back, trembling
a bit as he closed his eyes, not letting himself get excited but letting out a sound of amused
pleasure all the same as he controlled himself only through strict discipline, but feeling the
urge to jump here right here, right now, growing nonetheless.
Then the maid was back, with a large silk sheet and a roll of masking tape: it earned her
a hard rap on the head from Cherry, stumbling her and causing her to moan in pain as she
grabbed her temple, but it would work nonetheless. Then she stepped forwards and said in
a teasing voice: “I know you must just be loving the feel of him, baby, and don’t worry,
you’ll get plenty of chance to suck his cock like you just begged for… but for now, we’re
gonna tape you up to make sure you don’t struggle. Then we’re going to take you someplace
special, and you’re going to help us with something very important. You’ll love it, baby,
don’t worry.” The female Drakkaren laughed and winked, then she pulled a long strip of
tape out from the roll as a dark grin spread over her features. “So get your hands out of his
pants and put them behind your back, wrists together.”
It took her ten minutes in total to tape up the unfortunate Faye Crawford, rolling it
around her muzzle, her wrists, her ankles, and then throwing the sheet over her head and
running several long strips of the sticky stuff around the outside of it, as if she were an
expensive lamp fixture or statue. Then, after being given a warning not to move, spread her
wings, or wave her tail around, Zerrex had hefted her over his shoulder and they had simply
left, Cherry giving the maid a somewhat irritated look at not having a good enough reason
to kill her that the big male would allow her to.
This time, they’d simply walked out the iron gates and headed to the van, Zerrex tossing
her unceremoniously into the back like a piece of luggage before climbing in himself as his
femme fatale partner got into the front and reached down to reconnect the wires she’d
yanked out to turn the car off, muttering as she fumbled through them once more as Zerrex
tore the sheet open and freed Faye from her bonds after making sure that she couldn’t lunge
at the back doors and knock them open. With the back of the van being nothing but a wide
open space, it gave the reptile maximum “fun” potential… but equally it would make it

difficult if the doors didn’t lock from the inside. But fortunately, they did, so he didn’t have
to worry about her managing to leap free somehow in the middle of their… activities.
Once she was freed, she immediately curled in the corner against the passenger side of
the seat, staring at Zerrex with horror as he tilted his head and then glanced up at Cherry.
“So should I take her up on her offer, then?”
“I think you should.” The female Drakkaren replied with a grin, leaning back as she
drove along the street. “I’ll get us back to Comfort Town… and I figure we can just use our
hands for the rest after you’re done with her. Pity I can’t participate… make her scream
good and loud so I can get off to it later, huh?”
“Once we’re back in Comfort Town.” Zerrex responded calmly, then he reached down
and undid his fly, pushing his pants down and then his boxers as Faye continued to stare
with utter terror, her barely-clothed body crushed back against the doors. “First, I want you
to take off your bathing suit, then come over here and suck my cock.”
The Dragokkaren trembled violently, her eyes widening slightly in fear at the huge
reptile as she saw that not only was his entire body massive, even his flaccid, gigantic penis
was ridiculously gargantuan. She swallowed thickly in horror, but then she forced herself to
smile, saying faintly: “Oh my… but… but don’t you have such a big, strong-looking penis
there…”
“Interested, are you?” The Drakkaren couldn’t resist his own slight smile, his eyes cold
but avid: Cherry, on the other hand, grinned widely as she drove towards Comfort Town –
slowly, to give Zerrex a good amount of time to have some fun with the Dragokkaren they
had just kidnapped. It looked like they definitely had someone who was willing to go to any
lengths to protect her most vaunted possession: her body. And it seemed that she thought
she could use that same thing as the perfect bargaining chip, as she trembled and watched
the huge male with terror, but at the same time began to strip her bathing suit and tried to
keep up her sexual appeal and look of willing submission.
She carefully climbed to her knees, reaching up behind herself at the same time to unclip
the plain clasp that held her bikini top tight, then she allowed it to fall free, unveiling her
impressive, firm breasts before she reached up to squeeze the large swells, arms out to the
sides as she tried to look at him seductively, attempting to swallow down her fear as she
tried to meet his eyes. “I’m… I’m very interested, and I just… can’t wait to play with that
big rod of meat of yours and… taste it in my mouth…”
The female trembled a bit again, then she slowly reached down to push the plain bottom
of her bikini down before Faye slowly lowered herself to all fours and began to crawl
forwards across the van towards the huge male, leaving herself entirely nude as she tilted her
gaze up to his, meekly licking at her own muzzle before half-lidding her eyes again, unable
to hide the fear in them… but little did she know that was only adding to Zerrex’s interest
as he continued to rest on his knees, back straight, hands laced tight behind his back as his
smile widened a touch more.

Then Faye was on all fours in front of him, trembling violently and her eyes full of fear
as she looked slowly up at him, then she glanced back down, nervously looking at the huge,
still-soft flesh of the Drakkaren’s giant cock before leaning slowly forwards and quietly
reaching up to grasp the flaccid but enormous flesh of his penis with one hand, squeezing
it slowly and then lowering her head to silently lap at the head of Zerrex’s shaft, eyes
looking up at him with a mix of terror and submission. Then her trembles only increased as
the Boss reached forwards and gently set one hand on the back of her head, his smile
turning to a grin as he nodded slowly and whispered quietly: “That’s it. I’m glad you don’t
need much instruction… it’s a nice change of pace. I want you to rub it all over your face
first… and then I want you to put the whole thing in your mouth, throat it… I get the
feeling you’ve done this before.”
The Dragokkaren trembled again, then she silently nodded and let out a quiet whimper
as she slowly drew the huge length of his flaccid penis along her muzzle, pushing her
beautiful, attractive features against his thick, obsidian member as Zerrex murred hungrily
under his breath, watching her with definite arousal and entertainment burning in his eyes
and keeping one hand idly on the back of her head as the other rested on his hip. The
reptile murred hungrily as he felt himself beginning to stiffen up against the face, as Faye
whispered quietly: “Yes… it’s… so strong and powerful… I’ll obey all your wishes…
Master…”
“Excellent…” Zerrex breathed softly, watching her with carnal desire burning in his eyes,
the reptile slowly licking his own muzzle as he watched her rub his huge member in slow
circles against her face, before dragging it down to the end of her muzzle and pushing it up
and down along her lips, holding it firmly against her mouth before she slowly drew back,
stroking it gently in one hand – one hand that was barely able to wrap around the huge
cock despite her long fingers. She watched it with, trembling slightly as she gazed at the
powerful meat, watching it thickening and growing, larger and larger, then she slowly
rubbed the massive shaft against her cheek with a tremble, eyes closing and letting out a hot
breath: one that was almost tinged with desire. It made Zerrex grin wider as he gazed down
at her, watching as she guided the massive length up and down along her muzzle as it
hardened and lengthened.
After some unknown period of time, the Dragokkaren found herself almost panting as
she breathed hard, staring up at the huge Drakkaren and over his powerfully bemuscledbody with a series of trembles rolling through her body, staring at the massive malehood
she was now slowly rubbing in one hand, hungrily gazing over it, then up at the huge reptile
as she whispered softly: “You’re so very huge… so very big… so very powerful… oh, let
me lick it… please…”
Zerrex’s eyes burned as he looked down at her, reaching down to squeeze her shoulder
firmly and keeping the other tight to the back of her head, pulling her forwards to press her
mouth against his hard, near-three-feet of girthy cock as he murred lightly in his throat,
rocking his hips slowly to grind his gigantic length against her muzzle. As he gazed down at
her, and the mix of fear and lust in her eyes, he came to realize that although she was doing
this out of terror… she was definitely aroused at the same time from the burning in her

irises. She’s so shallow she thinks that I won’t dare hurt her, just because I’m interested in
her body… and because she thinks this is just like one of her old porn shoots… “Lick it,
bitch. Lick all of my big shaft… then put my cock in your mouth and deepthroat it…” He
paused for a moment as he easily held her gaze with his own, then he grinned slowly wider.
“I bet big guys like me are what get you off most, huh, you little slut?”
“Yes… yes Master… ooh, I can’t wait to take all of your big cock down my throat…”
she trembled harder, but it was with lust that her eyes traveled over his huge length before
she slowly moved forwards and began to drag her tongue over the hot, thick member,
tasting his flesh, inhaling his smell, and pleasing some dark, hidden part of her that lusted
for the sex, that wanted to suck this behemoth cock and then ride it hard, feel it tearing up
into her again and again and filling her with pleasure… but most of all, because even
though she was being raped and violated and forced against her will, she felt wanted. She
felt more beautiful than she ever had before, with the lust and sheer sexual joy that the huge
male was looking down at her with… and so it was a good thing, right? Despite her fear of
him… she felt too that nothing bad could happen or come from this. Because she felt the
ecstasy of being attractive again, even if she was being treated as just a mouth and cunt for
fucking…
Her tongue slid over the thick flesh as she half-lidded her eyes, hand stroking up and
down the top side of the gargantuan flesh, barely able to believe that such a gigantic penis
could exist… but knowing all the same such did, and that there was probably even bigger
cocks out there as well. Then she felt the hand pressing on the back of her head firmly,
guiding her down, and she willingly brought her tongue lapping and muzzle rubbing down
the huge penis, her other hand moving up to grasp it as well, both stroking and massaging
along the gargantuan cock as her muzzle moved to press into his enormous testicles. She
inhaled his musk, and it was stronger here… but his scent only made her want him more, as
she gently kissed and then mouthed one of the huge, navy-blue orbs before dragging her
tongue slowly up from his sac and the base of his cock, working her way back up and away
as she moved a hand down to play with his enormous balls as she returned her focus to his
long black penis.
Zerrex allowed her to move back to his cock with a wide grin, looking down at her
hungrily, squeezing lightly into her shoulder and massaging gently against her skull with
one hand as she grasped his huge member near the base with one hand, as her head moved
all the way back and up to the tip, licking at it teasingly before rolling her tongue slowly
around the head. Then she looked up at him with definite hunger and want in her eyes with
a lust that all but begged for his cock, and the reptile licked his muzzle before nodding and
letting the hand not on the back of her head stroke her face gently, saying softly: “Take it
all in. I want to see you take my whole cock down your throat.”
“Yeah, you take all that big boy down, babe… we’re almost at the bridge, R… Zerrex.”
Cherry added from the front, stopping in traffic to turn and grin widely at the two. Zerrex
could see a faint flush in her features as he glanced back, and she was fidgeting and shifting
slightly, but that was all: had he bothered to actually look, he would have seen the vicious
female had dropped her pants and the thong below to lightly massage and toy at her clitoris

and vagina as she drove, watching the two hungrily in the rearview mirror: even though all
she could see was Zerrex’s back, she could almost smell the sex that she knew was going to
happen, and could easily imagine from the sounds what the model was doing to the boss’s
giant cock.
Zerrex nodded, rolling his shoulders slowly and grinning a bit as Faye looked startled by
this, but flushed at the same time: somehow, the fact she was being kidnapped seemed to
only add to whatever strange fantasies she had. It certainly did make her feel more beautiful,
more wanted in her twisted mind… and also paraded images of her being forced to submit
to the powerful reptile’s sexual urgings for a while, too, which would be uncomfortable,
sure… but then other fantasies rose in her mind, of him slowly turning from beast to
handsome charming prince, of them getting all those nasty scars taken out of his body –
and she was sure he’d be a very, very attractive male then. And then they’d live together in a
palace far more beautiful than the mansion she had, and everyone would be jealous of her
and the big-cocked, handsome hulk she had valiantly struggled to civilize and won…
The Drakkaren, of course, had no idea of this… and if he somehow had known, he
would have snorted and informed her that she was going to be violently slaughtered in a
little while, which could put a small dent in her plans. For now, he could hear them on the
approach to the bridge, and he knew that once they were over that certain crossing, he
could rape her as viciously as he wanted without having to worry about anyone interfering.
But right now he was more interested in seeing just what this horny, fantasy-living
supermodel could do… and he couldn’t resist the quiet murr of pleasure as she opened her
jaws wide and took the head of his thick shaft into her mouth, before closing them firmly
around his girth and sucking back hard, shifting her position to all fours as one hand rested
on the base of his gigantic penis and the other moved from playing with his large testicles
to grasping his hip, as she pushes slowly forwards…
Zerrex shifted both his hands to rest firmly on the back of her skull, grunting a bit in
surprise as he kept a light pressure but found himself not needing to push, as the
Dragokkaren looked up with lusty, hungry eyes into his own emerald irises, working her
ways crawling slowly forwards, her head at waist level… and swallowing inch after inch after
inch of his gigantic cock, the larger male feeling faintly impressed as she took down a foot
with ease… then it was two feet, her breaths whistling in and out of her nose, throat almost
entirely blocked and filled up with thick lizard flesh and the muscles of it contacting and
rolling against the hot cock almost like a slick, tight passage on the other end of the
female… and then he groaned quietly, fingers squeezing into her head and pulling her hard
forwards as her nose pressed into his waist, and he heard her give a muffled moan of what
was undoubtedly some strange pleasure as his gigantic, obsidian cock hilted into the
Dragokkaren’s body, feeling the fleshy head of his shaft probably buried to her stomach as
he felt pleasure thrumming through his body.
She swallowed, and he could feel all the muscles of her throat squeezing against his cock,
making him rumble another murr of pleasure before she swallowed again and pushed
forwards a bit, burying her snout against his powerful, rock-hard muscles and banging his
testicles lightly with her chin. For a moment, he thought she was gagging… but then he

looked down as he felt the series of contractions again along his gigantic length, and he
realized that she was doing it on purpose, knowing that he would feel the flex of her
muscles against him, and he grunted quietly as he drew his hips slowly back, then thrusted
forwards, keeping his hands firmly on the back of her skull as he felt his testicles swing
forwards to mash the female’s chin… but she barely shuddered, and the only sound she gave
was almost one of pleasure before he grinned and began to thrust his hips slowly back and
forth, as she worked her throat and muzzle against his huge shaft, tongue wrapping
dexterously around the base of his gigantic cock as he began to work his huge length
forwards down her maw again and again, her nose smacking hard into his power abdominals
and her chin thwacked with every pass of his huge penis by his also-enormous testicles.
Then Zerrex paused before he slowly drew back, and when he pulled free of the
Dragokkaren’s muzzle with lust and interest burning in his eyes, streamers of drool hanging
from his cock – and from her mouth, a few of the strings of saliva attached to both – he
reached down and hauled her up, grinning down into her eyes and saying in a low, almost
purring voice: “I can give you anything you want, Faye… and you’ve made me extremely
impressed with your little cocksucking action there…” Ridiculously, the Dragokkaren
blushed and almost smirked at him, her eyes half-lidding and some of the fear in them
fading out. “So just tell me… what would you like me to do for you, huh?”
“Kiss me.” She breathed immediately, and then gasped before moaning quietly: but it was
a muffled moan, as Zerrex had with equal quickness dropped his muzzle onto the tall,
slender female’s. She worked her tongue back against his as she felt the gentle bump of the
van crossing onto the bridge, and then another set of bumps as they crossed off on the
other side and into Comfort Town, and suddenly the kiss became vicious, Zerrex’s hands
moving from where they had settled around her waist to grope a buttock and breast roughly,
almost biting her as she squeezed her arms tight around his neck with another loud moan,
feeling his massive, girthy cock rubbing against her taunt stomach as she bucked lightly
forwards in response.
Then he pushed her over, landing on top of her and pinning her as his hands moved to
his shoulders and he pulled back with a dark grin and his emerald eyes cold and intense,
locking with her own… and her fantasies and all the good feelings vanished as she realized
this was someone who she could never tame, harness, or even hope to coexist with… and
now she could taste blood in her muzzle as she realized how hard he’d bitten her jaws with
this kiss, her body trembling violently, then she felt him rolling his huge length back and
forth across his body and she couldn’t resist giving an ear-piercing shriek as the reptile
moved a hand up to grab her easily by the skull, forcing her to lay straight as she kicked and
struggled uselessly against his powerful, iron body, feeling him using his other hand to reach
down and grab his own huge shaft, guiding it down against the lips of her sex as he growled
hungrily: “I’ve granted your wish, bitch. Now you get to grant mine.”
She screamed again, arching her back and trying to close her legs against the huge male
that had already slid between them, but then he thrusted powerfully forwards as his head
pressed to her vagina, smashing through her feeble attempts to protect herself and instead
causing her to shriek in agony as the massive girth tore into her vagina, stretching her and

ripping her passage as he let out a roar of pleasure of his own. He could almost feel
Cherry’s intent gaze – probably paying more attention to him than the road – then he heard
her yelling cheerfully over the shrieks of the victim: “What are you doing, boss? You forget
how to fuck properly, or you been playing nice with your toys instead of busting them up?
Fuck her!”
The mixed provocation and encouragement took Zerrex back to the old days for a few
moments: and this time, in a welcome way, as his hand slipped to her throat, his huge,
muscular body flexing and eyes flashing, teeth baring in a vicious grin as he choked her and
slammed her head briskly once back against the ground, dazing her and causing her
screaming to turn into a moan for a moment… then he shoved the rest of his gigantic
member in from the quarter or so he had buried, and her screams returned in piercing
volume as his other hand found a breast and squeezed it hard, feeling her legs trying to
draw up but unable to, only able to cradle his waist and flail or tighten around his hips as
she bucked and rocked… which of course only made this all the sweeter for him. But he
could hear Cherry laughing, and so instead he growled, his body flexing again, his eyes
burning before as he dropped his head and snapped his jaws onto her throat, levering
himself slightly up on his knees as he tasted her blood.
He began to thrust violently, his fingers easily tearing through scale and skin to sink into
her hip with the strength he clenched, moving one leg to pin her long tail beneath and cause
the muscles in her crotch to tighten as a reflex action, only increasing his arousal and
pleasure as he thrusted with violent power and an already-quick rhythm in and out, panting
harshly and grinning savagely down at the female. She bucked her body, screaming, almost
working in tandem with his powerful thrusts, his jaws staying tightly locked against her
throat and sinking deeper, drawing their own sweet fountain of blood as his other hand
moved to grab a breast and twist it hard: the strength he applied with the harsh
corkscrewing motion almost tore the swell right off, her scales breaking and flesh rending as
she screamed again, eyes wide in pure terror and agony that was no longer pleasurable in the
slightest. Then he rose his jaws from the grip they held on her bloody neck, grinning
violently, before he leaned down and snapped them shut on her muzzle, mouthing her and
sawing his sharp teeth against her as she screamed into his mouth, feeling her tongue
betraying her, forced out and pinned, playing with the huge male’s. His larger mouth was
big enough to firmly settle over both her mouth and part of her muzzle, and now she could
feel him ripping her beauty from her face, as she struggled with all her might and power…
but it was still nowhere near enough to even compete with the sadistic Drakkaren’s brutal
strength.
He continued to thrust violently as her hands beat uselessly against the broad muscles of
his scarred chest, the Dragokkaren screaming beneath him as she tried to rock from side to
side, did everything she could to try and dislodge the huge male that was pounding her with
his gigantic penis. All she did, however, was up the pleasure as her neck continued to leak
blood, spittle flew from her jaws with her shrieks, and her body bucked and bounced crazily
against the pistoning Drakkaren-cock that was so savagely raping her.

His black shaft tore in and out of her passage, blood spilling down the reptile’s cock as
he penetrated her again and again, his huge testicles slapping violently against her anus, his
claws sinking deeper into her hips as his other hand moved back and forth over her bust,
toying at the swells of her breasts and pinching her nipples roughly, then it reached up to
grab her neck, forcing her down and choking her again as he heard Cherry taunt: “Come
on, Boss! Did you lose your stomach for this kinda work and play, Zerrex?”
The male Drakkaren growled hungrily at this, then he grinned sharkishly as his eyes
blazed and he shouted over his shoulder in return, in a lusty, hungry voice: “I’ve got ore
than the stomach for it, bitch, I’ve still got the taste… let me show you an example of just
how good I think it still is…”
With that, he turned back to the female below him, then dropped his head to her bust as
his fingers squeezed into her throat, choking her as his other hand slipped down around her
bottom and squeezed hard into her buttocks, claws digging shallow cuts through the scales
as he twisted his knee on her tail, cracking the bone in it as he dropped his head towards
her breast, jaws opening wide before slamming closed on her breast, making her shriek as
she felt his teeth sinking lightly into her firm swell but still a tingle of pleasure as his
tongue played expertly against her nipple, flicked it teasingly… and then she tried to arch
her back with another breathy, choked scream as her eyes opened with nothing but fear and
agony as his teeth tore through her breast, ripping off the top half of her generous swell
and releasing a torrent of blood as Faye rocked from side to side in agony.
She opened her mouth, screaming again as Zerrex rose up slightly on his knees, snarling
and grinning, blood and gore hanging from his muzzle as he chewed and swallowed the
thick meat before his hand moved from her throat to curl into a fist and slam hard down
onto her stomach, causing her to release all her air in a whoosh – along with a burst of
spittle and more blood.
Zerrex slipped up to his knees, hands moving back to grab her hips as he snarled down
at her violently, eyes alight with lust as his hips rocked viciously back and forth, tearing his
massive cock into her again and again as he bent slightly forwards but stayed otherwise
straightened, thrusting on an angle down into her again and again as his testicles smashed
against her anus over and over, making her body spasm as she shrieked between pants for
breath, blood covering her features, running from her mouth, and the rest of her ravaged
body.
Cherry, meanwhile, was grinning and slowly working her fingers in and out of herself as
she sat wither legs as wide, thumb playing along her clitoris lightly as three fingers thrusted
in and out of her passage, feeling her loins warm with lust and interest as she rocked her
hips lightly and watched the male hungrily in the mirror. She whistled lightly, then teased
cheerily: “You’re trying for softcore porn now, you asshole? Or is that the best you got?”
“Bite me.” Zerrex responded over his shoulder, grunting like an animal as he slammed
into Faye again and again, speaking over her shrieks before an idea came to him with a grin,
and he suddenly jerked back, pulling free of her destroyed passage before he suddenly
slammed a fist down into her stomach again, knocking the air from her that she had just

gained back and making her give another whispery gasp, blood jolting from her mouth once
more before she felt herself yanked back and slammed down, bouncing as the world took
on a haze of grey and dark shades: a moment later, Zerrex flipped her easily onto her back,
grabbing the base of his slick, throbbing shaft and then positioning it under her tail as he
used the other to yank it back, the Dragokkaren’s eyes going wide even as she attempted to
struggle and get her breath back: but then a moment later she could only shriek in complete
agony as the reptile thrusted his gigantic cock forwards, tearing through her rosebud and all
but obliterating her anal passage.
The huge male pistoned his enormous cock into her, slamming all the way to the hilt in
one mighty shove, blood and ichors bursting around his member as he let out a hungry
groan at the feeling of her ravaged passage still trying to constrict, pushing at him and
trying to force him out even as he rammed forwards, making her scream and cry louder as
the great penis devastated her anus with thrusts powerful enough to rock her entire body.
She bucked on her stomach, a pool of blood spreading rapidly over the floor of the van as
her fingers tapped against the bottom of the van, trying to crawl away as the reptile’s huge
cock tore into her passage again and again, rocking and bouncing her body before she felt
one strong hand settle on her back, pinning her like the prey of some vicious animal as his
other hand curled into a fist, the lizard grinning viciously – mimicked by Cherry as her own
breaths quickened, watching hungrily in the mirror, pleasure and power rolling through
both of the Drakkaren at the sight of the great male exerting such forceful dominance over
the female, both enjoying the pain and degradation and power.
Then Zerrex’s hand slammed into her kidney from the side, making the female scream in
agony, her body rocking and bucking as the giant continued to thrust viciously in and out,
steely cock becoming stiffer and harder as he panted like an animal, pinning her, crushing
her beneath one hand as she screamed and cried, blood pouring from her wounds before
she released another shriek of pure agony as he dropped an elbow hard down onto her back,
landing it next to her spine and crunching a still-furled wing on its way to shattering a
shoulder-blade. The Dragokkaren shrieked, then screamed again, only wanting it to end,
forgetting all her former fantasies and feelings in the haze of total agony that now obscured
her thoughts.
The reptile let his body drop forwards towards her, grunting violently, feeling his
testicles slamming against her torn and bloody vagina as his huge cock buried to the hilt
into her anus again and again, penetrating to the hilt with every powerful thrust as he felt
his cock stiffening, thickening inside of her tight, destroyed anus. He reached up, grabbing
the back of her skull and then slamming her face into the van’s floor, making her scream
before he pinned her easily by the back and head against the ground, eyes burning with
ecstasy and power as he tilted his muzzle skywards, snarling violently as he rocked his hips
viciously, pistoning into her again and again as he felt his orgasm rising rapidly, the pleasure
filling up his body as his emerald eyes gazed down at her hungrily, then grinned as the last
way to truly show his power over her rose to mind, cocking back his fast before slamming it
hard down into her face, electing another piercing shriek and sob as he shattered her
cheekbone and jaw with one powerful punch down, blood exploding from her mouth and

nose before she let out another scream, even as he simply changed his face to simply shove
her head down again instead of causing more pain: this time, there was more than simply
agony in her voice, there was true, bitter despair that brought him the pleasure he needed to
bring him to orgasm.
He slammed his shaft violently forwards again and again, arching his back and releasing a
hungry roar of pleasure as his eyes burned and a savage grin spread over his features,
pinning her tight to the floor as his giant cock rammed into her passage again and again,
devastating her body further before he let out another roar of pleasure as he brought both
hands up before slamming them hard down into her spine, shattering her back and making
her release a loud, squawking cry of pain even as he released burst after burst of his hot
seed into her anus, gigantic cock pistoning viciously in and out of her as his hot load
poured into her body, even as his hands reached up and grabbed her head, a vicious grin
spreading over his features as he felt nothing but power and ecstasy rollicking through his
body before he finally silenced her screams for good, easily snapping her neck like a twig
even as his orgasm continued, pounding her body with hard pistons of his cock before he
finally began to slow, load still leaking into her as he growled hungrily and released a slow
sound of pleasure.
Then he dropped her flat onto the floor of the van before pulling himself out with a
pant, closing his eyes and then shaking his head to get his sweaty hair out of his face. He
looked down at her body with distaste, then he reached down and squeezed it hard, feeling
her ribs under his hands cracking as he applied pressure as blood ran from various parts of
her body, natural openings and ones he’d made both. Then he looked up at Cherry, who
was grinning widely at him and holding up a hand that looked somewhat wet for some
reason… and then the reptile rolled his eyes as she gave him an entertained look. “Hey, you
are hot when you get going, so don’t blame me, you… sexy fuck. Damn, but I want you to
take me like that sometime. Like… hardcore hard fucking, right there.” She paused, then
added pettishly: “Just don’t bust my back, okay?”
“She had some bone issue. Probably bulimic too… would explain how she’s so thin on
a diet of apparently lobster and caviar.” Zerrex responded, defending himself idly as he
reached down, then easily snapped the arm of the corpse before snorting. “Anyway. I know
where we can lead Vampire to without Tinman following, and I know how we can mess up
this body… but first we have to get there and clear it out. Head back to the industrial zone,
but this time go in through the main gates, then follow my directions…”
Cherry nodded as Zerrex walked up and slipped into the passenger seat, licking her
muzzle at the sight of him with blood covering his hands, on his mouth and streaks of it
over his chest… but then she turned her attention back to the road, closing her eyes as she
remembered the routes outlined on the major map schematic she’d memorized of Baskin’s
Grove, all the way back while on the plane…
Once she managed to wend her way back, Zerrex gave her a quick series of directions as
they passed into the industrial zone, working her way past warehouses and then
smokestacks until they reached a plain, squat building… all metal, she noticed, and

obviously treated to be heat resistant… with a plain asphalt drive leading to the only way in
and out, which was apparently a massive open door: when Cherry looked up, she saw a
plain steel shutter was halfway down, just enough to restrict huge transports from driving
straight into the plain building. Then Zerrex was climbing out, and she pulled the wires
before following him as he first walked around to the back… muttered at the fact he’d left
the door locked, then went around the long way, unlocking it from the inside and wrapping
the body in the sheet before hefting it up to his shoulder and heading inside.
Cherry realized now that the building was a foundry of some sort… albeit a small one,
as she looked around at the workers manning the skeleton-work of machinery around them,
managing valves, levers and smelters of all sorts, with the opening here being some kind of
loading dock, obviously… and there were stacks of those same heavy steel crates at the
back, half-covered by a fireproof tarp as sparks and magma hissed all around. This place
was all metal… and she grinned slowly as she realized that not only was it metal that Tinny
probably couldn’t move around too much… if he did dent anything, it would be at a major
disadvantage for himself and Vampire. After all, he’d have to be in close proximity to tip
anything over in this football-field sized building, with its mess of machines and foundry
equipment… and that would be at great risk to not only himself, but Vampire as well.
Then Zerrex was approaching a small office, walking over the hot metal plates of what
could only be the doors to a large size elevator before he rudely shoved the door open, and
the foundry foreman looked up, his eyes widening as he saw the bloodstained reptile before
the lion shrank back and asked in a meek voice: “ What… what do you want, Boss?”
“You’re shutting down for the day. I have business to deal with.” Zerrex said calmly, then
he reached up and slammed his fist into the alarm buzzer beside the door, causing an air
horn to go off and signal for immediate evacuation of the building. Then he looked at the
foreman, who was hiding back in his seat with the fan blowing his mane back before Zerrex
tilted his head and stepped aside, pointing. “Get. Out.”
Immediately, he dropped his papers and ran out, and Cherry tripped him for kicks,
sending him falling onto the hot metal plates of the elevator. He hissed in pain, then
another alarm began to go off and he scrambled to his feet, quickly running to the edge of
the two large plates as they split apart, a freight elevator crammed with people and steel
boxes rising and allowing them to get off as Zerrex closed the door to the office, then he
walked over to the plain steel shelving unit and picked up a fireproofed saw with a
rubberized grip, then he turned and smiled at Cherry, dropping the body unceremoniously
onto its stomach and then reaching down to unfurl her wings. “Care to do the honors?”
For the next hour the two mutilated the body with all their knowledge of the GL,
incorporating both their own sadism and the simple need to make Vampire as pissed off as
possible… as well as the burning and flaying of the body to remove all scales and any
obviously non-Cherry marks. Then, once it had been properly tortured into a shape that
made even Zerrex feel distaste to look at, with obvious sexual mutilations on top of
everything else, they wrapped it back in the sheet, then headed out to the van and Zerrex
threw it in the back as he climbed into the passenger side.

They drove to the Mayor’s home, figuring that Lone would definitely deign to stay there
through fair means or foul instead of sitting around in a hotel somewhere… and they were
right, as they parked on the other side of the street and saw him sitting outside on the
steps, looking nervous as he smoked a cigarette with trembling hands, staring back and
forth and obviously waiting for someone – someone who was likely Vampire, from the look
in his eyes and the quaking of his bruised body.
Zerrex grit his teeth as Cherry got into the back for safety reasons, to avoid being
spotted by Vampire: after all, he didn’t know that the reptile still couldn’t drive a car, and it
would kinda fuck up the plan if he saw her alive and well and defected to Zerrex’s side. The
urge… the want to charge across and down the driveway, to chase Lone into the house and
rip him limb-from-limb to avenge all he’d done was so strong that the reptile found himself
having a harder time resisting it then resisting getting an erection when Faye had played
with him while he’d been restraining and choking her… but then he heard loud, obnoxious
rock music and the thump of bass blaring from an approaching vehicle, and he knew that
was Vampire and now they had to act according to plan, as he too slipped into the back and
picked up the body, then waited silently for the music to shut off.
Vampire squealed into the driveway, then he ran up on the curb of the walk in front of
the mayor’s house, thumping the steering wheel and yelling lustily along to the music for a
few more verses and Tinman got out of the seat beside him, lugging a suitcase of stuff and
looking dejected as he climbed up the stairs, heading towards the house and tossing Lone a
hesitant glance and smile, but the white-furred lupine only glared back and made the badger
drop his gaze and flush, lowering his head.
The wolf made a sound of disgust in his throat, muttering under his breath as he flicked
his cigarette away and then walked down the stairs a few steps, throwing his arms wide as he
asked in a voice he meant to be tough but turned into a kind of meek whine: “Where were
you?”
“Getting shit and Tinman and shit.” Vampire responded in a nearly cheerful voice,
getting out of the car and slamming the door behind him as he bounced the keys in one
hand, still bobbing his head to the music that now played only in his head. He hummed a
bit as he approached the wolf, then shoved past him and laughed when Lone almost fell,
grinning at him as he reached out at the last second and grabbed the collar of the toppling
lupine’s shirt, pulling him back up to a standing position on the steps. “Watch yourself,
man! Hey, don’t go cracking your skull open, you’re boss mayor now, right? You’re the shit!
We can’t have you getting hurt, right?” he laughed again, then jerked his head at the doors,
still humming to himself as he turned and faced the entrance, thus missing the paling terror
on Lone’s features as he glanced away from the black-furred lupine and towards the sounds
of approaching footsteps. Instead, he turned his attention to Tinman, who had dropped the
suitcase and was pressed back against the doors, and now he frowned a bit. “Hey, Tin-shit,
why are you looking so scared? I didn’t pick on the wolfy too much for your stomach, did
I?”

Tinman slowly rose a hand, and Vampire turned around… then temporarily lost his
entire hardass demeanor as he saw Zerrex standing near the bottom of the steps, grinning
as he threw down a sheet and a mutilated body fell out. The black-furred wolf fell
backwards on the steps, landing heavily as fear filled his eyes at the sight of the Drakkaren
standing, with what looked like minimal wounds on his body and a completely destroyed…
“Cherry? Oh… oh my fucking God, you can’t have fucked her that badly…”
The Boss glanced down, then he looked back up, still with that dangerous grin on his
features as he shrugged before turning with a snort, putting his back to Vampire as he rose a
hand and said in a calm, cold voice: “You have an hour to get out of town, Vampire. You,
and Lone-” The white wolf fell over as well at this, losing all dignity as he began to cry and
once more peed his pants in the presence of the Drakkaren, and the badger cowered against
the door at his next words. “And Tinny too. Or I’ll kill all of you, and I’ll do it slowly.”
He paused, then glanced over his shoulder at the three on the stairs before giving a dark
smile. “Run away with your tail between your legs, coward. Or, if you feel you’re up to it,
come and meet me at the Barrows and Sons Foundry. Bring Tinman and Lone if you want,
I’ll just kill them too. But I recommend you run away, coward. Because you’re nothing
compared to Cherry, and I’ll blow you out like a candle.”
Then he walked away, heading back towards the idling van before climbing in, and
driving off down the street, managing a respectable distance without any flaws – except
maybe a bit of jerkiness and a bit too much speed, but no one noticed except Cherry – and
then he switched to the passenger side and looked at her with mild amusement. “We have
the time to stop by my place while they fight over what they’re going to do… but then we
barrel-ass out to the foundry and set you up on the roof. You can take care of whatever
tricks he has in store, and I’ll kill Vampire with a good clean decapitation.”
“And if that doesn’t work?” Cherry tilted her head, grinning. “Actually, I’m really hoping
it doesn’t work, just so I can watch you do umpteen other things to his body and finally
literally shove the fucker’s head up his ass.”
“Yeah, yeah.” Zerrex shook his head, snorting, but he couldn’t deny the growing
excitement in his body as well. It was always like this before a good battle… and he couldn’t
help but look forwards to the bloodshed, and the pain on both sides – even his own would
only add to the ecstasy that battle had become for him, ever since the Goth Legion… “Just
drive.”
Meanwhile, back at the Mayor’s home, there was chaos on the steps as Vampire paced
back and forth, snarling and knowing it was a trap, but already having commanded Tinman
to not follow him under any circumstances before he glared at Lone and produced a list,
walking over to him and shoving it down into one of his hands hard enough to make him
wince. “This is a list of numbers of people that I persuaded to help me, I want you to
phone them, and then I want as many people as possible following me out there in two
hours, after it gets fully dark. Tinny, come on, we got work to do!” The black-furred wolf
grabbed the badger’s arm, then he shoved the door open and snarled. You want war? I’ll give
you fucking war, you bastard!

In front of the house, the charred and tortured body lay forgotten by all except Lone, as
he stared at it with horror… and then a bird descended down upon it, and the wolf
shrieked and turned, stumbling up the steps on all fours and running inside the mayor’s
home, yelling for servants to go clean up a mess outside, and to bring him a pack of
cigarettes, a bottle of beer and a phone so he could make some calls.
~~~
Zerrex stood in the foundry, his chest bare, sweat already shining on his scales from the
raw heat that had been beating on him for the last hour. It was eight now, and full dark had
fallen outside as dark clouds had rolled across the sky and obscured the bit of visible moon
and stars. He stood with Blackheart in one hand, the massive blade tilted towards the hot
metal plates of the elevator doors but the tip floating just above touching it. His hair was
pushed back from his eyes, and his other hand twitched by a side-pack he wore. As well, on
his back was the oversized katana, the long sword resting against his bare back by a basic
over-the-shoulder strap, the blade hidden in the long steel holster.
On the roof Cherry was stationed, with a sniper rifle and her remaining whip. Her eyes
were closed, and one hand was raised in front of her, holding a small, round stone, her
knuckles white from gripping it. The stone itself was nothing special, but it was a focal
gesture that she found helped her widen her range of precognitive abilities, helped her
concentrate. All she had to do was focus on that stone she was gripping so tightly, and
imagine that she was squeezing her powers out of it… well, she never said it made sense.
But it let her detect Vampire and where exactly he was going to look, so she shifted a pace
to the right and leaned down slightly, holding the sniper rifle straight up… and when the
black wolf looked up, all he saw was shadows in the shadows, and what looked like an
inactive smokestack. So he continued forwards, grinning as he headed into the main
foundry doors and the let out a loud laugh. “Whew! Could you have picked a hotter place,
Captain Ravenlight? Granted, it keeps that fucker Tinny from interfering and trying to do
his damnedest to help, but that’s about it… man, next time we fight, have it be somewhere
like the fucking park, okay? Me has black fur, if you no notice. And this trench gets fucking
hot fast, cool as I make it look.”
With that, Vampire shrugged off his trenchcoat and threw it to the side, grinning as he
shrugged and showed off his bare chest: then he did a slow spin, showing that he wore
nothing extra… but in one hand the reptile noticed a small black safety box, almost the
kind that you stored your glasses in… “Look at that. No extra shit. Hell, I’m not even
wearing the bandolier you tore to shit. That was expensive, you fuckwad.”
“We’re not going to fight again, because you’re going to die here.” Zerrex said calmly,
then he jerked his head at the small package. “And it looks like you have one extra
something. What is that?”
Vampire’s grin broadened as he raised his eyebrows, holding his hands up. “Well, to be
honest, I have two. See, there’s going to be no less than twenty hired hands coming here to
help me fuck you up in oh, five, ten minutes? So unless you got some magic way to make
sure they don’t get inside here… and believe me, with these boys, a shutter ain’t gonna do

you much good, even if you do close that metal piece of shit… then you better kill me
damn fast.” Then his expression darkened to a snarl as he popped the case open and flipped
out a hypodermic needle. “If you can, that is, after this.”
Before the reptile could react, the wolf jabbed himself in the leg and depressed the
plunger, snarling slightly before he closed his eyes. He began to pant almost immediately as
he yanked it out, then he looked up with a wide grin. “Every part of my body is alive,
right? Well, there’s more to it than that. Every part of my body is conscious, even for a
period of time after it gets cut off… and so…” His head jerked to the side and drool
splattered from his muzzle as his body began to quake, his eyes bulging slightly as his voice
roughened, as if he was in some new inner, triumphant pain. “So it will do… whatever it
can… to help its Master out… and that includes manipulating certain enzymes, substances,
proteins…”
Then the wolf feel to his knees and threw his head back, releasing a half-howl, half-roar
as his hands clenched into fists in front of him, and Zerrex snarled and stared as Vampire’s
muscles literally rolled beneath his flesh, sinews bulging and twisting like maddened snakes
as his flesh began to grow, muscle and flesh expanding beneath fur and skin and leaving
bare patches all across his body, drool and foam flying from his muzzle as his neck
thickened and muzzle lengthened, black irises expanding until they took up the entire eye as
the glasses on his forehead snapped apart and fell to the ground as his skull thickened. His
fingers clenched and unclenched as the claws became brutally-long thorns, his paws tore the
cheap-looking combat boots he’d apparently donned solely for this occasion apart from the
inside, clawed digits bulging through the plain leather, pant legs tearing as his legs grew, tail
violently flapping back and forth as it bristled, grew longer and fan-like, and then the black
wolf fell forwards onto all fours before slowly climbing to his feet with a grin that made his
huge fangs glint in the murky light of the foundry.
His height now rivaled Zerrex’s, and his huge build was now more than a match, muscle
rippling with every movement, arms and legs almost twice as thick as before. He stepped
forwards, drool still falling from his muzzle, his eyes now completely resembling black holes
that had been burned into his tattered fur as he rasped: “Steroids. For as long as it’s in my
system, I get the maximum benefit in the minimum amount of time, spread throughout my
entire body by my body itself.” He laughed, a harsh, grating sound, then obscenely patted
his bulging crotch. “No shrinkage there, with that in mind… I’m gonna make you my
bitch, Captain Ravenlight!” he stopped, then tilted his head, cocking an ear as he grinned
wider, high-beams now visible in the distance. “Oh look, company is call-”
Before he could get any further, there was a rapid series of gunshots, so fast that Vampire
could only stare at the van as first the headlights went out, and then there was just a glint of
steel as it flipped… a spark as another shot ruptured the gas tank… an explosion but still
more shots as something, someone, continued to fire… and all he could think was that has
to be a fucking automatic sniper rifle… there’s no such thing, but there’s no one who
could…

Then he realized that yes, there had been someone who could do that. There had been
one person who could fire that fast and that accurately, in the total darkness, without a
scope, in a range of fifty meters… and he whirled on Zerrex, foaming at the mouth again as
he began to yell furiously: “You trick-”
And then he realized that Zerrex was already charging forwards, massive sword brought
back to slash outwards, but Vampire put his hands out to at least stop the blade if not catch
it – one of the things he’d kept from Zerrex is that this nullified most of the pain sensors
in his body – and Zerrex just grinned as he half-rolled the handle in his hands so that it
was the flat and not the edge that faced the gigantic, engorged black wolf, and Vamp had
just one moment to realize this before Zerrex skidded to a stomp and slammed the sword
outwards as hard as possible, using it more like a baseball bat than a bladed weapon and
shattering every one of Vampire’s fingers, dislodging one arm from its socket, and sending
him flying backwards with a loud shriek of agony to skid over the hot floor, leaving a trail
of skin and fur behind him. And he definitely felt it.
On the roof, Cherry had indeed started her shooting: she hated sniping, it made her feel
dirty somehow and like she was playing unfair… but it was one of her best fields. With her
ability to predict almost absolutely where something was going to move… she just focused
on two things. The object in question, and the gun itself, as she dropped the rock and
reached up to take the first shell from the leather belt she had hanging from her muzzle,
yanking the first torpedo-shaped round free, then using the back of her hand to slide open
the gun before slamming that and the lever into position and taking aim almost leisurely,
raising the gun to her shoulder and tilting her head as she moved the gun and saw ghostly
images of what would happen if she shot here… here… or here, and how the vehicle
would move afterwards…
She took the best shot she could find in the one-second sweep, and blasted a hole in the
tire of the first van as her hands did their trick, reaching up to take the second shell, then,
moving with lightning precision, repeating the process she’d done at first: her hands were a
blur, using her mind to know what was going on and long practice, clicking the bullet into
place with the speed of an old western gunfighter before she rose the gun again to the next
ghost-like image she’d selected and firing, all in less that two seconds. This time, she put a
hole in the driver’s side window and splattered the skulls of both the driver and the
passenger when the shell ricocheted inside the vehicle. Another two seconds, then another
extra moment to let the van flip to the right position, and she fired again, blasting the gas
tank this time and incinerating most of the rest crammed into what she knew was one of
three large-size vehicles… and following that were two cars.
Cherry merely grinned as her hands did their reloading trick again – the rifle she’d
borrowed from Zerrex, sure, and it could load four or five rounds if she chambered one…
but she didn’t care. It became a game to her now… see how long until her precog screwed
up or she couldn’t get a perfect one-shot, and then she’d jump down and go into battle with
her whip.

Inside, Vampire was slowly climbing to his feet, and then he suddenly charged forwards,
roaring, before letting out a hacking gasp as Zerrex merely stabbed his sword forwards,
putting it through the black wolf ’s gut and stalling his charge. The giant, however, grabbed
the flat of the blade and grinned, but Zerrex looked unsurprised as he tried to force himself
forwards, guts writhing in his stomach to leave a hollow cavity around the sword blade…
but then Zerrex released the handle of the sword and spun around, bringing his other leg
up in a reverse thrust kick and mashing into the pommel, leaning down to the side to give
his leg more extension power and slamming it to the hilt through the enlarged lupine,
making Vampire shriek as he stumbled backwards, hands grabbing the hilt of the sword as
he stared upwards in fury before his head was lashed to the side as Zerrex snap drew the
odachi in a strong overheads slice with one hand.
The black wolf snarled as he began to draw the blade out of his guts with one hand,
swiping the other out to catch the thin blade of the sword as the Drakkaren swung in
towards, him, stepping forwards and moving on a basic diagonal slash: however, he pulled
back before Vampire could seize the blade, then slashed powerfully downwards, twisting his
body so he could strike the back of the black wolf ’s wrist and cleanly sever the muscle and
bone there, making the giant howl and stumble backwards as blood spewed from his stump
of a wrist for a few moments before he fell to a crouch, snarling, and then the blood flow
stopped as strange tentacles of sinew groped out from the broken wrist, his severed hand
twitching on the ground, the fingers spasming as they locked back into place from where
the reptile had broken them, and Zerrex snarled as he stepped back and took the long
katana into both hands, holding it first straight out, then stepping back and erect as he
brought the blade up and left it on a diagonal across his body.
The black wolf snorted, then he grabbed the giant sword impaled through him and
snarled before letting out a yell of fury and pain as he merely ripped it free, leaving a wide
gash that went from his side to the middle of his stomach, a trench of torn flesh that
quickly began to knit itself together before he hissed and leaned down, reaching his stump
of wrist out towards the end of his severed hand… and the sinews caught each other before
they too began to heal together, leaving it hanging at first from tentacles of torn flesh
before everything began to knit together, and Zerrex’s snarl deepened as Vampire laughed
and tilted his head with a wide grin. “Sorry. Like you said, I don’t die that easy, fuckhead.
You got some other trick you want to try out?”
“I do.” Zerrex said softly, then he let the long katana drop to the side as the giant
brought Blackheart up and shouldered it, his emerald eyes merely meeting the black pits of
the lupine before he said calmly: “Come.”
Vampire snarled, baring his massive fangs, then he charged forwards with a roar, taking
the giant sword into both hands and then slashing down in a violent but cheesy and easilypredicted overhead slash: Zerrex met it with a graceful upwards moving slash using both
hands on his sword, and the giant blade was knocked from the black wolf ’s hands, spiraling
through the air to land in the concrete floor, alloy blade piercing into the ground and
holding it up like a monolith as Zerrex stepped forwards and leaned almost ridiculously to
the side, bending towards the lupine as he shoved his sword on a downwards arc now and

through the lupine’s chest, making him howl and grab the thin blade, muscles bulging as he
snarled and stared at the reptile in fury and horror before Zerrex shoved the hilt down,
forcing the blade up and ripping a wide swathe through where the black wolf ’s heart would
be.
Vampire fell limply on the blade, his head dropping and eyes appearing to become
glazed… but the Drakkaren merely snorted: he’d seen this tactic too many times before.
Immediately, he drew the blade up to a straight thrust position… and then one of
Vampires hands reached up, grabbed the blade, and yanked hard forwards so it went almost
to the hilt in his own chest, his eyes glowing as Zerrex stumbled… and then one fist lashed
out and caught the reptile hard in the stomach, making him grunt and stagger backwards,
hands released the sword, head dropping forwards… and Vampire shoved the blade back
outwards, the hilt catching Zerrex in the muzzle and sending up a spray of blood as his eyes
clenched shut in agony before he felt the blade dig a deep gash through his chest as the
giant lupine ripped it free from his chest with a hiss of pain before tossing it aside.
The reptile attempted a punch as he opened his eyes, but it was a straight thrust and
clumsy, feeling sweat and blood in his eyes and put off balance by the strike to the muzzle a
moment before: immediately, Vampire grabbed his wrist, then yanked him down as he
brought up a knee, striking him heavily under the chin before he turned and yanked hard
down on the Drakkaren’s wrist again, snarling and almost pulling the reptile’s arm out of
his socket. Zerrex fell heavily to the ground, skidding on the concrete and reopening most
of his wounds, then, before he could respond with his own attack, Vampire had reached
down, grabbed an ankle and spun around, throwing him now to the other side as Zerrex’s
limbs flailed outwards.
He found himself unable to find balance again, however, and instead he landed heavily,
again skidding on his chest over the concrete and then the hot metal doors of the elevator,
scales sizzling before he rolled to a stop onto his back, feeling the metal sheath heating up
rapidly as he snarled in pain, then rolled quickly onto his stomach again and picked himself
up, turning his head to watch as Vampire charged forwards, a wide, vicious grin on his
muzzle as Zerrex forced himself to his feet, then he leaned forwards, bringing his hands up
to meet the black-furred wolf ’s and then grapple with him, the muscles of the two titans
bulging as they leaned almost nose-to-nose, snarling and shoving against each other as they
fought on the hot metal plating that formed the double door to the elevator shaft.
Vampire brought a knee up, trying to hit Zerrex’s crotch: the reptile easily blocked it,
then he landed a headbutt to Vampire’s nose that made him grunt and jerk his head back,
his limbs spasming… and Zerrex grinned as he took the chance, immediately sweep-kicking
Vampire’s feet out from under him at his moment of vulnerability and knocking him to his
knees before he slammed a foot down into his chest, pinning him against the hot steel
doors as he reached down into his side-pack and produced a grenade, yanking the pin with
his teeth as the black wolf hissed in pain, grabbing the reptile’s shin before he stared in
horror. “What… what are you doing, Ravenlight? You can’t… oh you fucker, you can’t!
We’ll both die!”

“Then we die.” Zerrex’s voice was calm, and his eyes were almost smiling as he held the
grenade out at arm’s length, then he let it drop as he said softly: “I’ve done enough.”
“No!” Vampire’s voice was nearly a shriek as he shoved Zerrex’s leg hard enough to send
him stumbling backwards, his eyes wide as he reached his hands out to catch the explosive
device, then he gave a loud yell of triumph as he caught the bomb without it going off…
before Zerrex’s foot flew up and bashed into the back of his hands, knocking the onceremoved one off again and the other flying upwards to whack into his own muzzle, the wolf
releasing a muffled gasp of agony as the grenade shattered one of his fangs and then
proceeded to continue down until it was lodged in his throat, and the black wolf staggered
to his feet, grabbing his neck with his one working hand as the stump of his other arm bled
– but sluggishly – and his eyes bulged, the black-furred lupine staggering back and forth,
bent over and gagging, before he heard Zerrex’s footsteps as he walked away.
The wolf looked up at Zerrex’s back, then found himself horrified as the reptile reached
into his side-pack… and pulled out a remote detonator. All too late, Vampire realized the
outside of the grenade was probably just a fake shell… and then he began to splutter more
violently, his throat widening and tongue thickening to try and repel the explosive… but
too late.
The Drakkaren, without bothering to look, hit the small red button on top of what
looked almost like a penlight, and then there was a muffled bang as most of Vampire’s head
disintegrated, chunks of gore flying in every direction and splattering the ground around
the black wolf ’s body before it fell bonelessly, landing on the ground and spasming a few
times as Zerrex picked up first his odachi, placing that back in its holster, then calmly went
and picked up Blackheart. Then he turned towards the headless body of Vampire… and
frowned slowly as he saw it give a few more convulsions atop the hot steel doors before one
arm spasmed and lashed outwards. “What the hell…”
Then, slowly, so slowly, the body was rising up on its knees… then getting to its feet as
it put its arms outwards and began to stumble, zombie-like and headless, in the general
direction of the reptile. Zerrex snarled, shocked but finding himself, incredibly, more angry
than shocked, and so he looked to the side… realized where he stood, and then he said
clearly, as he took Blackheart in both hands: “Come.”
The body somehow seemed to hear him, and it turned to face him more directly, moving
at a stumbling gait before Zerrex turned and slashed hard outwards, severing the crossbars
of the skeleton-like construction that held up one of the smelting pots of the foundry, full
of the burning-hot liquid that could be poured into a mold at any time by a crane. With
the bottom of the tower-like construction severed, it sagged forwards slightly, and a bit of
magma dripped out, dropping down and landing on the reptile’s shoulder, making him hiss
in agony as he automatically brushed at it, feeling it burning his hand now as well as it left a
trench of burnt and disintegrated flesh through his scales before he looked up at the now
nearing headless-Vampire… and then it lunged, but the reptile was ready.
Again, he met the lunge by stabbing his sword forwards through the wolf, but this time
immediately kicked the hilt hard upwards, sending the blade spiraling out and flying up into

the air after digging a long gash through the body, then Zerrex swept his leg back down in a
hard dropping axe kick, landing directly on the still bleeding, severed neck and causing the
body to crunch inwards, arms spasming outwards as tendrils of sinew and flesh literally
grabbed at the reptile’s combat boot: immediately, he hissed in disgust and slammed his
foot into its chest, then he reached a hand up as Blackheart began to fall, no longer
spinning as it merely fell bottom-heavy, and Zerrex caught the handle before spinning
around as the headless corpse tried to get up off its back, limbs flailing as Zerrex’s next cut
severed the last threads of resistance in the metal tower that held the smelting pot above the
mold, and then, holding the blade straight out at one side, he bent his legs before
performing a high, arcing backflip, eyes closing in concentration and exertion before he
landed in a crouch more than ten feet away, one hand down flat on the ground and his right
arm still extended full outwards, with the giant sword at the same extreme.
Vampire’s headless body managed to sit up… and then the smelting pot fell, halfflipping in the air and emptying its payload of liquefied, melted ore onto the body, steam
and smoke rising up as the massive metal barrel crashed to the ground in front of the
corpse, still leaking some of the yellow-red substance; most of it, however, had landed on
and around the body, and was now bubbling merrily away as it ate into the concrete
flooring and ripped through Vampire’s flesh, the sheer heat starting a fire upon his once
black-furred body as he released a long death-hiss from his guillotined neck.
It managed to stand… to turn and stumble a step or two forwards, smoking, charring,
burning, and then it fell to its knees as Cherry ran in and stood behind Zerrex, done with
her job and staring in horror as the corpse spasmed and twitched, rapidly disintegrating
under the intense, engulfing flames and magma, still reaching out with its arms before it fell
flat and gave a few twitches as thick smoke boiled up, finally ceasing to move as it slowly
began to burn down to ash.
Zerrex slumped, his sword making a scratching sound as it fell against the ground, then
he slowly stood and shouldered it as he looked at Cherry, who was fine but for a single
small scratch on her forehead. “You get your job done, then?”
“Yeah.” Cherry laughed faintly, then she quietly put an arm around Zerrex and gently
supported him as he put his arm around her shoulder, the two walking quietly out of the
foundry together, then through the wreckage of broken vehicles and past the three dead
bodies that had survived the wreckage… but then been ripped apart by Cherry’s whip,
which she held loosely in her hand as they headed back for the van they’d commandeered.
Now it was about time they returned that… and then they could go home and relax, at
least for tomorrow. They both needed time to heal and regenerate after tonight’s ordeal.
Inside the foundry, Vampire’s hand, palm-up on the ground, twitched slowly… then it
slowly turned gray before beginning to rot away to nothingness and ash, just the same as the
rest of the fragments of the black-furred lupine. Drake Lazarus had finally met his end,
and despite all his best efforts, he was no more, and would soon be forgotten by history
and dismissed as an unimportant troublemaker. Your better-than-average mercenary,
perhaps…

…But nothing special.
~~~
Lone saw it all on the news early – for him – the next morning, as he sat in the den in
the mayor’s house, while Tinman rapidly turned a variety of colors in rapid succession
before excusing himself in a strangled voice – the most he’d said to Lone – and heading to
the bathroom. A few moments later, he could be heard vomiting loudly and crying: not for
Vampire, perhaps, but possibly more because of exactly what they’d done to him.
The mostly-white wolf didn’t feel too hot himself as he saw the footage. Sure, it had
been cleaned up, but there were a grand total of twenty-one deaths… including a body that
had been charred beyond recognition – actually, it had been mostly reduced to a pile of
ashes only recognizable as being once a person by the fact there were teeth in it – by
smelting ore. They then went on to talk about the unusual construction of the foundry, as
if that had anything to do with anything, and the police put forth several exceedingly stupid
predictions, one of them being an industrial accident. Because everyone knew an industrial
accident cut off your fucking hand and put it about forty feet away. Or at least that’s what
they thought the smaller pile of ash was. And let’s not get into what had happened to the
broken vehicles scattered in front of the premises.
But the wolf was safe, right? I mean… he had Tinman, right? Oh great. Tinman. That
was real comforting, since he was out in the bathroom right now vomiting his guts out.
Next point. He was Mayor, right? Mayor with proper noun status, in fact… so… he could
order people to do stuff, right? Right. And then the wolf looked up before brightening as
an idea struck him, and he grabbed for the phone, knocking over his bottle of beer but not
caring as he went through the autodial list on it, then selected a number and held the
portable up to his ear, gritting his teeth and whining through them in a mixture of
frustration and fear as he stood up and began to pace around, casting glances at the pills
he’d found in the Mayor’s cupboard. Definitely tranquilizers… but he’d really need to take
another one or two himself after this. Now he understood exactly why the Mayor’s medical
cupboard had looked like a fucking pharmaceutical store.
When the chief of police picked up, Lone immediately began to rant and ramble before
making himself calm down and go on in a plainer voice, babbling about diverting more
funds to the police in order for them to start patrolling Comfort Town as well, and to
divert any suspicious people for questioning. The wolf had already gone over the basic
charts that showed municipal spending on utilities, infrastructure, education and the police
force – it didn’t strike him as odd at all that the police should have their own benefit plan
and listing on the chart, while everyone else was properly categorized – and after looking at
several other plans, he’d decided that they could cut education and that the Comfort Town
side of Baskin’s Grove really didn’t need a hospital or that much electricity being pushed
over to it, so they’d reduce power output that way and have more to spend on the cops…
and who was really going to care about education when all the kids did was bitch about
school anyway? Besides. They’d all thank him later for making the town so safe, even with
that scary-ass lizard living over in Comfort Town… and then the wolf had decided that

there needed to be more taxes on low-income businesses as well, particularly the Comfort
Town ones. They lived in like, boxes, after all. They definitely couldn’t be as hard to
maintain as the big-ass estates and mansions in Apple Villa, so they didn’t need so much
money, anyway.
He’d done numerous other changes and offered at least a million or two more for the
police department, but when the chief had volunteered that he could get together a group
of ‘volunteers’ to guard the borders – something that even his brother hadn’t let him do for
more than a week, because it was pure vigilantism and rich people with guns always turned
out badly – Lone had instantly and heartily agreed, nodding rapidly as he babbled on the
phone about how that was a genius idea.
So by noon – impressive, since the wolf had gotten up at nine thirty, seen the newscast
at ten, and made his calls about fifteen minutes later – both footbridges had been
barricaded by steel fencing and barb wire, and all the former ‘volunteers’ were back in their
custom-made uniforms, stylish black army shirts and pants with a badge on the shoulder
that stated they were the Apple Villa Internal Protection Force. Police cruisers had, for the
first time in years, driven over the bridge and into Comfort Town… and booths had been
set up on either side of the Camelot Bridge, one police officer and a team of AVIPF
members that wanted to ‘do their duty for their town and keep out the trash from the other
side of the tracks.’ Their job: making sure that the only people entering their precious,
clean, and well-kept Apple Villa from Comfort Town were the people who worked there,
and the only people going back into Comfort Town were either sneered at, or, if they were a
resident of Apple Villa, they were warned about the dangers of Comfort Town… and by
three that afternoon, pamphlets had become available on the “Ten Good Reasons to Stay
Out of Comfort Town,” endorsed by Mayor Lone Wulfe and printed under the city’s
education expense.
Along the edges of the river that ran through the town, guards patrolled in teams of two,
talking on fancy radios and kicking down any boards they came across to bar access. They
all stopped for the necessary breaks, however, and whenever they saw someone who may be
from Comfort Town, they had no qualms about giving them instruction on why they
should stay on their side of town by physically beating and maiming them, from the
children who had wandered over on their now destroyed bridges, adults who were only
taken down because they couldn’t fight back while one of them held a gun to their head,
females who weren’t raped solely because they were looked upon as being dirty and sexuallydiseased, and the elderly were broken and cruelly abused by the elitist soldiers of Apple
Villa. All while they grinned, and afterwards they would sup tea and drink expensive wines,
and eat the packed lunches they’d had their servants make for them.
Their main base was the Camelot Bridge, however – the two-lane plus two-walkway steel
bridge was the most important front in the emancipation of Comfort Town. It was the
throat of Comfort Town, so to speak, and thus they were choking it, slowly but steadily
reducing the little money that Comfort Town could make by working as the servants, the
fast-food attendants, and the low-class workers in all the businesses of Apple Villa… but
what Apple Villa ceased to realize was that they needed Comfort Town as much as it needed

them: their elitism was the only thing that made them forget that, their distaste and rich
‘values,’ like money and power and control. But without Comfort Town, there would be no
industrial zone, and no workers… and without that, they would be a world of managers
and rich stars too stupid to make their own lunch, let alone effectively run a business by
themselves.
And of course, not everyone was happy about the AVIPF and the growth of the police’s
power over the town, of their new patrols of Comfort Town to bust the prostitutes who
kept themselves clean and educated as they could with their living conditions, who sold
their body to make ends meet but no longer had to bow to any pimp: all they had to do was
obey Zerrex’s instructions, and he would otherwise leave them alone and offer his
protection from any males who got too out of hand and who let them keep all of their
money instead of taking ninety five percent of it and leaving them to wrestle out their lives
from the remaining. And all he asked was they keep clean both sexually and of hard drugs,
they keep track of the number of customers they received each night, and they report back
to him any infringements upon the so-called ‘customer policy.’
The drug dealers, too, and the weapon dealers were a target: both of which were so
utterly frightened of what Zerrex would do to them if they found out they were dealing
inappropriately – hard, ultra-addictive substances like cocaine, heroine, PCP, or selling to
young children… or for the weapon dealers, selling a gun to anyone under eighteen, selling
bullets to anyone under sixteen, or selling anything to anyone who seemed like the stupid,
murderous type – but who would nonetheless be cracked down upon by police, despite the
fact that all they ever sold to anymore were college kids from out of town… out-ofjurisdiction prey, in other words. Then again, the fact they were living lives that were
almost… without real crime in them was found to be rather frightening by most of them,
so one or two actually welcomed the police bust, hoping that it meant the Boss would be
gone soon and they could get back to good-old-fashioned, unmonitored illegal activity and
fighting tooth-and-nail against the cops.
The Boss himself learned about the police crackdown and engorgement of their forces
with the AVIPF – almost doubling the total amount of ‘law enforcement officers,- in fact –
at around three, probably just after the pamphlets had become available. The Drakkaren had
come home last night and allowed Cherry and Cindy to tend to his wounds, then he’d
polished his weapons while Cindy went to bed and Cherry cleaned her whip; afterwards,
they’d placed them downstairs in the weapon locker, and the two had then headed up and
climbed into bed, too tired to satisfy even their own sexual desires. Then, that morning,
Zerrex had woken up late and stumbled outside to find a breakfast of French toast, eggs,
and again bacon had been prepared for him, and he couldn’t help but smile faintly at the
two females sitting on the couch, his daughter and his… Cherry.
So the morning had been peaceful, after Cindy found out from the idle chatter about the
old days and old breakfasts Cherry and Zerrex had shared that the reptile loved vanilla
milkshakes and insisted on making him them, one after another, until he’d finally taken the
blender and put it on a high shelf that Cindy couldn’t reach… which severely embarrassed
her after Cherry started to laugh her ass off at the smaller Drakkaren’s plight.

“Yeah, well, you might have another foot or two to grow yet if you’re my kid.” Zerrex
said softly, looking down into her eyes; and, as the reminder always did, it instantly cheered
the small female up, beaming up at the reptile as he continued: “I didn’t reach my full
height until I was twenty two… made it a pain in the ass to find fitting army uniforms by
then, I’ll tell you that.”
“I remember that.” Cherry said, looking amused as she leaned in the archway between
kitchen and living room. “Fuck, but was it ever great, ‘cause not only did you get bigger, all
of you got bigger too, so you could really-”
The male cleared his throat loudly, and Cherry rolled her eyes before jerking her head in
the general direction of the entranceway. “I get it, whatever. Anyway, butthead, you wanna
go make a decent door out of that plywood plank you got sitting there?”
“You’re so immature.” Zerrex responded drolly, then he paused before nodding. “But you
have a point. We might as well.”
So for the next hour, Cherry and Zerrex bickered over the power tools downstairs and
how to properly make a decent door out of the flat wooden board. They managed to cut it
unevenly, giving it a lopsided look, and thus had been forced to cut it again and leave
roughly a half-inch gap between the broken frame and the door itself on the side where the
handle would go, but it only took them around half an hour to get the door properly
attached and make a crappy little latch on the inside, if they ever wanted the door to
actually stay closed: Cherry looked at their makeshift work, then suggested putting plastic
over it and using one of the windows went winter rolled around, which earned a hammer
thrown at her – of course, she managed to easily avoid and even catch it before it could
whack into their makeshift door and probably dislodge it, but she did end up stepping on a
sharp piece of wood when she wasn’t concentrating properly, to the amusement of Zerrex
and Cindy as she stomped around in bare feet and cursed about not wearing her motorcycle
boots in the house.
Then they’d cleaned up, and Cherry and Zerrex had ended up sitting down to the
reptile’s game system and idly playing a shooter, where Cherry bitched about not having her
precognitive or ‘third person’ powers and Zerrex bitched about unrealistic video games
where head shots were always one hit kills. Cindy had muttered about children, but made
popcorn for the two and brought out a bottle of whisky for them: they fought over both
between bouts of shooting at one another with the crappiest guns they could find, and then
the doorbell rang. Cindy started to get up, but then Cherry’s head snapped up and she
looked around, saying loudly but plaintively: “Ra… Zerrex will get it.”
Zerrex looked at her, saw the look in her eyes, then he nodded and stood, heading for
the doorway and leaning in to whisper to Cindy under his breath to go and hide in the
kitchen, and to check the camera system for him. She nodded silently, then immediately did
so as the Drakkaren loitered to the door, flicked up the latch, and pulled it open to
immediately frown at two police officers.
“Zerrex Narrius,” one of them began politely, glancing down at his clipboard, perhaps to
avoid the irritated look in Zerrex’s eyes as the deer began to read off: “You are hereby

summoned to court for the following violations: unpaid parking tickets, unpaid debts to the
community of Baskin’s Grove at large, vandalism, mischief, arson, tax evasion, tax fraud-”
At this point, Zerrex reached out, took the clipboard from the officer, and snapped it in
half. The deer coughed and looked at him mildly as his partner, a more-seasoned ursine that
Zerrex had seen around a few times, took a slow step backwards that took him out of reach
as the deer said in a casual cop voice: “Destruction of private property would be another, I
guess. You’re going to have to come with us, Mr. Narrius.”
Zerrex looked at him flatly, then he reached down, grabbed the collar of the deer, and
hefted him into the air, finally electing the emotion he wanted: fear. But not in enough of a
quantity as he began to struggle and look at his partner, grabbing the reptile’s wrist as he
stuttered: “Assaulting a police officer is a major crime, sir! I… Randolph, do something,
book him or something!”
“Uh. How about we come back later, sir, and um. Talk this misunderstanding over?” the
brown bear asked, shrinking back as the emerald eyes of the Drakkaren turned on him.
He’d heard enough stories to know this was a shit-duty once it had been assigned to him…
and particularly because he had one of the annoying, fearless, hero-rookie types then
assigned as his partner. He raised his arms to his sides, trying to smile as he bowed a bit
before the reptile, backing another step away before he winced as the deer reached a hand
down and went for his gun, twisting his head to try and see his holster. Oh gee. Real subtle,
there, was the first ridiculous thought that entered his head. The second was if he’d told his
family how much he loved them today.
Zerrex immediately dropped the deer and brought his other fist swinging up, punching
him hard enough in the face while still in midair to cause him to backflip fully before
crashing down on his back, knocked into an unconscious, broken pile as the bear glanced
down at his partner, then he said stupidly: “Tomorrow?”
“Never.” The reptile responded coldly, then he closed his plywood door and flicked the
latch before walking over to the kitchen, where Cindy was watching the bear trying to drag
the rookie out to the squad car parked at the curb, then she looked at him with a flat glare
and he shrugged. “What? They got on my nerves.”
“We’re going to have to work on your people skills.” Cindy said petulantly, then glanced
up as Cherry joined them before adding in a mutter: “Being around her all this time
probably hasn’t helped much, either.”
“Ouch.” Cherry said mildly, then she looked up at Zerrex as he grabbed a cola out of
the fridge and cracked it open, taking a drink of the cold liquid as she asked: “So you got
any idea why that happened? I was under the impression the cops were scared of you… not
that that impression has changed at all, with how the big guy acted after you took out his
partner…”
Zerrex shook his head, then he frowned a bit before sighing and guzzling the rest of the
can, then tossing it into the sink as he glanced at Cindy. “Will you be alright here by

yourself for a little bit? I can go get you a revolver if you want from the gun locker
downstairs… you seemed to favor those on the few times I took you shooting.”
Cindy smiled and shook her head, then she reached up and patted the reptile on the
right side of the muzzle – the only part of his face that didn’t have a bandage stuck to it, it
seemed like. And with his chest bare, he really did look something like a mummy, with the
cloth bandages wrapped around him… but his arm was at least healing surprisingly fast,
and Cherry had predicted the stitches would be out in another few days for good… “I’m
good, Dad. You go out with her and find out what’s going on, huh? I got a bad feeling
about this with Lone being Mayor and all…”
The Drakkaren smiled a bit and nodded as he turned to Cherry, who looked faintly
entertained. “Damn. She knows how we operate, huh? Well then, Boss, we’d better get our
asses in gear… you be good, girl.”
“I will.” Cindy replied softly, then followed them out to the entrance, where they slipped
upon their respective footgear, getting the reptile a shirt to wear from his dresser and giving
it to him before he and Cherry headed outside, after Zerrex gave her a final warning to
check the cameras before she opened the door. Then Cindy returned to the kitchens to fix
up supper for when they returned, glancing at the camera and watching as they split up.
Zerrex instructed Cherry to head to Elliot’s, citing that she should know enough about
him to dispel any worries the cheetah might have about her working for Lone and not being
someone important to the Boss, and to dig up as much information as she could there
while Zerrex went to a nearby park, of all things… it would take him a good half hour
walk there and back, and he’d probably sit around for an hour or two before heading back
home.
The reptile found the longish walk soothing for his soul, however… it was one of the
few rare times he was able to just… look up at the sky and smile a bit, relaxing in the quiet
peace of Comfort Town as he wound his way back towards the industrial zone, then turned
down the side road and followed the path that led to Robin Park, where one of the
footbridges into the other side of Apple Villa was located. Once there, he was surprised to
see it was crowded with children for a change, with gossiping adults of both sexes milling
around, and the reptile quietly walked over to a bench to sit down, tilting his head back and
looking at the sky for a moment before gazing at the playground and the open field where
kiddies were playing ball and crying and babbling in toddler-tones and know-it-all voices
and telling lies and playing make-believe and generally being more interesting and fun than
adults. He smiled a bit as he watched them, feeling a strange sadness filling his heart as he
rested back on the bench; he loved kids, he did. He’d just never, ever admit that to anyone.
Especially Cherry, who would laugh her ass off and then proceed to never let him live it
down.
So he sat, and gradually pieces of information floated to him as people walked by: here,
the parents stared at him, but mostly ignored him in favor of their children, and for some
reason today they didn’t form a wide, barren circle around him, but allowed their kids to
run close and even sat on the bench next to him, doing their best to acknowledge but ignore

his presence at the same time, and Zerrex found himself okay with that. He was invading
their territory, really… so it was alright. But he couldn’t help but feel solemn at what he was
learning… of how the Apple Villa Internal Protection Force had reformed, how they had
literally blocked off the borders, how little Timmy couldn’t go play with Susie anymore or
Jerry and Ben couldn’t see each other because of it… and Zerrex bowed his head and closed
his eyes, feeling a strange, writhing sensation in his guts and then he found himself
thinking, with total shock at the guilt he felt: This is my fault.
He leaned forwards, sighing softly as he crossed his arms over his knees, and then he
opened his eyes with a frown as he felt something tugging on his hand… but then his gaze
softened as he found himself looking down at a toddling canine, still in diapers and
nothing but, and with one thumb in his mouth, the other hand grasping Zerrex’s finger
quietly as the little dog looked up at him with big brown eyes, then he asked around his
makeshift pacifier: “Why you sad?”
Zerrex smiled a bit as he looked down at the kid with a strange softness in his emerald
eyes, then he said quietly: “I’m not sad. Really.”
“You shouldn’t lie.” The kid said informatively, then repeated the question in a
concerned tone that only children could give to total strangers without being fake: “Why
you sad?”
The Drakkaren laughed a bit, and smiled again: and it was indeed a sorrowful smile. “I
guess… because you could say that a lot of the problems in this town is my fault. I’m a
pretty bad troublemaker, I guess…”
“You need a time out?” the kid asked, tilting his head, and when Zerrex gave another
chuckle, he continued his curious probing: “Why it your fault?”
Zerrex shook his head slightly, then he said in a gentle voice: “I’m not a good person. In
fact, I’m a bad person… and I’ve done a lot of bad things to people.” He stopped at the
kid’s questioning look, then struggled to simplify it. “I’ve… made a lot of people hurt.
And sometimes when people hurt, they hurt back. Until someone gets hurt so much that…
they can’t hurt anyone else.”
“You shouldn’t hurt people.” The kid said, echoing the sentiments that Cindy and Mary
and Sarah had always given to him, and he felt a stab of pain and self-resentment before
blinking as the child added: “But it no make you bad.”
Zerrex tilted his head, frowning slightly in confusion, then he asked quietly: “Why?”
And then the child smiled as he reached up his hand to pat the reptile’s large muzzle,
and he replied in a simple, stating-the-facts voice: “’Cause bad people don’t care about
other people. And they don’t cry, silly.”
With that, the reptile sat up, blinking as he realized that indeed, there was a tear or two
falling down his face… and then the toddler was wandering away towards his mother, who
was jogging towards them as Zerrex reached up and wiped away the silent tears that had
fallen. Then he bowed his head, looking into his lap and concentrating, digging deep into
himself and thinking hard before he said in a near-silent voice: “Some bad people must,

because I’m no one’s definition of good. But maybe I can still try to be…” then he stood
up, and quickly turned, heading back towards home as he firmed his shoulders and grit his
teeth, standing tall as he strode with a purpose back towards his home, as the skies began to
already darken towards night and he added in a firm, quiet voice: “And if there’s one thing I
can do for this town… it’s halting the chaos that Lone is causing by further dividing
Baskin’s Grove. I won’t let him hurt anyone else here. I don’t know why I care… but I
won’t.”
With that, finally spoken aloud instead of just whispered inside his thoughts, his terror
at such thing as caring and showing compassion dispelled, he nodded firmly to himself and
finally decided upon a course of action that he thought was selfless and perhaps not good,
but was at least just and right.
Secure in his mother’s arms, the toddler laughed and rose a chubby hand, waving bye-bye
to Zerrex as he opened and closed his fingers and gave the broad smile of an innocent child.
~~~
“You are fucking crazy.” Cherry said in an awed voice, staring at Zerrex with what could
only be described as total wonder. “You want to do what? And you want me to do what?”
“I’m going to take care of Lone. Tomorrow night. We’ll attack in the afternoon, when
they won’t expect it and after the AVIPF assholes have mostly left for break and patrol. I’ll
kill everyone on the Camelot Bridge if I have to… but I need you to stand by as my backup
so that we can break through to the Mayor’s house. They’ll likely call for a backup wave of
riot police, led by our esteemed Chief of police, and they’ll also deploy a unit to the
Mayor’s house so Lone doesn’t go into screaming hysterics at the lack of protection around
his house. Then we’ll have to deal with Tinny and then we’ll have to get to Lone.”
“Yeah. Deal with Tinny. What does that imply, that you’re going to kill him or
roundhouse kick him in the face and leave him crying in a stairwell somewhere?” Cherry
asked, watching as Zerrex went through his weapon lockers, pulling out all variety of
weaponry and then beginning to load it into a duffel bag and strap others together as she
stared: “Holy shit. Are we going to war?” she stopped, then winced as Zerrex turned to her
with a mild look. “Okay, stupid question. Of course it’s war.”
The Drakkaren nodded as he finished filling up the enormous bag with weaponry, then
began to toss in boxes of bullets and clips on top before turning and motioning that they
were leaving his office. The two did so, and then Zerrex took the lead down the hall and
into the earthen tunnel, his voice reverberating as he spoke in a calm voice: “I have no issue
with leaving Tinman alive. Neither do you, I think, since we both know he’s far more suited
to a definitely non-combat oriented lifestyle then even attempting to fight us. So I’ll go for
the roundhouse kick to the face and leaving him in a crying pile. Then we’re going to make
a definite example of Lone.”
“Good. I’m looking forwards to that part.” Cherry grinned widely, and it was not a nice
grin; then they were in the basement and Zerrex paused to load several more objects into
the duffel bag as she watched, looking amused. “Holy shit. That’s just scary.”

“They work well.” Zerrex responded, then the two headed upstairs as the reptile zipped
the bag closed. They headed back to the entrance of the house, and then he paused to peer
into his room and make sure Cindy was asleep – it was almost midnight now, and after he’d
gotten home, the reptile had first quietly told Cindy that he was going to set things right
tomorrow… and then he’d told Cherry the full plan after Cindy had gone to bed.
Now, with that done, he grabbed Cherry’s arms and pushed his muzzle down on hers.
She kissed him willingly back, unsurprised, and then she pushed her hands up his chest and
pulled back, whispering: “Now for the next part of getting ready for tomorrow?”
“Right.” Zerrex couldn’t help but grin a bit as he pushed her back to the couch, then
shoved her down on it and climbed on top of her, once more meeting her muzzle with his
even as he began to strip off his clothes, one arm tight around her body and the other
fumbling at the fly of his pants as he felt one of her arms wrapping tight around his neck,
squeezing hard as the other drew up and down his chest before it left, then he felt her
bucking against him and he could feel her hand working at her own pair.
Their jaws worked and kissed, tongues danced and rolled; they breathed into each
other’s muzzles as their bodies rolled together and their muzzles moved hungrily, then
Zerrex was slipping off his pants as she did the same, both of them kicking and squirming
to knock their lower wear free from their legs even as they ground their crotches and bodies
together, Zerrex’s shaft rapidly beginning to thicken and engorge as Cherry spread her legs
wide and bucked up against the huge male above her, grinding her hot, excited sex against
him before she felt Zerrex push her hard down against the couch as he rose, moaning, drool
falling from her jaws as she saw him quickly stripping off his shirt, and she rapidly did the
same, even as her legs wrapped tight around his thick waist and she ground herself against
him, the other powerful Drakkaren rubbing and pushing back hard as his girthy shaft came
to full, powerful erection, and then he fell back atop her as she was left in only her bra, but
a decisive jerk from the male snapped the front of the feeble article of clothing before she
felt one hand settle on her breast as the other wrapped tight against her, her own arms
wrapping tightly around his neck as her hips bucked firmly upwards. She could feel the
gigantic cock between their bodies, sandwiched tight, being ground between scale and
muscle, and she moaned quietly into his jaws as she pushed upwards and he bore his weight
and strength down against her, still kissing him passionately, their mouths still locked, the
force of their almost biting, working muzzles drawing a bit of blood… but the coppery
taste only added to the pleasure as both felt hot, passionate want rolling through their
bodies, excited by today’s events and the bloodshed and battle tomorrow promised to bring.
Somehow, that was the greatest aphrodisiac of all, as she felt the reptile bringing his waist
up and she brought her own hips far back, as the hand from her breast moved to grasp his
gigantic shaft and guide his cockhead quickly against her hot, open folds, before he gave a
savage thrust forwards that stretched and tore her wide, sinking most of the massive
member in with one powerful shove and making Cherry release a scream of pian and
pleasure into the Drakkaren’s mouth, as he grunted hard and tried to draw back.
She refused to let him, though, her arms staying locked tight around his neck, forcing
him to stay in the kiss, to keep working his jaws with hers as she bucked hard and sank the

rest of the gargantuan shaft, clutching him tight with his legs and beginning to buck her
hips hard upwards, the male groaning hungrily at the pleasure it sent rolling through his
body and Cherry letting out another powerful moan of her own, her eyes clenched shut, her
muzzle working furiously but twisted in a grin as she fucked him instead of the other way
around, working her body savagely up against the male’s, clutching him with her tight, hot
passage. Now he was thrusting as well, working in rhythm with her… but overall, she had
taken control, as she rolled forcefully and forced the larger male to lay back on the couch,
adding the strength of gravity to her already powerful bouncing on his huge cock. And all
the while, she continued to kiss him, forcing his head down as her arms stayed tight, feeling
his hands digging into her hips as she worked her body up and down the gargantuan penis
buried inside of her, rocking her hips hard again and again as the huge reptile grunted
hungrily up into her muzzle.
She rocked her hips hard, slamming her weight down on him, pleasuring herself – as
perhaps only she could do – with his enormous penis, continuing to hold him in the tight
kiss as they panted into each other’s muzzles, jaws locked and working furiously. Zerrex’s
claws dug into her hips slightly, holding her tight and moving with her, but not daring to
try and pin her again, the Drakkaren shoving upwards as she threw her weight down, the
power of her collision enough to send a strange sensation of pain tingling through his
body. Her arms stayed tight around his neck, their jaws locked, tongues dancing eternally
and mouths working together as her large, full breasts pushed down against his broad body,
jiggling slightly with every drop of her weight down his immense girth.
The sensation of being dominated – and for Cherry, the sensation of dominating such a
behemoth of sadism and violent proportions – exotic and amazingly erotic to the male, as
he worked his body not to hurt or pleasure himself, but to please someone else because it
was what they wanted, and what they commanded. He grunted hungrily as he thrusted
upwards again and again, muzzle still working with the female’s, feeling Cherry bearing
down with surprising brute force and continuing her hard bounces as she began to give
small, breathy moans into his muzzle with every movement. He could feel her juices leaking
down his great shaft, lubricating it and giving both of them even greater pleasure at it slid
up into her with a squelch and slap of flesh-on-flesh, her passage swallowing it with
remarkable ease as it began to constrict, lips of her sex kissing his waist firmly with every
drop of her body weight.
Soon, Zerrex released a hungry groan, hands clutching her waist as his eyes opened wide
for a moment before clenching shut, strong arms automatically wrapping around the
female’s body and clutching her down against him as she shoved powerfully downwards with
all her strength, feeling the male moan hungrily into her maw as he began to make short,
powerful thrusts into her, feeling his shaft stiff as steel, clenched tight by her passage as he
pistoned his thick cock rapidly in and out of her sex. Then he tried to tilt his head back as
he arched his spine, but one of Cherry’s hands slipped up into his hair, forcing him
forwards again as she bore down on him with more power, kissing him hungrily even as he
released a roar of pleasure into her mouth.

She bucked her hips hard down against him, moaning back as she felt his seed release
into her, blasts of it spilling down her passage, filling her up and pouring out between
thrusting shaft and squeezing lips with a wet squelch and the thick, erotic sound of flesh
striking flesh. The male thrusted viciously up into her again and again, even as Cherry
continued to forcefully maintain her dominance with the locked, hungry kiss and the
powerful rocking of her hips, as she felt his seed blasting deep into her again and again.
Zerrex spasmed a bit beneath the female, feeling her continuing to exert her dominance
over him, her passage clenching his cock tight as she milked shot after shot out of him,
until his thrusts slowed: but she continued to buck up and down, her tongue sliding around
his and pinning it to the wall of his mouth as he felt himself relaxing, as she drove her
muzzle deeper, kissed him harder, her teeth biting against him to clink off his and drag
along his gumline. He tasted blood again, the coppery sensation flooding his mouth as he
forced himself to kiss back, even as he felt his eyes sliding open, rolling up in his head as he
groaned into the female’s muzzle: she was still riding his still stiff, but now more sensitive
flesh, slamming herself up and down as she panted hotly into his muzzle, her own eyes shut
tight and arms still locked firmly around his neck, still kissing him passionately as she
thought: This isn’t over yet… this isn’t over until I say it’s over, Zerrex, this time I’m the one
on top!
She rode him savagely for a few more moments, as she felt her passage clenching harder
around the thick cock buried inside her, then she finally spasmed slightly, arching her back
down and pushing her body down against the Drakkaren as she rocked her hips hard,
bucking powerfully against him and burying the huge cock again and again to the hilt, her
passage contracting powerfully enough along the thick flesh to cause Zerrex to grunt and
groan with surprise and almost pain. He felt her jaws coming together as she sent another
hot moan into his muzzle, her juices spilling down his thick, immense shaft before she
finally slowed her powerful bouncing, still continuing to kiss him, working her muzzle
against his… but that too slowed, and then finally the kiss broke as Cherry opened her eyes
to gaze passionately down into Zerrex’s, grinning slowly and panting hard as his arms stayed
loosely wrapped around her waist, her own hands moving to grip his shoulders firmly as she
whispered down to him: “Long kiss, good fuck. And this time I got to be the one fucking
you.”
“You’re scary when you’re sexy.” Zerrex responded with a bit of a grin in return, and
Cherry’s own spread wider as she moved a hand to play lightly with a breast, causing the
male to draw his attention down to her bust. Then she moved her hand quickly to his
muzzle, teasing pushing it back up and sliding a finger into his mouth, murring amusedly as
he suckled lightly on it.
“You’re one to talk…” she paused, then slowly bounced on him, electing a shiver of
pleasure from them both before she tilted her head, still feeling passion and heat spiraling
through her body, then glancing down and noting the hunger in the reptile’s eyes. “You
thinkin’ what I’m thinkin’?”

Zerrex nodded and then slipped his hands around to grasp her waist, before he suddenly
rolled, shoving her down as she let out a breathy cry, but her eyes danced with hunger as she
grabbed his thick biceps. “I think I am…” he said softly, thrusting into her again, hilting
his cock and then gyrating his hips to grind the thick member inside her passage, electing
what was almost a coo of ecstasy from the female before he slowly, slowly drew back,
torturing them both. “But first… let me go get something.”
His thick cockhead pulled free with a faint plop and a spill of juices, the huge male
lowering his head for a moment with a quiet murr before Cherry reached up to stroke his
hair gently back from his eyes, then she quickly tilted his muzzle up so they locked eyes, the
female saying in a soft, but almost urgent voice: “Then be fast… ‘cause I wanna spend as
much of this night fucking as we possibly can.”
Zerrex couldn’t resist licking his muzzle slowly as he climbed up from the couch, idly
reaching down to squeeze his girthy, still-hard cock as he wandered into the kitchen,
heading quickly over to the liquor cabinet to open it and take out two large glass bottles of
whisky from his never-ending supply of the stuff. Then he headed back, easily popping the
corks off both bottles with his thumbs as if they were nothing more than tabs on a can of
cola. He grinned slightly as he headed back to the couch, sitting down beside Cherry as she
sat quickly up, yanking a bottle away from him and taking a deep guzzle of the amber
fluids before she released a sigh, as Zerrex took his own long drink. “I love the way you
think, Boss.”
“Don’t I know it.” The male responded with obvious amusement, tilting his head towards
the female as he lowered the bottle, then he winked and made a jerking motion with his
head as he twiddled the bottle. Cherry immediately took in what he wanted, and the two
reptiles faced each other before interlacing their arms, both taking deep drinks of their
respective bottles with their arms wrapped together before they unwove their limbs to lean
forwards, Cherry wrapping her free arm around Zerrex’s neck as his free hand settled firmly
on her breast, giving it a light squeeze as they kissed hungrily, a bit of whiskey dripping
down their muzzles as they worked hungrily together, mixing the strong, raw alcohol
through each other’s mouths before they drew back and swallowed down the amber liquid.
The two looked into each other’s eyes with almost-identical grins, their eyes burning
with lust and desire before Zerrex licked his muzzle and brought his bottle forwards, idly
pouring the fluid over the female’s breast as Cherry gave him an entertained look and
obligingly leaned back, feeling the cool liquid pooling between her breasts and flowing
down her large swells, drips of whiskey pattering onto her stomach as she said in a soft,
sensuous voice: “You better clean that up, huh?”
“It would be my pleasure…” Zerrex took another drink of his bottle, then he leaned
forwards and slowly dragged his tongue up between her breasts, tasting her flesh, sweat and
the strong alcohol: he suckled lightly along the stream of whisky, then moved to gently lap
at a nipple before idly setting his mouth over it, sucking slowly as Cherry murred, her eyes
closing as she tilted the bottle up to have another long draw of her whisky, hand playing
idly through the hair of the powerful male as she tilted her head up and away. She only felt

pleasure and warmth spreading through her form, as the Drakkaren worked his tongue and
mouth lightly over her bust, teasing her and sipping at the whisky he had spilled along her
breasts.
Then he drew back, winking slowly at her, before Cherry reached up and pushed him
back lightly, making him half-fall back against the couch. A moment later, she leaned
forwards with a grin, lightly pouring several splashes of the amber liquid out over the male’s
enormous cock. Then she took another deep swig of the strong alcohol before tilting her
head towards him with her own grin, looking down into his eyes with her own half-lidded
as she said softly: “Oops. My mistake. You better let me clean that up for you…”
Zerrex lay back, half-sprawled off the couch as he put one hand down to rest lightly on
the back of Cherry’s skull, the other tipping his bottle up to his mouth as he closed his eyes
and released a light, amused murr. Cherry had already started lapping slowly over his thick
cock, licking up the fluids she had spilled over his hot, steely flesh; her tongue dragged
slowly over his obsidian, huge member, the female half-lidding her eyes at the taste of the
powerful penis, amber fluids, and the liquids that had saturated into the huge member.
The Drakkaren tilted his head back, his fingers squeezing lightly into her skull, taking
another slow drink of whisky as he felt her grinding her muzzle down along the length of
his huge penis, continuing to lap slowly at the few droplets of amber liquid still clinging to
the great girth. She continued to work her way slowly down the gargantuan cock, then she
slowly nuzzled his testicles, using her tongue to pick up the few remaining droplets that had
slipped down to puddle in his sac. A few moments later, she slowly sat up as he looked
down at her amusedly, stroking gently along her face as she purred softly: “You still taste as
good as I remembered…”
“Good to hear…” Zerrex paused, then he grinned a bit as he pushed Cherry gently
back, getting up on his knees and pushing her onto her back. The strong female allowed
him to guide her with entertainment and passion burning in her eyes, tilting her bottle back
to take another deep gulp of whisky before she grinned a bit, eyes filling with interest as the
huge male now bent her body upwards, resting her on her lower back as she let her legs
drape over his shoulders.
The huge male leaned his muzzle down to nuzzle slowly between her legs, then he slowly
drew his tongue up along her sex before touching his tongue gently against her clitoris,
nudging it slowly before he pulled back with a deep murr. “And you taste just as sweet as
ever yourself… of course… everything is improved by a little spicing up, right?”
The Drakkaren brought his bottle forwards, tipping it down and sending a spill of the
strong alcohol over the female’s nether regions, the amber fluid spilling in a small stream
down Cherry’s lips, some of it dripping down along her stomach and a bit more flowing in
the other direction to spill between her buttocks, a bit of it pooling into her tailhole. Then
Cherry let out a grunt of surprise and a light moan as Zerrex suddenly twisted and
upended the bottle, shoving quickly down at the same time and forcing the neck of the
whisky bottle down into her passage, spilling the contents of the whisky inside of her
stretched sex. She jumped at this, twitching and almost spilling her own bottle over her own

face, then she snorted amusedly and lightly groped one of her own breasts as Zerrex pulled
the bottle quickly free and twisted it back upright, flicking her clit with the head of the
bottle and making her give another little spasm of pain and pleasure as she felt amber
liquid splattering over her face and body. “Hey, you asshole! I’m not a fucking cup!”
Instead of answering, the male Drakkaren drew his tongue slowly from the base of her
tail up between her buttocks, drinking in the whisky spilled in her tailhole before he pushed
his muzzle against her vagina, pushing his tongue into her sex and suckling back, drinking
in the fluids that had been poured into her before he looked up at her with a look that was
almost prim and definitely entertained. “But you make a damned good one.”
Cherry snorted, then she suddenly bucked her hips and shoved herself forwards,
toppling Zerrex onto his back with a grunt and straddling his face, and spilling the
remaining whisky inside her stretched passage down into the Drakkaren’s muzzle, the large
male easily accepting it as his bottle flew from his hands and hit the ground with a dull
thunk, cracking slightly but not breaking, rolling along the ground as Cherry took her own
deep drink of whisky and threw her bottle away. Then she shifted positions quickly, laying
atop him, sandwiching his thick cock between their bodies as she gazed down into his eyes
hungrily, her hands reaching up to squeeze his shoulders as his grasped her hips firmly.
“Asshole.”
“You know it. But I prefer ‘bastard,’ myself.” The Drakkaren replied softly, then he leaned
up and gently kissed along her neck, making her shudder a bit and tilt her muzzle upwards
as he whispered quietly: “You bitch.”
“Fuck you.” Cherry replied in an equally soft voice, then she slowly tilted her head down,
locking gazes with the emerald eyes of the huge male as she stopped and then softened,
replying in the same whisper words that she only ever spoke in the darkest of nights, words
that she had for so long showed only weakness and inability to control one’s own emotions:
“In case I don’t get to tell you this tomorrow… I love you, Zerrex. Now love me.”
Zerrex gazed back at her with surprise, then he nodded and said softly: “I love you too.”
And with that, he leaned forwards to meet her muzzle as he rolled atop the female,
squeezing into her hips as he ground his thick penis against her firm abdominals, feeling
her arms wrapping around his neck and her legs opening wide for him, moving to squeeze
his waist gently as she felt one hand moving to squeeze a thigh, guiding a leg higher and up
to rest against his shoulder.
They kissed slowly as Zerrex arched his back, drawing back as he moved the hand
gripping her leg to grasp the base of his huge cock, guiding the head of his large penis
down to push lightly against the lips of her sex, grinding it slowly up and down her
entrance before he thrusted gently forwards, burying into her as they kissed hungrily,
tongues dancing and playing together as she moaned lightly up into his muzzle, feeling the
steel-hard cock pushing deep into her sex as the kiss broke and Zerrex wrapped one arm
around her shoulders and moved the other to grip the top of her leg, leaning his weight
down against her and bending her slightly at the waist as she pushed her head up against his
powerful chest. His muscular body flexed and moved, giant shaft shoving forwards, hilting

into her as his testicles bumped gently against her anus, then he slowly pulled back before
pushing in again, letting out a quiet, breathy grunt that was almost a groan. His movements
were powerful but slow and measured, and Cherry bucked against him in time, moaning
quietly herself as she stayed curled tight under his masculine form, her head pressing up
against his thick, muscular chest, her hands slipping up to play in the reptile’s long ivory
locks.
The huge Drakkaren thrusted into her again and again, keeping himself in check, using
his strength not to hurt but to give his rekindled love all the pleasure he could. He gyrated
his hips with each slow but powerful delve of his giant penis, feeling her head against his
chest, her leg and body bending slightly as he squeezed her around the shoulders. Cherry
rocked herself back against the huge male, bucking her hips firmly upwards with every deep
thrust of the male’s gargantuan black shaft. His testicles thudded gently against her tailhole,
mixing with the sounds of his penis squelching into her passage and the grunts and moans
of the two Drakkaren.
Slowly, Zerrex began to pick up speed, panting a bit harder now as he closed his eyes,
rocking a bit harder in rhythm with the female beneath him, feeling her arch her back as she
continued to play her hands through his hair, moving to kiss and nuzzle at his neck, fingers
gripping lightly into his skull as her firm breasts ground up against his masculine body. Her
moans became louder, more passionate, more raw, her leg gripping him tighter, and the
other one loosening as her body rocked with every movement of the strong male above her.
Cherry rocked herself harder, feeling her passage already clenching down against the
male’s penis with greater and greater firmness, as he hilted into her again and again, testicles
beginning to slap with a bit more firmness to her anus as he penetrated her wet vagina over
and over. Her lips and passage squeezed him tightly as she moaned deeply again, feeling
Zerrex grinding his muscular, powerful form down against her, pushing down against her
breasts and squeezing her tight around the shoulders as she arched her back, head dropping
back with a rare expression of loving bliss on her features.
The powerful reptile began to thrust even harder forwards, her body rocking faster
against him as he felt his thick, steely shaft stiffening further as her passage began to clench
harder and harder down on the rock-hard penis buried in her vagina. She groaned again,
arching her body firmly up against his thick body as the muscular male pistoned into her
again and again, grunting quietly himself as he felt Cherry’s fingers clenching tight into his
skull, hair fluffing out around them as his own fingers squeezed into a leg and shoulder.
Zerrex felt his body tensing up slightly as he let out another loud grunt, his cock with even
greater power into her slick, clenching passage, as she bucked her hips with vigor back up
against the reptile’s thrusting penis.
Then Cherry began to move even harder, moaning hungrily and giving short, sharp cries
of pleasure as she clenched her eyes shut and arched her back, letting her head fall back as
she rocked her hips powerfully against the obsidian member that was thrusting deep into
her again and again, feeling the tight passage of her hot sex clenching down and contracting
firmly against the steely shaft buried inside of her. She rocked her body rapidly as the

orgasm sent shivers of ecstasy rollicking through her form, passage clutching his huge
member as her juices poured down the gigantic obsidian penis. She bucked powerfully
against him as she released another cry of pleasure, feeling her fluids spilling out down her
thighs as she incited the male in turn to begin pistoning harder into her vagina and again
and again, grunting hungrily as he ground down against her strong, feminine form.
Cherry’s orgasm threw his own pleasure over the edge, causing the reptile to curl up
slightly around her almost protectively, as he hammered her with his thick shaft, groaning
hungrily as he squeezed her tight against his body, thrusting with all his strength and
throwing his weight down against her over and over, pounding her with his huge shaft as his
massive testicles slapped violently against her tailhole, the black cock tearing into her over
and over as it stiffened up further under the flow of her sweet juices. Then he let out a loud
groan as she released her own moaning cry, arching her body up against the strong male’s as
he shot thick bursts of seed forth into her body, his thrusts picking up in speed and
strength as blast after blast of his hot load poured forth into her body.
The female let out a loud moan, bucking hard back against the strong thrusts of the
male as she felt his fluids pouring into her, her own still trickling down from her stretched
lips before she began to slow as the strong male began to slow his own powerful thrusting,
panting quietly as he rested atop her, huge shaft coming to a stop as she rocked her hips
slowly against him, her eyes tightly closed, head raised with bliss… and Zerrex lay across
her as her leg slipped from his shoulder to cradle his waist with the other, squeezing them
gently as her hands played through his hair, and her arms wrapped tight around his neck to
squeeze her quietly up against his strong chest.
It was the best ending Zerrex thought he’d had for the longest time, and then he pulled
out and collapsed on her and they fell asleep together, Cherry securely nestled under his
muscular body and his arms tightly finding their way around her as they slept until
morning and Cindy found them, looking at them with what she couldn’t decide was either
amazement at how old they were and the way they were still acting – and how goddamn
much that they could do – or compassion for the deep bond they shared, if they did so
refuse to bring it to light with others around, or even reveal it to each other in any way
other than sex.
She made a plain breakfast, which Zerrex and Cherry gobbled down – still naked –
before both of them took a bath – again, together, and inviting Cindy along if she wanted
to. The smaller female had blushed but said she was okay, and so then Zerrex and Cherry
had sat in a hot bath and splashed each other like children for about half an hour before
Cherry had washed, shampooed and carefully cut Zerrex’s hair to perfect shoulder length,
and then they’d dried each other off, re-stitched and bandaged their wounds, and finally
they’d both gotten dressed, Cherry borrowing one of Zerrex’s black shirts as the reptile
donned his own plain black clothing. Then they’d both simply relaxed until one that
afternoon, and then Zerrex had turned to Cindy, who sat beside him on the couch, taken
her hands, kissed her forehead quietly and said: “I love you, daughter. Be well.”

Then he and Cherry had both stood, slipped on their boots, and Zerrex had picked up
the bag of weaponry and headed out to put it in the van as Cherry held the door open, and
Cindy watched the two warriors go before quietly clasping her hands below her breasts and
closing her eyes, only hoping that they would come back alive.
Inside the back of the borrowed van – which Zerrex was very glad Cherry had convinced
him they should keep, at least until they were done dealing with this shit – the reptile was
sorting through his various arsenal, attaching the holsters of his twin .52 magnum
handguns to his belt and the ancient, put-holes-in-everything revolver into the small holster
modification he had in one combat boot, rolling his ankle to make sure it sat tight and
wouldn’t fall out. He then loaded spare bullets into one pocket and clips into the other
before placing the odachi sword onto his back once more and sitting back with Blackheart
on one side, the flat of the sword pressed between his leg and the wall as he made room for
Cherry to get in and stock up herself, taking the .45 magnum handguns and slipping them
into her waistband, as well as taking one of the shotguns and a bit of the twine the reptile
had brought so she could sling it around her shoulders, then throwing her whip into the
passenger seat as she nodded at the other things the reptile had brought. “Guns I bet you’re
going to leave for backup arsenal. What about that stuff ?”
“They’ll be used first. Really mess them up.” Zerrex replied vaguely, as he attached the
side-pack he’d had on last night to his belt, after seeing that Cherry didn’t want it. That was
alright with him: it was probably better for him to be carrying the grenades anyway. Cherry
could see what was going to happen with her precognitive abilities, so he could stick to
worrying about throwing them where they would do the most damage instead of throwing
them where they would hurt and not hit his partner.
Then they were driving down towards the Camelot bridge, both unaware that Lone had
ordered at noon for all traffic to be completely stopped, while he did his best to talk
Tinman into leveling the bridge for him, so they could simply cut Comfort Town out like a
diseased part of the body: Lone, after all, didn’t understand the dynamics of Baskin’s Grove,
but neither did most of its citizens, so no one was really concerned about the fact that there
weren’t a lot of people at work today and that most of the police and AVIPF were at the
Camelot Bridge: in fact, many would applaud.
After stopping for gas and learning about this, however, Cherry nervously glanced at
Zerrex… but the large reptile in the back merely smiled coldly and said quietly: “This is
war, Cherry. And you know as well as I do war is not clean, and it doesn’t always go the way
you want it to. We’re still heading for the bridge, and we’re still going to break through.
We’ll kill all of them if we have to, but you win wars with guts as much as strategy. So let’s
show them we’ve got balls.”
“You give such inspiring speeches, Boss, really.” Cherry responded with a snort, but she
was grinning as the worker at the pumps gave her a thumbs-up and a nervous smile – he’d
seen the Boss in the back of the van, and he really didn’t want to even ask for payment when
the Boss was in what looked like full battle gear. The female Drakkaren returned the
gesture, then she tore away from the gas station and headed towards the bridge as she went

over the basic idea of the plan once more in her mind: get to the bridge, defend the van and
act as backup for Zerrex while he raged through the guardians of the place, blow a hole in
their defensive line and finally break through to the Mayor’s house to take Lone. It was the
symbolism, she figured, that would win the day here… even killing Lone, that wouldn’t kill
the core rot in Apple Villa. But if they set up Zerrex in place as the true ruler and some
other puppet as Mayor-in-name… then perhaps he had a plan to knit the two sides of
Baskin’s Grove back together.
Ten minutes later, they halted on one side of the bridge: stationed on the other were
four parked police transports, all dark navy steel armor plating, with a line of police in
front, standing stiffly at attention in full riot gear – body armor, bulletproof glass
facemasks, and rifles at the ready, while glass shields rested on their backs for easy access
and collapsible nightsticks were just a flick away on their hips – as a rough-looking black
bear paced in front of them, in the same body armor except for the fact he had a black
chief ’s cap on his head instead of a facemask, and he had the typical sidearm and
nightstick, but no rifle. The Chief of police, Reinhold’s brother, obviously giving some sort
of pep speech to the maybe twenty soldiers assembled in a double line. As if they were
storm troopers about to invade an enemy town while AVIPF paced restlessly back and
forth, and cops in normal blue uniform stood near their cruisers, most of them looking
relaxed or nervous, or merely irritable at the pacing groups of AVIPF, with their fancy
uniforms and oversized guns.
Three cruisers with partnered cops, two teams of four or five AVIPF each, and twenty
riot officers with the chief of police giving some speech in front of them, all on the open
metal and concrete field of the bridge. All of them long-distance fighters, when Zerrex was
a close-combat specialist… very extreme odds, especially when there were quite possibly at
least one or two police patrols rolling through Comfort Town. But when Cherry looked
back at Zerrex, as he opened the back doors and slipped out, resting Blackheart on his
shoulder, she just grinned and felt a spark of excitement at the calm expression on his face
but the cruel glow in his emerald eyes. There’s a reason that he was the Captain of the Goth
Legion… and you boys, you’re about to find out.
Then she faced forwards, watching as Zerrex slipped his hand into his side-pack, then
pulled out a stun grenade and walked casually onto the bridge. At first, no one really
noticed the Boss, unable to process him properly with him being so out-of-place… but
then one of the police officers paled, let out a babbling cry, and jumped over the railing
onto the civilian walkway and then into the water below, and Zerrex flicked the pin out of
the explosive device and lobbed it in an easy underhanded arc forwards, as voices yelled…
and then all hell broke loose, as Zerrex stopped, turned his head away, closed his eyes and
put the crook of his arm over his face while most of the others made the mistake of trying
to take aim at the reptile.
The grenade hit the ground with a quiet tap, then exploded in a burst of blinding white
light and a sound that seemed to bury into the gut of those closest to it, making them want
to kneel over as it was joined by a cacophony of screaming voices: the moment Zerrex felt
the light fading, he lowered his arm and charged forwards, not bothering with anything

fancy as the nearest group of AVIPF shot rounds wildly into the air – and in the case of
two unfortunates, each other – before the reptile brought the massive sword forwards and
straight-through in a cleaving sweep.
The giant blade literally halved the three remaining soldiers, and then he spun quickly
around, feet dancing against the ground as he noticed the nearby position of a pair of
police before slamming his sword straight down after his quick spin to adjust his
momentum, turning the spinning slash into an overhead rend that nearly cut one of the
officers in half and turned the one closer to Zerrex into a broken pile of flesh on the
ground. Then Zerrex drew his sword back and charged forwards towards the next cruiser in
line as he heard the double-boom of a handgun, not needing to check to know that Cherry
had already targeted and taken out another pair of police officers before he heard the rapid
sound of her feet, and the cracking of her chain whip – met with the sound of screams and
rent flesh.
The reptile glanced up to see that the riot police were already recovering, and that the
chief had managed to stumble to the front of the one of the transports and was screaming
into a radio, then he quickly changed his attention to the last set of cops in plain uniform
and he stabbed his sword through the first, then followed up with a second, hard thrust kick
that knocked the other over the railing, his foot colliding with enough force to shatter his
ribs before Zerrex ducked behind the nearest police cruiser, then he pulled out the second –
and last – flash grenade and tossed it over the car, closing his eyes and putting his arm over
them again as he heard it explode, and then more screaming as at least some of the riot
officers were blinded further.
Moving quickly, he dropped Blackheart, then drew his .52 handguns and rolled out
behind the police cruiser, raising them as he took up a crouch and targeted the police as he
heard Cherry charging forwards towards them again. He shot off two rounds, and was
pleased to see that despite the tough, fancy look of their armor, they still didn’t withstand
the rounds from his guns very well – the first one fell with two blasted holes in his armor,
collapsing back onto another who shoved him away with a panicked yell and then turned
and fired wildly in the direction of the Drakkaren, who, unfazed, merely began to pound
rounds into their numbers, thinning them considerably and drawing their fire as Cherry
charged in, dodging the errant round that went her way without trouble until she was close
enough to lash out with her whip, wrapping it around the throat of one before she grabbed
the handle with both hands, twisted, and jerked, decapitating him and sending up a spray of
blood as she sidestepped the whip’s backlash before snapping it forwards again, knocking
off the mask of another with an upwards strike of the whip, then lashing it back down to
crack his skull.
Zerrex felt his handguns click on empty, then he quickly holstered them and slipped
back behind the squad car, grabbing the side of it and pushing it up onto its side, muscles
bulging before he flipped it onto its back: another phase of the plan as he checked to see
Cherry’s progress. She had cleared out the last of the riot soldiers, her whip easily biting
through her armor… but she was now hiding behind another squad car and had the GL
magnum out, her back pressed against one of the doors as Zerrex looked up to see two

squad cars pull up beside the van, then take on a V-shape around it, barring it as cops piled
out on one side and set up a shooting line.
The reptile muttered to himself, then he glanced up to see three other cars pull in on the
other side: two cruisers and a large van that he thought must house AVIPF members. The
Drakkaren snarled, not liking the crossfire it set up… and then he grinned as he produced
the last grenade and stood up, exposing himself for a moment as he drew his arm back,
then he grunted and whipped it as hard as he could in a straight throw, as if it were a
baseball.
It shattered through the window of the van, and then Zerrex dropped after he felt a
bullet tear by his shoulder, reaching into the almost-empty side-pack to pull out a remote
detonator and pound the small red button. It clicked… and then the van went up in a gout
of flame, and the reptile snarled as he saw the chief of police fly out from behind one of
the transports, his armor on fire as he screamed and hit the ground, rolling back and forth
as one of the squad cars slowly rocked back and forth from the force of the explosion, one
of the police inside dead from shrapnel and the other reduced to a crying, screaming mess.
Zerrex charged forwards mindlessly, making himself a target as the cops on the other
side of the bridge took aim and shot: but it only resulted in three of them going down
from Cherry’s immediate fire upon them, her precognitive abilities letting her immediately
lock on to three of the four. The last saw his teammates fall, and, panicking, he crawled
into his squad car – Cherry snarled, then she stood, holding the gun with both hands as her
eyes narrowed to slits, ghost images once more dancing in her vision before she pounded
three bullets into the door, the first stopped by the semi-armor plating that was on all the
cruisers of the BGPD… the second hitting exactly where the first was, hitting the bullet
buried in the door, and blowing a hole into the interior of the car as both bullets
disintegrated… and the final one going down through the ripped passageway and into the
spine of the driver, sending him into screaming agony as he fell over and lost control of his
legs, losing any will to fight and only crying “officer down, officer down!” into the radio
again and again.
On the other side of the bridge, the male Drakkaren had gone between two of the
police transports, dropping his sword and letting it bite a trench through the ground before
lashing it forwards and upwards, digging a long cut into the pavement before it cleanly
chopped off the head of the chief of police, his body spasming and jerking before falling
still as his head flew through the air, bouncing into the flaming wreckage of the van as the
remaining police – and more AVIPF backup that had now appeared on the scene, one
group in a plain but expensive car and the other in another large van – stared for a moment
before opening fire. Zerrex immediately spun around behind the transport, then he growled
and turned to make a ‘go-back’ motion at Cherry as she started forwards towards him.
She nodded, then turned and quickly headed for the van, then she ran around it and
threw open the back doors to grab the sniper rifle that was still in the duffle bag – she’d
insisted, knowing something like this would happen… it always did with Zerrex – and the
box of shells that he’d packed before she jumped up onto the roof of the van, laying down

flat and loading the weapon with a full five shells, then taking aim with it and concentrating
her abilities to increase her accuracy once more, forcing herself to calm down as she saw
Zerrex heading back towards her.
The reptile had seen the advantage in retreat, especially with the one decoy he had
already set up… so he’d done so, switching back and forth as he ran towards the van,
reloading one magnum handgun while on the go: a trick that was made difficult with the
fact that he had a giant sword in one hand, but was accomplished by jamming a clip into his
muzzle, then drawing the gun, flicking the clip out with a twist of his wrist so it fell to the
side and not in front of him so he’d step and slip on it while he sprinted, then he brought
the empty handle up to his muzzle and shoved it forwards as he jerked his head to the side,
then finished by slapping the loose bottom of the clip against his shoulder and jamming it
into place. Before he could turn to fire and set off his trap however – as from the bullets
hailing around him, he knew there was at least four people on the bridge and thankfully, all
of them dumb rich people who were more show than actual shot – Cherry had figured out
his trap and set it off with a single precise shot to the gas tank of the flipped car.
It detonated, sending chunks of metal, concrete and steel whirring through the air as
about five of the group of about a dozen were killed or knocked unconscious in the
explosion. Zerrex holstered his gun, feeling a strange, floating resentment that was
disconnected and childish, but it wasn’t important as he continued to run back towards the
van, pausing only to use his great strength to shove the two police cruisers that had blocked
the van off to the side, as he heard Cherry firing and reloading rapidly, able to see through
the thick smoke that was going up as she managed to even jeer: “I thought you said you
were going to use those other things first!”
“Shut up and do your job!” Zerrex replied, panting hard… but then, when Cherry
stopped firing and instead looked down at him with a grin, he stopped before turning
slowly towards the other side of the bridge. “Wait… did you?”
“Got six.” Cherry confirmed, then she nodded at Zerrex’s arm: it was bleeding again,
although not as heavily as before. “They were unprepared and definitely not trained. I think
we got them all… or enough that they broke rank and fled.”
The reptile stared at her, then he laughed faintly and sighed, collapsing against the side
of the van and closing his eyes before nodding slowly. “Alright. Then… is it time?”
“It’s time.” The female Drakkaren replied quietly, then she slipped off the roof and
jumped into the driver’s seat as the larger male walked around to the back and climbed in,
slamming the doors as they drove forwards and around the smoking debris of the police
car, then stopped in front of the line of transport vans. Here, they both climbed out and
looked carefully around for any sign of anyone else – there was none, just smoke filling the
air and the moans of those too wounded to walk, let alone put up any kind of resistance –
and then Cherry put one of the vans in neutral, being unable to find the keys, before she
helped Zerrex roll it slowly out of the way.

Then they drove onwards, heading for the Mayor’s House in the depths of Apple Villa,
invading enemy territory without hesitation, as Zerrex sat in the back of the van and closed
his eyes, breathing slowly and only hoping for an end.
~~~
“Attack… it’s… massacre, attack!” The chief ’s voice was distorted by static and yelling,
cracked with panic as Lone sat, trembling hard, holding the portable phone up against his
ear as Tinman stared at him, pale and ill-looking. “It… not possible, bombs… help…
Zerrex! The Boss! The Boss!”
The wolf dropped the receiver, and then he slowly stumbled across the room as a loud
“Shit!” came from the portable phone before someone on the other side clicked off amidst
a burst of static. The lupine walked to a corner of the room, turned to look at Tinman
with eyes that were full of fear, held a hand out to him… then he swiveled around again,
putting the hand against the wall as he bent forwards and vomited, sending out a spew of
thick, disgusting liquids as the badger looked at him with a mix of sympathy, concern, and
fear.
“We… God… oh fuck…” Lone managed, wiping at his muzzle as he turned back
around, sweat breaking out on his body as he reached for his bottle of pills, then he
whimpered and threw them across the room as he found the vial was empty, staring up at
the badger again before walking forwards, a slow, hopeful smile spreading over his features
as he grabbed his hands with his own, body quaking as he looked into his terrified eyes and
leaned close, speaking rapidly and fearfully: “I… you’re from the Goth Legion! You can
take him, right, right? This is all just an act of yours, you’re really a scary tough guy, better
than Vampire, I bet! You can take him, right… right? Right? Right?” the last came out as a
scream, and Tinman jerked away, falling backwards onto the couch as he whimpered and
shook his head.
He swallowed thickly as Lone stared at him with slowly dying hope, speaking in a
frightened voice: “Mister… Mr. Wulfe… I’m not like them, I can’t… I can’t bear to kill
people and I’m just a coward… I always held everyone back in battle and… I spent most of
my life in the hospital, sick and… and frightened, I’ve always been afraid of everything.” At
this, he began to cry, shoving his fists into his eyes like a child as he bawled: “I can’t do
anything! Captain Ravenlight is going to kill us! Captain Ravenlight is gonna kill us!”
Lone reached down and grabbed the badger’s shoulders, shaking him roughly as his eyes
filled with renewed terror. “Shut up, don’t say that!” he barked, as if not talking about it
would change the fact… and then he looked back and forth before rushing over to the
phone, nearly tripping in his eagerness as he grabbed it up and pounded the autodial,
looking for a number for the police force, then, after he managed to get a hold on someone,
yelling: “Help me! Help, the… the Boss is after me! He’s broken through the bridge and
the Boss-”
“May God have mercy on your soul,” the dispatch intoned quietly, and then hung up on
him. Lone merely stared at the receiver… then he looked back and forth, trembling
furiously before he kicked over a table, shaking his head rapidly before letting out a yell and

flinging the portable phone across the room and falling to his knees, grabbing his head and
simply screaming as he curled up on his knees… then he stared up at the badger again, as
Tinman stared at him, crazed hope springing back into his eyes as he walked forwards on
his knees and grabbed one of Tinman’s hands, his eyes growing wide.
“Listen… money! Money is the answer! I’ll… I’ll just offer him money and he’ll go
away, right? That’s got to be it, right? I mean… he’s got to let me live, I’m Lone Wulfe! I’m
Lone Wulfe!” the lupine shrieked, staring up at the badger with horror… and then he
slumped at the pity in Tinman’s eyes as he quietly reached out a hand and stroked the top of
Lone’s head.
“And he’s Zerrex Narrius,” Tinman whispered in reply, looking at Lone with a pain and
sorrow so deep it could only be described by the most base synonym of itself: sadness. “He
won’t stop. He doesn’t care about money. He just wants you to die, Mr. Wulfe. But first he’ll
make you beg for your life, and he’ll hurt you in all sorts of ways that I can’t even bear to
think about, and then he’ll kill you, but he’ll draw that out too. I’m sorry, Mr. Wulfe. I’ll do
what I can, but there’s no way a weakling coward like me can stop him…” Tinny swallowed
thickly, then he stood up and looked down at the now-silent wolf, reaching down to gently
pat him on the head. “Don’t try to fight… you’ll just make him even more angry. I’ll hold
the door for you to the next life, Mr. Wulfe, if he kills me. I’m sorry I can’t promise more.”
Then Tinny turned away and left Lone alone in the den, and the wolf immediately
jumped to his feet and began to pace, trembling furiously as he twitched and looked back
and forth, misery in his eyes before his eyes turned to the revolver sitting on the mantle, and
he nodded rapidly to himself, eyes round as he took the scratched-up gun into his hands
and grinned slowly, licking his muzzle as he began to pant harshly and cracked open the
cylinder… only to spill the five remaining bullets onto the floor and send them scattering
as Lone yelped and immediately dropped down, trying to grab them but only succeeding in
knocking them around with his trembling hands as he moaned in fear and metal agony,
trying to pick them up… and then his ears twitched and he stared upwards as he heard the
slam of a door and the shriek of Tinman.
~~~
The van slowly pulled into and down the driveway of the Mayor’s house, and Zerrex
quietly snorted as he saw only one police car sitting out front, with two officers standing at
the doorway to the mansion, one of them smoking a cigarette and the other sitting on the
steps, looking miserable. Zerrex traded a look with Cherry, then he picked up the four
items he’d meant to use all along and left Blackheart in the van – the odachi sword on his
back would be more than enough – as he slipped out the back. Well, that and the ancient
revolver he had.
Cherry joined him, and then they sauntered up the steps as the two police officers
looked at him without surprise… but the canine smoking the cigarette dropped his pack of
smokes, which was soon followed by the smoke itself as he gaped at the sight of Zerrex in
person, and the tiger seated on the steps shrank down a bit, coughing as he stared in what
could be described as either terror or piss-your-pants-fear. Especially since he was in the

company of a dangerous-looking female who looked equally deadly… although she wasn’t
as scarred up as the bigger male… but that could just mean she was even worse.
Zerrex stopped, then he put his hands behind his back as he tilted his head and asked in
a calm voice: “What are you doing here, and do you plan to get in my way?”
“We’re the two who got landed with the shit-duty to protect mayor dickhead here.” The
canine who had been smoking said, as he bent and picked up his pack of cigarettes, biting
another free and then slipping the pack into his pocket as he brought out a lighter. He
paused to light up, then took a deep drag and exhaled a plume of smoke before sneering
slightly, tilting his head. “Chief asshole said that he was doing ‘great things’ for the town,
but personally, I live over on the Comfort Town side of things, and I ain’t never seen much
of a problem with the way you’ve run shit, Boss. Besides which, the Chief isn’t exactly the
least corrupt or best person for his position.”
“Agreed…” said the tiger morbidly, but it was in a meek voice, as he rubbed his hands
together and then dropped his head, staring at the ground. “Me, I wanted to be a cop to be
a hero… well, at least respected, you know? Do the right thing… and I don’t know what
the right thing is anymore. After all… all we did anymore was bust kids vandalizing public
property and… be a muscle for the politicians to throw around at their enemies, ignoring
corruption here and there but picking on the people who wouldn’t sell this product or fund
this campaign.” He stopped, then laughed in that same scared voice. “Then again, me and
Vance here did just hear that you butchered about half the police force and sent those
fuckhead vigilantes running for the hills. So we ain’t too keen on messing with you, Boss,
sir.”
Vance laughed sourly, looking at the ground as he scuffed one boot against the stairs. “I
guess we ain’t really interested in trying to stop you, Boss. I do dislike the idea that you
probably killed some of my buddies, but… well, it wasn’t nothing personal, was it?” he
glanced up at the Drakkaren’s cool eyes, then smiled faintly as he looked down again. “I
guess not then. You have your own ways, we have ours. We made the mistake of messing
with you… or rather, mayor dickhead did… and you’re just setting it right… right?”
“Actually, this time I plan on doing a bit more.” Zerrex said softly, then he smiled a bit
as Vance glanced up at him again. “Bet your kid was at the park today. You have the same
kind of eyes.”
Then he walked forwards and past the curious tiger and the surprised canine before
glancing over his shoulder at Cherry, saying softly: “Let me handle Tinman and Lone.
Between us, it is personal.”
“You got it, Captain.” Cherry replied quietly, but then she stood straight, taking on a
rigid salute as she rose her head proudly, eyes flashing as she held her right hand in front of
her heart. Their eyes met, and Zerrex smiled faintly before he turned and returned the strict
salute.
Then he relaxed, and he said softly: “At ease, soldier. You know your duty: make me
proud and forget the Legion.” With that, the reptile turned as Cherry relaxed, putting her

hands on her hips and smiling faintly after him as he opened one of the wooden doors, and
walked inside, into a wide corridor that was lined with wooden furnishings and expensive
artwork, standing on a plain red carpet. He glanced back and forth, taking in his
surroundings, then his eyes set on a heavy door ahead as it slowly opened, in about the
middle of the long corridor and maybe fifteen, twenty feet away… and then Tinman
stepped through, staring at Zerrex and leaving his hand in the doorway as it swung closed
and then snapped on his fingers, making the badger cry out and yank his hand free, a bit of
blood dripping from his knuckles as he stuck his hand in his muzzle, eyes already overbright with tears of pain before he swallowed thickly and laughed faintly around his hand,
blushing as the Drakkaren said mildly: “Still haven’t changed, huh, Tinny?”
“No, sir.” Tinman responded, then he blushed deeper, looking embarrassed before he
lowered his hand from his muzzle and quietly laced his fingers together, looking at the
objects in the reptile’s hand and twiddling his thumbs slowly before he murmured a
question: “Did you… really…”
Zerrex shook his head, and the badger glanced up before smiling faintly. “You mean…
she’s really alive?”
“I’ll tell you what, Tinny.” Zerrex said softly, and he held up the four sawblades he held
in one hand, once more drawing Tinman’s gaze to them. “Let’s play a game. If you live
through it, you can go see Cherry. Just don’t expect her to be well… anything but herself.”
Zerrex smiled slightly now, and Tinman nodded obediently, laughing faintly.
Then he looked down again, hands still laced together before he looked up again, meekly
tilting his head as he asked hesitantly: “Can… can I ask another question?”
“You just did.” Zerrex responded, his own smile slightly broadening as the badger
blushed deeply, and then he spoke in a soft, soothing voice: “Sure. One of us could die in
the next few minutes, so… I’ll be as nice and generous as I can. Ask away, Tinny.”
“I can’t kill you.” Tinman responded in a mumble, and then he was silent for a moment
before looking up into the emerald eyes of the Drakkaren. “What about Vampire then…
did you… torture him or…”
The reptile shook his head slowly. “No. We fought, and I… decapitated him.” Sorta.
“That probably killed him but… his body kept going. So I dumped magma on it to
cremate him and… stop his pain.” It wasn’t a phrase the reptile would use normally, but it
made Tinman smile and wipe at his eyes quietly before he nodded and firmed his stance,
putting his hands out to his sides as he took a slow breath and visibly calmed his shaking,
eyes closed as he took long breath after long breath: something no enemy would usually
allow, but Zerrex did as he placed one hand on the hilt of his sword. Then Tinman opened
his eyes and nodded.
“I’m ready to do my best.” He said quietly, then he smiled faintly again as he held his
arms out and in front of him, looking so… small and meek in his plain dress shirt and
slightly loose pants. “I’ll play the game, Captain Ravenlight-”

“Zerrex.” the reptile corrected gently, and Tinman’s smile broadened as his eyes
brightened quietly, looking at the reptile with surprise and then nodding, seeming to
silently taste the word before speaking again.
“Zerrex.” He said finally, then he nodded one last time before stepping back and raising
his hands. “Let’s play.”
The reptile laughed softly, then he drew his hand back before throwing the four
sawblades at once in a wide, diagonal arc, letting them fan out as he brought his arm out in
a full swing from one side of his body to the other. Instead of continuing forwards,
however, then hovered in midair as Tinman pushed his hands out, then he gritted his teeth
and made a violent shoving motion, sending them back at the Drakkaren – not flying at
him, but spinning rapidly enough to cause the air to whirr.
Zerrex, however, had drawn his sword in the pause, and he immediately slashed outwards
as he rose one foot and swayed to the side slightly: two of the spinning sawblades whirled
past him, smashing halfway through the wooden exit and lodging themselves in the thick
oak doors, while the other two were knocked back from the hard slash from the reptile,
flying once more towards Tinman: the badger rose one hand, however, stopping them as his
tongue appeared between his teeth, concentrating as he lowered his other hand and made a
grabbing motion at about his waist before shoving upwards.
The Drakkaren felt some force grab his sword, and then he jerked his head to the side
with a grunt as he felt the blade almost yanked out of his hands as it thrusted upwards; it
barely missed his head, but then Tinny’s other hand waved and the sawblades were coming
at him again, spinning violently as the sword swept down towards his neck.
Zerrex snorted and let the blade collide, and Tinman’s hand faltered as he gasped and
stared, inadvertently releasing his grip on the sword and focusing more power into the
sawblades… but then Zerrex sidestepped, and both discs slammed past him and buried
deep into the door, the wood frame trembling from the force of impact before Zerrex
turned to the badger with a wince, rolling his head on his shoulders as he held the long
katana out and said in a mild voice: “It’s a single-edged sword, Tinman. Nice trick, though.”
“Oh…” Tinny said meekly, then he flushed and looked down. “Thanks… but what
about this?” Then he held up a hand, making it into a gun, and cocked his thumb back.
The reptile stared as he felt one of his .52 handguns push against the back of his
skull… and then he laughed softly as he looked at Tinman with a faint smile. “That… is a
very good trick. But it must be hard for you, huh?”
The badger nodded, not needing much else to reply: the huge magnum was a hard object
to manipulate because he couldn’t see it, and, as a mechanical object, it required more force
to move around, being made of all different types of materials instead of just light metals.
Then the badger whispered: “Sorry,” and he clenched his eyes shut, turning his head away as
he mimed pulling a trigger.
Zerrex jerked his head away, wincing and knowing it wouldn’t be enough… but the dry
click of the trigger told him that he was safe. He blinked, then the gun fell to the ground as

Tinman opened his eyes meekly, and the reptile shook his head before looking at the badger
with vague amusement. “Well, that would be the gun I didn’t reload, then…”
Tinman flushed, then he rose both hands as Zerrex began to step forwards, and the
reptile felt the metal sheath rise up behind him and the metal grind as it tried to curl
around his throat… but the alloy was too much for the badger, and so he only stood,
struggling uselessly for a few moments as sweat poured down his body… then he fell
backwards on his rear and panted, hands flat against the ground as he stared at Zerrex as
the reptile sheathed his sword, somewhat pleased by the fact that the metal was barely bent
– it meant he wouldn’t have to work so hard to straighten it out again. “Good game, Tinny.
You’ve definitely gotten better.”
“I’m so dead.” Tinman mumbled, curling up with a wince as he looked up at Zerrex.
“Please just… make it quick?”
The Drakkaren looked down at him, then he snorted and nudged him with one boot,
making him uncurl and sit up before he jerked his head behind him and said softly: “Nah.
Your prize is your life, Tinny. You did pretty good there… I won by a fluke. Now go and
see Cherry.” He smiled slightly. “You wanted to do that, didn’t you?”
Tinman stared up at Zerrex for a few moments, disbelieving exactly what he’d heard…
then he lunged forwards and hugged the reptile’s legs tightly, shoving his head against his
knee as tears rolled down his cheeks and he looked up at him warmly before he began to
force himself to his feet… then stared as the reptile offered his hand, and let him help him
up before he swayed in front of him, then threw himself against the lizard in another tight
embrace, Zerrex’s arms going wide as he made a face and then slowly patted him on the
back with one hand as Tinman wept against his chest, saying in a muffled voice: “Thank
you, Zerrex! Thank you, Mr. Zerrex!”
“Zerrex is good, thanks…” The reptile responded mildly, then the badger looked up at
him with shining eyes and he laughed faintly. Well… I guess you were always kind of the
innocent one of all of us, too… so… I’m glad I didn’t kill you. Hopefully Cherry doesn’t,
either. But I doubt she’ll do too much. “Go see Cherry.”
Tinny nodded, then he quickly ran past the reptile – almost braining-slash-impaling
himself on the door – before throwing it open and yelling in a loud, happy voice: “Cherry!
You really are alive! You really are!” Then, as Zerrex tilted his head back and the door closed
behind him, he heard the distinctive sound of Tinny running towards her… then a loud
smack and a shriek as Tinny rolled down the steps after being hit by something hard.
“Roundhouse kick.” Zerrex said softly, then he flexed his hands before walking slowly
forwards, heading through the doorway Tinny had come through, and then down the hall,
hearing sounds – namely frightened panting – coming only from behind one doorway. He
stopped, then kicked the door open and sent Lone – who had been trying to hold it shut –
flying with a shriek into a couch, then flipping over the furnishing to land first on the
cushions, then roll off and crash onto the floor, the revolver skittering across the room.

The lupine only knew that Tinman had been defeated, if not killed… and that he was
alone. And now, he tried to crawl for the gun, crying quietly as Zerrex walked in behind
him, then grabbed the couch and shoved it into the corner of the room, clearing a straight
path for him as Lone looked over his shoulder, crying harder before turning for the gun
again and lunging, reaching out…
Zerrex stomped down on his ankle, and the wolf fell flat on the ground, smacking the
bottom of his muzzle against the floor with a squawk of pain as he clawed for the revolver,
his fingers glancing off it and only knocking it further away before Zerrex stepped beside
him and slammed a foot into his already damaged kidneys, rolling him over as the reptile
drew his odachi, and the wolf screamed, holding his hands up in front of his face as he
clenched his eyes shut: “No, no, no! Don’t, no!”
The sword stabbed down, and Lone’s body convulsed, his arms flying out and his arms
spasming out to his sides before he slowly turned his head to the right, where the blade had
buried beside his head, cutting through his fur but not so much as scratching his skin. He
whimpered deeply… then he tried to roll around the sword and lunged for the gun,
grabbing it and fumbling with the hammer as Zerrex leisurely drew the ancient revolver
from his boot, then took aim as Lone rolled over, shrieking: “Die! Die! Die you
motherfucker, you die! You-”
The boom of the gun was massive in the room: it filled everything, took away Lone’s
senses, and then he was left laying on the ground, twitching, his hands bloody… and then
he slowly rolled his head back with a groan of pain before tilting his head up and raising
his hands in front of his face, looking at the burns and blood on them as he gazed up at
Zerrex, who was snarling, a deep gash down his shoulder, and a massive, rusted revolver
aimed at him but tilted backwards, arm bent as if the recoil had been too much even for
him to handle repeatedly… and then Lone, trembling, slowly looked up into the corner of
the room, at his congealing mess of vomit that had been further splattered by what looked
like a broken, curled piece of burnt steel before traveling back to Zerrex.
The reptile lowered the gun again towards the lupine, snorting in disgust at the fact that
he’d allowed the wolf to get a shot in against him out sheer carelessness. He must have fired
a split second before the reptile had… but still. That wasn’t what mattered. Now Zerrex
took aim at the wolf as Lone rose his bloody hands, shaking his head in frantic denial as he
pleaded: “Please… please, sir… I’ll… I’ll do anything, oh please… I’ll buy you whatever
you want, give you however much money you want…”
The reptile snorted, then he took aim and fired once. Twice. Thrice. Then he merely
stood there, the gun smoking and his arm aching, the deep wound on his right forearm
dripping blood through the bandages again as Lone lay on the ground in front of him…
and then the wolf curled up and screamed, barely able to hear even his own voice as his
body shook furiously, hands behind his head, covering his aching ears as he shrieked: “Stop
it, stop it! Stop, oh God, stop!”
The reptile fired off two more rounds, and the wolf ’s paws curled up now, tears rolling
down his muzzle as his body quaked, five bullet holes in the ground, the dots forming a

pentagon around the lupine as Zerrex snorted, then he pulled the hammer of the massive
revolver back and shoved the gun against the lupine’s head, searing into his forehead with
the barrel as he dropped a knee of his chest, forcing him to uncurl and holding his head
against the ground as he shrieked, eyes going wide again and piss once more running down
his leg as he shook rapidly, trying to force himself free before Zerrex whispered quietly:
“Listen to me, Lone. Listen well. How many shots have I fired? I bet you don’t know. Nor
do you know how many bullets this gun loads.”
Lone cried harder at this, eyes staring at the reptile’s cold emerald irises with terror as he
felt the gun bearing down into his skull, as he felt tears leaking down his face and his body
trembling violently, his hands gripping his arm uselessly as he kneeled on his chest, one leg
out to the side before he felt Zerrex twist the barrel and he shrieked in agony, babbling
incoherent nonsense before he felt the barrel draw back… then slam him across the muscle,
burning his lips and breaking his teeth as he screamed, dropping his hands down to grab his
agonized mouth as the reptile shoved the gun back down against his head, snarling: “Listen
to me, goddamn you!”
Lone quailed, and the hysteria was replaced by total, broken fear as he stared up into the
Boss’s eyes, trembling in total defeat… and then he whispered: “Yes, sir…”
Zerrex nodded, then he continued to speak quietly: “All my life has been about violence.
My mother died young, my father did too. He killed the former and I killed the latter, I
stabbed him while he slept. I don’t talk about my past, Lone, but I’ll talk about it before I
blow your useless head off, just so you get my point.
“My father’s name was Ifret. But we all just called him Narrius. He trained me, raised
me to be a cruel, sadistic bastard. He taught me about rape, slavery, killing for fun and all
those nice family things. From the way you act, you probably were taught about money…
but when I look in your eyes, I see you at least recognize some part of what I’m saying. Tell
me.”
Lone swallowed thickly, then whispered: “My dad… had me rape… my sister. Once.
Then… whenever I wanted, he said I could do it… and he gave me the family business
when he passed… Mom… wasn’t much, I dunno, I guess she was average… she did drugs
but… they both did and they kept it to themselves… my sister went on, she lives…
somewhere, I don’t know where… so I started rape… there… but… I swear I never meant
to kill anyone…”
Zerrex laughed faintly, nodding slowly, then he smiled coldly. “I hurt people because I
realize they’re people, Lone. Not toys. You, on the other hand, seem to think money can fix
anything. Can bring Mary back.” Zerrex twisted the barrel viciously with these words, and
Lone let out a whimper as he clenched his eyes shut in pain. “Can change this situation,
Lone. But I’ve been thinking.
“I lived my whole life through violence. My father was not the first person I’ve killed. I
tried to be good, but the world always laughed at me, so I decided to go along with what it
wanted and treat everyone like crap. Hate everyone. Hurt them for my pleasure…” he gave a
disgusted snort as he looked at the wolf, his eyes full of contempt. “You do it because you

want to, on the other hand. I bet you were never hated without reason… beaten until you
were almost dead… trained violently and forced to work every day of your life just so you
could sleep in a broken bed under a damaged roof. Until I joined the military, I fought
every day of my life. Ironically, when I was with the military, it was only fighting most days
of my life… and it was a battlefield more physical than mental. So it was… fun.” The
reptile licked his muzzle slowly at this, then he brought the gun back and slammed the
handle down on Lone’s head, cracking his skull back against the floor and making him
groan with the pain, seeing stars flash in front of his vision as he slumped against the
ground… but he was quickly brought back to consciousness as Zerrex stood and gave him a
hard boot to the crotch, agony exploding in his already-damaged testicles as he gave a
choked gasp and stared at the reptile in horror as he pointed the revolver at him.
Then he continued, and it was with a strange, dark smile… and as he spoke, Lone
realized with a strange horror the complications it meant for him. “But I’ve decided to at
least try and do things the right way, now. I’m no creature of good. I’m a monster. Pure and
simple, this is what I live for: carnage. So I’m going to set things right here, Lone, starting
with all the chaos that’s been caused in this town.” He stopped, then said in a strangely soft
voice: “Say goodbye to your old life, Lone. You’re parting ways with it now.”
“No!” Lone screamed, spasming against the ground, eyes widening as he rose his
hands… and then the reptile pulled the trigger.
There was a dry click, and Zerrex smiled down at the wolf as he panted harshly, pale
with terror, his arms falling back against the ground and half-levering him up as he stared at
the reptile with horror before whispering: “What?”
“Looks like it only has six shots.” Zerrex responded quietly, then he pulled out his .52
magnum and fired twice, blowing out the shins of the wolf and causing him to scream in
newfound agony, clutching at his legs as his voice howled and shrieked. It was a beautiful
music to the reptile, and he closed his eyes before forcing himself to holster the gun and
tilting his head upwards, smiling faintly at the ceiling as Lone spasmed and shrieked in
agony. “I hear you. Even over his hollering, I hear you.”
Then the reptile stepped forwards and stomped down on the wolf ’s chest, shoving him
against the ground as he stared up at Zerrex, fear seeping through the total agony as he
spasmed against the ground and continued to sob, pain burning through his body… but
the reptile’s orders were clear even through the burning that felt like it was eating him up,
and his body was firm and steady in his vision despite the fact everything else seemed to be
turning to an unimportant haze as he convulsed, hand clenching and unclenching as the
Boss said quietly: “Listen to me, and you may yet live.”
Zerrex only knew one thing: he was going to do what was right… and he was going to
try and follow the path of so-called good. What always came back to mind for him was
simple: do what his angels, his innocents, would tell him to do… which meant listen to the
voices of Cindy… Sarah… and Mary. Cindy had never asked for Lone to be raped…
Sarah had never asked for Lone to burn… and somehow he knew, Mary would never ask
for Lone to die.

So he wouldn’t. But he knew exactly what he could do… and so he made Lone stand up,
made him walk as he screamed, his eyes bulging, unimaginable agony filling his body as
Zerrex kept him standing with a hand to the back of his collar and awake with a hard fist
to his stomach whenever he started to fall into a daze… before allowing him to sit on the
couch, and then Zerrex had dug out a blank piece of paper and a pen, and they’d written up
a contract for the wolf to sign… before Zerrex had gathered all the important papers and
left Lone sitting, alive but breathing harshly, half-mad with pain and sorrow and fear and
terror, and to be plagued for the rest of his life by nightmares of not only that night, but
the realization of all the pain he’d caused…
In the end, Zerrex had simply walked out, and he, Cherry, and Tinman had gone back to
his house after the police phoned for an ambulance: Lone was once more bandaged up, put
on meds… but this time, when he awoke, the first thing he croaked was that all his assets
were to be liquefied around the world and placed into various funds, that he was quitting
his job and taking position of Mayor full time, that all border patrols were to be removed
and that he was going to be making major changes in the economy.
Vance was elected police chief; he found he got along with Zerrex, and the reptile was
able to smile at the toddler he met in the park the next time he saw him, saying he was
perhaps a good person after all. Then the reptile had gone to Elliot’s, met with the members
of the weird sexual club he’d ran into before, and produced a land deed for an unused
townhouse in Comfort Town and said that the arrangements had been taken care of.
Needless to say, the OPOS representatives had been exceedingly happy, and gladly accepted
Zerrex into their flock as an occasional participant.
Cherry and Cindy stayed with Zerrex: Elliot was somewhat downcast at this, but he was
happy that she was staying with her father now, and that she even had a kind of mother
figure there was well… although he found himself slightly disillusioned to this when
Cherry had gotten into a drinking contest with the boys at the bar and ended up yelling
lustily along to the jukebox.
Tinman took up residence in Apple Villa as prices on the huge mansions began to drop
as people left in a huff, trying to find some other rich fool’s utopia: he reduced the size of
the home greatly, then built his own little art center, where he worked at using his own
unique powers to create statuettes and vanity figures, and to entertain and marvel the
children with, making them laugh and bringing a certain happiness to the quiet badger’s life.
Zerrex checked in periodically on Lone to make sure he was doing his duty, and to offer
advice on how to better knit Baskin’s Grove together: Lone found himself exceedingly
frightened of the Drakkaren… but at the least, he wasn’t being kicked around anymore, and
much of his worry was slowly turning to more awe and quiet respect. The wolf was going
through his own changes now, as he watched Zerrex trying to live a productive life that was
at least free of unjust violence… it was a strange and amazing thing to watch.
There were a million more stories, endings and beginnings: there was the realism that all
ended in death, but there was the romance of the happily-ever-after, on the day of Zerrex
and Cherry’s wedding that came a long time before. There was the comedy of Reinhold

being chased from the town by his former constituents, and there was the near-fantasy as
Lone changed under Zerrex’s watchful guidance. In the end, it was life as life had always
been in the town… but at the sight of Zerrex standing hand-in-hand with his wife and
daughter, and Lone sitting on the hilltop while he flushed as they ragged on him about the
past and Tinman stood nearby, looking at the setting sun… it became obvious that life had
changed for the better.

